COLORADO SUPREME COURT STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE COLORADO
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
AGENDA
June 16, 2017 9:00 a.m.
2 East 14th Ave., Supreme Court Conference Room, 4th Floor
Call-in numbers: 720-625-5050 – Access Code: 47464358#
WiFi Access Code: To be provided at the meeting
_____________________________________________________________
1.

Reappointments and introduction of new members Margaret Funk, Jacki
Cooper Melmed, and Fred Yarger, and reappointment of current members

2.

Approval of minutes:
a.

November 4, 2016 meeting [pp. 001-020]

b.

February 24, 2017 meeting [pp. 021-027]

3.

Submission of Rule 1.6 reports to Court [Marcy Glenn, pp. 028-031]

4.

Report from Fee Subcommittee [Nancy Cohen & Jamie Sudler]

5.

Report from Rule 8.4(g) Subcommittee [Judge Webb]

6.

New Business:
a.

Potential amendments to Rule 3.5(c) in light of Pena-Rodriguez v.
Colorado, 137 S.Ct. 855 (2017) [Judge Berger, pp. 032-060]

b.

Pretexting, the sequel – Supreme Court’s proposed amendment to
Rule 8.4(c) [Tom Downey, pp. 061-183; pp. 091-156 of November
14, 2016 materials]

c.

Housekeeping amendments to Rule 5.4(d) and (e) [Alec Rothrock,
pp. 184-223]

d.

Potential amendments to require attorney-client engagement
agreements [Tony van Westrum & Dave Little, pp. 157-59 from
February 24, 2017 meeting materials]

e.

Potential contingent fee rule amendments [Marcy Glenn, pp. 19-22 of
November 4, 2016 materials]

f.

Potential advertising rule amendment proposed by U.S.
Representative Goodlatte [Jim Coyle, pp. 224-227]

7.

Administrative matters: Select next meeting date

8.

Adjournment (before noon)
Marcy G. Glenn, Chair
Holland & Hart LLP
(303) 295-8320
mglenn@hollandhart.com

9664262_1

These submitted minutes have not
yet been approved by the Committee

COLORADO SUPREME COURT
STaNITNc CoUUITTBB oN THE RUI,BS OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Submitted Minutes of Meeting of the Full Committee
On November 4,2016
(Forty-fifth Meeting of the Full Committee)

The forty-fifth meeting of the Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the Rules of
Professional Conduct was convened at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, November 4,2016, by Chair Marcy G.
Glenn. The meeting was held in Conference Room Ns 2215 on the second floor of the Ralph L. Carr
Colorado Justice Center.
Present in person at the meeting, in addition to Chair Marcy G. Glenn and Justices Nathan B.
Coats and Monica M. Mârquez,were Committee members Judge Michael H. Berger, Helen E. Berkman,
Gary B. Blum, Nancy L. Cohen, Cynthia F. Covell, James C. Coyle, Thomas E. Downey, Jr., John M.
Haried, David C. Little, Judge William R. Lucero, Cecil E, Morris, Jr., Melissa Meirink, Judge Ruthanne
Polidori, Henry R. Reeve, Alexander R. Rothrock, Matthew A. Samuelson, Marcus L. Squarrell, James
S. Sudler III, Anthony van Westrum, and Judge John R. Webb. Present by conference telephone were
members Boston H. Stanton, Jr, and E. Tuck Young. Excused from attendance were members Federico
C. Alvarez, James C. Coyle, Thomas E. Downey, Jr., David W. Stark, Eli Wald, and Lisa M. Wayne.
Also present were Supreme Court staff attorney Melissa C. Meirink and the following guests, who
introduced themselves to the members at the beginning of the meeting: Angela R. Arkin, Ann C.

Gushurst, Joan H. McWilliams, Diana L. Powell, Sue A. Waters, Helen C. Shreves, and Gina B.
Weitzenkorn. Guest David Littman joined the meeting after it had commenced.

I.

Court Staff Changes

The Chair advised the members that Christine A. Markman, staff attorney to the Court and
member of the Committee since its thirty-frrst meeting, has left the Court's service and the Committee
to become a lawyer at Wheeler, Trigg & O'Donnell LLP. The Court's staff attorneys who will now
participate with the Committee are Melissa C. Meirink and Jennifer June (J.J.) Wallace.

II

Meeting Materials; Minutes of July 22, 2016 Meeting, the Forty-þurth Meeting of the
Commirtue.

The Chair had provided a package of materials to the members prior to the meeting date,
including submitted minutes ofthe forry-fourth meeting ofthe Committee, held on July 22,2016. Those
minutes were approved with corrections.

IIL

Reportfrom Rule 2.1 (Parental Conflict) Subcommittee.

Noting that the guests who were present at the meeting were with the Committee to discuss the
sixth item on the meeting agenda that the Chair had included with the meeting materials, the Chair
determined that that item would be the first to be considered at the meeting. That item was the proposal
to add to Comment [5] of Rule 2.1 anew, third, sentence reading-
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In a matter involving the allocation of parental rights and responsibilities, an
attorney should consider advising the client that parental conflict can have a
significant adverse effect on minor children.

The Chair referred the members to the report of the Rule 2.l,ParenLal Conflict, Subcommittee,
beginning af page 74 of the meeting materials; and she invited the subcommittee chair, member
Alexander R. Rothrock, to review the subcommittee's deliberations for the Committee.

Rothrock began by identif,ing the following as the members of the subcommittee: Committee
members David C. Little, Ruthanne Polidori, and James S. Sudler III and, additionally, Angela Arkin,
and
who were present as guests at this meeting
Gina B. Weitzenkorn, and Joan H. McV/illiams
one
which
all
but
held
one
meeting,
at
subcommittee
had
Margaret Funk and Michael F. DiManna. The
of those just named were in attendance and Sue A. Waters, another guest at this meeting, was also in
attendance.

As stated in the subcommittee's report, Rothrock said that the subcommittee approached the
matter by first discussing whether any wording should be added to the Rules of Professional Conduct
and, if some statement
that referred to the impact parental conflict in litigation can have on children
should be included, whether it should be placed in the text of a rule or in a comment to a rule. There was,
he said, disagreement on what, if anything should be added to the C.R.P.C, but agreement that, if
anything were to be added, it should be placed in a comment and not in a rule. Further, while some
participants felt that nothing should be added, even to a comment, they, as well as those who wished to
make an addition, felt that the text quoted above was acceptable if any addition were to be made.
Noting that the participants on the subcommittee were "not representative of the populace as a
whole," Rothrock directed the members to the sixth and seventh numbered paragraphs of the
subcommittee's report for a summary of the views of those participants. Those opposing any addition
to the Rules expressed concerns both about adding text to the C.R.P.C. that applied only to a particular
area of legal practice and about the unwanted effect that any such addition to the Rules might lead to the
establishment of a standard of care applicable to civil claims against lawyers. Rothrock emphasized that
Rule 2.1 itself is a standard of conduct for disciplinary purposes, not a standard of care for civil liability.l
But, Rothrock continued, no participant argued that parental conflict cannot have harmful effects
on children;perhaps this proposed addition to Comment [5] of Rule 2.1 is "the only way to tackle the
problem." The purpose of the proponents of the addition is just to try to raise the consciousness of the
bar to the fact of the problem; they believe that the addition would do some good, ultimately, by
changing the behavior ofsome parents in divorce. Those opposed, however, see the proposal as an overreaction, one that could lead to lawyer liability if the lawyer failed to give the advice contemplated by
the addition. Some also felt that the addition ofthis language for this particular practice area could lead
to requests from other practice areas for language ofthe same ilk covering concerns pertinent to those
other practice areas.
rran
is not a command
attorney should consider"
Rothrock said that the proposed wording
given
lawyer should
the
that
might
be
and,
therefore,
advice
contemplates
requirement.
Comment
or
[5]
consider giving it.

l. The second and third sentences of Section [20] ofthe Scope section ofthe Colorado Rules ofProfessional
Conduct statesThe Rules are designed to provide guidance to lawyers and to provide a
structure for regulating conduct through disciplinary agencies. They are not
designed to be a basis for civil liability.
-Secretary
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Rothrock concluded his review by saying the language quoted above is the language that the
although some of the subcommittee participants would
subcommittee proposed to the Committee
prefer that no addition be made.
To a member's question of whether there was any subcommittee opposition to the proposed text
of the sentence to be added to Comment [5], Rothrock said there was no opposition to the language
though some participants wanted no such addition.
no proposal for alternative language

-

A member, who had been a member of the subcommittee, said that member and another
participant on the subcommittee had been the ones who thought no addition should be made. In their
view, the addition would not actually change parental behavior: A certain number of clients will not
listen to anyone; this will not change behavior. This member and the colleague on the subcommittee
were skeptical.

A member asked whether the subcommittee had concluded that a lawyer may presently give the
to a client in the absence ofsuch a
that parental conflict can harm children
contemplated advice
- that such advice may already be
provision in a rule or -comment. Rothrock replied that it is understood
given under the current Rules without this addition.
The member who had earlier spoken of skepticism said the American Academy of Matrimonial

Lawyers already has a practice standard calling for this advice.2
The member who had asked whether such an addition was thought to be necessary to enable
lawyers to give this advice without violating a principle of the Rules asked the guests whether they
believed that such an addition \vas necessary or at least would induce more lawyers to give this advice
than now do so.
One of the guests replied that she did not know whether lawyers already give such advice;she
was of the view that lawyers think their client is the parent with whom they have engaged, and they do
not consider the children. The membership ofthe American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers is small,

so its practice standard is not widely known; and this guest would like to see the addition made to
Comment [5]. Matrimonial lawyers do not think they have a duty to the children of their clients; she
cited letters from parents who have stated that they did not hear this advice from their lawyers.
Another guest agreed that those who have been litigants in inter-parental disputes report that no
one ever gave them such advice, She added that the toll on children is pretty alarming. The proponents
of the addition understand that the lawyers' role is to act on behalf of their clients, but the proponents
want to encourage lawyers, by this addition to the comment, to give that advice for the protection of the
children. The addition, she said, would be a way to start the process of changing behavior.
Another guest noted that there is a statutory basis for the idea that the lawyer engaged in this field
ofpractice does have a role to play in protecting children, since the court need not approve a parenting
plan unless it is found to be in the best interest of the child. But that consideration is possible only if both
parents are represented by lawyers in the process. And that, the guest concluded, implies that there is
a qualitative difference in the process that comes about because of the presence of lawyers as
representatives of the parents. She added that she felt this proposal to add the suggested text to

at

2. See "Bounds ofAdvocacy, Goals for Family Lawyers," American Academy ofMatrimonial Larvyers, available
http.llny.aaml.org/sites/ny.aaml,org/files/bounds_oladvocacy.pdf. _Secretary
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Comment [5] was the least that could be done; she would be even more forceful in telling lawyers that
a part of their role in the process.

this is

A member of the Committee spoke to say that he had handled no domestic relations case since
he was in law school and that his knowledge about this matter comes from representing lawyers facing
discipline before the Attorney Regulation Counsel and in mediating legal malpractice cases from within
the domestic relations practice area. To him, the allegations made by former clients in those contexts
are generally unbelievable: "I never knew this. My lawyer never told me this." This member starts his
consideration of this proposal with the view that there should be no content in the Rules directed toward
specific practice areas and continues with the belief that it is inappropriate to think that the Rules can
regulate practice styles. As he put it, some lawyers are always ready to go to war; others are calmer; still
other seek to get the respective clients into mediation. There are, in short, different approaches to the
practice of law, he said. The proposal that is before the Committee, he said, is an opening for the
Committee's "legislating the practice of law." In contrast, he pointed out, the Colorado Bar Association's
Ethics Committee did not take a similar route when asked by lawyers practicing water law to provide
special rules regarding conflicts of interest that can arise within that practice area.
To those comments,

a

guest responded that no one could be more interested in protecting lawyers

from risks of litigation than she; but, she felt, this proposal presented no such litigation risk: The
proposed language would be discretionary. Itwould, she added, help young lawyers understand what
is permitted. This is not, she said, just water rights; one half of Colorado children are or will be children
of divorce. The proposal would guide young lawyers. If the proposal did not have a positive impact,
the Committee could, in the future, reject any proposal for a rule with an additional duty; she added that
this proposal does not in fact impose an additional dufy. The proposal gives permission to lawyers to
do what they have been doing for a long time.

A guest, who introduced his comments by noting that he has served on the Colorado Bar
Association's Ethics Committee for eight or nine years, spoke in opposition to the previous comments
of the member who had disapproved of adding special rules to the C.R.P.C. for particular areas of
practice. The guest said that he has, for the last two or three years, made a presentation at a seminar on
ethics; he would like to be able to tell the attendees, in the future, that the Supreme Court has added the
proposed text to the comment, calling the attendees' attention to that comment in Rule 2.1by saying that
the lawyer has the specific option of discussing, with the client, the effects on the client's children of an
allocation of the client's parental rights and responsibilities. The added text in the comment would give
the lawyer, as advisor, the context for revisiting with the client the impact of "high conflict" on children.
It would give the lawyer another tool to use in difficult cases.

A

member spoke to say he had been a member of the subcommittee; he noted that the
subcommittee had first rejected the addition of this matter to the text of Rule 2.1, before considering its
addition to a comment to that rule. He had, himself, at frrst been opposed even to the addition of the
concept to a comment for the reason previously expressed by the other member: We do not tell lawyers
about conduct within specifrc practice areas. But, he said, he had "come around" because this matter is
involving the well-being of minor children. In his view, the adoption ofthe proposal would
not mean the Committee was moving down a slippery slope; "this is the end of the matter" if the Court
adopts the proposal. Impoftant to his conclusion, he said, is the fact that the proposal does not establish
so important,

a rule ofconduct.

Another member referred back to the remarks of the member who had expressed the view that
the Rules should not contain special statements about particular areas of law practice. This member
asked what other alternatives there might be for providing this important "education" to parents about
the adverse impacts of their disputes with one another on their minor children?
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A guest noted that all of the guests work in this very arena, providing educational programs for
lawyers and judges alike about such impacts on children. But, she said, there are lawyers who do not
attend such programs and do not receive such education: "Those who hang their shingles do not go to
those special education programs." So, the matter should be talked about "through the rule"; those
lawyers should learn of the matter in the process of becoming members of the bar. So many lawyers, she
added, do not have the breadth of experience that those present at this meeting take for granted. This
proposed addition to the comment would provide an "entry level" education for lawyers entering
domestic relations practice. This proposed addition would require the lawyer to think about the conflictimpact issue; it would not require the lawyer to make a statement to the client about the issue.
Another guest said that those who practice law should be proud of what they do in many areas
of the law. To her, it is apparent that the proposal calls merely for the addition of a comment; it is not
a rule of conduct. It is appropriate for the comment to acknowledge a special problem for children in
a special area of law. She noted that the things parents in domestic conflict cannot agree upon are
astonishing: which school a child should attend, and the like. The legal profession should acknowledge
that its practitioners are not just advocates but are also part of the larger community. The proposed
comment is a way of talking to the lawyer about how this matter of adverse impact on children can be
considered in the lawyer's practice. "Family law is different," she said.
A member said that she was not convinced that the proposal was a slippery slope into regulation
of conduct in special practice areas. This, she said, just speaks to a special area; she reminded the
Committee of the recent addition of Comment [4] to Rule 1.2, providing that a lawyer may counsel and
assist a client regarding the provisions of Colorado law regulating conduct with respect to cannabis but
directing the lawyer also to advise the client about related federal law and policy. Marijuana law is not
necessarily a special area oflaw practice, she said, but it is getting special attention. She added that it
as Comment [4] commands that the
is distressing to her to see the command "shall" in a comment
advise the client regarding related
cannabis
also
"shall
lawyer who undertakes to counsel with respect to
permitting
lawyers to discuss the adverse effects on
federal law and policy." In contrast, the proposal
minor children caused by strife over parental rights is not, in her view, a slippery slope. If it is not
helpful, at least it does not create a standard of practice and cannot serve as the basis for a grievance
against a lawyer, since it merely states that the lawyer "should consider" advising the client about the
adverse impacts contemplated by the comment. She observed that Rule 2.1 already provides, in its rule
text, that, in the realm of litigation, "a lawyer should advise the client of alternative forms of dispute
resolution"; the proposal at hand \¡/as not different from that.
The member who had earlier spoken to say that she had been a member of the subcommittee and
had, with one other subcommittee member, thought no addition should be made, because it would not
actually change parental behavior, spoke again. She said that, as a judge, about a third of her cases
involve domestic relations. Yes, she said, there is a problem that the proposal seeks to address. She has
seen parenting after the parents have attended the divorce classes that are mandatory in all jurisdictions:

If you frle with children, you must attend

the course. Originally, the courses were taught by very
competent lecturers. Then changes were made to the Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure to provide for
initial status conferences in divorces, with thejudge and the parties; goodjudges took advantage ofthose
conferences to point out that bad parental conduct is harmful to the children. She agreed with the
comment of a guest that there needs to be an effort to educate judges about what is good behavior in this
regard. But, she added, we must consider that, in calendar year 2015, sixty-frve percent of divorce cases
were conducted without any lawyer, seventy-frve percent of all parties having no lawyer. The proposed
comment will affect a very limited number of parties. For the other cases, there must be a better way
to get the message to all parents. Her
better than a C.R.C,P. comment directed only at lawyers
conclusion was that, if the Committee thought addition of the proposed text to the comment would
change behavior, it should proceed to do that; in her view, it would not be useful.
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To those comments, a guest drew upon the cited fact that, around the country, seventy-five
percent of parties in divorces do not have lawyers and added that mediators in such cases hear from
parties who are parents with children that the parents do not want lawyers because they think the
presence of lawyers in the process will destroy the civility between them. If, then, this comment is
intended to be directed toward parents, through their lawyers, we need frrst to get rid of the perception
that the lawyers, by intruding, will destroy that civility. But, if lawyers are mainly involved in cases that
already involve conflict, the proposed comment will be useful. This can, she said, help the profession
erase its "terrible reputation."
A guest who had not previously spoken commented that the number of parties in divorce cases
who are not represented by lawyers is troubling. But "multiple exposures" to the thought that they should
strive to avoid harm to their children will nevertheless be useful to them as they go through the process;
sometimes they just have not realized that the ongoing pressures of the divorce process are troubling to
the children. In accord with the previous comment that the added text would give the lawyer, as advisor,
another tool for explaining the impact of "high conflict" on children in difficult cases, this proposal
would not be a "magic bullet," but that limitation does not mean the amendment should not be made.
The change effected by the amendment will be just a suggestion, not a rule imposing a requirement on
lawyers. And, the guest added, "the system" needs to change from the ground up: It must become as
socially unacceptable to harm children in the course of divorce as it has become to smoke or to drive
while under the influence of alcohol.
A member noted that it is already known that "high conflict" is harmful; one just needs to be "a
functioning human being" to have that awareness. She noted that the proposed addition, to the effect that
there can be parental conflict in divorces involving children, states the obvious: Even if the parties are
"getting along" and are headed toward an agreed settlement of their marriage, there is nevertheless
"conflict" between them. The member would change the dialogue from "high conflict" to "extreme
conflict" to make the distinction.
Another member spoke in support of the proposal. He noted that there is universal agreement
that divorce involves real conflict and that, as had been suggested by another member, there is no
downside to making the addition. Would the change actually help? To this member, even if there were
but a small number of cases in which the change had an effect, the change should be made, as it would
not cause harm. As to whether this would be a "slippery slope" down which other discipline-specific
changes might be proposed, the member was certain that this Committee and the Supreme Court itself
could guard against that result.
The guest who had previously noted the efforts that the domestic relations bar makes to educate
judges and lawyers about the adverse impacts of divorce conflict on children, and the failure of some
lawyers to attend such educational opportunities, added that the addition of the proposed text to the
comment will be beneficial if parents can be steered away from conflict escalation by the counseling of
their lawyers given early in the divorce process. When a lawyer explains such concerns to the client, it
can have a huge benefit over what the court might be able to accomplish by words from the bench. The
trust that clients have with their counsel is an important component of that beneficial effect. As to the
comment previously made that attempted to distinguish between high conflict and extreme conflict, this
lawyer had seen conflict over matters such as who shares the Christmas holiday with which parent; the
tension over that issue, or similar issues regarding birthdays, can be damaging to the children. She added
an observation about watching parents exchanging custody of children in Walmaft parking lots. If
lawyers can play a role, by advising clients about the adverse effects of conflict on children, from the
beginning of the divorce process, there will be advantages.
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The member who had expressed concern about the gradation of conflict said that she understood
the possibility of benefrts such as those of which the guest had spoken but added she was remained
confused about what the proposal was intended to accomplish. The conflict between the divorcing
parents arises because they do not love each other. What is added, she asked, by a comment that suggests
to their lawyers that they be reminded that their conflict "sucks for the children"?
a new avenue, in which the lawyer, having pointed
out the possibility for adverse effects on the children, can say, "Let's choose the better way, because there
are better and worse ways to go about this process. We can have a sophisticated fight in court, or we can

A guest responded that the goal is to open

do it another way."

To that, another guest added, "This information is not getting to the parents."
A third guest noted that lawyers are trained to be advocates for their clients; the proposal will let
them know that it is "okay to talk to parents about this aspect of the whole picture." In response to a
member's inquiry about the role of the judge in this regard, the guest replied that, hearing this from a
judge in a status conference is 'Just a black robe telling the parties."
To that, the member who had made the inquiry commented that, ifthe status conferences includes
just
judges
but also family coordinators, those coordinators can be directed to explain to the parents
not
the adverse impacts that the process can have on children. There are, the member said, "things within
the system that can be sharpened up."

A member commented that, looking at other comments to Rule 2.1, this proposal is not, in fact,
of a different ilk. She referred specifically to Comment [4] of the rule, which already refers to "family
matters."3 Sheasked,though,whythesubcommittee'sproposalwouldputtheaddedtextinComment[5]
of the Rule rather than Comment [2],4 which, she noted, already speaks of "effects on other people.
added that she was not opposed to the addition but was just wondering about its location.

"

She

A member recalled that the Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee had recommended a
different comment on the issue. A guest replied that the proposal had originally been to include the
concept in Rule 2.1, Comment [5], in conjunction with the instruction that Rule 1.4 might make it

3

Rule 2.1, Comment [4], reads[4] Matters that go beyond strictly legal questions may also be in the domain of
another profession. Family matters can involve problems within the professional
competence of psychiatry, clinical psychology or social work; business matters can
involve problems within the competence of the accounting profession or of financial
specialists. Where consultation with a professional in another field is itself something

a competent lawyer would recotnmend, the lawyer should make such a
recommendation. At the same time, a lawyer's advice at its best often consists of
recommending

a

course of action in the face of conflicting recommendations of experts.

-Secretary

4.

Rule 2.1, Comment [2], reads-

[2] Advice couched in narrow legal terms may be of little value to a client,
especially where practical considerations, such as cost or effects on other people, are
predominant. Purely technical legal advice, therefore, can sometimes be inadequate.
It is proper for a lawyer to refer to relevant moral and ethical considerations in giving
advice. Although a lawyer is not a moral advisor as such, moral and ethical
considerations impinge upon most legal questions and may decisively influence how the
law will be applied.

-Secrelary
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necessary for the lawyer to inform a client, in litigation, about dispute resolution mechanisms that might
be alternatives to litigation. She recalled that the ethics committee had rejected the idea of an entire rule
devoted to the matter but had concluded that a comment "should be considered."

The member who had commented on location reiterated that she simply wondered whether the
addition would be better placed in Comment [2] to Rule 2.1; again, she said, she was not opposed to its

inclusion somewhere.
The member who had voiced his concern about "legislating the practice of law" said that he was

not opposed to educating lawyers about matters such as this. But he viewed the proposal as
unnecessarily restricted to one particular area of practice, domestic relations. Rather, he said, if the
Committee wanted to effect change, the concept contained in the proposal should be included in the
Scope section of the Rules or in fl [2] of the Preamble, with its recognition that, "[a]s a representative of
clients, a lawyer performs various functions," and its inclusion in those functions of the roles of advisor,
advocate, negotiator, and evaluator. Matters such as the stressful effects of divorce proceedings on
children are, he said, discussed in law schools. He agreed with the prior comment from the member who
had pointed to the existing reference to " [flamily matters" in Comment [4] to Rule 2.1. But he disagreed
with the comment that this is not special treatment of a particular practice area that would put the
Committee on a slippery slope; he wanted the Committee to recognizefhal it is in fact specialtreatment
of one practice area. He empathized with the guest who had spoken about the position of trust that
lawyers hold with clients, a position that gives their admonitions about adverse impacts on children
special importance to their clients, noting that the guest had experience in representations in juvenile
courts and with the question ofwhom it was she was representing in those cases. This member's concern,
however, was that changes such as here proposed would change the roles of lawyers, incrementally. But
he acknowledged that, as written, this addition would be a matter of discretion and not a basis for
discipline by Regulation Counsel.

A member noted that, because of his role in the preparatory work of bringing this matter before
the Committee, he had tried to remain neutral in the discussion but now wanted to express his support
for the proposal because, as had been previously said, there is real impact on children in divorce
proceedings and there is no downside to the addition of the proposed text, no real risk of slipping down
a slope. And, he added, he favored placing the addition in Comment [2] of Rule 2.1 rather than in its
Comment [5].
That member added that divorce proceedings can adversely impact persons other than children,
noted. Putting this idea after the first sentence of Comment [2] of Rule 2. 1 , with its
existing reference to "effects on other people" and altering its expression so that it was not exclusive to
as had been earlier

children might work.

A member referred to the earlier comment that the proposal might not be sufficiently targeted
a real effect. As had then been said, he recounted, in every divorce there is conflict; and he asked
whether the proposed addition should acknowledge that, rather than say that parental conflict "can" have
a significant adverse effect on minor children. A guest responded that, in many cases, the parties come
to court with "everything already worked out," so that, while their marriages cannot continue, they are

to have

notactually"inconflict." Theyarenotinconflict;theyjustwantadivorce.

Inmanycases,theyhave

observed other divorcing couples proceed through the process badly and with damage, and they want
to avoid doing that themselves. To that, the member said that had not been his point. Even if both
parties are in agreement, it was his suspicion that the process would still be stressful to the children.
Accordingly, as the other member had said earlier, he wondered whether the proposition really is that,
where there is a potential for conflict over parenting issues, that poses a problem for children. If that is
the specific concern, he would be specifrc about it in the comment.
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To that, a guest pointed out that things are often much better after the divorce has been finalized,
when the children are no longer living in a conflicted atmosphere. She added that often young parents
are thrust into conflict with one another by reason of the divorce.

And to that, the member replied that there must be a better way to say this.

A member called for
reading-

a vote on the proposal to add to Comment [5] of Rule 2.1 a new, third,

sentence

In

a matter involving the allocation of parental rights and responsibilities, an
attorney should consider advising the client that parental conflict can have a
significant adverse effect on minor children.

A member moved to amend the location of that sentence from Comment [5] to Comment [2] of
the rule.

Another member said that she was not concerned about the fact that the proposed addition
applied to just one practice area; she understood there to be a number of occasions where that was done
within the Rules. But she would lessen the exclusivity of this addition by adding the words "for
example," so that the added text would read-

For example, in a matter involving the allocation of parental rights and
responsibilities, an attorney should consider advising the client that parental
conflict can have a significant adverse effect on minor children.

That, she said, would keep the addition more in line with the "abstract" scope of the rule itself.
The member who had moved that sentence be relocated to Comment [2] said that she did not

objecttotheadditionofthewords"Forexample." Butanothermembersaidhedidnotseethatthewords
would add anything to the concept of the sentence.
The member who had proposed the addition of the words "For example" pointed out the text of
Rule 2.1 itself has correlative language regarding a lawyer advising a client about dispute resolution
methods that are alternatives to litigation, which language contains the directive "should": " [T]he lawyer
should advise the client of alternative forms of dispute resolution . . . ." But, she said, the foundation for
that directive "should" is missing in the case at hand, involving advice about the adverse effect of divorce
proceedings on children.

A member suggested, as an alternative to the proposal, that the following sentence be added to
eithertotheendofComment[2]ofRule2.lortotheendofComment[5]ofthatrule: "Withoutlimiting
other occasions when a lawyer may advise a client regarding the interests of other persons, a lawyer may
advise a client that parental conflict can have an adverse effect on minor children." He explained that
the specifìc purpose of the formulation was to make it clear that advisement about the effects of adverse
impacts on children in divorce proceedings was just one kind of advice that might be given in one
circumstance, and that there is a general principle that lawyers can advise clients that other persons might
be affected by courses of action the clients intend to take. The language that was set forth in the pending
motion was seemingly more limiting and exclusive.

That proposal generated neither support nor comment.
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The member who had proposed that the language of the pending motion be moved to
Comment [2] of Rule 2.1, as the second sentence of that eomment, renewed that motion.
The member who had requested that the text be amended by the addition of the prefatory phase
reiterated that request, noting that it would make clear that the intention is to apply a
example,"
"For
general concept to a particular example.
But, upon a vote of twelve in favor and six opposed, the Commifiee determined to suggest to the
Court that a new, second sentence be added to Comment [2] of Rule 2.1 readingIn a matter involving the allocation of parental rights and responsibilities, an
attorney should consider advising the client that parental conflict can have a
significant adverse effect on minor children.
'k {< *

* * Secretary's Note

of Subsequent

Action* * >F * *

By ernail action initiated by the Chair after this forty-fifth meeting of the Committee,

the
sentence
place
proposed
third,
rather
than
the
second,
added sentence as the
the
Committee determined to
of Comment [2] of Rule 2.1, with the word "lawyer" being substituted for the word "attorney." As thus
changed, the Committee's proposal to the Court would be that Rule 2. I , Comment [2), read in its entirety
as follows:

[2] Advice couched in narrow legal terms may be of little value to a client,
especially where practical considerations, such as cost or effects on other

people, are predominant. Purely technical legal advice, therefore, can
sometimes be inadequate. In a matter involving the allocation of parental
rights and responsibilities, a lawyer should consider advising the client that
parental conflict can have a significant adverse effect on minor children. It is
proper for a lawyer to refer to relevant moral and ethical considerations in
giving advice. Although a lawyer is not a moral advisor as such, moral and
ethical considerations impinge upon most legal questions and may decisively
influence how the law will be applied.

Without conducting

a

hearing on the proposal, the Court adopted it, effective December 1,2016.
t<

IV.

ìl

{< >t

* End SeCretAry,S NOte * *

,1. t<

*

Relocation of Rules Governing Contingent Fees

At the Chair's request, member Michael H. Berger reported that he and the Chair, as the chairs
of the Standing Committee on the Rules of Civil Procedure and of this Committee, respectively, had
asked the Court to reallocate responsibility for the Colorado Rules Governing Contingent Fees, found
in Chapter 23.3 of the Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure, from the Standing Committee on the Rules
of Civil Procedure to this Committee. Berger reported to this Committee that he has been told by a
justice of the Supreme Court that such reallocation will be done.

V

Report Regarding Civil Rules Subcommittee Consideration of Rule on Judicial Expectations
Professionalism.

for

The Chair directed the Committee's attention to Item Ns 7 on the agenda for the meeting and to
pages24 through 29 of the materials provided to the Committee for its forry-fourth meeting, onJuly 22,
2016. The item relates to a proposal to add a Section l-27 To Rule 121 of the Colorado Rules of Civil
Procedure; the text of the proposal is found in the material the Chair provided for that forty-fourth
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meeting of the Committee, beginning at page 24 of those materials. The Chair asked member John R.
V/ebb to tell the Committee about the proposal.
Webb said the proposal might be characterizedby the rubric "professionalism." The proposal
Civil Procedure. Webb said the members
judges
presently
proposal,
favoring it and lawyers not liking it, but,
split
on
the
of that committee were
despite that split, the committee is proceeding with consideration of the proposal, sending it to a
subcommittee for consideration. At the hrst meeting of that subcommittee, the same split emerged,
judges
and representatives from the Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel favoring the proposal
and lawyers not liking it. Among the matters being considered by the subcommittee are the proper
location for the proposal, alternatives to placement in the C.R.P.C. including, among others, the Colorado
Rules of Professional Conduct.
has been taken up by the Standing Committee on the Rules of

\/I.

Amendment to Rule 1.6.

On behalf of David Stark, the chair of the Committee's subcommittee that is considering a
proposal from Colorado Attorney General Cynthia Coffman for the addition of a comment to Rule 1.6,
the Chair provided a status report on the work of the subcommittee. The proposed comment, or possibly
new rule text, would provide that the total amount of fees and costs incurred by a public entity on a
particular legal matter is not "information relating to the representation of a client" that is protected by
Rule 1.6(a) from disclosure by a lawyer representing the public entity. The Chair reported that the
subcommittee has had a number of productive meetings; that the members are split regarding whether
to recommend a new comment or rule amendment as sought by the Attorney General; and that it is likely
that the subcommittee will present the Committee, af a subsequent meeting, with majority and minority
repofis expressing the members' competing views.

Vil.

Provisions

for Flat

Fee Agreements.

The Chair invited member Nancy L. Cohen to report to the Committee on the activities of the
subcommittee of the Committee that has been studying the question ofwhether provision should be made
in the Rules for flat fee agreements.s
Cohen reported that the subcommittee proposes the addition of a new paragraph (h) to Rule L5

on that topic, reading as follows:

(h) Notwithstanding

anything to the contrary in Rule I .5(b) lawyers may enter

into flat lee agreernents.
(l) If a lawyer receives in advance a flat fee or any portion thereof, the
Iallyer's flat fee agreement shall be in writing and shall contain the following:
(a) A description of the services the lawyer agrees to perform;

(b) A

statement of the amount to be paid to the lawyer for the services to be

performed;

5.

Previous consideration by the Committee of the matter of flat fees for legal services can be found in these

minutes of the Committee:

Forlieth meeting, 615/2015,ltem IV, p.6 et seq.
Forty-fìrst meeting, 1011612015,ltem IV, p.5 et seq.
Forty-second meeting, l/2912016,ltem V, p.8 el seq
Forty-third meeting, 412912016.ltem 3, p.2 et seq.
Forty-fourth meeting, 7/2212016,Item III, p.2 et seq

-Secretary
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(c) A description of when or how portions of the flat fee are deemed earned
by the lawyer;

(d) The amount, if any, of the fees the lawyer is entitled to keep upon
termination ofthe representation before all ofthe speciflred legal services have
been performed.
(2) A "flat fee agreement"

refers to an agreement for specific legal services by
a lawyer under which the client agrees to pay a fixed amount for the legal
service to be performed by the lawyer, regardless of the time or effort involved
or the result obtained.6

Cohen said the subcommittee had first thought of adding the substance of the proposal to
Rule 1.5(f) but found that there would be too much placed in that paragraph if that were done; so, the
subcommittee proposes placement of the flat fee concept in its own paragraph within that rule.

In addition to the addition of paragraph (h) to Rule 1.5, the subcommittee proposes making
changes to a number of the existing comments to Rule 1.5,7 including deletion of the term "lump-sum"

6.

See p. 68

of the materials the Chair provided to the Committee for this meeting

-Secretary

7.

The subcommittee's proposal

A.

would-

Addanew,fifthsentencetoComment[2]ofRule1.5,reading,"Whenusingaflatfeealawyermust
provide a written flat fee agreement for all funds received in advance pursuant to paragraph (h)."

B, Add a new, second sentence to Comment I l] of the rule, reading, "ln flat fee agreements,

the lawyer

must describe when or how portions ofthe flat fee ale earned under paragraph (Ð(3) unless none
the fee is earned until all ofthe services have been provided."

C.

Amend Comment

[l2]

[2]

of

of the rule as follows:

Advances ofunearned

fees

are

those funds the client pays for specifìed legal services that the lawyer has agreed to
perform in the future. Pursuant to Rule 1.15, the lawyer must deposit an advance of
uneamed fees in the lawyer's trust account. The funds may be eamed only as the lawyer
performs specified legal services or confers benefits on the client as provided for in the
written statement of the basis of the fee, if a written statement is required by Ruft*.5(b)
parøgrøph (b) . Paragrøph (h) requíres ødvønced payment under aflatfee øgreement
to be ìnwriting. See also Restatement (Third) of the Law Goveming Lawyers $$ 34,
38 (1998). Rule 1.5(f) does not prevent a lawyer from entering into these types of
arrangements.

fsecretary's Note; The foregoing corrects

a

reference to "Paragraph (f)" that was contained

in the proposal as stated on page 68 of the materials provided to the Committee for the
meeting to "Paragraph (h)." Cohen pointed out the need for that correction in the course
her presentation ofthe proposal.l

D.

Amend Comments

[4]

through

[6]

as

of

follows, including to delete references to "lump-sum fees":

[14] Altematively,thelawyerandclientmayagreetoanadvanceltmp-srnrrorflatfee

that will be earned in whole or in part based upon the lawyer's completion of specific
tasks or the occurrence of specific events, regardless of the precise amount of the
lawyer's time involved. For instance, in a criminal defense matter, a lawyer and client
may agree that the lawyer earns portions ofthe advance lump-sum or flat fee upon the
lawyer's entry of appearance, initial advisement, review of discovery, preliminary
hearing, pretrial conference, disposition hearing, motions hearing, trial, and sentencing.
Similarly, in a trusts and estates matter, a lawyer and client may agree that the lawyer
earns portions of the turrp-sunr--or flat fee upon client consultation, legal research,
completing the initial draft of testamentary documents, further client consultation, and
completing the ltnal documents.

(continued..,)
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Cohen noted that
with reference to fees. And the subcommittee drafted a form of flat fee agreement
she had previously expressed her own concern about such an undertaking. Ifthe lawyer does not enter
into a written flat fee agreement, then, upon non-completion of the undertaking, the lawyer must refund
all ofthe fee; if the written agreement provides for an alternative handling of the fee in the event of noncompletion, then the lawyer must comply with the agreement in that event.

The subcommittee proposes five alternative versions of what would be Rule 1.5((hXlXe),
covering the situation where the lawyer's flat fee agreement does not comply with the terms of the
proposed rule, four of which versions are set forth on page 69 ofthe materials provided to the Committee
for the meeting and a fifth which was developed subsequently to the drafting of that proposal. The five
alternatives are summarized in the footnote accompanying this text.8

(...continued)

affiumpsrnrcr

advancedflatfee earned as each such
[15] The portions of the
event occurs need not be in equal amounts. However, the fees attributed to each event
should reflect a reasonable estimate ofthe proportionate value ofthe legal services the
lawyer provides in completing each designated event to the anticipated legal services
to be provided on the entire mat|er.

fr'ctor):
[

1

6] " [A]n

'engagement retainer fee' is a fee paid, apart from any other compensation,

to ensure that a lawyer will be available for the client if required. An engagement
retainer must be distinguished from alump*nrn;fløt fee constituting the entire payment
for a lawyer's service in a matter and from an advance payment from which fees will be

subtracted(scrs+@.Afeeisanengagementretaineronlyifthelawyer
is to be additionally compensated for actual work, if any, performed." Restatement
(Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers $ 34 Comment e. An engagement retainer fee
agreement must comply with Rule 1.5(a), (b), and (g), and should expressly include the
amount ofthe engagement retainer fee, describe the service or benefrt thatjustifìes the
lawyer's earning the engagement retainer fee, and state that the engagement retainer fee
is earned upon receipt. As defined above, an engagement retainer fee will be earned
upon receipt because the lawyer provides an immediate benefit to the client, such as
forgoing other business opportunities by making the lawyer's services available for a
given period of time to the exclusion of other clients or potential clients, or by giving
priority to the client's work over other matters.

-Secrelary

8. The first four alternatives for a Rule I .5(hX I Xe), set forth below, are found on page 69 of the materials provided
to the Committee for the rneeting; the fifth rvas subsequently developed:
l:
Ne 2:
Ne 3:
Ne

Make no provision, omitting such a paragraph altogether;

"lf a flat fee agreement

is not in substantial compliance this Rule then it is unenforceable."

"If a flat fee agreement is not in substantial compliance this Rule and the attorney client relationship
is terminated before the representation is completed, the lawyer must refund all fees to the client upon
termination. However, nothing in this rule prohibits the lawyer from pursuing recovery in a civil
action."

Ne

4:

"If a flat fee agreement is not in substantial compliance with the Flat Fee Agreement form [refer to
where from is placed] and the attorney client relationship is terminated before the representation is
completed, the lawyer must refund all fees to the client upon termination, However, nothing in this
rule prohibits the lavlyer from pursuing recovery in a civil action."

Ne

5:

"lfa dispute arises about whether the lawyer has earned all or part ofa flat fee, the portion ofthe flat
fee in dispute shall be kept separate by the lawyer until the dispute is resolved. The lawyer shall
promptly distribute all portions of the flat fee as to which the interests are not in dispute."
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A member of the subcommittee added that the proposal now refers to a "flat fee agreement"
rather than merely characlerizing the matter as an "arrangement."e
Another member of the subcommittee pointed to the opening phrase of the proposal:
"Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Rule 1.5(b), lawyers may enter into flat fee agreements."
But, the member countered, there is nothing contained in Rule 1.5(b) as presently stated that is
inconsistent with flat fee agreements, so the opening, conditional phrase is misleading. The present rule's
the
inconsistency lies in its linkage of the requirement for a writing regarding the engagement
requirement that there be a written communication to the client stating the basis or rate of the fee and
to the situation where "the lawyer has not regularly represented the client." It is not, the
expenses
member emphasized, controversial that lawyers may charge flat fees, although many lawyers are not
aware of that.

A member asked whether, therefore, the opening phrase, "Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in Rule 1.5(b)," could simply be deleted, to leave the sentence reading, "Lawyers may enter into
flat fee agreements." The member also proposed amending the prefatory language in proposed
Rule 1.5(hXl) to read, "If a lawyer receives in advance a flat fee or any portion thereof, the basis or rate
of fee and expenses shall be shall be communicated to the client in a writing that shall contain the
following:

...."

That member also suggested that the order of paragraphs (hX I ) and(hX2) be reversed, so that the
proposed definition of "flat fee agreement" now found in paragraph (h)(2) would be moved to the front

of the paragraph. Cohen said the subcommittee had considered that or even putting the defrnition in
Rule 1.0 with other definitions.
The member also suggested switching the term from "flat fee agreement" to "flat fee," with the
subcommittee's proposed definition of "flat fee agreement" being used for the shortened term and with
the word "agreement" being omitted from the term as stated within quotation marks in that definition but
being retained in the body of the definition. Her concern was that Rule 1.5(h) as proposed, using the
defined term "flat fee agreement," would imply to lawyers that the "agreement" as thus defined could
constitute the entire expression of the agreement for the provision of legal services between the lawyer
and the client, although it would in fact only cover the fee aspect ofthat larger agreement and would omit
other provisions that are often necessary in the client-lawyer agreement.

In short, the member would narrow the terminology to "flat fee" and narrow the extent of the
model form of agreement that would be included with this Rule 1.5(h) to just that provision within the
full agreement between a lawyer and a client that deals with the flat fee, implying that there should be
more to the full agreement than just a provision for the fee.
In response, Cohen said the text could be amplified to recognize that there are other provisions
that a lawyer may wish to include in a full expression of the agreement with the client for legal services.
That should not, she said, be controversial,

A member spoke in agreement w¡th this, stating that defrning a"flat fee" is sufficient for the
proposal's purposes; it need not define "flat fee agreement." But the member wondered whether the
proposal is robust enough to encompass a tiered flat-fee agreement, such as $X for the filing of a

9.

The Committee considered the terminology "flat fee arrangement" and "flat fee agreement" at some length at
its fofty-fourth meeting, on July 22,2Q76, determining then to use the word "agreement" instead of "arrangement."

-Secretary
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complaint, $Y more for the discovery process, and $Z more for a trial. Cohen responded that the
proposed text is sufficient to cover all of that. The member said that what confused him was the word
he
"effort" in the definitional phrase "regardless of the time or effort involved or the result obtained"
was not confused by the reference to "time" but by the reference to "effort."

To that, a member of the subcommittee said the word "effort" had been lifted from the
contingency fee rules, for parallelism.
Cohen said that both time and effort are at issue: A skilled lawyer familiar with a freld of law
might be able to accomplish a matter in much shorter time but to the same effect as one less competent.
So it is appropriate to include both concepts in the definition.
As to the initial clause, "Notwithstanding anything to the contrary . . . ," Cohen agreed with the
previous comment and found it to be unnecessary.
The member who had made the suggestion that the term be shortened to "flat fee" pointed out
that elimination of the word "agreement" in that phrase would permit omission of any reference to an
"agreement" elsewhere in the proposal. She added that she was aware that some members were of the
contracts
view that Rule 1.5 should openly recognize that lawyers necessarily have agreements
with their clients, whether written or unwritten, expressed or implied.

A member who had not previously spoken to the proposal agreed with its requirement that the
agreement for a flat fee be stated in writing if any part of the fee is to be paid in advance of service.
Lawyers should not be misled into believing that there need be no agreement for that and thus no need
for a writing. He thus approved of the requirement that, if any part of the fee is paid in advance of
service, the agreement for the flat fee "shall be in writing and shall contain . . . ." Cohen said she agreed
with that.
Another member, who had been on the subcommittee but had not previously spoken to the
proposal, asked whether, if the representation were terminated before completion of the services, the
client would pay for the services actually rendered at an hourly rate for the time accrued in performing
those services. In her view, the rule should make it clear that the fees accrued on the basis of time in that
situation could not exceed the agreed-upon flat fee for those services. She noted that there might be
cases in which the lawyer would frnd that the flat fee arrangement gave a lower fee than would otherwise
have been earned on a per-time basis. All agreed, she said, that this was an omission in the proposal that
should be rectified.
Cohen said the subcommittee had not considered the alternative of proposing that no change be
the subcommittee felt that the "ship had sailed" on that matter,
made to the Rules to deal with flat fees
so that some provision would be added.

-

Cohen agreed that the language could be changed from "flat fee agreement" to "flat fee for legal

services."

A member noted that some useful commentary about Rule 1.5(b) could get lost in this revision
if care were not taken, such as the matter of timing of the required communication about the basis or rate
of fees and expenses, applicable in all cases whether or not involving flat fees. Ifthis proposal is to be
that the basis or rate of fee and expenses is to be
a statement of how the requirement of Rule L5(b)
stated in writing in connection with an engagement for a client with whom there has not been a regular
is to be satisfied in the case of a flat fee, then that must be carefully done. In short, the
representation

-
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proposed addition of Rule 1.5(h) must be clear that it applies only to the flat fee and does not alter the
existing requirements of Rule 1 .5(b), which are of general application.

To that, Cohen said that, if there is to be a new application of proposed Rule L5(h) upon each
under
one who has been regularly represented by the lawyer
new engagement for an existing client
- should be expressed in the added text. Looking at the- second
flat fee agreements, then that requirement
sentence of existing Rule 1.5(b)
"Any changes in the basis or rate of the fee or expenses shall also be
that sentence continues to apply to a flat fee
promptly communicated to the-client, in writing"
agreement; the lawyer cannot change the flat fee structure, after commencement of the representation,
except pursuant to a clear agreement with the client that provides for such change.

A member noted that the matter is not unlike the question of what services an hourly fee covers
what services the lawyer has undertaken to provide and the client has undertaken to pay for. In a
-water law case, she added, the scope of services is often in question. The scope of services can likewise
be a concern in a flat fee structure.
A member who had not previously spoken to the proposal said he had little experience with flat
fees but was concerned about the injection of the flat fee concept into Rule 1.5 as the proposal would do,
concerned about the implications of such specificity about flat fees on the nature of the agreement that
the lawyer must express in the different situation of an hourly fee or other fee structure. Lawyers are
and he stressed that they are indeed agreements
that can be
familiar with legal service agreements
- of the client-lawyer engagement as who is burdened
with
several pages long and cover such details
keeping copies of documents and for how long, what personnel will be utilized to perform the services,
and, more fundamentally, what are the services that are to be performed and for whom are they to be
performed: who is the client? The proposal seems to create a stepchild agreement, implying that the
lawyer can in other engagements forego stating the usual details of well-crafted engagement agreements,
as the rule would imply that "agreements" are needed only if the lawyer is using a flat fee structure
with those agreements needing to be in writing only if any portion of the agreed flat fee were to be taken
in advance of performance of the services.

In short, this member added, the discussion has been too focused on the flat-fee aspect of the
lawyer's agreement with the client; Rule 1.5 should recognize the complexity of the client-lawyer
relationship
in particular the scope of the legal services that are to be provided by the lawyer and the
identity of the client or clients for whom they will be provided. He suggested that this proposal be
scrapped and an effort be made to change Rule 1.5 to deal more fully and appropriately with the entire
agreement that lies, in fact and law, between the lawyer and the client.
Another member who had not previously spoken to the proposal concurred with those remarks,
pointing out that, despite the present Rule's studied avoidance of the term "agreement" or "contract," a
lawyer has a contract with the client for the rendering of services, whether expressed or implied, oral or
in writing. There is a contract that Professor Corbin would recognize and that is susceptible of analysis
under familiar principles of contract law. In particular, there is some agreement, expressed or implied,
about what services are to be provided and for whom, although the scope of those services may be left
to contention ifnot clearly expressed at the outset.
Cohen acknowledged that the text of Colorado's Rule 1.5(b)
"When the lawyer has not
regularly represented the client, the basis or rate of the fee and expenses shall be communicated to the
is an
client, in writing, before or within a reasonable time after commencing the representation"
anomaly among the states. But, she added, too many states have many and complex rules governing
what must be included in the lawyer's agreement with the client, rules that may lead to discipline if the
lawyer does not comply with them. She asked whether lawyers are to become like doctors, with lengthy
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fìlled with protective provisions. And, she added, if the rule is amended to require
complexity in agreements for legal services, that will magniff the cost of obtaining those services.

agreements

A member pointed out that this question has come before the Committee on the inquiry of Steven
Jacobson, as chair of the Attorney Regulation Committee.ro That committee, Jacobson had noted in his
letter of inquiry, sees many problems arising because lawyers cannot write effective flat fee agreements.
And the inquiry came after the issuance of the Gilberttt case, in which, the member said, the Supreme
Court specifically asked this Committee for a rule governing flat fees. If this Committee were to
determine that there should be no rule covering flat fees and the possibility of termination of the
relationship before completion of the contemplated services, Gilbert would remain the authority for the
matter
and it does not provide satisfactory answers.

-

To those comments, Cohen replied that it had become clear to her, from the Committee's
discussion, that the Committee thinks there should a rule speaking to flat fees, and she liked the changes
that had been proposed during the course ofthe discussion.

10. The letter from Steven K. Jacobson, chair of the Supreme Court Attorney Advisory Committee, to Marcy G.
Glenn was included in the materials the Chair provided for the fortieth meeting of the Committee, on June 6, 2015,
beginning atp. 152 of those materials. The letter included the following:
The ARC believes that minimal standards would require all fee agreements to include
provisions addressing the following (some of which are already in various rules or
established by case law):

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The base and rate ofthe fee.

That fixed/flat fees agreements must speci$ the benefrts conferred on the
client or specif, the legal services performed in order for the fees to be eamed.
The prohibition ofthe earning offees deemed to be engagement or signing
fees in circumstances where the lawyer is being hired to represent the client
on an already identified matter versus being available for matters to be
identified in the future.
That unearned non-fixed fees will be held in trust until such time as they are
considered earned pursuant to a described billing period.
That unearned fìxed/flat fees will be held in trust until such time as the
occurrence of benchmarks/milestones relating to the nature of the case
involved. These benchmarks, might include for example, the movement from
one stage of legal proceedings to another.

f.

Provisions for the refunding ofunearned fees, including a clear statement that
a fee agreement may not contain provisions providing for nonrefundable fees
and nonrefundable retainers.

g.

Provisions detailing the client's and lawyer's rights to terminate the
representation and a statement addressing the basis and rate at which any
frxed/flat fees held in trust will be distributed. (See Matter of Gilbert, --- P.3d
----,2015 WL 1608818,2015 CO 22,Colo.,April06,20l5 (NO. l3SA254).

h.

Provisions addressing if, how and when a lawyer may change the fee during
the course

i.

ofthe representation.

Provisions addressing how expenses incurred during the representation

will

be handled.

j.

Provisions relating to how fees and communications will be handled when the
fee is to be paid by a person other than the client.

k.

Provisions addressing ownership of"the file".

-Secrelary

1l.

In re Gilbert,346 P.3d 1018 (Colo. 2015).
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The Chair suggested that the available options included adding text regarding flat fees or
considering fuller text that recognized the existence of an "agreement" between the lawyer and the client
and made for a fuller overhaul of Rule 1.5(b). But those options would leave unconsidered Jacobson's
broader inquiry from the Advisory Committee, which remains on the table and refers to more than just
flat fees.
Cohen responded that her sense was that the subcommittee should draft a form of flat fee
agreement for the Committee to review.
The chair commented that no member appeared to want the Committee to take no action on the
not them
flat fee matter. Two members spoke to contradict her by noting that at least one member
had expressed the view that there should be no rule amendment dealing with flat fees. Cohen
-responded that she had always understood the Committee at large wanted a draft for consideration.
The Chair asked that the Committee be prepared to continue the conversation at its next meeting.

A member noted that one of the Committee members who had an extensive practice in the field
of criminal defense had been on the subcommittee and had provided valuable input on the question in
prior meetings but was not present at this meeting. A member of the subcommittee added that the
member to whom reference had just been made had been active in the subcommittee's deliberations.
Another member of the subcommittee noted that yet another member of that subcommittee, who
handled small claims matters, had also been valuable to the subcommittee's deliberations but also was
not present at this meeting to speak to the matter.
Yet another member said he sees lawyers who handle flat fee billing arrangements correctly and
those who do not. He, too, thought it would be useful for the Committee to continue its consideration
when these absent members could be present to provide their input.
Cohen suggested that the Committee could refine a proposed Rule 1.5(h) and circulate it among
the criminal defense bar and other practitioners who commonly employ flat fee billing arrangements for
their reviews, before the Committee finalized and forwarded a proposal to the Court. The submittal to
those groups and practitioners might contain the proposal and provide, as alternatives, amendments such
as had been proposed at this meeting or that there be no rule.

A member who had not previously spoken to the proposal reminded the Committee that, while
the proposal has merit, Cohen had pointed out the flipside: A specific rule could be the basis for
discipline. He suggested, as an altemative, flipping that structure upside down by defining inappropriate
flat fee arrangements and providing that a lawyer could be disciplined for employing such arrangements.
He added that the contingency fee provisions of C.R.C.P.23.3 are incorporated into the Rules of
Professional Conduct by Rule 1.5(c) and thus can serve as a basis for discipline if violated.
To that, Cohen responded that the subcommittee had felt that the matters contained in its proposal
were matters that should be included in agreements for flat fees; it was for that reason, and to enhance
flexibility in that context, that the subcommittee included alternatives. Most of the subcommittee
refunding
members had not favored the third and fourth alternatives for noncompliant arrangements
- viewing
all fees upon termination of services before completion, under a noncompliant arrangement
that drastic result as inequitable. She said that left the frrst (no provision addressing noncompliance),
second (a noncompliant flat fee agreement is "unenforceable"), and fifth (disputed fees shall be kept
separate until the dispute is resolved) alternatives.
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A member who had been a member of the subcommittee pointedly expressed his belief that this
Committee would never achieve consensus on what should happen in the case of a noncompliant flat fee
agreement.

Another member said she liked the fifth alternative, and she asked whether it would be included
among the formally presented alternatives. Cohen and her co-chair, James S. Sudler, responded that it
would be included.
In response to the suggestion that the proposal be altered to a list of what is inappropriate for flat
fees, a member noted that lawyers are already subject to discipline if they use fee arrangements that
violate the strictures of Rule 1.5. What they need, he said, is both an affirmative rule and a form for such
a form that is not offered as a complete form for the agreement for legal services
arrangements
between a lawyer and a client but only for the flat fee portion of such an agreement. The Rule and its
accompanying form can make it clear that the form is not intended to be a full expression of the clientlawyer agreement for professional services,
The member continued by saying that, when the Court developed the contingency fee rules of
it considered the public's interest when it recognized a need for properly
constructed contingent fee agreements. His feeling is that the Court has, likewise in this matter of flat
fees, done the same thing, For that reason, the subcommittee tracked the contingent fee rules in drafting
this proposal. It is now essential that the Committee tweak the proposal and provide alternatives for
handling noncompliant arrangements; he noted that the contingency fee rules provide for noncompliant
agreements. This member would send the proposal back to the subcommittee for further work in light
of the discussion at this meeting.

Chapter 23.3, C.R.C.P,

A member interjected that the Committee has before it the idea of circulating this work product,
with some refinement, to the criminal defense bar and other practitioners who use flat fee arrangements.
Another member's proposal to send the matter to the Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee was
rejected for fear that it would take too long to receive a response.

A member who was not a member of the subcommittee opened his comment by noting that his
thought might be outlandish. But, following on the references to the contingency fee rules, he pointed
out that Colorado is one of the few jurisdictions that does not require lawyers to have fee agreements
with their clients for legal services. As has been noted a number of times, our Rule L5(b) requires only
that "the basis or rate of the fee and expenses . . . be communicated to the client, in writing," and it
requires even that only when the lawyer has not "regularly represented the client." The Rules do not state
what ordinarily would be included in a fee agreement, as Rule 23.3 does for the special case of the
contingent fee. The member proposed that the subcommittee give a comprehensive review of how fees
may be calculated, including the possibility of abandoning our Rule 1.5(b) and adopting the American
Bar Association model rule.t2 He added that earlier references to multi-page engagement agreements
fortified his idea that we need to provide for such agreements, but our rules presently give no guidance
to their content and contain no forms. In his experience as a lawyer defending lawyers, many malpractice

12. Rule 1.5(b) of the American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct reads-

(b) The scope ofthe representation and the basis or rate ofthe fee and expenses for
which the client will be responsible shall be communicated to the client, preferably in
writing, before or within a reasonable time after commencing the representation, except
when the lawyer will charge a regularly represented client on the same basis or rate.
Any changes in the basis or rate of the fee or expenses shall also be communicated to
the client.
-Secretary
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actions have arisen in the context of inadequate engagement agreements, failing to cover matters such
as who shall be responsible for retaining documents generated in the course of the representation.
To that, a member challenged the view that the ABA version of Rule 1.5 contains a requirement
for a written agreement, requires anything beyond the statement of the basis or rate of fees and expenses
and, she noted, the scope of the engagement. The member responded that he sees, in the ABA model
text, an innuendo of a fuller agreement than is implied by the Colorado text.
The Chair proposed that those members who would consider a fuller statement, within Rule 1.5,
ofthe minimum content of a proper agreement between lawyer and client for legal services get together
and make such a proposal to the Committee for it to consider at its next meeting. She suggested that they
consider rules in other jurisdictions that may have done that. But, for now, she asked that the Committee
continue, at least, consideration of additional Rule text goveming flat fees.

VIil.

Adjournment; Next Scheduled Meeting.

The Chair determined to defer the new business that had been identified in the agenda for the
meeting. She said that the next meeting would be on February 24,2017, with January 20,2017,being
an alternative date. She would communicate the selected date by email to the Committee.

The meeting adjourned at approximately 12:05 p.m, The next scheduled meeting of the
Committee will be on Friday, February 24, 2017, beginning at 9:00 a.m., in the Supreme Court
Conference Room unless otherwise announced.
RsspscT¡ULLY SUBMITTED,

,?-% ¿

,//

/Z

¿ r*¿-

Anthony van Westrum, Secretary
[These submitted minutes have not yet been approved by the Committee.]
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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
Standing Committee on Rules of Professional Conduct
Submitted Minutes of Meeting of the Full Committee
On February 24,2017
(Forty-Sixth Meeting of the Full Committee)
The forty-sixth meeting of the Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the
Rules of Professional Conduct was convened at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, February 24,2017, by chair
Marcy Glenn. The meeting was held at the Supreme Court Conference Room on the fourth floor
of the Ralph L. Carr Colorado Justice Center.
Present in person at the meeting, in addition to Marcy G. Glenn, were Justices Márquez
and Coats and members Judge Michael Berger, Gary Blum, Nancy Cohen, Cynthia Covell, Jim
Coyle, Tom Downey, John Haried, Dave Little, Cecil Morris, Dick Reeve, Alec Rothrock, Matt
Samuelson, Marcus Squarrell, Jamie Sudler, and Eli Wald. Also present were J.J. Wallace,
Supreme Court Staff Attorney, and guests Lindy Frohlich (by phone), Stephanie Scoville, David
Blake, Douglas'Wilson, Frances Smylie Brown, Oscar Cobos, Jacki Cooper Melmed, and

Margaret Funk.
Present by conference telephone were members Federico Alvarcz, Judge Ruthanne
Polidori, Lisa Wayne, and Tuck Young.
Judge

Bill Lucero, Boston Stanton, David Stark, Anthony Van Westrum, Eli Wald, and

Judge John Webb were excused.

I.

Introductions.

The Chair explained the absences of Judge V/ebb (due to an accident) and Tony Van
Vy'estrum (weather issues) and welcomed guests Lindy Frohlich, Director, Office of Alternate
Defense Counsel (by phone); Stephanie Scoville, Senior Assistant Attorney General; David
Blake, Chief Deputy Attorney General; Douglas Wilson, State Public Defender; Frances Smylie
Brown, General Counsel, Office of State Public Defender; Oscar Cobos, Jacki Cooper Melmed
(Counsel to the Governor), and Margaret Funk (Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel).

2.

Meeting materials; Minutes of November 4, 2016 meeting.

The minutes of the November 4,2016 meeting were not available and the Chair tabled approval
of the minutes.

3. Agenda ltem 6(a) - ABA Rule 8.4(g)(prohibiting

engaging in conduct that the lawyer
lcnows or reosonably should know is harassment or discrimination).

A subcommittee was formed, to be chaired by Judge Webb. The Committee

agreed to solicit
subcommittee participation from non-members, including those who have already sent

t
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comments and statements of interest. Notice of the formation of the subcommittee will be posted
on the CBA Diversity Listserve.

4.

Agenda ltem 2 (Report from Rule 1.6 Subcommittee regarding Attorney General
C offman' s pr op o s e d ame ndme nt s)

Because subcommittee chair Dave Stark was unavoidably out of town, subcommittee member
Jamie Sudler reported on the Colorado Attorney General's request in March 2016 for a comment

(and, subsequently, for a rule change) excepting from the Rule 1.6 confidentiality requirement
the aggregate amount of legal fees or costs incurred by a public entity on a particular matter.
This request was also supported by an attorney who typically represents the press. Sudler
summarized the reasons the Attorney General's office believes this rule or comment change
should be made and the subcommittee majority's reasons for not recommending any change.
o'public" lawyer and who is
Sudler explained that the subcommittee considered who is or is not a
or is not a'opublic" client, and the possible conflicts between the Rules of Professional Conduct
and the Colorado Open Records Act ("CORA"). The subcommittee does not believe there is a
conflict,_for reasons explained in the majority report. The subcommittee discussed whether there
should be a distinction between the obligation of a "public" lawyer, such as a member of the
Attorney General's office, and a private lawyer who represents a public entity, such as a town
attorney. Sudler noted that the rule change would be made to Rule 1.6(b), which provides for
permissive, not mandatory, disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6(b).
The minority report notes the importance of transparency in government, and asserts that public
clients do not expect information about aggregate legal fees and costs to be kept confidential, and
that case law has authorized disclosure offees.
The majority report disagrees for the following reasons: (1) Rule L6 covers information relating
to fees, and the majority found unpersuasive the case law allowing fees to be disclosed under
certain circumstances; (2) neither the ABA nor any state has such an exception; (3) a client
should have the opportunity to consent (or not) to such disclosure; (4) Rule 1.6 does not
distinguish between public and private lawyers, and, in the context of the proposed rule change,
it is not clear who is a "public" ot a "private" lawyer.

David Blake presented the Attomey General's view, reading a statement regarding the Attorney
General's dual commitment to transparency in government and to legal ethics. He opined that
the specific concerns of the majority could have been addressed had the subcommittee supported
the concept of a rule change or comment. He has represented the Attorney General's office for
over six years with regard to transparency issues and CORA requests. He presented the history
of past and present releases of such information by the Attorney General's office, and pointed
out the Rules' recognition of the unique nature of government practice, as recognized by the
Preamble to the Rules at Section 18. The Attorney General's office strives to balance the legal
obligation of transparency of "all public records" and the lawyer's ethical obligations, He noted
that courts generally strike a balance that favors transparency, and that CORA does not
distinguish between public and private lawyers. He stated that while the subcommittee majority
placed confidentiality above transparency, the Attorney General is seeking a more balanced and
2
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less absolutist approach. The public and the press \ /ant to know how tax dollars are being spent.
The Attorney General has never sought release of detailed expenditures, just the ability to release

the total expenditures for a particular representation. The majority position results in less
transparency.
The Chair stated that the majority of the members of the subcommittee were not members of the
Standing Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct. She recognized their hard work and
many drafts, even though they did not reach agreement.

A member gave the example of the Offrce of Respondent Parent Counsel (ORPC) and asked Mr.
Blake whether the aggregate amount spent in representation of an individual respondent parent a

private citizen - should be disclosed.

Mr. Blake responded that the proposed rule change would allow this disclosure unless a CORA
disclosure exception would apply.
Public Defender Doug Wilson provided a history of the rule change request, explaining that a bill
was introduced in the legislature three years ago that would have applied CORA to the Public
Defender's Office and the Office of Alternate Defense Counsel with the goal of requiring
disclosure of amounts spent on representation of individual clients. He noted that the bill would
have applied only to these agencies, out ofall ofthe agencies that represent indigent clients at
public expense, and that the bill failed, but was brought back again last year. Mr. V/ilson asserted
that the majority position is the law, that the Rule 1.6 obligation extends to people, and therefore
should extend to public agencies that represent individual people.

A member inquired whether this proposed amendment would require the judiciary to maintain
time records of its work on a particular case, so the public could know how much time was
invested in a particular case.

CORA is not applicable to judicial agencies. Mr. Blake stated that he did not believe a rule
change or comment would compel a change in practice by the judiciary. The Chair noted that
Rule L6 applies to lawyers representing clients, not to the judiciary.

A member spoke in favor of the majority recommendation, based on her 13 years representing
criminal defendants, both in the Public Defender's Office and in private practice. The member
stated that the proposed rule change is targeted at poor people and people of color. They are the
people who are represented attaxpayer expense. They have the least voice in the system, and the
Public Defender's Office and the Offrce of Alternate Defense Counsel are their voices. The
member also noted that private clients would never countenance release of such information by
their lawyers. The member expressed the view that the effort to amend the rule was really an
effort to find a way to cut funding for the Offices of Public Defender and Alternate Defense
Counsel.

Another member who represents municipal governments that often get CORA requests stated
that governments have public budgets for legal expenses, which are available to the press and
taxpayers. Drilling down to individual matters of representation disadvantages the poor, who

3
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have a constitutional right to counsel, and CORA requests should be made to the agencies, not

their counsel.

A member of the subcommittee noted that Rule 1.6 is geared to protection of the client. The
client can always consent to release of the information. The issue here is whether the lawyer
should be able to release the information without client consent.
A member of the Committee commended the subcommittee for its well-written reports, and
asked if fee-related information is "information related to the representation" under Rule 1.6.
The member noted that the "transparency" issue is an issue between the public and the
govemmental agency, not the lawyers for the agency. The member expressed concern about
allowing lawyers to release information without client consent, stating that Rule 1.6 is very clear.
Mr. Blake stated that the Attorney General's office has historically released information about
the aggregate amount of fees billed to a client on a particular matter (such as implementation of a
gun control law), and that o'aggregate billing" on a matter is not closely "related to the
representation" and therefore not necessarily within the ambit of Rule 1.6. He noted that the
process required to obtain client consent is cumbersome. He noted that the Attorney General's
office also representsoopeople" and that the rule amendment is not about the Public Defender's
Office or any other agency in particular. He noted that the Attorney General's office does not
believe it may redirect a CORA request to the appropriate ageîcy, and that a legislative effort to
allow this failed.
Ms. Melmed noted that in the case of the gun law, the Governor's Offtce consented to the
Attorney General' s disclosure of fee-related information.

Mr. Blake noted that the CORA timelines are very tight and it is not always possible to get
consent within the time frame for response. CORA requests are generally for specific
information, and it is not responsive to direct the inquirer to the agency's budget.

A Committee member

stated that Rule 1.6 reflects a value judgment made by the Supreme Court

when the Rules of Professional Conduct were adopted. The member questioned whether Rule 1.6
may simply be too broad. He stated that protecting all "information relating to the
representation" may go too far, and may be a standard that is impossible to meet. The member
noted the importance of transparency in government, and does not believe that an aggregate fee
is constitutionally protected or that its disclosure would encroach upon the attorney-client
relationship. The member is less concerned about the need for Colorado to be consistent with
the Model Rules, and suggests that Attomey General's inquiry should go to the ABA. The
member believes the Attorney General's proposal has merit, and would support it if the
ambiguities could be resolved.

Another member stated that the rule change goes too far. A public agency tasked with
representing private individuals is in a unique situation, and is unlike other public agencies. The
member noted further that the Public Defender (or Alternate Defense Counsel) doesn't control
the litigation - the District Attomey's office does. Defense attorneys must expend resources to
defend the charges brought by the District Attorney. The rule change could open the door to
4
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public outcry over expenditures made to provide legal services to people who are legally entitled
to counsel, either as a constitutional matter or as a social decision. The rule change might be a
different question when an agency's client is not a private individual as is the client of the Office
of the Public Defender, Office of Alternate Defense Counsel, or the Office of Respondent
Parents' Counsel.
Another member, who has served as both a public defender and assistant attorney general, stated
that we should remember the role of lawyers, who must be independent and circumspect in all
dealings with clients. The member likes Rule 1.6 and its clear statement that information
relating to the representation is confidential. Confidentiality is the basis of the attorney-client
relationship. The member pointed to the unsuccessful effort of insurance companies to audit
legal bills pertaining to representation of their insureds. The insurance industry initially wanted
to audit aggregate billing, and then drilled down to individual itemized billings. The member
does not support an intrusion on the attorney-client relationship, including a change to Rule 1.6,
and strongly supports the majority.
stated that this is a political issue masquerading as an ethical issue. An
attorney should not be constrained in representing a client in a sphere where the public may have
an interest in the outcome of the representation, but this is what a rule change would do. V/e as
lawyers have the same obligation to every client. Rule 1.6 should not be changed. The member

A Committee member

strongly supports the majority.
Another member also supports the majority. The proposed change to Rule 1.6 would give
lawyers discretion that should reside with the client regarding release of information.
The Chair called for a vote on the proposed amendment to Rule 1.6. The amendment is to add
the following exception to Rule 1.6(b): " (9) to comply with a request þr inþrmation made
under other law when the information sought is the total number of attorney hours expended or
the total amount of costs incurred on a particular matter by a public law ffice on behalf of a
client. " The Chair noted her intention to send both the majority and minority reports to the
Supreme Court, notwithstanding the outcome of the vote, because a lot of work has gone into
considering this issue. The Court should have the benefit of this work, regardless of the outcome
of the vote.

All Committee members

(those present in person and those present by telephone) voted against
the amendment. None voted for the amendment.

The Chair thanked the guests for their input and participation in this project

5.

Agenda ltem 3. Reportfrom Fee Subcommittee.

Nancy Cohen reported that the Fee Subcommittee has drafted what it believes the Committee
directed, including proposed Altemative 5, as included in the packet. Another subcommittee
meeting is needed to address Alternative 5. The subcommittee welcomes any input other
Committee members wish to offer.

5
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6.

Agenda ltem 4. Report from Civil Rules Committee Subcommittee on Judicial
Expectations Amendments to CRCP.

Judge Berger reported that the proposal was withdrawn because the CBA and the

DBA did not

support it.
released. That committee will be meeting on March 8,2017.

has not been

A CBAiDBA joint committee is working on a revised proposal, but it

7.

Agenda Item

5.

U.S.

District Court Local Rule Amendments.

The Chair reviewed the new rules, effective December 1,2016. The federal district court in
Colorado has historically adopted the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct, but has carved
out certain rules it believes should not be applied in federal court. The new amendments are
noteworthy in that they no longer carve out Colorado Rules 4.4(b) (duty to notify sender of
receipt of inadvertently sent document) and Colorado Rule 6.5 (regarding nonprofit and courtannexed limited legal services programs). The rules and comments regarding unbundled legal
services and marijuana remain carved out.

8.

Agendø Item

6þ).

Pretexting

- The Sequel.

A Denver Post afücle inaccurately reported that a complaint had been made to the committee,
and nothing had been done. The Chair wrote to correct the inaccuracies and that Post corrected
only the inaccuracy about the body to which the complaint was made. A Committee member
reported that he had met with a District Attomey group following and he expects the group to
request the Committee to again consider a rule amendment that would except "pretexting" for
law enforcement purposes from the prohibition on deceptive conduct in Rule La(c). So far,
however, nothing has been received.

9.

Agenda Item 6(c). Potentiql Contingent Fee Rule Amendments.

The Chair reported that the Supreme Court had transferred responsibility for proposing
amendments to the contingent fee rules to this Committee. Next steps may include cleaning up
inconsistencies in language and considering whether those rules should be located in the Rules of
Professional Conduct or elsewhere. The matter was tabled.
10. Agenda ltem

6(d). Potential amendments to require engagement agreements.

Item tabled, as Tony Van Westrum was not at the meeting, and Dave Little had departed by the
time this agenda item was reached.
I

I. Agenda ltem 6(e). Housekeeping

Amendments.

Members voted to recommend two corrections to the Supreme Court: (l) renumber current
Comment [4] to Rule L2 to make clear that it is a Colorado-unique comment; and (2) correct
Comment [12] to Rule 1.5 to refer to Rule 1.158(a)(1) instead of to Rule 1.15, A member noted
that there may also be a mistake in Rule 5.4. The committee will wait until it has accumulated a
number of minor changes and corrections before submitting recommended changes to the
Supreme Court.

6
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Next meeting date: June 16, 2017.
Meeting adjourned at 11:05 a.m.
Cynthia Covell, acting secretary
[These submitted minutes have not yet been approved by the Committee.]
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Marcy G. Glenn
Phone 303-295-8320
Fax 303-975-5475
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mglenn@hollandhart.com

March 17,2017

VIA

U.S.

MAIL AND EMAIL

The Honorable Nathan B. Coats
Colorado Supreme Court
101 \M. Colfax Avenue, Ste. 800
Denver, CO 80202-5315

Re:

The Honorable Monic a Márquez
Colorado Supreme Court
101 W. Colfax Avenue, Ste. 800
Denver, CO 80202-5315

Considered, But Rejected, Potential Amendments to Colo.RPC 1.6 and/or Its
Comments, Concerning Disclosure of Aggregate Fee Amendment by Public Lawyers

Dear Justices Coats and Márquez:

I write on behalf of the Court's Standing Committee

on the Colorado Rules

of

professional Conduct (the Standing Committee). Enclosed are the following materials, which
relate to the Standing Committee's consideration of potential amendments to Rule 1.6 of the
Colorado Rules of Piofessional Conduct or the comments to that rule, to address the disclosure
of aggregate fee information for representation by government lawyers:

1.

Majority Report of the Rule 1.6 Subcommittee (the Subcommittee), distributed
for discussion at the Standing Committee's February 24,2017 meeting (Enclosure 1).

2.

Minority Report of the Subcommittee, distributed for discussion at the

February 24 meeting (Enclosure 2).

3.

Submitted, but not yet approved, minutes of the February 24 meettng
(Enclosure 3), summarizingthe Committee's discussion of the proposed amendments.

Attorney General Cynthia H. Coffrnan proposed the amendments to Rule 1.6 and/or its
comments, and she designated several assistant attorneys general to serve on the Subcommittee;
those Subcommittee members authored the Minority Report.
The enclosed materials document the intense study the Subcommittee undertook.
Ultimately, alargemajority recommended against making any amendments; a small minority
,..o*-.nded either of the two most recent amendments proposed by the Attomey General. The
Majority and Minority Reports set forth those gtoups' respective views.
The Standing Committee discussed the proposed amendments at length at the
February 24 meeúnf. The 19 members in attendance voted unanimously against recommending
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of the substantial work
any of the changes proposed in the Minority Report.l However, in light
they were proposed by
devoted to consideratiån of the potential amendments, and the fact that
with the Court, for the
product
the Attomey General, the Standing Committee is sharing its work
are lengthy and, for
Court to review and use as it deems appropriate. The attached documents
letter and
of
this
the Court,s convenience, I am sending boin n*¿ and electronic copies
attachments.
SincerelY,

&
Glenn
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Enclosures

cc: Attorney General Cynthia H. Coffrnan

Membeis of the Standing Committee and the Subcommittee (with enclosures)

9660476
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Minority Report are not
The representatives of the Attorney General's Office who authored the
whether to recommend the
members of the Standing Commifieê and, therefore, did not vote on
proposed changes to the Court.
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Marcy G. Glenn
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mglenn@hollandhaft .com

March 17,2017

Cynthia H. Coffman
Attomey General
Ralph L. Can Colorado Judicial Center
1300 Broadway, 1Oth Floor
Denver, CO 80203

Re:

Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the Colorado Rules
of Professional Conduct

Dear Attorney General Coffman:

I write to you as Chair of the Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the
Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct (the Standing Committee)'
As I'm certain that David Blake and Stephanie Scoville have reported to you, the Standing
Committee, at its February 24,2017 meeting, voted against recommending to the Supreme
Court any change to Rule 1.6 or its comment to require or permit government attorneys to
disclose aggregate fee information. For your information, I enclose my March 17,2017
letter to Justices Coats and Márquez,the Standing Committee's liaison justices, which
advises the Court of the Standing Committee's vote against recommending any change and
provides the Majority and Minority Reports.
I thank you for raising this issue and for designating David and Stephanie to work on the
subcommittee that studied the issue in depth and ultimately prepared the Majority and
Minority Reports. David and Stephanie ably represented your office and contributed
greatly to the richness of discussion at both the subcommittee and full Standing Committee
levels.

At the February 24 meeting, I mentioned to David and Stephanie that I would welcome
having a lawyer from your office join the Standing Committee as a regular member. If you
agree that would be beneficial, please provide me the name and resumé of the lawyer
whom you would like to recommend, and I will forwardthatpetson's name to the

Supreme Court.
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Again, Attorney General Coffman, I appreciate your interest in the Rule 1.6 issue and
*ãl.o-. your office's further participation in the work of the Standing Committee.

Very truly yours,

'ÌMltAMM-

*Iáhn

"*, rw
of fñtland &,Hart

cc:

The Honorable Nathan B. Coats
The Honorable Monic a Mfuquez
Stephanie L. Scoville, Esq.
David C. Blake, Esq.
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Background: Defendant was convicted in the District
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jurors that, once their verdict has

Certiorari was granted.

been

entered, it will not later be called into question
based on the comments or conçlusions they
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of his motion for new trial based on alleged juror
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impartiality of the jury's deliberations and

A Colorado jury convicted petitioner Peña-Rodriguez of

resulting verdict. LJ.S.C.A. Const.Antend. ó;

harassment and unlawful sexual contact. Following the
discharge of the jury, two jurors told defense counsel

l'recl.lìules livi<Ì.1ì
Cl¿rses th¿rt

t13l

Lrle

606(b), 28 LLS.C.A.

that, during deliberations, Juror H.C. had expressed
anti-Hispanic bias toward petitioner and petitioner's
alibi witness. Counsel, with the trial court's supervision,
obtained affidavits from the two jurors describing
a number of biased statements by H.C. The court

citc this hcacÌliotc

Criminal l,aw

'j- Miscon<luct of.iurors, in general
To qualify for setting aside the

no-

impeachment bar to allow further judicial
inquiry, a juror's statement indicating racial

bias must tend to show that racial animus
was a signiñcant motivating factor in the
julor's vote to convict; whether that threshold

showing has been satisfied is a matter
committed to the substantial discretion of the

trial court in light of all the circumstances,
including the content and timing of the
alleged statements and the reliability of the
proffered evidence. tJ. S. C.A. Corist.Amen<i.
6; Fcd.Rules Evicl. Rule 606(b), 28

I"-r.

S.

C.A.

acknowledged H.C,'s apparent bias but denied petitioner's

motion for a new trial on the ground that Cobr'¿tclo
Rule of Eviclence 606(b) generally prohibits a juror from
testifying as to statements made during deliberations in a
proceeding inquiring into the validity of the verdict. The
Colorado Court of Appeals affirmed, agreeing that H.C.'s
alleged statements did not fall within an exception to
Rule 606(b). The Colorado Supreme Court also aff,irmed,
relying on Tanncr t. Ltnilcd Stutt:,s, 483 tl.S. 107, 107
S.C1.. 27.i9, 97 L.l.i<i.2cl 90, and ll/urger v. Sltuuers, 571

LI.S.

1,i5 S.C(. 521,

i9i) L.gd.2d 422, both of

rejected constitutional challenges to the federal nowhich -.
impeachment *858 rule as applied to evidence of juror
misconduct or bias,
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to convict a criminal defendant, the Sixth Amendment
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presenting evidence, with respect to setting
aside the no-impeachment bar to allow
further judicial inquiry into a juror's statement
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requires that the no-impeachment rule give way in order
to permit the trial court to consider the evidence of the
juror's statement and any resulting denial of the jury trial
guarantee. Pp. 863 - 871.

(a) At common law jurors were forbidden to impeach
their verdict, either by affidavit or live testimony. Some
American jurisdictions adopted a more flexible version
of the no-impeachment bar, known as the "Iowa rule,"
which prevented jurors from testifying only about their
own subjective beliefs, thoughts, or tnotives during
deliberations. An alternative approach, later referred to
as the federal approach, permitted an exception only for
events extraneous to the deliberative proçess. This Court's
early decisions did not establish a çlear preference for a
particular version of the no-impeachment rule, appearing
open to the Iowa rule in United S:urcs v. lleid, 12How.
-l02.1,
361. l3 L.Ecl,
and A4atto,v v. United Stat¿^ç, 146 U.S.
I 40. I .l S.Ct. 50. 36 L. lìcj. 9 I 7, but rejecting that approach
in ll'lcDoualdv. Pk:,y,ç,2:18 tJ.S. 264.3,\ S.Ct.783.59 L.8d,
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The common-law development

of the rule reached

a

milestone in 1975 when Congress adopted Feclcr¿rl Rr-lle <,¡f
liviclcnce 60ó(b), which sets out a broad no-impeachment
rule, with only limited exceptions. This version of the

no-impeachment rule has substantial merit, promoting
full and vigorous discussion by jurors and providing
considerable assurance that after being discharged they
will not be summoned to recount their deliberations or
otherwise harassed. The rule gives stability and finality to
verdicts. Pp. 863

-

865.

(b) Some version of the no-impeachment rule is followed
in every State and the District of Columbia, most of which
follow the Federal Rule. At least l6 jurisdictions have
recognized an exception for juror testimony about racial
bias in deliberations. Three Federal Courts of Appeals
have also held or suggested there is a constitutional
exception lor evidence ofracial bias.

racial animus was a significant motivating factor in his or
her finding ofguilt. Pp. 864- 867.

(c) The imperative to purge racial prejudice from the
administration of justice was given new force and
direction by the ratification of the Civil War Amendments.
"[T]he central purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment
was to eliminate racial discrimination emanating from
offìcial sources in the States." ùlcLaugltlin v. Fbridø,
379 U.S. 184. 192, 85 S.Ct. 283, 1-l L.Ed.2d 2?2. Time
and again, this Court has enforced the Constitution's
guarantee against state-sponsored racial discrimination in
the jury system. The Court has interpreted the Fourteenth
Amendment to prohibit the exclusion of jurors based
on race, Strautler v. l|/t:,vl l/irgùiu, 100 U.S. 303, .105309, 25 L.Yd. 664; struck down laws and practices that
systematically exclude racial minorities from juries, see,
e.g., Nenl t,. Delurart:. 103 U.S. 3'10,26 1,.l,ìcl. 567; ruled

that no litigant may exclude a prospective juror

In

addressing the common-law no-impeachment rule,

this Court noted the possibility of an exception in the
"gravest and most important cases." United Slates v.
Reid, supra, aI 366; Llt:Dt¡nrtld v. T'lcs.ç, srt¡tra.

2r1

269.35

S.C-|. 783. The Court has addressed the question whether

the Constitution mandates an exception to Rulo 606(b)
just twice, rejecting an exception each time. ln Tanner,
where the evidence showed that some jurors were under
the influence of drugs and alcohol during the trial, the
Court identified "long-recognized and very substantial
concerns" supporting the no-impeachment rule, 48i tI.S.,
ttl 127.107 S.Clt. 2739.^Ihe Court also outlined existing,
signifìcant safeguards for the defendant's right to an
impartial and competent jury beyond post-trial juror
testimony: members of the venire can be examined for
impartiality during voir dire ; juror misconduct may be
observed the court, connsel, and court personnel during
the trial; and jurors themselves can report misconduct to
the court before a verdict is rendered. In Wørger, a civil
case where the evidence indicated that the jury forewoman
failed to disclose a prodefendant bias during voir dire, The
Court again put substantial reliance on existing safeguards
for a fair trial. But the Court also warned, as in Reid
and McDonctld, Ihat the no-impeachment rule may admit
of exceptions for 'Juror bias so extreme that, almost by

definition, the jury trial right has been abridged." *859
n. 3, 135 S.Ct., at 529, n.3.
574 {.J.S.. ar.---Reid, McDonald, and Wurger left open the question here:
whether the Constitution requires an exception to the noimpeachment rule when a juror's statements indicate that

based

on race, see, e.g., BuÍ,von r. Katrltrckl,,476 tl.S. 79, l0ó
S.Ct. 1712, 90 L.Ed.2d 69; and held that defendants may
at times be entitled to ask about racial bias during volr
dire, see, e,g., I'Irun v. Soutlt (larolittr¿, 409 U.S. 524, 93
S.CIL. 84tì, 15 L.Ed.2d 46. The unmistakable principle of
these precedents is that discrimination on the basis of
race, "odious in all aspects, is especially pernicious in
the administration of justice," llor<r v. &'1ittkcll,443 LJ.S.
545. 555. 99 S.Ct. 2993,61 L.Ecl.2tl 739, damaging "both
the fact and the perception" of the jury's role as "a vital
check against the wrongful exercise ofpower by the State,"
Potvcrs v. Oltío,499 t).S. 4l)0. 4ll, 1l I S.Ct. 1.164. I ll
I..l"ici.2cl4l1. Pp. 867- 868.

(d) This case lies at the intersection of the Court's
decisions endorsing the no-impeachment rule and those

eliminate racial bias in the jury system.
Those lines of precedent need not conflict. Racial
bias, unlike the behavior in McDonald, Tanner, or
seeking

to

Warger, implicates unique historical, constitutional, and
institutional concerns and, if left unaddressed, would risk
systemic injury to the administration of justice. It is also
distinct in a pragmatic sense, for the Tenner safeguards
may be less effective in rooting out racial bias. But
while all forms of improper bias pose challenges to the
trial process, there is a sound basis to treat racial bias
with added precaution. A constitutional rule that racial
bias in the justice system must be addressed-including,
in some instances, alter a verdict has been entered-is
necessary to prevent a systemic loss of confìdence in jury

.1
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verdicts, a confidence that is a central premise of the Sixth
Amendment trial right. Pp. 868 - 869.

(e) Before the no-impeachment bar can be set aside to
allow further judicial inquiry, there must be a threshold

showing that one or more jurors made statements
exhibiting overt racial bias that cast serious doubt on
the fairness and impartiality of the jury's deliberations
and resulting verdict. To qualify, the statement must tend
to show that racial animus was a significant motivating

factor in the juror's vote to convict. Whether the threshold
showing has been satisfied is committed to the substantial
discretion of the trial court in light of all the circumstances,
including the content and timing of the alleged statements
and the reliability ofthe proffered evidence.
The practical mechanics of acquiring and presenting such
evidence will no doubt be shaped and guided by state rules
of *860 professional ethics and local court rules, both of

which often limit counsel's post-trial contact with jurors.
The experience of those jurisdictions that have already
recognized a racial-bias exception to the no-impeachment

rule, and the experience of courts going forward, will
inform the proper exercise of trial judge discretion. The
Court need not address what procedures a trial çourt must
follow when confronted with a motion for a new trial
based on

juror testimony of racial bias or the appropriate

standard for determining when such evidence is suffìcient
to require that the verdict be set aside and a new trial be
granted. Standard and existing safeguards may also help
prevent racial bias in jury deliberations, including careful
voir dire and a trial court's instructions to jurors about
their duty to review the evidence, deliberate together, and
reach a verdict in a fair and impartial way, free from bias
ofany kind. Pp. 869 - 87L
-150 P.3(1

287, reversed and remanded.

KENNEDY, J., delivered the opinion of the Court,
in which GINSBITRG, IIRËYER, SOTOMAYOR, and
KAGAN, JJ., joined. THOMAS, J., filed a dissenting
opinion. ALITO, J., filed a dissenting opinion, in which
ROBERTS, C.J., and THOMAS, J., joined.
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C)pinion

Justice

l(ENNBDY delivered the opinion ol the Court.

Thejury is a central foundation ofourjustice system and
our democracy. Whatever its imperfections in a particular
case,

thejury

is a necessary check on governmental power.

jury, over the centuries, has been an inspired, trusted,
and effective instrument for resolving factual disputes and
determining ultimate questions of guilt or innocence in

The

criminal cases. Over the long course its judgments find
acceptance in the community, an acceptance essential
to respect for the rule of law. The jury is a tangible
implementation of the principle that the law comes from
the people.

tll In the era of our Nation's founding, the right to a
jury trial already had existed and evolved for centuries,
through and alongside the common law. The jury was
considered a fundamental safeguard of individual liberty.
See The Federalist No. 83, p. 451 (B. Warner ed. 1818)

(4. Hamilton). The right to a jury trial in criminal cases
was part of the Constitution as first drawn, and it was
restated in the Sixth Amendment. Art. III,.s 2, cl. l; Amdt.
6. *861 By operation of the Fourteenth Amendment, it
is applicable to the States. L)uttt'rut t'. Lt¡ui,siatta. 19l LJ.S.
145, 149,150.8B S.Ct. 1444.20 L.Ec1.2d 491 (1968),

121 Like all human institutions, the jury system has
its flaws, yet experience shows that fair and impartial
verdicts can be reached if the jury follows the court's
instructions and undertakes deliberations that are honest,
candid, robust, and based on common sense. A general
rule has evolved to give substantial protection to verdict

:]
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assure jurors that, once their verdict has
been entered, it will not later be called into question
based on the comments or conclusions they expressed
during deliberations. This principle, itself centuries old,
is often referred to as the no-impeachment rule. The
instant case presents the question whether there is an
exception to the no-impeachment rule when, after the
jury is discharged, a juror comes forward with compelling
evidence that another juror made clear and explicit
statements indicating that racial animus was a signihcant
motivating factor in his or her vote to convict.

finality and to

you talk to anyone is entirely your own decision.... If
any person persists in discussing the case over your
objection, or becomes critical of your service either
before or after any discussion has begun, please report
it to me." Id., at85-86,
Following the discharge of the jury, petitioner's counsel
entered the jury room to discuss the trial with the jurors.
As the room was emptying, two jurors remained to
speak with counsel in private. They stated that, during
deliberations, another juror had expressed anti-Hispanic

bias toward petitioner and petitioner's alibi witness,
Petitioner's counsel reported this to the court and, with
the court's supervision, obtained sworn affidavits from the
two jurors.

State prosecutors in Colorado brought criminal charges
against petitioner, Miguel Angel PeÍia-Rodriguez, based
on the following allegations. In 2007, in the bathroom of
a Colorado horse-racing facility, a man sexually assaulted
two teenage sisters. The girls told their father and
identihed the man as an employee of the racetrack. The
police located and arrested petitioner. Each girl separately
identified petitioner as the man who had assaulted her.

The State charged petitioner with harassment, unlawful
sexual contact, and attempted sexual assault on a child.
Before the jury was empaneled, members of the venire
were repeatedly asked whether they believed that they
could be fair and impartial in the case. A written
questionnaire asked ifthere was "anything about you that
you feel would make it difficult for you to be a fair juror."
App. 14. The court repeated the question to the panel

of prospective jurors and encouraged jurors to speak in
private with the court if they had any concerns about
their impartiality, Defense counsel likewise asked whether
anyone felt that "this is simply not a good case" for them
to be a fair juror. Id., a|34. None of the empaneled jurors
expressed any reservations based on racial or any other
bias. And none asked to speak with the trial judge.

After a 3-day trial, the jury found petitioner guilty of
unlawful sexual contact and harassment, but it failed to
reach a verdict on the attempted sexual assault charge.
When the jury was discharged, the court gave them this
instruction,

as mandated

by Colorado law:

"The question may arise whether you may now discuss
this case with the lawyers, defendant, or other persons.
For your guidance the court instructs you that whether

*862 The affidavits by the two jurors described a number
of biased statements made by another juror, identified as
Juror H.C, According to the two jurors, H.C. told the
other jurors that he "believed the defendant was guilty

in [H.C.'s] experience as an ex-law enforcement
officer, Mexican men had a bravado that caused them to
believe they could do whatever they wanted with women."
Id., at ll0. The jurors reported that H.C. stated his belief
that Mexican men are physically controlling of women
because of their sense of entitlement, and further stated,
" 'I think he did it because he's Mexican and Mexican
men take whatever they want.' " Id., at 109. According to
the jurors, H.C. further explained that, in his experience,
"nine times out of ten Mexican men were guilty of being
aggressive toward women and young girls." Id., at 110.
Finally, the jurors recounted that Juror H.C. said that
he did not fìnd petitioner's alibi witness credible because,
among other things, the witness was " 'an illegal.' " Ibid.
(In fact, the witness testified during trial that he was a legal
resident of the United States.)
because,

After reviewing the affidavits, the trial

court
But
court
denied
the
acknowledged H.C.'s apparent bias,
petitioner's motion for a new trial, noting that "[t]he actual
deliberations that occur among the jurors are protected
from inquiry under [Colorailo Rulc of Eviclence] 606(b)."
Id., at 90. Like its federal counterpart, Colorado's Rule
606(b) generally prohibits a juror from testifying as to
any statement made during deliberations in a proceeding
inquiring into the validity of the verdict. See Pecj. Rule
Livid. 606(b). The Colorado Rule reads as follows:
"(b) Inquiry into validity of verdict or indictment. Upon
an inquiry into the validity of a verdict or indictment,

;::
\.)
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juror may not testify as to any matter or statement
occurring during the course of the jury's deliberations
a

or to the effect ofanything upon his or any otherjuror's

mind or emotions as influencing him to assent to or
dissent from thc verdict or indictment or concerning
his mental processes in connection therewith. But
a juror may testify about (1) whether extraneous
prejudicial information was improperly brought to the
jurors' attention, (2) whether any outside influence was
improperly brought to bear upon any juror, or (3)
whether there was a mistake in entering the verdict
onto the verdict form. A juror's affidavit or evidence of
any statement by the juror may not be received on a
matter about which the juror would be precluded from
testifying." Colo. Rule Evid. 606(b) (2016).

The verdict deemed fìnal, petitioner was sentenced to
two years' probation and was required to register as a
sex offender. A divided panel of the Colorado Court of
Appeals affirmed petitioner's conviction, agreeing that
H.C.'s alleged statements did not fall within an exception
to Rulc 60ó(b) and so were inadmissiblc to undermine the
20l2Wl' 51-\7362.
validity of the verdict. --* P.3d

---.

The Colorado Supreme Court affirmed by a vote of

4

to
on two decisions of this Court rejecting constitutional
3. 350 P.3d 287 (2015). The prevailing opinion relied

challenges to the federal no-impeachment rule as applied
to evidence of juror misconduct or bias. See 'l'annt:r v.
Unite'¿l S(ute.t, 483

ti.S. l{n . lAl S.Ct.

2739, 91 L.ficl.2d 90

(1987); ll"arger r,. S'å¿¡¿r¿'¡'s, 574 tJ.S.
135 S.Ct. 52 1,
precedents,
those
190 l..Ud.2d 422 (2014). After reviewing
-,
the court could ñnd no "dividing line between different
types of juror bias or misconduct," and thus no basis
for permitting impeachment of the verdicts in petitioner's

trial, notwithstanding H.C.'s apparent racial bias.

-150

P.3d, at 293. This Court *863 granted certiorari to decide

whether there is a constitutional exception to the noimpeachment rule for instances of racial bias. 578 U.S.
. 136 S.û. l-s13, 19"1L.Ecl.2ci 602QA16),

Juror H.C.'s bias was based on petitioner's Hispanic
identity, which the Court in prior cases has referred to as
ethnicity, and that may be an instructive term here,
e.g., Ilernuntlez v. New I'c¡rk,500 Ll,S. .152, 3-55. I

¡l

See,

S.Ct.

1859. l14 L.lìd.2d 395 (1991) (plurality opinion). Yet
we have also used the language of race when discussing

the relevant constitutional principles in cases involving
Hispanic persons. See, e.g., ibid.; Fisher t,. [htive.rsit), r¿f'

I'ji:-1

í l"

,,1lr1

't.;)

7l.ia

I

l^l¡l;l'n:,;'ì,r l.l,:¡:ia'l;.

iii: clt:n

tn

Tex. ut AuStitt,570 tJ.S.-. l-13 S.Cr.2411, l8ó L.lì<1.2d
414 QAl3); Rosøk:s-Lopez v. Linitetl States,451 U.S. 182.
189-190, l0l S.Ct. 1629, 63 l..lid.2d 22 (t981) (plurality

opinion). Petitioner and respondent both refer to race, or
to race and ethnicity, in this more expansive sense in their
briefs to the Court. This opinion refers to the nature of
the bias as racial in keeping with the primary terminology
employed by the parties and used in our precedents.

II
A
At comnon law jurors were forbidden to impeach their
verdict, either by affidavit or live testimony. This rule
originated in Vaise v. Delaval, I T.R. 11,99 Eng. Rep.
944 (K.8. 1785). There, Lord Mansfield excluded juror
testimony that the jury had decided the case through
a game of chance. The Mansfield rule, as it came
to be known, prohibited jurors, after the verdict was
entered, from testifying either about their subjective
mental processes or about objective events that occurred
during deliberations.
American courts adopted the Mansfield rule as a matter

of

common law, though not

in

every detail.

Some

jurisdictions adopted a different, more flexible version of
the no-impeachment bar known as the "Iowa rule." Under
that rule,jurors were prevented only from testifying about
their own subjective beliefs, thoughts, or motives during
deliberations. See ll"right v. Illinoi.s & lr{is:;. Tcl. ()o., 2tJ
Iorva 195 (1860. Jurors could, however, testify about
objective facts and events occurring during deliberations,

in part

because other
testimony.

jurors could corroborate that

An alternative approach, later referred to as the federal
approach, stayed closer to the original Mansfield rule.
See I|1rrgcr, sttpru, al
, 115 S.Ct.. at 526. Under this
version of the rule, the no-impeachment bar permitted
an exception only for testimony about events extraneous
to the deliberative process, such as reliance on outside

evidence-newspapers, dictionaries, and the

like-or

personal investigation of the facts.

This Court's early decisions did not establish a clear
preference for a particular version of the no-impeachment
rule. In Lhtítttl Stute,s v. Reid, 12 llorv. 361. l3 t,.Lld.

t.lriç;;n-".tì l";.i.:1.

liove rnnlcll l'Âllrl<s.

T
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Congress, like the McDonctld Court, rejected the Iowa
rule. Instead it endorsed a broad no-impeachment rule,
with only limited exceptions.

l852), the Court appeared open to the admission of
the jurors had consulted newspapers
during deliberations, but in the end it barred the evidence
because the newspapers "had not the slightest influençe"
on the verdict. Id , ztt 366.'lhe Reid Court warned that
juror testimony "ought always to be received with great
caution." Ibid. Yel it added an important admonition:
"cases might arise in which it would be impossible to
refuse" juror testimony "without violating the plainest

The version of the rule that Congress adopted was
135 S.Ct.'
"no accident." ll"arger, 574 L'.S., trt
drafted
a rule
aL 521 . The Advisory Committee at hrst
-,
prohibiting
of
admission
reflecting the Iowa approach,
jurors'
juror testimony only as it related to
mental

principles of justice," /óld.

processes in reaching a verdict. The

1023 (

juror testimony that

In a following

case the Court required the admission

of

juror affidavits stating that the jury consulted information

that *864

was not in evidence, including a prejudicial

newspaper article. Mallt¡.t t'. Ltttit¿'tl Stttt¡:-t, 146 ll.S.

140.

1.51, l3 S.Ct. 50. 36 L.Lid. 911 (t892). The Court suggested,
furthermore, that the admission of juror testimony might
be governed by a more flexible rule, one permitting jury
testimony even where it did not involve consultation of
prejudicial extraneous information. Id., at 148-149. 13
S.Ct. ,50; see also Hvcle v. Liniterl Stutt;s, 225 tJ.S. 347,
'193.561-.Ecl. I114 (1912) (stating that
-182-384. 12 S.Ct.
the more flexible Iowa rule "should apply," but excluding
evidence that the jury reached the verdict by trading
certain defendants' acquittals for others' convictions).

Later, however, the Court rejected the more lenient
Iowa rule. In ll'lt'Donukl v. I'le.v,ç. 238 U.S. 264. 35
S.Clt.783. -s9 I".Ed. l-r00 (1915), the Court affirmed the
exclusion of juror testimony about objective events in
the jury room. There, the jury allegedly had calculated a
damages award by averaging the numerical submissions
of each member. kl.. at 265*266, 35 S.Ut. 783. As the
Court explained, admitting that evidence would have
"dangerons consequenÇes": "no verdict would be safe"
and the practice would "open the door to the most
pernicious arts and tampering with jurors." Irl., ttt 268,
15 S.Clt. 783 (internal quotation marks omitted). Yet
the Court reiterated its admonition from Reid, again

cautioning that the no-impeachment rule might recognize
exceptions "in the gravest and most important cases"
where exclusion ofjuror affidavits might well violate "the
plainest principles of justice." 2-ì8 lJ.S., aI269,l5 S.Ct.
783 (quoting Reid, supra, at366; internal quotation marks
omitted).

Department of Justice,
however, expressed concern over the preliminary rule.
The Advisory Committee then drafted the more stringent
version now in effect, prohibiting all juror testimony,

with exceptions only where the jury had

considered

prejudicial extraneous evidence or was subject to other
outside influence. Rules of lìviclertce f'or Ljrritecl States
Cor-rrts aucl lVlagistrates. 56 Í:'.R.D. l8l. 2ó5 (1972). The
Court adopted this second version and transmitted it to
Congress,

The House favored the Iowa approach, but the Senate
expressed concern that it did not sufficiently address the
public policy interest in the fìnality of verdicts. S.Rcp.
No. 93 1277.pp. 13 14 (1974). Siding with the Senate,
the Conference Committee adopted, Congress enacted,
and the President signed the Court's proposed rule. The
substance ofthe Rule has not changed since 1975, except
for a 2006 modification permitting evidence of a clerical
135
mistake on the verdict form, See 574 I"l.S., at

s.cr.

-,

521.

The current version of Rule 606(b) states as follows

"(l)

Prohibited Testimony or Other Evidence. During
an inquiry into the validity of a verdict or indictment,
a juror may not testify about ally statement made or
incident that occurrcd during the jury's deliberations;
the effect ofanything on thatjuror's or anotherjuror's
*865 vote; or anyjuror's mental processes concerning
the verdict or indictment. The court may not receive a
juror's affidavit or evidence of a juror's statement on
these matters.

"(2) Exceptions. A juror may testify about whether:

"(A)

extraneous prejudicial information

was

improperly brought to the jury's attention;

The commonJaw development of the no-impeachment
rule reached a milestone in 1975, when Congress adopted
the Federal Rules of Evidence, including Rrrle 606(b).

"(B) an outside influence was improperly brought to
bear on anyjuror; or

IJ
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"(C) a mistake was made in entering the verdict on the

constitutional interests. See UttîreLl Slule,v t'. Iltnullv,
546 Ir.3d 1230, l?.40*1211 (C.A.l0 ?008). Another has

verdict form."

suggested as much, holding

This version of the no-impeachment rule has substantial
merit. It promotes full and vigorous discussion by
providing jurors with considerable assurance that after

in the habeas context that

an exception for racial bias was not clearly established
but indicating in dicta that no such exception exists. See
l'1,'ílliants t,. Prite. 343 F'.3c1 223. 231-239 (C.4.3 2003)
(Alito, J.). And one Court of Appeals has held that

being discharged they will not be summoned to recount
their deliberations, and they will not otherwise be harassed
or annoyed by litigants seeking to challenge the verdict.
The rule gives stability and finality to verdicts.

evidence of racial bias is excluded by Rule 606(b), without

B

C

Some version of the no-impeachment rule is followed
in every State and the District of Columbia. Variations
make classihcation imprecise, but, as a general matter,
it appears that 42jurisdictions follow the Federal Rule,
while 9 follow the Iowa Rule. Within both classifìcations
there is a diversity of approaches. Nine jurisdictions that
follow the Federal Rule have codiñed exceptions other
than those listed in Federal l{ule 606(b). See Appendix,

infra. At least

16

jurisdictions,

l1 of which follow

Federal Rule, have recognized an exception

the

to the no-

impeachment bar under the circumstances the Court faces

here: juror testimony that racial bias played a part in
deliberations. Ibid. According to the parties and amici,
only one State other than Colorado has addressed this
issue and declined to recognize an exception for racial bias.
See ('otntnout'calllt v. Steclc, 599 Pa. 341. 317*319,961
A.2cl 786. 307- 808 (2008).
The federal courts, for their part, are governed by Federal

Ilule 606(b), but their interpretations deserve further
comment. Various Courts of Appeals have had occasion

to consider a racial bias exception and have reached
dilferent conclusions. Three have held or suggested there
is a constitutional exception for evidence of racial bias.
See United StøÍcs v. l/illor, 586 ['.3ct 76, 87-88 (C.A.i
3009) (holding the Constitution demands a racial-bias
exception); Unitad Sttttc.s t,. Hettla.t:,238 F.3d 1 I I l, 1 I l9l12i (C.4.9 2001) (finding persuasive arguments in favor
of an exception but not deciding the issue); Shillcutt
v. Gagnort, li27 l-'.2d I 155. I I 58 I ló0 lC.A.7 1987)
(observing that in some cases fundamental fairness could
require an exception). One Court of Appeals has declined
to find an exception, reasoning that other safeguards
inherent in the trial process suffice to protect defendants'

ì,:,ri

i.Il.Å!T

tai 2!.)'1"í

addressing whether the Constitution may at times demand
an exception. See Murtine: v. Footl Ci.ty, Inc., 658 F.?(t
369, 37_i i74 (C.4.-5 l98l).

In

addressing

the scope of the common-law no-

impeachment rule before Rule 606(b)'s adoption, the
Reid and McDonald Courts noted the possibility of an
exception to the rule in the "gravest and most *866
important çases." lleid, 12 Ho'"v.. at 366; ìl4cDottuld,23S
U.S.. at 269, 3.5 S.Ct. 7S3. Yet since the enactment of

Iìule 6061b), the Court has addressed the precise question
whether the Constitution mandates an exception to
just two instances.

it

in

In its fìrst çase,T'ot'¿n('r.483 Li,S. 107, 107 S.C]t.2739.
91 L.E"d.2d 90, the Court rejected a Sixth Amendment
exception for evidence that some jurors were under the
influence of drugs and alcohol during the trial. fd., aI
125, 107 S.Cl. 2739. Central to the Court's reasoning
were the "long-recognized and very substantial concerns"

supporting "the protection of jury deliberations from
intrusive inquiry." Id., ¿tt l2'/.107 S.Ct. 2739. The Tqnner
Court echoed McDonald 's concern that, if attorneys
could use juror testimony to attack verdicts, jurors would

be o'harassed and beset by the defeated party," thus
destroying "all frankness and freedom of discussion and
conferençe." 483 IJ.S.. ú l2A, 107 S.C1. 2739 (quoting
Mt:Donald, ,supru, irt 26'l*268, 15 S.Ct. 783). The Court

was concerned, moreover, that attempts to impeach
a verdict would "disrupt the finality of the process"
and undermine both 'Jurors' willingness to return an
unpopular verdict" and "the community's trust in a system
that relies on the decisions of laypeople." 4lÌ3 LJ.S., at 120I2t. 107 S.Cr.2739.
The Tanner Court outlined existing, signifìcant safeguards

for the defendant's right to an impartial and competent

jury beyond post-trial juror testimony. At the outset

Ihi;rr::*n lle ¡-¡lclr;. i.ic ll¡inr ir: rrií;iral lJ.$. ilot¡*ini"::tx't{Wqrkt.

ì::J
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of the trial process, voir dire provides an opportunity
for the court and counsel to examine members of the
venire for impartiality. As a trial proceeds, the court,
counsel, and court personnel have some opportunity to
learn of any juror misconduct. And, before the verdict,
jurors themselves can report misconduct to the court.
These procedures do not undermine the stability of a
verdict once rendered. Even after the trial, evidence of
misconduct other than juror testimony can be used to
attempt to impeach the verdict. ld., ttt 127, 107 S.Ct.
2719. Balancing these interests and safeguards against the
defendant's Sixth Amendment interest in that case, the
Court affirmed the exclusion of affìdavits pertaining to the

jury's inebriated stale. Ibid.
The second case to consider the general issue presented
l15 S.Ct. 521, 190
here was ll"arget, 574 Ii.S.
the argument that,
1..i:d.?ci 422.The Court again rejected
-,
thejury
trial
right required an
in the circumstances there,
exception to the no-impeachment rule. Warger involved a
civil case where, after the verdict was entered, the losing
party sought to proffer evidence that the jury forewoman
had failed to disclose prodelendant bias during voir dire.

As

it

Tanner, the Court

put substantial reliance

on

existing safeguards for a fair trial. The Court stated; "Even
if jurors lie in voit' dire in a way that conceals bias, juror

impartiality is adequately assured by the parties'ability to
bring to the court's attention any evidence of bias before
the verdict is rendered, and to employ nonjuror evidence
even after the verdict is rendered." 57rl U.S.,

S.Ct., at 529.

lli

¿11

-,

In Warger, however, the Court did reiterate that the noimpeachment rule may admit exceptions. As in Reid and
McDonald, the Court warned of 'Juror bias so extreme
that, almost by definition, the jury trial right has been
n.3. 135 S.Ct., at 529,
abridged." 574 U.S.. at-*-,
n. 3. "Ifand when such a case arises," the Court indicated
it would "consider whether the usual safeguards are or are
not sufficient to protect the integrity ofthe process." Ibid.

and Warger left open. The Court must decide whether

the Constitution requires an exception to the

no-

impeachment rule when a juror's statements indicate that
racial animus was a signifìcant motivating factor in his or
her fìnding of guilt.

III

t3l It

must become the heritage of our Nation to
rise above racial classihcations that are so inconsistent
with our commitment to the equal dignity of all

to purge racial prejudice from
justice
was given new force and
the administration of
direction by the ratifìcation of the Civil War Amendments.

persons. This imperative

l4l

"[T]he central purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment
was to eliminate racial discrimination emanating from
official sources in the States." A,lcLcurghlin v. I:'lorido, 3J9
U.S.'184, 192, 85 S.Cr. 283, l3 L.E<1.2c1 222 (1964).Inthe
years before and after the ratification of the Fourteenth
Amendment, it became clear that racial discrimination
in the jury system posed a particular threat both to the
promise of the Amendment and to the integrity of the jury
trial, "Almost immediately after the Civil War, the South
began a practice that would continue for many decades:
All-white juries punished black defendants particularly
harshly, while simultaneously refusing to punish violence
by whites, including Ku Klux Klan members, against
blacks and Republicans." Forman, Jlrties anci Race in
the Niueteenth Centuly, 1l-l Yale L..L 895, 909 910
(2004). To take one example, just in the years 1865 and
1866, all-white juries in Texas decided a total of 500
prosecutions of white defendants charged with killing
African-Americans. All 500 were acquitted. kl., at 916,

The stark and unapologetic nature of race-motivated
outcomes challenged the American belief that "the jury
was a bulwark of liberty," icl., at.9C)9, and prompted
Congress to pass legislation to integrate the jury system
and to bar persons from eligibility for jury service if
they had conspired to deny the civil rights of African-

The recognitíon

in Warger that there may be extreme
jury
cases where the
trial *867 right requires an exception
to the no-impeachment rule must bc interpreted in

Americans, irl., at920-c)30. Members of Congress stressed
that the legislation was necessary to preserve the right to a
fair trial and to guarantee the equal protection ofthe laws.

context as a guarded, cautious statement. This caution is
warranted to avoid formulating an exception that might
undermine the jury dynamics and finality interests the
no-impeachment rule seeks to protect. Today, however,
the Court faces the question that Reid, McDonald,

Ibid.

tsl 161 171 The duty to confront racial animus in the
justice system is not the legislature's alone. Time and
again, this Court has been called upon to enforce the
i;ì
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Constitution's guarantee against state-sponsored racial
discrimination in the jury system. Beginning in 1880, the
Court interpreted the Fourteenth Amendment to prohibit
the exclusion of jurors on the basis of raçe, ,Strøuder v.
l\/a,st l'ir.qíttiu, ll)0 U.S. 30-1. 305-309.25 L.Ild. 664 (1880).
The Court has repeatedly struck down laws and practices
that systematically exclude racial minorities from juries.
See, e.g., Ncul v. I)eiotvure, 103 LJ.S. 310" 26 L.Ed. 5ó7
{188ì); Hollhs t'. Olcløltotnu,29-s {.J.5. 394, 55 S.Clt. 784,
79 L.Ed. 1500 (1935) Qter curiam);.4rer.v' v. Georgia, 345
tJ^S. 559, 73 S.Ct. 891, 97 L.Ecl. 12114 11953); Hu'nundez
v. T'c.ra,s,347 tJ.S. 475.'74 S.Ct. 667, 9B L.Ed. fl66 (1954);
Crt.slttnetlu v. Pttrtidu,430 tl.S. 482,97 S"Ct. 1272. 5l
L.Ed.2ci 498 (1917',. To guard against discrimination in

jury selection, the Court has ruled that no litigant may
exclude a prospective juror on the basis of race. Bttlst*¿
v. Kcntu.ck.t'. 476 [].S. ]t). l¡J6 S.û. l7l l, 90 1".]id.2d 69
(1986); Etltttt:.xtst¡t¡ r'. *868 I.t':t:.vvillc Oottcrt:Ít: Ci,'., 500
U.S. 614. l l l S.Ct, 2071. I l4 L.H<l.2cl 6ri0 (1991); Geor,qio
t,, IkCollutn, -505 Ll.S. 42, ll2 S.Ct. 2,148, 120 L.trd.2d

In an effort to ensure that individuals who
juries
sit on
are free of racial bias, the Court has held
3,1 (1992).

that the Constitution at times demands that defendants be
permitted to ask questions about racial bias dwing voir
clire. Ht¡t¡t v. Sotttl¡ C'arolint¡,409 ti.S.524,93 S.Ct.848,
35 L.Ed.2c1 46 {19731; Ilo"nles Lope:, 451 U.S. 182, 101
S.Ct. 1629, ó8 I-.Ed.2d 22;'l\.u'rtc'r v'. lllurro);,476 Lr.S. 2Í1,
106 S.Ct. 1683. 90 L.Ecl.2cl 27 ( l9fl6).

A
This case lies at the intersection of the Court's decisions
endorsing the no-impeachment rule and its decisions
seeking to eliminate racial bias in the jury system. The two
Iines ofprecedent, however, need not conflict,

Il0l

Racial bias of the kind alleged in this case differs in
critical ways from the compromise verdict in McDonald,
the drug and alcohol abuse in Tqnner, or the pro-

in

Wørger. The behavior in those cases is
troubling and unacceptable, but each involved anomalous
behavior from a single jury-or juror-gone off course.
Jurors are presumed to follow their oath, çf. I'cnr..t, v.

defendant bias

.Iohnsott,532 U.S. 132.79().l2l S.Ci. 1910, l-50 L,Ed.ld 9
120{)l), and neither history nor common experience show

that the jury system is rife with mischief of these or similar
kinds. To attempt to rid the jury of every irregularity of
this sort would be to expose it to unrelenting scrutiny. "It
is not at all clear ,.. that thejury system could survive such
efforts to perfect il." 'l'owtt'r,483 l-.1.S., at l20, 107 S.Ct.
2'/39.

The same cannot be said about racial bias, a familiar and
recurring evil that, if left unaddressed, would risk systemic
injury to the administration of justice. This Court's
decisions demonstrate that racial bias implicates unique
historical, constitutional, and institutional concerns. An
principle
these
underlying
The
unmistakable
effort to address the most grave and serious statements
l8l f9l
precedents is that discrimination on the basis of race,
of racial bias is not an effort to perfect the jury but to
"odious in all aspects, is especially pernicious in the
ensure that our legal system remains capable of coming
administration ofjustice." Ro,se t,. iVlit(|rc||,443 U.S. 545,
ever closer to the promise of equal treatment under the law
jury
(1919).
is
The
to
L.Bd.2d
139
2993.
61
555, 99 S.Cr.
that is so central to a lunctioning democracy.
be "a criminal defendant's fundamental 'protection of life
and liberty against race or color prejudice.' " Ã'lc:('k:ske'v
Racial bias is distinct in a pragmatic sense as well. In
r;. Kcttp,48 1 U.S. 219,31A, 107 S.Cl. 17-í6. 95 L.Etl.2ð262
past cases this Court has relied on other safeguards
racial
(quoting
at
309).
Permitting
.supra,
Strauder,
{ 1987)
to protect the right to an impartial jury. Some of
prejudice in the jury system damages "both the fact and
those safeguards, to be sure, can disclose racial bias.
the perception" of the jury's role as "avita| check against
Voir dire at the outset of trial, observation of juror
the wrongful exercise of power by the State." Pt¡ts,'er., v.
demeanor and conduct during trial, juror reports before
411
l1-1
L.Ed.2d
4l
l,
I
I
I
S.Cr.
l3l.¡4,
ohio, 4L)9 tj.s. 400,
the verdict, and nonjuror evidence after trial are important
(1991); cf.,,lldridge v. Linited Stutcs, 283 U.S. 30S, 315. 51
mechanisms for discovçring bias. Yet their operation may
S.Ct. 470, 75 L.Ed. 1054 (1931); Buckv. Døvis, ar¿rc, at22.
be compromised, or they may prove insufficient. *869

For instance, this Court has noted the dilemma faced
by trial court judges and counsel in deciding whether to
explore potential racial bias at voir dire. See Rosales-

IV

Lopez, supr a ;

Il. i s

tui tro r,. 1lr¡s¡', 424 lJ .5. 589. 96 S.Ct. I 0 I 7,

41 L.Ed.2cl 258 (1916). Generic questions about juror

',Tf r:

':

¡',r''i

,.t)"2¡.ii

I i i:i:¡nsol ;ic:.ril,'r-r.

;'.i* ci;;in: ii.,
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impartiality may not expose specific attitudes or biases
that can poison jury deliberations. Yet more pointed

matter committed to the substantial discretion of the
trial court in light of all the circumstances, including

questions "could well exacerbate whatever prejudice
might exist without substantially aiding in exposing it."

the content and timing of the alleged statements and the
reliability of the proffered evidence.

Rosule,r-Lope;, stlpru. at 195. l0l S.Clt. 1629 (Rehnquist,
J., concurring in result).
The stigma that attends racial bias may make it difñcult
for a juror to report inappropriate statements during

the course of juror deliberations. It is one thing to
accuse a fellow juror of having a personal experience that
improperly influences her consideration of the case, as
would have been required in Warger.It is quite another to
call her a bigot.

The recognition that certain of the Tanner safeguards
may be less effective in rooting out racial bias than other
kinds of bias is not dispositive. All forms of improper
bias pose challenges to the trial process. But there is a
sound basis to treat racial bias with added precaution. A
constitutional rule that racial bias in the justice system
must be addressed-including, in some instances, after
the verdict has been entered-is necessary to prevent a
systemic loss of confidence in jury verdicts, a conhdence
that is a central premise of the Sixth Amendment trial
right.

It4l The practical mechanics of acquiring and presenting
such evidence will no doubt be shaped and guided by
state rules of professional ethics and local court rules,
both of which often limit counsel's post-trial contact with
jurors. See 27 C. Wrighl & V. Golci, Fedoral Practice ¿rnc{
Procech¡re: Evidsnce s\ 6076, pp. 5tì0-5fì3 (2cl ed. 2007)
(Wright); see also Variations of ABA Model Rules of
Professional Conduct, Rule 3.5 (Sept. 15, 2016) (overview
of state ethics rules); 2 Jurywork Systematic Techniques
g l3:18 (2016-2017) (overview of Federal District Court
rules), These limits seek to provide jurors some protection
when they return to their daily affairs after the verdict has
been entered. But while

a

juror

can always tell counsel they

do not wish to discuss the case, jurors in some instances
may come forward of their own accord.

*870 That

what happened here. In this case the alleged
statements by a juror were egregious and unmistakable
is

in their reliance on racial

bias.

Not only did juror

H.C. deploy a dangerous racial stereotype to conclude
petitioner was guilty and his alibi witness should not be
believed, but he also encouraged otherjurors to join him
in convicting on that basis.

B

not seek out the two jurors'
allegations of racial bias. Pursuant to Colorado's
Petitioner's counsel did

I tì

For the reasons explained above, the Court now
holds that where a juror makes a clear statement that

mandatory jury instruction, the trial court had set limits

on juror contact and encouraged jurors to inform the
if anyone harassed them about their role in the
to convict a criminal defendant, the Sixth Amendment
case. Similar limits on juror contact can be found in other
requires that the no-impeachment rule give way in order
jurisdictions that recognize a racial-bias exception. See,
to permit the trial court to consider the evidence of the
e.g., Fla. Standard Jury Instrs. in Crim. Cases No. 4.2
juror's statement and any resulting denial of the jury trial
(West
2016) ("Although you are at liberty to speak with
guarantee.
anyone about your deliberations, you are also at liberty
Mass. Office of Jury
ll2l [13] Not every offhand comment indicating to refuse to speak to anyone"); (Dec.
2015) ("You are
Handbook
Trial
Juror's
Comm'r,
racial bias or hostility will justify setting aside the notrial is over....
once
the
speak
with
anyone
not
required
to
impeachment bar to allow further judicial inquiry. For the
If anyone tries to learn this confìdential information from
inquiry to proceed, there must be a showing that one or
you, or if you feel harassed or embarrassed in any way,
more jurors made statements exhibiting overt racial bias
you should report it to the court ... immediately"); N.J.
that cast serious doubt on the fairness and impartiality of
Crim. Model Jury Charges, Non 2C Charges, Dismissal of
the jury's deliberations and resulting verdict. To qualify,
Jury (2014) ("It will be up to each ofyou to decide whether
the statement must tend to show that racial animus was a
indicates he or she relied on racial stereotypes or animus

court

significant rnotivating factor in the juror's vote to convict.
Vy'hether that threshold showing has been satisfied is a

idt:i;;'l.i!!',/ ø'L{}1-l fì"¡r;¡ls*¡r

l7*.t:lt:2":;"

hl¡

cXai;rr 1.*

to speak about your service as ajuror").
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understanding that they were under no
obligation to speak out, thejurors approached petitioner's
counsel, within a short time after the verdict, to relay
their concerns about H.C.'s statements. App. 77. A similar
pattern is common in cases involving juror allegations of

With the

racial bias. See, e.g., I/illar, 586 F.,1cl, at 78 fiuror e-mailed
defense counsel within hours of the verdict): Kit¡la v.
tinired S¡ares. 65 ¿\.-1cl 1144,1147 (D.C.l0 13) (urorwrote
a letter to the judge the same day the court discharged the

jwy); Buull.v,, 546 F.ld, at 1231 (uror approached defense
counsel the day after the jury announced its verdict).
Pursuant to local court rules, petitioner's counsel then
sought and received permission from the court to contact
the two jurors and obtain affìdavits limited to recounting
the exact statements rnade by H.C. that exhibited racial
bias.

While the trial court concluded that Colorado's Rule
606tbl did not permit it even to consider the resulting
affidavits, the Court's holding today removes that bar.
When jurors disclose an instance of racial bias as serious
as the one involved in this case, the law must not wholly
disregard its occurrence.

It

is proper to observe as well that there are standard
and existing processes designed to prevent racial bias in
jury deliberations. The advantages of careful voir dire
have already been noted. And other safeguards deserve
mention.

Trial courts, often at the outset of the case and again
in their final jury instructions, explain the jurors' duty
to review the evidence and reach a verdict in a fair
and impartial way, free from bias of any kind. Some
instructions are framed by trial judges based on their own

learning and experience. Model jury instructions likely
take into account these continuing developments and are
common across jurisdictions. See, e.g., lA K. O'Malley, J.
Grenig, & W. Lee, Federal Jury Practice and Instructions,
Criminal $ l0:01, p. 22 (6th ed. 2008) ("Perform these
duties fairly. Do not let any bias, sympathy or prejudice
that you may feel toward one side or the other influence
your decision in any way"). Instructions may emphasize
the group dynamic of deliberations by urging jurors
to share their questions and conclusions with their
colleagues. See, e.g., id.,$20:01, at 841

C

As the preceding discussion makes clear, the Court relies
on the experiences of the 17 jurisdictions that have
recognized a racial-bias exception to the no-impeachment
rule-some for over half a century-with no signs of an
increase in juror harassment or

D

a loss of juror willingness

to engage in searching and candid deliberations.
The experience ofthesejurisdictions, and the experience of
the courts going forward, will inform the proper exercise
of trial judge discretion in these and related matters. This

("It

is your duty as

jurors to consult with one another and to deliberate with
one another with a view towards reaching an agreement if
you can do so without violence to individual judgment").

Probing and thoughtful deliberation improves

the

likelihood that otherjurors can confront the flawed nature
of reasoning that is prompted or influenced by improper
biases, whether racial or otherwise. These dynamics can
help ensure that the exception is limited to rare cases.
t( ,(

,*

case does not ask, and the Court need not address, what

procedures a trial court must follow when confronted with

a motion lor a new trial based on juror testimony of
racial bias. See 27 Wlight 575-578 (noting a divergence of
authority over the necessity and scope of an evidentiary
hearing on alleged juror misconduct). The Court also does
not decide the appropriate standard for determining when

evidence of racial bias is sufficient to require that the
verdict be set aside and a new trial be granted. Compare,
*87 I e. g., S I t il k: t t, 821 F .2d. at 1 I 59 (inquiring whether
racial bias "pervaded the jury room"), wifh, e.g., |lqtlcv,
218 F.lcl, ar I 120 ("One racist juror would be enough").
u

The Nation must continue to make strides to overcome
race-based discrimination. The progress that has already
been made underlies the Court's insistence that blatant
racial prejudice is antithetical to the functioning of the
jury system and must be confronted in egregious cases like
this one despite the general bar of the no-impeachment
rule. It is the mark of a maturing legal system that it seeks
to understand and to implement the lessons of history.
The Court now seeks to strengthen the broader principle
that society can and must move forward by achieving the
thoughtful, rational dialogue at the foundation of both

l)
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the jury system and the free society that sustains ottr
Constitution.

The judgment

of the Supreme Court of Colorado is

reversed, and the case is remanded for further proceedings

not inconsistent with this opinion.

It

is so ordered.

required a juror to have "freedome of mind" and to be
"indifferent as hee stands unsworne." 1 E. Coke, First Part
of the Institutes of the Laws of England $ 234, p. l55a
(16th ed. 1809); accord, 3 M. Bacon, A New Abridgment
of the Law 258 (3d ed. 1768); cf, T. Cooley, A Treatise
on the Constitutional Limitations Which Rest Upon the
Legislative Power of the States of the American Union 319
(1868) ("The jury must be indifferent between the prisoner
and the commonwealth"). Impartial jurors could "have no
interest oftheir own affected, and no personal bias, or pre-

Justice 1'l I()MÂS, dissenting.
The Court today holds that the Sixth Amendment requires

possession, in favor [of] or against either par|y." l,erli's
l,I/qrre t¡, I Kirby 426.427 (Conn.Supor.1788).

v.

the States to provide a criminal defendant the opportunity

to impeach a jury's guilty verdict with juror testimony
about a juror's alleged racial bias, notwithstanding a state
procedural rule forbidding such testimony. I agree with
Justice ALITO that the Court's decision is incompatible
with the tcxt of the Amendment it purports to interpret
and with our precedents. I write separately to explain
that the Court's holding also cannot be squared with
the original understanding of the Sixth or Fourteenth
Amendments.

The Sixth Amendment's protection of the right, "[i]n all
criminal prosecutions," *872 to a "trial, by an impartial

jury,"

is limited to the protections that existed at common

law when the Amendment was ratified. See, e.g.,
"l1tprcru'li
v. Ntw Jerse.y', 530 t J.S. 466, st{J, ancl n. I , 120 S.Ct. 2348.
14'l L.lì.d.2d 435 (2000) (THOMAS, J,, concurrinC); 3 J.
Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United
States $ 1773,pp.652-653 (1833) (Story) (explaining that
"the trial by jury in criminal cases" protected by the
Constitution is the same "great privilege" that was "a part
of that admirable common law" of England); cf. 5 St. G.
Tucker, Blackstone's Commentaries 349, n. 2 (1803). It is
therelore "entirely proper to look to the common law" to
asçertain whether the Sixth Amendment requires the result
the Court today reaches. Apprendi, supru, 2\1500, n.

s.cr.

t,

120

2348

The Sixth Amendment's specific guarantee of impartiality
incorporates the common-law understanding of that term.
See, e.g., 3 W. Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of
England 365 (1769) (Blackstone) (describing English trials

as "impartially just" because of their "caution against
all partiality and bias" in the jury). The common law

II
The conrmon-law right to a jury trial did not, however,
guarantee a defendant the right to impeach a jury verdict
with juror testimony about juror misconduct, including
"a principal species of Iuror] misbehaviour"-(r¡6[e¡iettg
partiality." 3 Blackstone 388. Although partiality was a
ground for setting aside a jury verdict, ibid., the English
common-law rule at the time the Sixth Amendment was
ratifìed did not allow jurors to supply evidence of that
misconduct. In 1770, Lord Mansheld refused to receive a
juror's affidavit to impeach a verdict, declaring that such
an affidavit "can't be rcad." Rex v. Almon, 5 Burr. 2687,
98 Eng. Rep. 4ll (K.8.). And in 1785, Lord Mansfield

solidified the doctrine, holding that "[t]he Court [could
notl receive such an affidavit from any of the jurymen" to
prove that the jury had cast lots to reach a verdict. Vaise
v.

Delaval,l T.R. I l,

99 Eng. Rep. 944

(K.8.).

I

At the time of the founding, the States took

mixed

approaches to this issue. See Cluggttgt: t'. Srrrar. 4 llirtn.
150, 156 (Pa.l81l) (opinion of Yeates, J.) ("The opinions

of Americqnjudges ... have greatly differed on the point
in question"); ßishop v. Çs¡trgia. 9 Ga. i2l, 126 (1850)
(describing the common law in 1716 on this question as
"in a transitioø state"). Many States followed *873 Lord
Mansfield's no-impeachment rule and refused to receive
juror afñdavits. See, e.9., Brelvster v. Tltotn¡;son, I N.J.L.
32 (1790) Qter curiam); Rol¡bins v. ltr'indovø',2 Tyl. 11.
l4 (Vt.1802); Tot'lot' v. Gigcr, 3 Ky. 586. 597-598 ( 1808);

I'rice t,. Mcllvuin, 2 Tt'ead. 503, 504 (S.C. l8l5);
v. Stcvetts,4

Ir'lrr

N.H. lt6, l17 (1827); 12. Swift, A Digest

of the Laws of the State of Connecticut 775 (1822) ("ln
England, and in the courts of the United States, jurors are
not permitted to be witnesses respecting the misconduct

it1
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of the jury ... and this is, most

unquestionably, the
permitted juror
principle").
however,
Some
States,
correct
juror
misconduct. See, e.g., ()'uvç'ltn'd v.
affidavits about
Stutt:. l0 Tenrr. 60, 68 (182 l); Cot'hrun v. Street, 1 Ya.
'79,81 (1792). And others initially permitted such evidence
but quickly reversed course. Compare, e.g., Snrith t.
Cht:cÍl¡øu, I C¿Li. R. 57, 59*ó0 (N.Y.1805) (opinion of
Livingston, J.) (permitting juror testimony), with Drutrt v.
Tt¡tlrcr, 4 .Jc'hrls. 487, 483-489 (N.Y. 1809) Qter curiam )
(overturning Clrcethqm ); compare also Bru¿llcf ,ç Le.s,tae
r'. ßrarlle.t,,.l Dall. 112, I L.Ed. 763 (1192; (permitting
juror affidavits), with, e.g., Cluggøge, suprø, at l56_
158 (opinion of Yeates, J.) (explainingthat Bradley was
incorrectly reported and re.lecting affidavits); compare
also 'l'ulnadgt: v. Nortltn.r¡;, I Root 522 (Conn.l79-l)
(admitting juror testimony), with Sruu' +'. Ì'ireetnun, 5
Coun. 348. 350*352 (1824) ("The opinion of almost the
whole legal world is adverse to the reception of the
testimony in question; and, in my opinion, on invincible
foundations").

By the time the Fourteenth Amendment was ratified,
Lord Mansfield's no-impeachment rule had become fìrmly
entrenched in American law. See Lettow, Ner.i'Trial 1o¡
Verclict r\gainst Law: Juclgc-Jr"rr¡r l{çltt1i.tns ìn Eirr"ly-

7l Notr'ç Dantc L. Rcv.

Nirìctùcr)th Ocntut'y Arncric¿r.
5--ì6 (1996) ("[O]pponents of juror affidavits had largely
won out by the middle of the century"); 8 J. Wigmore,
Evidence in Trials at Common Law $ 2352, p. 697 (J.
McNaughton rev. 196l) ('Wigmore) (Lord Mansfield's
rule "came to receive in the United States an adherence
almost unquestioned"); J. Proffatt, A Treatise on Trial by
Jury $ 408, p. a67 0817) ("It is a well established rule of law
that no affidavit shall be received from a juror to impeach
his verdict"). The vast majority of States adopted the no-

cannot be received").2

*874 The Court today acknowledges that the States
"adopted the Mansfield rule as a matter of common
law," ente, at 863, but ascribes no signifìcance to that

I would hold that it is dispositive. Our commonlaw history does not establish that-in either 1791 (when
the Sixth Amendment was ratifìed) or 1868 (when the
Fourteenth Amendment was ratifìed)-a defendant had
the right to impeach a verdict with juror testimony of
juror misconduct. In fact, it strongly suggests that such
evidence was prohibited. In the absence of a dehnitive
commonlaw tradition permitting impeachment by juror
testimony, we have no basis to invoke a constitutional
provision that merely "follow[s] out the established course
of the conrmon law in all trials for crimes," 3 Story $ 1785,
at 662, to overturn Colorado's decision to preserve the noimpeachrnent rule, cf. Bt¡tunc.dicne v. llush,553 LJ.S. 723.
8-32-833. 128 S.Ct. 2229,lll L.Etl.lcl4l (2m8) (Scalia, J.,
fact.

dissenting).

***

505,

impeachment rule as a matter of common law. See, e.9.,
Bttl! v'. Corttntonu'cultl¡,55 Va.6l3. 62'1*628 (1857) ("[T]he
practice appears to be now generally settled, to reject the
testimony ofjurors when offered to impeach their verdict.
The cases on the subject are too numerous to be cited");
'l.ttclcer t'. 'l'ott't¡ C.'oun<:il o./',South Kittgslttvt't¡, 5 R.l. 558. 560
(I [i59) (collecting cases); St otc v. Ctttrltt'ttlutvt'r, ]9 Mo. 430
(1

room"); ll"îthers v. ]'ì'i,tt:us,40 lncl. I3 i. I 3 I-I.ì2 (t872) ("In
the United States it seems to be settled, notwithstanding a
few adjudications to the contrary ..., that such affìdavits

867) ("The law is well settled that a traversejuror cannot

Perhaps good reasons exist to curtail or abandon the
no-impeachment rule. Some States have done so, see

Appendix to majority opinion, ønte, and others have
not. Ultimately, that question is not for us to decide. It
should be left to the political process described by Justice
ALITO. See post, at 876 - 878 (dissenting opinion). In
its attempt to stimulate a "thoughtful, rational dialogue"
on race relations, ante, at 871, the Court today ends the
political process and imposes a uniform, national rule. The
Constitution does not require such a rule. Neither should
we.

I respectfully dissent.

Justice

¡\LlllO, with whom THE CHIEF JUSTICE

Justice

THOMAS join, dissenting.

and

jury in regard to

Our legal system has many rules that restrict the admission

their verdict"); Pe<'lt v. ßrevçer,48 tll. 54. 6.i ( I 868 ) ("So far
back as ... 1823, the doctrine was held that the affidavits of
jurors cannot be heard to impeach their verdict"); l'IeJ.'/i'on
v. Gollupc, 5-i I'le. 563. 566 (1368) (ruling inadmissible

of evidence of statements made under circumstances
in which confidentiality is thought to be essential.

be a witness to prove misbehavior in the

"depositions ol

.. .

jurors as to what transpired in the jury

Statements made to an attorney in obtaining legal advice,
statements to a treating physician, and statements made

to

a spouse

or member of the clergy are familiar examples.

t:]
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See Tt'atnntel v. Uttite¿l Stutt:,s. 415

L.f ,S. 40. 51, 100 S.Ct.
(1980).
Even
if
a criminal defendant
906,63 l..fìi1.2d 186
whose constitutional rights are at stake has a critical need

The Court justifìes its decision on the ground that the
nature of the confidential communication at issue in this
particular case-a clear expression of what the Court

to obtain and introduce evidence of such statements, longestablished rules stand in the way. The goal of avoiding
interference with confidential communications of great

uniquely harmful to our criminal
terms racial bias
justice system. And the Court is surely correct that even
a tincture of racial bias can inflict great damage on
that system, which is dependent on the public's trust.
But until today, the argument that the Court now finds
convincing has not been thought to be sufficient to
overcome confidentiality rules like the one at issue here.

value has long been thought to justify the loss of important
evidence and the effect on ourjustice system that this loss
entails.

l-is

The present case concerns a rule like those just mentioned,
namely, the age-old rule against attempting to overturn or
"impeach" a jury's verdict by offering statements made by

jurors during the course of deliberations. For centuries,
it has been the judgment of experienced judges, trial
attorneys, scholars, and lawmakers that allowingjurors to
testify after a trial about what took place in the jury room
would undermine the system of trial byjury that is integral
to our legal system.
Juries occupy a unique place in our justice system. The
other participants in a trial-the presiding judge, the
attorneys, the witnesses-function in an arena governed
by strict rules of law. Their every word is recorded and
may be closely scrutinized for missteps.
Vy'hen

jurors retire to deliberate, however, they enter

space that is not regulated

a

in the

same 'way. Jurors are
ordinary people. They are expected to speak, debate,

argue, and make decisions the way ordinary people do
in their daily lives. Or¡r Constitution places great value
on this way of thinking, speaking, and deciding. The jury
trial right protects parties in *875 court cases from being
judged by a special class of trained professionals who do
not speak the language of ordinary people and may not
understand or appreciate the way ordinary people live
their lives. To protect that right, the door to the jury

room has been locked, and the conhdentiality of jury
deliberations has been closely guarded.
Today, with the admirable intention of providing justice

for one criminal defendant, the Court not only pries
open the door; it rules that respecting the privacy of the
jury room, as orlr legal system has done for centuries,
violates the Constitution. This is a startling development,
and although the Court tries to limit the degree of
intrusion, it is doubtful that there are principled grounds
for preventing the expansion of today's holding.

a prosecution witness gives devastating
but lalse testimony against a defendant, and suppose
Suppose that

that the witness's motivation is racial bias. Suppose that
the witness admits this to his attorney, his spouse, and
a member of the clergy. Suppose that the defendant,
threatened with conviction for a serious crime and a
lengthy term of imprisonment, seeks to compel the
attorney, the spouse, or the member of the clergy to
testify about the witness's admissions. Even though the
constitutional rights ofthe defendant hang in the balance,
the defendant's efforts to obtain the testimony would fail.
The Court provides no good reason why the result in this
case should not be the same.

I
Rules barring the admission ofjuror testimony to impeach
a verdict (so-called "no-impeachment rules") have a long

history. Indeed, they pre-date the ratiftcation of the
Constitution. They are typically traced back to Vøise v.
Delaval,l T.R. 11, 99 Eng, Rep. 944 (K.8. 1785), in which
Lord Mansfield declined to consider an affìdavit from two
jurors who claimed that the jury had reached its verdict by
135 S.Clt.
lot. See l*?r,ger v. Shuu(.r,t,574 I].S.
521,525-526. 190 L.licl.2cl 422 {2014). Lord Mansfield's
approach "soon took root in the United States," ibid., and
"[b]y the beginning of[the 20th] century, ifnot earlier, the
near-universal and firmly established common-law rule in
the United States flatly prohibited the admission of juror
testimony to impeach a jury verdicl," T'nwrt'r v. Unilr:rl
S¡r¡¡¿rs, 48-3 U.S. 107. 117,ll\1 S.Ct. 2739. 9'l L.Ed.2cl90
(1987); see 27 C. Wlight & V. Golcl, Fedcral Pr¿rctice ¿incl
Proceclrrre: Evidonce $ 6071, p. a31 (2c1 cd.2007) (Wright
& Gold) (noting that the Mansheld approach "came to be
accepted in almost all states").
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t'. I'l¡:ss,2l8 tl.S, 264. 35 S.Cl. 78i. 59 L.lìcl.
5), this Court adopted a strict no-impeachment

In lllcDonultl
l 300 { I 9l

rule for *876 cases in federal court. McDonald involved
allegations that the jury had entered a quotient verdict

is, that it had calculated a damages award by
-that
taking the average of the jurors' suggestions. Icl., at 265266, 35 S.Cll. 783. The Court held that evidence of this
misconduct could not be used. Id.. ttl 269,35 S.Ct. 783.
It applied what it said was "unquestionably the general

rule, that the losing party cannot, in order to secure a
new trial, use the testimony of jurors to impeach their
verdict." Ibid. The Court recognized that the defendant
had a powerful interest in demonstrating that the jury
had "adopted an arbitrary and unjust method in arriving
at their verdict." td.. ttt 267,35 S.Ct. 78.ì. "Bnt," the
Court warned, "let it once be established that verdicts ...
can be attacked and set aside on the testimony of those
who took part in their publication and all verdicts could
be, and many would be, followed by an inquiry in the
hope of discovering something which might invalidate
the finding." Ibid.This would lead to "harass[ment]" of
jurors and "the destruction ofall frankness and freedom of
discussion and conference." ltl., at 2ó7-26tì, 35 S.Ct. 783.

Ultimately, even though the no-impeachment rule "rnay
often exclude the only possible evidence of misconduct,"
relaxing the rule "would open the door to the most
pernicious arts and tampering with jurors." /r/.. at 261ì. 35
S Clt. 783 (internal quotation marks omitted).
The flrrm no-impeachment approach taken in McDonqld
came to be known as "the federal rule." This approach
categorically bars testimony about jury deliberations,
except where it is offered to demonstrate that the jury
was subjected to an extraneous influençe (for example,
an attempt to bribe a juror), lï'arger,sttpt'u, ¿LI 876, 135
S.Clt., at 5?6; Tunttt'r, ,\uprü, tLt
27 Wrieht

& Goltl

s\

lI7,

107

S,Cll. 2739;

I

see

6071, îú 432433.

Some jurisdictions, notably Iowa, adopted a more
permissive rule. Under the Iowa rule, jurors were generally
permitted to testify about any subject except their
"subjective intentions and thought processes in reaching
a verdict," Warger, ,tLt!),'e. Ltl 864. 135 S.Ct.. at -s26.
Accordingly, the Iowa rule allowed jurors to "testify as
to events or conditions which might have improperly
influenced the verdict, even if these took place during
deliberations within the jury room." 27 lVrighi & Ciold
6071, ttl 432.
5s

Debate between proponents of the federal rule and the
Iowa rule emerged during the framing and adoption of
ll'ecieral Rule ol'lìr'idence 606(b). Both sides had their
supporters. The contending arguments were heard and
considered, and in the end the strict federal approach was
retained.

An e;irly dralt o1'the Advisory Conirniltee on the Fecler'¿rl
Rules ol' Eviclence includod a version of the lou,a rule,
5l F.R.D. 315,337 388 (1971). That draft was forcefully
criticized, however, -j and the *877 Committee ultimately
produced a revised draft that retained the well-established
fcderal approach. 'l'antter. supra. at 122, 107 S.Cl. 2?19;
see Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure of the
Judicial Conference of the United States, Revised Draft of
Proposed Rules of Evidence for the United States Courts
and Magistrates 73 (Oct. l97l). Expressly repudiating the
Iowa rule, the new draft provided that jurors generally
could not testify "as to any natter or statement occurring
during the course of the jury's deliberations." Ibid. This
new version was approved by the Judicial Conference and
sent to this Court, which adopted the rule and referred it
to Congress. 56 Fr.R.D. 183. 265-266 (1972).

Initially, the House rejected this Court's version of l{ulc'
606(b) and instead reverted to the earlier (and narrower)
Advisory Committee draft. "l\tw¡e'r, supro, at l2l, 107

S.Ct. 2739; see H.R.Rep. No. 93-650, pp. 9*10 (1973)
(criticizing the Supreme Court draft for preventing jurors
from testifying about "quotient verdict[s]" and other
"irregularities which occurred in the jury room"). In
the Senate, however, the Judiciary Committee favored
this Court's rule. The Committee Report observed that
thc House draft broke with "long-accepted Federal law"
by allowing verdicts to be "challenge[d] on the basis of
what happened during the jury's internal deliberations."
S.Rop. No. 93-1277, p. l3 (1974) (S. Rep.). In the
view of the Senate Committee, the House rule would
have "permit[ted] the harassment of former jurors" as
well as "the possible exploitation of disgruntled or
otherwise badly-motivated ex-jurors." Id., at 14. This
result would have undermined the fìnality of verdicts,
violated "common fairness," and prevented jurors from
"function[ing] effectively." Ibid. The Senate rejected the
House version of the rule and returned to the Court's rule.
A Conference Committee adopted the Senate version, see
I L R. Clonf'. Rep. N o. 93*1 591 . p. 8 (197 4), and this version
was passed by both Houses and was signed into law by the

President.

lt
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As this summary shows, the process that culminated in
the adoption of Feclelal Rule r'¡[' Iividence 606(b) was
the epitome ofl reasoned democratic rulemaking. The
"distinguished, Supreme Court-appointed" members of

second added that jurors also smoked marijuana and
ingested cocaine during the trial. Id., ttt 1 I 5-l I 6, I 07 S.Ct.
2739. This Court held that evidence of this bacchanalia
could properly be excluded under Rule 606(b). lrJ., at l2'/.
101

5.Ct-2739.

the Advisory Committee went through a 7-year drafting

process, "produced

two well-circulated drafts," and

"considered numerous comments from persons involved

in nearly every area of court-related law." Rothstein, The
Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Evidence,
62 Geo. LJ . 125 (1973). The work of the Committee was
considered and approved by the experienced appellate and
trialjudges serving on the Judicial Conference and by our
predecessors on this Court. After that, the matter went to
Congress, which "specifìcally understood, considered, and
rejected a version of [the rule] that would have allowed

jurors to testify on juror conduct during deliberations."
Tt:uuttu',483 U.S., at.125,107 S.Clt. 2739. The judgment of
all these participants in the process, which was informed
by their assessment of an empirical issue, Le., the effect
that the competing Iowa rule would have had on the jury

The Court noted that "[s]ubstantial policy considerations
support the common-law rule against the admission ol
jury testimony to impeach a verdict." I¿1., i¡t ll9, 101
S.Ct. 2739. While there is "little doubt that postverdict

into juror misconduct would in some
lead to the invalidation of verdicts reached

investigation
instances

after irresponsible or improper juror behavior," the Court

observed, it is "not at all clear ... that the jury system
could survive such efforts to perfect it." Itl., at 120, 107
S.Ct. 2739. Allowing such post-verdict inquiries would
"seriously disrupt the fìnality of the process." Ibid. lt

would also undermine "full and frank discussion in the
jury room, jurors' willingness to return an unpopular
verdict, and the community's trust in a system that relies
on the decisions of laypeople." I¿1.. al 120-121. 107 S.Ct.

system, is entitled to great respect.

2739.

Colorado considered this same question, made the same
judgment as the participants in the federal process, and
adopted avery similarrule. In doingso, itjoined *878 the
overwhelming majority of States. Ante, a|864- 865. In the
great majority of jurisdictions, strong no-impeachment
rules continue to be "viewed as both promoting the
finality of verdicts and insulating the jury from outside

The Tanner petitioners, of course, had a Sixth Amendment

influences." ll\rgal,574 tJ.S.. irt

135 S.Ct.,

at 52ó.

-,
II

right "to 'a tribunal both impartial and mentally
competent to afford a hearing.' " ld., al 126, 107 S.(lt.
27"39 (quoting ,larclurt r. Mcssaclu,Lselt.s, 225 II.S. 167,
l'76. 32 S.Ct. 651, 56 L.Ed. 1038 (1912)). The question,
however, was whether they also had a right to an
evidentiary hearing featuring "one particular kind of
evidence inadmissible under the f'ecleral lìules." 483
LJ.S.. a1 12ç121, 107 S.Clt. 2739. Turning to that
question, the Court noted again that "long-recognized
and very substantial concerns support the protection of
jury deliberations from intrusive inquiry." I¿1., at 121 , l}l
S.Clt. 2739. By contrast, "[p]etitioners' Sixth Amendment

A

interests

Recognizing the importance of Rulc 606(1r), this Court
has twice rebuffed efforts to create a Sixth Amendment
exception-first in Tanner and then, just two Terms ago,

ín Warger.
The Tanner petitioners were çonvicted of committing mail

fraud and conspiring to defraud the Llnited States.
l.r.S., ar 109-

ll0, ll2-

483

ll-1. 107 S.Ct. 1739. After the trial,

two jurors came forward with disturbing stories of juror
misconduct. One claimed lhat several jurors "consumed
alcohol during lunch breaks ... causing them to sleep

through the afternoons." Itl., al I 13. 107 S.Ct. 2139.The

in an unimpaired jury ... [were]

several aspects of the

protected by

trial process." Ibid.

The Court identified four mechanisms that protect
defendants' Sixth Amendment rights. First, jurors can be
"examined during voir dire." Ibid. Second, "during the
trial the jury is observable by the court, by counsel, and
by court personnel." Ibid.'fhkd, 'Jurors are observable by
each other, and may report inappropriate juror behavior
a verdict." Ibid. Andfourth,
party
may
seek
to impeach the verdict
"after the trial a
by nonjuror evidence of misconduct." Ibid. These "other
sources of protection of petitioners' right to a competent

to the court å eþrefhey render

i;:.t
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jury" convinced the Court that the juror testimony

was

properly excluded. /å¡d.

Warger involved

a

negligence
motorcycle crash. 574 U.S.. at

suit arising lrom
135 S.Ct.,

at

a

524'

who eventually
During voir dire, *879 the individual
-,
became the jury's foreperson said that she could decide
the case fairly and impartially. ld., at ---"-. 135 S.Clt',
at 524-525. After the jury returned a verdict in favor
of the defendant, one of the jurors came forward with
evidence that called into question the truthfulness of the
foreperson's responses during voit' dire. According to this

juror, the foreperson revealed during the deliberations
that her daughter had once caused a deadly car crash, and
the foreperson expressed the belief that a lawsuit would
have ruined her daughter'slife. Ibid.

Court holds that no-impeachment rules violate the Sixth
Amendment to the extent that they preclude courts from
considering evidence of a juror's racially biased comments.
Ante, at 869. The Court attempts to distinguish Tanner
and Warger, but its efforts fail.
Tqnner and Warger rested on two basic propositions.
First, no-impeachment rules advance crucial interests.
Second, the right to trial by an impartial jury is adequately
protected by mechanisms other than the use of juror
testimony regarding jury deliberations, The fìrst of these
propositions applies regardless of the nature of the juror
misconduct, and the Court does not argue otherwise.
Instead, it contends that, in cases involving racially
biased jurors, the Tanner safeguards are less effective
and the defendant's Sixth Amendment interests are more
profound. Neither argument is persuasive.

In seeking to use this testimony to overturn the jury's
verdict, the plaintiffs primary contention was that llule
606(b) does not apply to evidence concerning a juror's
alleged misrepresentations during voir dire.

If

B

otherwise

interpreted, the plaintiff maintained, the rule would
a
threaten his right to trial by an impartial jury. The

Court disagreed, in part because "any claim that Rlrle
606qb) is unconstitutional in circumstances such as these
is foreclosed by our decision in Tanner." ld., iú
135 S.Cr., at 529. The Court explained that "[e]ven if
jurors lie in voir dire in a way that conceals bias, juror
impartiality is adequately assured by" two of the other
Tanner safeguards: pre-verdict reports by the jurors and
non-juror evidence. 574 tl.S.. at ---. l-ì5 S.Ct..

¿11.529.

As noted above, Tanner identified four "aspects of the
trial process" that protect a defendant's Sixth Amendment
rights: (1) voir dire; (2) observation by the court, counsel,
and court personnel; (3) pre-verdict reports by thejurors;
and (4) non-juror evidence. *880 483 U.S., at 121,101

5
S.Ct. 27-19. Although the Court insists that that these
mechanisms "may be compromised" in cases involving
allegations ofracial bias, it addresses only two ofthem and
fails to make a sustained argument about either. Ante, at
868

-

869.

Tenner and Warger ht neatly into this Court's broader
jurisprudence concerning the constitutionality of evidence

rules. As the Court has explained, "state and federal
rulemakers have broad latitude under the Constitution to
establish rules excluding evidence lrom criminal trials."
Holtnes tt. South Carolit'ttt, 547 Lf.S. 319,324, 126 S'Clt'
1721, 164 L.Ec1.2c1 503 (2006) (internal quotation marks
and alteration omitted). Thus, evidence rules of this sort
have been invalidated only if they "serve no legitimate
purpose or ... are disproportionate to the ends that they
are asserted to promote." kl.. ttl 326. 126 S.(.1. 1721 .
Tanner and Warger recognized that Rule 606(b) serves
vital purposes and does not impose a disproportionate
burden on thejury trial right.
Today, for the first time, the Court creates

exception

to

a

constitntional

no-impeachment rules. Specifically, the

First, the Court contends that the effcctiveness of vo¡r
dlre is questionable in cases involvingracial bias because
pointed questioning about racial attitudes may highlight
racial issues and thereby exacerbate prejudice. Ibid, lt
is far from clear, however, that careful voir dire cannot
surmount this problem. Lawyers may use questionnaires
6
or individual questioning of prospective jurors in order
to elicit frank answers that a juror might be reluctant
T
to voice in the presence of other prospective jurors.
Moreover, practice guides are replete with advice on

conducting effective voir dire on the subject ofrace. They
outline a variety of subtle and nuanced approaches that

3
avoid pointed questions. Attd of course,

ìì'i trli ¡11it' {;i';:.{}1"T"ì-i:r.;lnsr:n ill:r¡i*rl. l'll cl¡ì;;l to r;ri¡il':,'.i} lJ.$. *l]';crntr¡¿¡"ll

W*ri<s.

if an attorney

'1 {..i
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is concealing bias, a peremptory

i)

*881 The suggestion that voír dire is ineffective
in unearthing bias runs counter to decisions of this
Court holdin g lhat voir dire on the subject of race is
constitutionally required in some cases, mandated as a
matter of lederal supervisory authority in others, and
typically advisable in any case if a defendant requests it.
See Turnar ,-. Lf urraS,,476 tJ.S. 28. 36 '37 , 106 S.û. 1683,
90 L.Ed.2d 27 {11)86): llosulcs--ktpe: v. UnìIcd States,
451 Lr.S. 182, 192. l0l S.CÎ. 1629,68 L.Ed.2cl 22 (1981)
(plurality opinion); lli.çtttittn r.'. 1l¿,i',r. 424 Li.S. 589. 597, n.
9. 96 S.Cr. rc|7.41 L.Ed.2d ?58 (1976), If voir dire were
not useful in identifying racial prejudice, those decisions
would bepointless. Cf. Tu'ner, supro,

irT

36. 106 S.Ct.

l68l

(plurality opinion) (noting "the ease with which [the] risk
[of racial bias] could have been minimized" through voir
clire ), Even the majority recognizes the "advantages of
careful voir dire " as a "proces[s] designed to prevent racial
bias in jury deliberations." Ante, ¿tt lÌ71. And reported
decisions substantiate that voir dire can be effective in this
regard. 8.9., llrcv'er v. tulurshøll,1l9 F.ld 993,995-996
{C.4.1 1.1)9'7); {initcd Strtîcs v. Htt,stìtrg, 739 tr.2d 126.1).
1271 tC.A.] 1984); i'eoplt' v. Hurlan, 8 P.3d 448. 500
(Colo.2000); see Brief for Respondenl 23-24, n. 7 (listing
additional cases). Thus, while vo¡i' dire ís not a magic cure,
there are good reasons to think that it is a valuable tool.

In any event, the critical point for present purposes
is that the effectiveness of voir dire is a debatable
empirical proposition. Its assessment should be addressed
in the process of developing federal and state evidence
rules. Federal and state rulemakers can try a variety
of approaches, and they can make changes in response
to the insights provided by experience and research.

The approach taken by today's rnajority-imposing

a

lederal constitutional rule on the entire country-prevents

experimentation and makes change exceedingly hard.

l0

2

The majority also argues--tven more cursorily-that
"racial bias may make it diffìcult for a juror to report
inappropriate statements during the course of juror
deliberations." *882 Ante, at 869. This is so, we are told,
because it is difficult to "call [another juror]abígot." Ibid.

','Ji ':'T f..ù.?'t

r.i:)

2í.)i-{"fli*ms*n l:\t:tti+s:;. idc chi;*

Since the Court's decision mandates the admission of
the testimony of one juror about a statement made by
another juror during deliberations, what the Court must
mean in making this argument is that jurors are less
willing to report biased comments by fellowjurors prior to
the beginning of deliberations (while they are still sitting
with the biased juror) than they are after the verdict is
announced and the jurors have gone home. But this is
also a questionable empirical assessment, and the Court's
seat-of-the-pants judgment is no better than that of those
with the responsibility of drafting and adopting federal
and state evidence rules. There is no question thatjurors
do report biased comments made by fellow jurors prior
to the beginning of deliberations. See, e.g., Unile.cl Sratc,ç
t,. McCltuton, 135 F.-lci Il7B, Il8,t-1185 (C.4.7 1998);
{.i t t ìt

e

¿l Stu tes v. I I e. I I er, 78"5 Ir. Zcl I

524, I 52-5- I .t29 (C.,4.

1I

I. l*3 (C.A.l 1985)
(Breyer, J.); see Brief for Respondent 3l-32, n. l0; Brief
for United States as Amicus Curiae 37. And the Court
1986); Tavart:s v. Ilolbrook. 7'19 tt.2cl

marshals no evidence that such pre-deliberation reporting
is rarer than the post-verdict variety.

Even if there is something to the distinction that the
Court makes between pre- and post-verdict reporting, it
is debatable whether the difference is significant enough
to merit different treatment. This is especially so because
post-verdict reporting is both more disruptive and may be
the result of extraneous influences. A juror who is initially
in the minority but is ultimately persuaded by other jurors
may have second thoughts after the verdict is announced
and may be angry with others on the panel who pressed
f,or unanimity. In addition, if a verdict is unpopular with
a particular juror's family, friends, employer, co-workers,
or neighbors, the juror may regret his or her vote and may
feel pressured to rectify what thejury has done.

In short, the Court provides no good reason to depart
from the calculus made in Tønner and Il'arger.Indeed,
the majority itself uses hedged language and appears to
recognize that this "pragmatic" argument is something
of a makeweight. Ante, at 868 - 869 (noting that the
argument is "not dispositive"); anle, at 869 (stating that
the operation of the safeguards "may be compromised, or
they may prove insufficient").

i.ç: *riql.rs+¡l

III

il..Î. Go';¡;r;r*tcill

Work$"
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and recurring evil" that causes "systemic injury to the
administration ofjustice." Ante, at 868.

A
The real thrust of the majority opinion is that the
Constitution

is less

tolerant of racial bias than other forms

ofjuror misconduct, but it is hard to square this argument
with the nature of the Sixth Amendment right on which
petitioner's argument and the Court's holding are based.
What the Sixth Amendment protects is the right to an

"impartial jury." Nothing in the text or history ol the
Amendment or in the inherent nature of the jury trial right
suggests that the extent of the protection provided by the
Amendment depends on the nature of a jury's partiality
or bias. As the Colorado Supreme Court aptly put it, it is
hard to "disçern a dividing line between different types of
juror bias or misconduct, whereby one form of partiality
would implicate a party's Síxtìl Arncnchncnt riglit rvhilc

anr¡tlrcr rvoulcl n<>t."

,150

P.3cl

281

,21)3 (2015).

II

*883 Nor has the Court found any decision of this Court
suggesting that the Sixth Amendment recognizes some
sort of hierarchy of partiality or bias. The Court points to
holding that, in some narrow circumstances,
the Constitution requires trial courts to conduct voir dire
on the subject ofrace. Those decisions, however, were not
based on a ranking of types of partiality but on the Court's
conclusion that in certain cases racial bias was especially
likely. See'l-rtrn<'r,47(r L;.S.. at 3li. n. 12. l()6 S.('(. ló83
(plurality opinion) (requiring voir dire on the subject ol
race where there is "a particularly compelling need to
a line of cases

inquire into racial prejudice" because of a qualitatively
higher "risk of racial bias"); ll/slctino, 424 tl.S., aT 596,
96 S.Ct. 1017 (explaining that the requirement applies
only if there is a "constitutionally signifìcant likelihood
that, absent questioning about racial prejudice, thejurors
l2 Thus, this line of cases does
would not be [impartiall").
not advance the majority's argument.

It

is undoubtedly true that "racial bias implicates unique
historical, constitutional, and institutional concerns."

Ante, af 868. But it is hard to see what that has to
do with the scope of an individual criminal defendønt's
Sixth Amendment right to be judged impartially. The
Court's efforts to reconcile its decision with McDonald,
Tunner, ar'd Warger illustrate the problem. The Court
writes that the misconduct in those cases, while "troubling

and unacceptable," was "anomalovs." Ante, at 868.
By contrast, racial bias, the Court says, is a "familiar

Imagine two cellmates serving lengthy prison terms. Both
were convicted for homicides committed in unrelated

barroom fights. At the trial of the fìrst prisoner, a
juror, during deliberations, expressed animosity toward
the defendant because of his race. At the trial of the
second prisoner, a juror, during deliberations, expressed
animosity toward the defendant because he was wearing
the jersey of a hated football team. In both cases. jurors
come forward after the trial and reveal what the biased
juror said in the jury room. The Court would say to the
first prisoner: "You are entitled to introduce the jurors'
testimony, because racial bias is damaging to our society."
To the second, the Court would say: "Even if you did not
have an impartial jury, you must stay in prison because
sports rivalries are not a major societal issue."

This disparate treatment is unsupportable under the
Sixth Amendment. If the Sixth Amendment requires the
admission ofjuror testimony about statements or conduct
during deliberations that show one type ofjuror partiality,
then statements or conduct showing any type of partiality
should be treated the same way.

B

Recasting this as an equal protection case would not

provide

a

for limiting the holding to

ground

cases

involving racial bias. At a minimum, cases involving bias
based on any suspect classiñcation-such as national

l4-would merit equal treatment. So,
origin l3 or religion
*884
bias based on sex, Uniterl Stqtes v.
I think, would
Virginia,5lS Il.S. 515, 5-rl. ll6 S.Ct. 2264,135 L,Ed.2cl
135 (1996), or the exercise of the First Amendment right

to freedom of expression or association.

See Rrrgrør v.

Tltt'tttiott WiÍh Re¡trr:st:ntotiott o.f lL/ushingtttr, 461 U.S.
540,545, 103 S.Ct. 1997,16 L.Ed.2cl 129 (1983),Indeed,
convicting a defendant on the basis of any irrational
classification would violate the Equal Protection Clause.

Attempting to limit the damage worked by its decision,
the Court says that only "clear" expressions of bias must
be

admitted, ante, at 883, but judging whether a statement
will often not be easy. Suppose that

is sufficiently "clear"
the allegedly biased

juror in this

case never made reference

to Peña-Rodriguez's raçe or national origin but said that
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he had a lot of experience with "this macho type" and
knew that men of this kind felt that they could get their
way with women. Suppose that other jurors testified that
they were certain that "this macho type" was meant to
refer to Mexican or Hispanic men. Many other similarly
suggestive statements can easily be imagined, and under
today's dccision it will be difficult for judges to discern the
dividing line between those tl.rat are "clear[ly]" based on
racial or ethnic bias and those that are at least somçwhat
ambiguous.

IV
Today's decision--especially
ways that seem

if it is expanded in the

likely-will invite the harms that no-

impeachment rules were designed to prevent.

First, as the Court explained in Tanner, "postverdict
scrutiny of juror çonduct" will inhibit "full and frank
discussion in the jury room." 483 tl.S., at 120-121. 107
S.Ct. l7i9; see also LIt:Ðottold,238 l.l.S,, Lrt 261-268. 35
S.Ct. 78.3 (warning that the use of juror testimony about
misconduct during deliberations would "make what was
intended to be a private deliberation, the constant subject
of public investigation-to the destruction of all frankness
and freedom of discussion and conference"). Or, as the
Senate Report put it: "[C]ommon fairness requires that
absolute privacy be preserved for jurors to engage in the
full and lree debate neÇessary to the attainment of just
verdicts. Jurors will not be able to function effectively
if their deliberations are to be scrutinized in post-trial

litigation."

S. Rep., at 14.

Today's ruling will also prompt losing parties and their
friends, supporters, and attorneys to contact and seek
to question jurors, and this pestering may erode citizens'
willingness to serve on juries. Many jurisdictions now
have rules that prohibit or restrict post-verdict contact
with jurors, but whether those rules will survive today's
decision is an open question-as is the effect of this
decision on privilege rules such as those noted at the outset

of this opinion.

l5

*885 V/here post-verdict approaches are permitted or
occur, there is almost certain to be an increase in
harassment, arm-twisting, and outright coercion. See
A,lc:Donald. .lupr(í, Lrt 267.35 SCt. 783; S. Rep., at 14
(explaining that a laxer rule "would permit the harassment

of former jurors by losing parties as well as the possible
exploitation of disgruntled or otherwise badly-motivated
ex-jurors"); 350 P.3c1. at 293. As one treatise explains,
"[a] juror who reluctantly joined a verdict is likely to be
sympathetic to overtures by the loser, and persuadable
to the view that his own consent rested on false or
impermissible considerations, and the truth will be hard to
know." 3 C. Mueller & L. Kirkpatrick, Federal Evidence
$ 6:16, p. 15 (4th ed.20l3).
The majority's approach will also undermine the ltnality
of verdicts. "Public policy requires a finality to litigation."
S. Rep., at 14. And accusations of juror bias-which
may be "raised for the first time days, weeks, or months
after the verdict"---+an "seriously disrupt the fìnality of
the process." Tot¡ner, supru, í\t l2{), lW S.Ct. 2739. This
threatens to "degrad[e] the prominence of the trial itself"
and to send the message that juror misconduct need not
be dealt with promptly.

ütgk:

v. Isrut<', -156 t-).S. IAl , I2'7

102 S.Ct. i558, 71 t,.Eci.2d 783 (i982). See

,

H.Il. Conf.

Rc¡r. No. 93-1597 , zrt 8 ("The Conferees believe that jurors
should be encouraged to be conscientious in promptly

reporting to the court misconduct that occurs during jury
deliberations").
The Court itself acknowledges that strict no-impeachment

rules "promot[e] full and vigorous discussion," protect
jurors from "be[ing] harassed or annoyed by litigants
seeking to challenge the verdict," and "giv[e] stability and
finality to verdicts." Ante, at 865. By the majority's own
logic, then, imposing exceptions on no-impeachment rules
will tend to defeat full and vigorous discussion, expose

jurors to harassment, and deprive verdicts of stability.

The Court's only response is that some jurisdictions
already make an exception for racial bias, and the Court
detects no signs of "a loss of juror willingness to engage
in searching and candid deliberations." Ante, at 870.
One wonders what sort of outward signs the Court
would expect to see if jurors in these jurisdictions do not
speak as freely in the jury room as their counterparts in
jurisdictions with strict no-impeachment rules. Gathering
and assessing evidence regarding the quality of jury
deliberations in different jurisdictions would be a daunting
enterprise, and the Court offers no indication that
anybody has undertaken that task.

In short, the majority barely bothers to engage with the
policy issues implicated by no-impeachment rules. But
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even

if it had carefully grappled with

those issues,

it still

would have no basis for exalting its own judgment over
that of the many expert policymakers who have endorsed

C. Wright & V. Cold. l;'ecleral Practice ancl

Proceclure:

lìviclerrce $ f.l07 l, p. 14], and n. 66 (2d ed. 2007); id., ar
and n. 70; id., at452,andn.72.

45

l,

broad no-impeachment rules.
Judicial ly

for

V
The Court's decision is well-intentioned. It seeks to remedy
a flaw in the jury trial system, but as this Court said some
years ago, it is questionable whether our system of trial
by jury can endure this attempt to perfect it. Tanne
U.S., al 120, I0'Ì S.Ct. 2739.

r.
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Re co gniz

e

d E x c ep t ions

Evidence of Racial Bías

See,9¡c¡¿r v. fiatttiago, 245 Conn. 301. 323*:140, 115 A.2d

l.

14*22 (199S); Kittla. ,-. Uttited StrLte.ç, 65

1144,

A.2d 917,
il54-1156 (D.C1.2013); Fislrcr v. State , 690^.3c1
t)19-t)211 and n. 4 (Dcl.l996) (Appendix to opinion),
Ptwall r. All-srute Ins. C'o., 652 So.2t1 354, 357-358
(Fla.1995); Spt-nctr v. STutc,26t) Ga. ó¿10, 643*644. 398
S.E.2cl 179. 134-185 (1990); Statc v Jttcl¡;on,8l Hawai'i
39, 48 49. 912 P.2t171, 80 {ìl (1996); C'ot¡¡tnontt'<rtlÍlt v.

I respectfully dissent.

97 98, 571 N.E.2c1 3l l. 316(1991);
Sttttc t'. C'ttllenclcr, 297 N.W.2ci 714, 146 (Min¡t.1980);
l':l cs h cr ¡'. P c p o s t' l/i,r i o t t l t t,t t., P. C.'., 304 S.\\''.3c1 8 1, 87-90
Lttgtrt'r', 410 Nlass. 89.

*886 APPENDIX

t

CodíJied Exceptions in Addition to Those

Enumerated in Fed. Rule Evid. 606(b)

See

Ariz. Rules Cr:im. Proc.

24,11c)(31,

(d)

(2011)

(exception for evidence of misconduct, including verdict
by game of chance or intoxication); Idaho Rule Evid.
606(b) (2016) (game of chance); Ind. Rule Evid. 606(b)
(2)(A) (Burns 2014) (drug or alcohol use); IVlinn. Rtrle
Evic1. {:í06(b) (2014) (threats of violence or violent acts);
Mont. Rule Evid. 606(b) (2015) (game of chance); N.D.
Rule Evid. 606(bX2XC) (201Ç2017) (same); Tenn. Rule
Evid. 606(b) (2016) (quotient verdict or game of chance);
Tex. Rule Evid. 606(b)(2XB) ('West 2016) (rebutting claim
juror was unqualified);Vt. Rule Evid, 606(b) (Cum. Supp.
2016)

(uror communication with nonjuror);

see

also 27

(Mo.?010); Str¿te y,. Levtt,36 N..T. 266, 271*27 -1.116 A.2cl
465, 467468 (1961); Pe:ople v, Il.uÌcaÌ, l?3 App.Div.2cl
2'17,280-281,506 N.Y.S.2d 611,619-680 (1986); SÍate v.
IIírlunot'ir'. 200B ND 66. !'ff 2l^26,147 N.W.2ci 463.412474; Stute t'. Brown,62,4.3d 1099, I l l0 (R.1.2013); Sttttt' t'.
Hwüer,320 S.C. 85. 88.463 S.lì.2ci 3 14, 316 ( 199-i¡; Seuttle
v. Juclcst¡n,70 Wash.2d 733, 738, 125 ?.2{l -ì85, -189 (196i);

,4lier Hour Ll/t,ldirrg, Int.

,-. Lanei.l l'funage.menÍ

û¡..
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Wis.2d 134.739-740, 324 N.W.2d 6f16. 690 (1982).

All Citations
137 S.Cr. 855,19',7

L.Ed.2d 107, 85 USLW 4071,l02Fed.

R. Evid. Serv. 1084, 17 Cal. Daily Op. Serv. 2025,2017
Daily Journal D.A.R. 2031,26 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. S 445

Footnotes

"
1

The syllabus constitutes no part of the opinion of the Court but has been prepared by the Reporter of Decisions for the
convenienceof thereader.SeeUniTecf Sfafesv. DetroitTimber&LumberÇo..2û0 U.S.321 ,337,26 S.Ct.282,50
L"Êd.499.
Prior lo 1770, it appears that juror affidavits were sometimes received to impeach a verdict on the ground of juror
misbehavior, although only "with great caution." McÐonald v. P/ess.23B U.S. 264,268,35 S.Ct.783,59 L.Ed.'1300

2

(1915); see, e.9., Dentv. The Hundred of Hertford,2 Salk. 645, 91 Eng. Rep. 546 (K.8. 1696); Philipsv. Fowler, Barnes.
441 ,94 Eng. Rep. 994 (K.8. 1735). But "previous to our Revolution, and at least as early as 1770, the doctrine in England
was distinctly ruled the other way, and has so stood ever since." 3 T. Waterman, A Treatise on the Principles of Law and
Equity Which Govern Courts in the Granting of New Trials in Cases Civil and Criminal 1429 (1855).
Although two States declined to follow the rule in the mid-19th century, see Wright v. lllinois & Miss. Tel. Co.,2A lowa 195,
21 0 ( I 866); Perry v. Bailey, 12 Kan. 539, 544*545 (187 4), "most of the state courts" had already "committed themselves
upon the subject," S Wigmore S 2354, at702.

1...i
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Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, 137 S"Ct. 855 (2017)
1g7 L.Ed.zd 107, 85 USLW 4071, tOZ

'1

fe¿. R. Evid. Serv. 1084...

The bias at issue in this case was a "bias against Mexican men." App. 160. This might be described as bias based on
national origin or ethnicity. C'f. Hernandez v. New York,5A0 U.S. 352, 355, 111 S.Ct. 1859, 114 L.Ed.2d 395 (1991)
(plurality opinion); Hernandez v. Texas,347 U.S. 475, 479,74 S.Ct. 667, SB L.Ëd, 866 (1954). However, no party has
suggested that these distinctions make a substantive difference in this case.

2

As this Court has explained, the extraneous influence exception "do[es] not detract from, but rather harmonize[s] with, the
weighty government interest in insulating the jury's deliberative process." Tanner, 483 U.S., al 120, 107 S.Ct. 2739. The
extraneous influence exception, like the no-impeachment rule itself, is directed at protecting jury deliberations against
unwarranted interference. /bld.
ln particular, the Justice Department observed that "[s]trong policy considerations continue to support" the federal
approach and that "[r]ecent experience has shown that the danger of harassment of jurors by unsuccessful litigants
warrants a rule which imposes strict limitations on the instances in which jurors may be questioned about their verdict."

3

Letter from R. Kliendienst, Deputy Attorney General, to Judge A. Maris (Aug. 9, 1971), 117 Cong. Rec. 33648, 33655
(1971). And Senator McClellan, an influential member of the Senate Judiciary Committee, insisted that the "mischief in this
Rule ought to be plain for all to see" and that it would be impossible "to conduct trials, particularly criminal prosecutions,
as we know them today, if every verdict were followed by a post-trial hearing into the conduct of the juror's deliberations."
Letter from Sen. J. McClellan to Judge A. Maris (Aug. 12, 1971), ¡d., at 33642, 33645.
Although Wargerwas a civil case, we wrote that "[t]he Constitution guarantees both criminal and civil litigants a right to

4

135 S.Ct., at 528.
an impartial jury;' 574 U.S., at
this
identifies
a fifth mechanism: jury instructions. lt observes that, by explaining the jurors'
case
The majority opinion in
jury
instructions
can promote "[p]robing and thoughtful deliberation," which in turn "improves
responsibilities, appropriate
jurors
the
flawed nature of reasoning that is prompted or influenced by improper
can confront
the likelihood that other
like
those
listed in Tanner, can help to prevent bias from infecting a verdict.
biases." Ante, at 871. This mechanism,

--,

5

6

Both of those techniques were used in this case for other purposes. App. 13-14; Tr. 56-78 (Feb. 23, 2010, morning

7

session).
See People v. Harlan, B P.3d 448, 500 (Co1o.2000) ("The trial court took precautions at the outset of the trial to foreclose
the injection of improper racial considerations by including questions concerning racial issues in the jury questionnaire");

Erewerv.Marshal!, 119F.3d993,996(C.4.1 1997)("Thejudgeaskedeachjuror,outof thepresenceof otherjurors,
whether they had any bias or prejudice for or against black persons or persons of Hispanic origin"); 6 W. LaFave, J.
lsrael, N. King, & O. Kerr, Criminal Procedure $ 22.3(a), p. 92 (4th ed.2015) (noting that "[j]udges commonly allow jurors
to approach the bench and discuss sensitive matters there" and are also free to conduct "in chambers discussions").
See, e.9., J. Gobert, E. Kreitzberg, & C. Rose, Jury Selection: The Law, Art, and Science of Selecting a Jury $ 7:41,
pp. 357-358 (3d ed. 2014) (explaining that "the issue should be approached more indirectly" and suggesting the use

I

of "[o]pen-ended questions" on subjects like "the composition of the neighborhood in which the juror lives, the juror's
relationship with co-workers or neighbors of different races, or the juror's past experiences with persons of other races");
W. Jordan, Jury Selection S 8.11, p. 237 (1980) (explaining that "the whole matter of prejudice" should be approached
"delicately and cautiously" and giving an example of an indirect question that avoids the word "prejudice"); R. Wenke, Ïhe
Art of Selecting a Jury 67 (1979) (discussing questions that could identify biased jurors when "your client is a member of
a minority group"); id., at 66 (suggesting that instead of "asking a juror if he is 'prejudiced' " the attorney should "inquire
about his 'feeling,' 'belief or'opinion' "); 2 National Jury Project, lnc., Jurywork: Systematic Techniques S 17.23 (E. Krauss
ed., 2d ed. 2010) (listing sample questions about racial prejudice); A. Grine & E. Coward, Raising lssues of Race in North
Carolina Criminal Cases, p. 8-14 (2014) (suggesting that attorneys "share a brief example about a judgment shaped by

a racial stereotype" to make it easier for jurors to share their own biased views), http://defendermanuals.sog.unc.edu/
race/$-addressing-race{rial (as last visited Mar. 3,2017); rd., at B-15 to 8-17 (suggesting additional strategies and
providing sample questions); T. Mauet, Trial Techniques 44 (8th ed. 2010) (suggesting that "likely beliefs and attitudes
are more accurately learned through indirection"); J. Lieberman & B. Sales, Scientific Jury Selection 114-115 (2007)
(discussing research suggesting that "participants were more likely to admit they were unable to abide by legal due
process guarantees when asked open-ended questions that did not direct their responses").
to the extent race does become salient during voir d¡re, there is social science research suggesting that this may actually
combat rather than reinforce the jurors' biases. See, e.9., Lee, A New Approach lo Voir Dire on Racial Bias, 5 U.C. lrvine
L. Rev. 843, 861 {2015) ('A wealth of fairly recent empirical research has shown that when race is made salient either

9

through pretrial publicity, voir dire questioning of prospective jurors, opening and closing arguments, or witness testimony,
White jurors are more likely to treat similarly situated Black and White defendants the same way"). See also Sommers
& Ellsworth, White Juror Bias: An lnvestigation of Prejudice Against Black Defendants in the American Courtroom, 7

1,'!ri

'.

tl ¡',11

!..i

i:lj'iT "l ilr¡t'r:¡i*il Tltt,tl*r:;. i!* ;!¡i¡ir i¡; r.:ririll:::i i.J.i. {.1*v*ri:ütü¡tl WtÌJ(ír,
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Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, 137 S.Ct. 855 {2017i
197 L.Ed.2d 107, 85 USLW 4071, 102 Fed. R. Evid. Serv. 1084...

10

Psychology, Pub. Pol'y, & L. 201, 222 (2001); Sommers & Ellsworth, How Much Do We Really Know About Race and
Juries? A Review of Social Science Theory and Research, 78 Chi.-Kent L.Rev. 997, 1013-1014, 1427 Q003); Schuller,
Kazoleas, & Kawakami, The lmpact of Prejudice Screening Procedures on Racial Bias in the Gourtroom, 33 Law & Human
Behavior 320, 326 (2009); Cohn, Bucolo, Pride, & Somers, Reducing White Juror Bias: The Role of Race Salience and
RacialAttitudes, 39 J. Applied Soc. Psychology 1953, 1964-1965 (2009).
lt is worth noting that, even if voir dire were entirely ineffective at detecting racial bias (a proposition no one defends),
135 S.Ct. 521, 190 L.Ed.2d
that still would not suffice to distinguish this case trom Warger v. S/rauers, 574 U.S.
422 QA1q. After all, the allegation in Wargerwas that the foreperson had entirely circumvented voir dire by lying in order
to shield her bias. The Court, nevertheless, concluded that even where 'Jurors lie in voir dire in a way that conceals bias,
juror impartiality is adequately assured" through other means. lrl., at
135 S.Ct., at 529.
The majority's reliance on footnote 3 of Warger, ante, at 866 - 867, is unavailing. ln that footnote, the Court noted that
some "cases of juror bias" might be "so extreme" as to prompt the Court to "consrderwhether the usual safeguards are
or are not sufficient to protect the integrity of the process.'574 U.S., at 866, n. 3, 135 S.Ct., at 529, n. 3 (emphasis

-,

11

-,

added). Considering this question is very different from adopting a constitutionally based exception to long-established
no-impeachment rules.

12
13
14
15

ln addition, those cases did not involve a challenge to a long-established evidence rule. As such, they offer little guidance
in performing the analysis required by this case.
See Cleburnev. Cleburne Living Center. |nc.,473 U.S.432, 44A,105 S.Ct.3249, 87 L.Ed.2d 313 (1985).

See,e.g., UniledSfafesv.Armstrong,517U.S.456,464,1'l6S.Ct. 1480. 134 L.Ed.2d687(1996); BurlingtonNo¡7hern
R. Co. v. Fard, 504 U.S. 648, 651 , 1 12 S.Ct. 2184, 1 19 L.f d.2d 432 (1992); New Orleans v. Dukes, 427 4.5.297 , 3CI3,
96 S.Ct. 2513, 49 L.Ed.2d 51 1 (1976) (per curiam ).
The majority's emphasis on the unique harms of racial bias will not succeed at cabining the novel exception to noimpeachment rules, but it may succeed at putting other kinds of rules under threat. For example, the majority approvingly
refers to the widespread rules limiting attorneys' contact with jurors. Ante, a1883. But under the reasoning of the majority
opinion, it is not clear why such rules should be enforced when they come into conflict with a defendant's attempt to
introduce evidence of racial bias. For instance, what will happen when a lawyer obtains clear evidence of racist statements
bycontacting jurorsinviolationof alocal rule?(Somethingsimilarhappenedin Tanner.4B3U.S., a|126,107 S.C1.2739.)
It remains to be seen whether rules of this type-or other rules which exclude probative evidence, such as evidentiary

privileges-will be allowed to stand in the way of the "imperative to purge racial prejudice from the administration of
justice." Ante, at867.
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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE
COLORADO RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING TTTE
AMERICAN BAR AS SOCIATION
ETHTpS 2000 MODEL RULES OF PROFESSTONAL CONDUCT
December 30, 2005

STANDING COMMITTEE 057

regard to paragraph (b) it is not improper to pay an
expert oÍ non-expert's expenses or to compensate an
e4pert witness on terms permitted by law. It is improper
to pay any witness a oontingent f,ee for testiffing. A

ï¡ith

SO

of

The

basis.

on a cas

The Standing Cornmittee reeornmends adoption of New ModeJ Rule 3.4 with

changes to reflect the prohibitìan ín crì.minal cases on advising awitness to refrain

-fro* gring inform.atiorurelating to the matter.
adoption

tf tk:

The Cornmittee also recomrnends

Comment to the New Model Rule, with the amendrnents to

Paragraphs tLiand

t4l as setforthabove.

R.ule 3.5 - Tvuzparttality and Ðeconuma of the Trib¡'lnal

Current Colorado Rule 3.5 andits Comment are identical to the Prior Model

Rule and Comment. New Mode1 Rule 3.5 narows the prohibition against ex parle
comnrunications
recognizes

a3.

with atrlbunalto

the time "dwing the proceeding."

It also

exception for communications permitted by "court atdeîr" and adds

a new section (c) conceming communications

after discharge of the

jury.

with aitxor or prospective juror

The AtsA. revised the Comment to expand upon these

new provisions in the New Model Ruie, and to claúfy that the preexisting duty to

refrain from conduct íntended to disrupt alrfuunal applies to depositions.
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Rule 3'5(c)
The Ad Hoc Committee recommended a change to New Model
to impose additional restrictions upon lawyers' contacts with

jurors' The Standing

juror contacts are neÇessary but
Committee agrees that additional restrictions upon
does

not agreewith the language proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee' The

(cX+) that would
Standing Committee recoÍrmends adoption of a new section
of the
prohibit communications with a juror or prospective juror aftet discharge

jury if ,,the communication is intended to or is reasonably likely to demean,
embarrass, or criticizethejurors or their verdicts'"
P
The Standing Committee debated at length whether Stewart v. Rtce,47 '3d

3.5. Dictum
316 (Colo .z}}z),requires additionat prohibitory provisions in Rule
in that case may stand for the propositionthat it is unethical for
communicate (directly or through an agent) with

obtaining evidence to impeach

a

a

a

lawyer to

juror, for the purpose of

jury's verdict where the evidence obtained is not

admissible under c.R.E. 606(b). A minority of the standing commitfee

juror communications
recommended a new section (cx5) that would prohibit
where

,,the communication is for the purpose of soliciting juror testimony,

Rule 606(b)
affidavits, or statements to impeach the verdict without a basis under
that in
of the Colorado Rules of Evidence." A different minority suggested
section
addition to, or in lieu of, proposed section (c)(5), quoted above, a new

(cX6) should prohibit juror cofnmunications when "the lawyer or the lawyer's
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that any
agentdoes not inform the juror, at the onset of the communication,
for purposes of
information provided by the juror may be presented to the court
setting aside the jury's verdict."

The majority of the Standing Committee rejected both of these minority
to
proposals for several reasons. First, it will be difficult, if not impossible,
was to
determine at the outset whether the purpose of the lawyer's communication

whether the
obtain evidence that would be admissible under C.R.E. 606(b) or

lawyer was engaging in juror harassment to seek to uncover inadmissible

juror
informati on. Second,the Court has rejected an outright ban on
communications, based on the belief that there is value to òommunications
Staqes District
between lawyers and jurors. (Other courts, including the United

juror contacts without a
Court for the District of Colorado, have prohibited all
section (c)(6)'
cour[ order.) Yet, a requirement of a disclaimer, as in proposed

will

that such
effectively quash juror communications and is tantamount to a rule

If the Court decides
communications may not occur without a specific court order'
than indirectly
to ban juror contacts, then it should enact thatbandirectly, rather

through a disclaimer requirement'
Model Rule 3'5 wíth
The standing committee recommend,s adoptíon of New
Committee
the additton of a new sectìon (c)(4) as setforth above. The
recornrnends adoption of the Comment

in

its entírety.
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From the Sunreme Court's w ebsite. nosted on June 6.2817:
Proposed Rule Changes
Notice of Public Hearins and Request for Comments
Rules Governing Professional Conduct, Rule 8.4

Deadline for Comments: September 8r2017 at 5:00 p.m.

Hearing to be held on September2l,20l7 at l:30 p.m.
The Colorado Supreme Court will conduct a hearing on a propûsed ruic change to the Colorado
l{rrlcs ol'Prolbssi<¡rial CalrdLrct. lìule 8"4. The hearing will occur on September 21,2017 at I:30
p.m. in the Colorado Supreme Court Courtroom,2 East 14th Avenue, 4th Floor, Denver,
Colorado 80203.
The Court also requests written public comments by any interested person on the
proposed rule change. Written comments should be submitted to Cheryl Stevens, Chief Deputy
Clerk of the Supreme Court. Comments may be mailed or deliveredto 2 East 14th Avenue,
Denver, CO 80203 or emailed to clic:r!'l.st*vcns,1.¡'¡¿iuclici¿rl.sla.tc.co.Lrs tto later thøn 5:00 p.m. on
September 8r2017. Persons wishing to participate at the hearing should noti$ Ms. Stevens zo
later than Monday, September 18th at 5 p.m.. The Clerk of the Court will post written
comments on the Colorado Supreme Court's website.
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Rule 8.4. Misconduct

It is professional misconduct for
(a)

-

a lawyer to:

(b) [No CHANGE]

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.. ûx-ç-egl-J,hglii
ill¿1 advi
ots
d
investiglatetl",:yhç p¿lttlc,il¡a1-ç i:t l¿lryfirl ¡rrrresti$a¡ivo ôçtivities;
(d)

- (h) [No CHANGE]
COMMENT

lNo CHANGEI
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Rule 8.4. Misconduct

It is professional misconduct for
(a)

a lawyer to:

- (b) [No CHANGE]

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation, except that a
lawyer may advise, direct, or supervise others, including clients, law enforcement offtcers, or
investigators, who participate in lawful investigative activities;
(d)

- (h) [No CHANGE]
COMMENT

lNo CHANGEI
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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
STANDTNc CoMMrrrEE oN

rne Rulss

oF PRoFESSIoNRI

Corvnuct

Final Minutes of Meeting of the Full Committee
On May 6,2011
(Thirtieth Meeting of the Full Committee)

The thirtieth meeting of the Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the Rules of
Professional Conduct was oonvened at 9l l0 a.m. on Friday, May 6, 201 1, by Chair Marcy G, Glenn, Thc
meeting was held in a oonferenoe room of the Office of Attorney Regulation,
Present in person or by conference telephone at the meeting, in addition to Malcy G. Glenn and
Justice Nathan B. Coats, were Federico C, Alvarez, Michael H, Berger, Gary B, Blum, Nancy L. Cohen,
Thomas E. Downey, Jr., John S. Gleason, John M, Haried, David C. Little, Neeti Pawar, Judge Ruthanne
Polidori, Helen E. Raabe, Henry R. Reeve, Alexander R, Rothrnok, Boston H, Stanton, Jr., James S.
Sudler III, David W. Stark, Anthony van Westrum, and E, Tuok Young. Exoused frorn attendanoe, in
addition to Justice Monioa Márquez, were Cynthia F, Covell, Marcus L. Squarrell, and Judge John R,
Webb, AIso absent were Judge William R. Luoero, Cecil E, Moris, Jr,, Eli Wald, and Lisa M. Wayne.

I.

Meetìng Mqterials; Mlnutes of Augltst 21, 2009 and January

2l,

201

I

Meetings.

The Chair had provided a package of materials to the members prior to the meeting date, including
submitted minutes of the both the twenty-fifth rneetíng of the Committee, which was held on August 21,
2009, but for whioh the secretary had not previously submitted minutes; and of the twenty-ninth meeting
of the Committee, held on January 27,2011 Those minutes were approved, with minor çorections to the
minutes of the twenty-ninth meeting.

il.

Status o.f Commìltee's Proposals to the Court.
John Gleason distributed to the members printed copies ofthe amendments the Coult has adopted

modifying Rule 1.5(b) and striking its existing Comment [34], effective July l, 201l.
The Chair notcd that the Court adopted the minority report to the Committee's proposat to amend
Rule 1,5(b) to deal with mid-stream modifications to lawyers' fee agreements, She noted that the Court's
deletion of Comment [34] is not obvious from the presentation of the Court's action on its website,rs
through [3] and no changes to Comrnents [4]
which reports that thero are no changes to Comments
through [ 8] and thereby merely implies that Comment [34] has been deleted. But the Chair confirmed
that the Cotsrt did delete Comment [34] in its en1irety, and another membçr added that Westlaw has
reported the amendments to rcflect that deletion.

[]

The Chair added that the Court has now acted on all of the proposals for amendments to the
Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct ("CRPC") that thc Comrnittee has proposed to it sinoe the
adoption ofthe "Ethics 2000" Rules on January 1,2008.

20 r

15, Seøhttp://www,courts,state,co.uVuserfiles/frle/Court
çdlined%28 1 %29 .p d{.

Prubation/Supreme_Court/Rule_ChangeslZ}ll/2011_05%

l3

'¡lh(l€rh Meolins, 5i6n0l l, p.

I
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m,

Interplay between

Rules

of Professíonal Conducl and Revised Code ofJudicial Conduct Regarding

ex Parte Communicøtions,

At the Chair's request, and ín the

absence of the designated suboommittee's chair, Judge Webb,

Alexander Rothrock reported to the Committee on the subconrmittee's further consideration of the
interplay between amended Rulc 2.9 of the Colorado Code of Judicial Conduct ("CJC") and Ruls 3.5 of
the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct ("CRPC"), which had first been discussed by the full
Committee at ¡ts Twenty-Ninth Meeting, on January 1, 201 l,ró
Rothrock began by noting that, at its Twenfy-Ninth Meeting, the Cornmittee had posþoned talcing
action on fhe subcommittee's proposal that references in CRPC Rule I . 12 to the Model Code Of Judicial
Conduot should be revised to be, instoad, direot referencçs to the analog provisions in the CJC and that
a member had suggested that that effort be delayed until the numbering of the CJC was stabilized
that
is, until after complelion of a pending effort by the Colorado Judicial Discipline Commission to updato
the Commission's procedural rules, an effort that would entail renumbering of some of the provisions in
and the proper reforsnces to the CJC are known.
the CJC

-

-

John Gleason reported that the Judioial Discipline Committee had now completed its work in that
respeot and that the nurnbering that the suboommittee had used in the changes it proposed to CRPC
Rule 1 .12 at the Twenty-Ninth Meeting \ryas accurate. The Chair commented that there was, then, no need
for further discussion of the subcommittee's proposed changes to CRPC Rule 1.12, which seerned not to
be controversial.

Rothrock then recounted the Cornmittee's dcliberations, at its Twenty-Ninth Meeting, about
lawyerc' exparle communicationswíthjudgesunderCRPC Rule 3.5 andjudges'ex partecommunications
with lawyers under CJC Rule 2.9.r? At that meeting, the Commitlee had been informed that, although the
Code ofJudicial Conduct permits judges to engage incerÍainexparfe communications with lawyers, there
is no conesponding provision in the Rules of Professional Conduct permitting lawyers to participate in
those same oommunications. But, at its Twenty-Ninth Meoting, tho Committee had rojected the proposal
of the subcommittee that language matching CJC Rule 2.9 be added to CRPC Rule 3.5(b).

16. Thc nrinutes of the Twenty-Ninth meeting desoribe the subcommittee's initíal recornmendations as follows:
'lhe fÌmt chango
housekeeping matter
- would be to text ln Conrment
- which the subcommittee chalactcrìzsd as a
I I ] to Rule I , I 2, dealing with restlictions on a lawyer's practice when the lawyer previously seivcd as a judioial
officer. The second change deals wlth the possibility that a lawycr who engages in an ex parte communicaf ion with
a judge could be disoiplined for violation of Rule 3,5, çven if thc judge initiated the oommunicatlou sua sponte and
even thongh, frorn the judgers pet'spective, tho qommLlnication was proper under Rule 2,9 of the Code of Jr¡dicial as
a oornmunioation for "schoduling, administrative, of emcrgency purposes,"

17,

CJC Rule 2,9 provicles in part as follows:

(A) A judge shall not initiato, permit, or consider ex parte communications, or consider other communications
madg to thc judge outside the plesence of the parties or their lawyers, conoerning a pending+ or impending matler,r
except as follows:

l)

(
When circumstançes require it, ex partc communication for scheduling, adnrinistrativ€, or emetgency
purposcs, whioh does not addless substantive rn&tters, is permitted, plovidcd:

(a)

the judge leasonab.ly believes that no pa$y

will gain a procedural,

substantive, or taotioal

advantage as a rçsult of tho ex parte communication; and

(b) the judge tnakes provision promptly to notify all other parties of the substance of the ex parte
communlcation, and gives the parties an opportunity to respond,

t4
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Rothrock directed the Committee's attention to the suboommittee's revised proposal, which had
been included in the package of materials that was provided to the members for the current meeting,
which proposal would amend CRPC Rule 3.5 as follows:
RULE 3.5. IMPARTIALITY AND DECORUM OF THE TRIBUNAL

A lawyer shall not:
(a) seek to influence ajudge,juror, prospectivejuror or other official by means prohibited

by law;
(b) communicate ex parte with such a person during the prooeeding unless authorized to do
so by law or court order, or unless aJadge inltìates sach ø communlcstlon ønd the løwyer
reasonøltly ltelieves lhøt lhe suQeø marcr ofthe communicstion is withln lhe scope oflhe

Judge's authorily under ø rale ofJadlclal conducti
(c) communicate with a juror or prospective juror after disoharge ofthe of the jury
(l ) the communication is prohibited by law or court order;

if:

(2) the juror has made known to the lawyer a desire not to communicate;
(3) the communication involves misrepresentation, coercion, dursss or harassment; or

(4) the communication is intended to or is reasonably likely to demean, embarrass, or
criticize the jurors or their verdiots; or
(d) engage in conduct intended to disrupt a tribunal.

COMMENT
[2] During

a

proceeding a lawyer may not communicate ex parte with persons serving in an

offtoial capacity in the proceeding, suoh asjudges, masters orjurors, unless authorized to
do so by law or court order, The exceltllon in lhc Rule for communicøtians lnítløted by ø
judge eniltles a løwyer to respond lo øn ex purle communlcaûon lhat ls lnlttøted by tt
juclge under lhe øuthority of a rule ofiudlciøl conduct See, e,g,, Rults 2.9(A)(l) and (a)
of lhe Colorado Code of Judlclal Condacl (permltting nonsubstanllve ex paile
communicsl¡ons for scheduling, admìnlstrøtlve, or emetgency putposes, or lo løcilltate
seltlement), Thls exceptlon d.oes not øulhoúze the lawyer ø (ø) lníliate such a
communlcstlon, even if ø rule ofiudìcitl conductwould authoríze lheJudgelo engøge ín
il; or (b) lnclude mslters not wllhin the excepilon when respondlng to such a
communicatlon. A løwyer masl thereþre dlsconilnue ø communlcutlon lf ønd when lhe
lawyer rerconahly l¡elieves lhøt the communlcülon exceeds lhe øathorlty granted to lhe
Judge by ø rule ofJutlìclsl conduct,
Rothrock pointed out that the subcommittee's modifications would do these things:
Rather than make specific reference in CRPC Rule 3.5 to the provision in CJC Rule 2,9(A)(l)
permitting a judge's ex parte communications for scheduling, aúninishative, or emergency
purposes, the suboommittee's proposed amendments to CRPC Rule 3,5(b) would nrake a generic
reference to communications that are "within the scope of the judge's authority under a rule of
judicial conduct. " This would encompass communications permitted to a jrrdge, whether under
the Colorado rules ofjudicial conduct or otherwise,

)

To answer the question of how the lawyer is to know that the judge is permitted to engage in the
communication, proposed CRPC Rule 3,5(b) would apply
"the lawyer reasonably believes"
that the judge's authority extends to the communication,

if

l5
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The subcommittee would revise Comment [2]

J

to

CRPC Rule 3,5 to refer both

to

CJC

Rule 2.9(A)(l)r8 and to CJC Rule 2.9(A)(4)te as examples of ex parte communications that are
permitted to the judge and thus are permitted also to the lawyer under CRPC Rule 3,5.
4

But, under the subcommittee's proposal, the lawyer would not be permitted fo initiale the
cornmunication with the judge; any communication would have to be initiated by the judge,
Rothroqk said that the suboommiltee's proposal would only allow the lawyer to reaot to the
judge's initiative; he noted that there may still be cirsumstances where it is not entirely clear
whether the lawyer would be permitted to respond to the judge under the subcommittee's
proposal, as where tho judge says, conditionally, "Ifwe are to deal with this, you need to call me,"

5.

And, under the subcommittee's proposal, the lawyer would not be permitted to stray beyond the
permitted "subject matter" of the communioation; as the proposed revised comment would

olariS-

This exception does not authorize the lawyer to . . , (b) include matters not within the
exception when responding to such a communication. A lawyer rnust therefore discontinue
a comtnuniçation if and when the lawyet reasonably believes that the oommunication
exceeds the authority granted to thejudge by a rule ofjudicial conduct.

Rothrock explained thatthe subcommittee's proposal would notpermitthe lawyertotalkexpørte

aboutanythingthatisoutsidethejudge's

exparteauthority: lf,forinstance,thejudgeinitiatedacallto

set an emergency hearing, the lawyer would not be permitted to raise any matter of substance. Further',
Rothrock said, the proposal would require the lawyer lo cut off the conversation if the judgehad strayed
beyond the permitted scope
is, ifthe lawyer were not reasonablybelieve thatthe expanded subject

-that withín the judge's authority,
matter of the conversation remains

Rothrock commented that the suboommittee "made up" the last two points
they were not
included in the directions the Committee gave to tho subcommittee at its Twenty-Ninth Meeting.

-

The Chair, Rothrock, and another member confirmed that William J. Campbell, Bxecutive
Director of the Colorado Commission on Judicial Discipline, has índicated his approval of the
subcommittee's current proposal.
Opening discussion, a membsr affTrmed her view, expressed at the Committee's Twenty-Ninth
Meeting, that this proposal is simply not practicable for the smaller judicial districts within the state,
wherejudges carry their own calendars and, aooordingly, lawyers commonly initiate communications with
the judges to set matters for hearing, The subcommittee's proposal would not permit that kind of
oommunication. Further, she believed, the amendments should not "hide the ball" as is done in the
amended Comment [2] but, rather, should explicitly state for the lawyel what ex parte communications
arc perrnitted to judges under Rule 2,9 of the Code of Judicial Conduct,
Another membçr added that it is common in family law practice, where there is a heavy volume
for praotitioners to "network" with the judges and to encounter the judges frequently, as, for
example, at professional luncheons. An informal howdy-do may lead to a judge's insfuction to "email
me to set a hearing on that lnatter," In other words, she said, the froquency of these kinds of

of

cases,

18,

Søe n. 3

to these minutcs for the text of CJC Rule 2.9 AXI).

I 9, CJC Rule 2.9(A)(4) provides, "A judge nray, witlr the consent of the parties, oonfer separatoly with the
parties and their lawyels in an effortto sattle r¡atters pending bel'orc the judge,"

I

6
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communioations that had been commented on with respect to rrsmall dishicts" may also be found in
particuiar praotice areas.

A member

expressed his concern that the proposed comment places a tenible burden on the
lawyer by requiring the lawyer to out off a communication initiated by a "judicial officer, " He wondered
why he should be made responsible to monitor the judge's conduct, and he gave as an example the
dilemma faced by the lawyer who is asked by the judge something relatíng to the substance of a gase,
such as, "Is your olient still a party in that case?" Speaking for himself, he said that he would not dars
cut off tho judge who asked him such a question,

But another member suggested that an appropriate reaction might be to press the conference
telephone button and get opposing counsel into the conversation with a "That's a good question, Judge;
let me get the other lawyer on the line." No one noted that this precise solution would not be available
in

a

face-to-face conversation,

A member asked how these matters are handled in practioe under the existing rules. She noted
proposal
is intended to make the Rules of Professional Conduct, governing lawyers, match those
that the
of the Codc of Judicial Conduct, govorning judges, but CRPC Rule 3.5 currently forbids a lawyer to
"communicate ex parte with [a judge, jurot, prospective juror or other official] druing the proceeding
unless authorizcd to do so by law or court order." How do lawyers curuently handle the judge's direction
to "email me to set that matter" given during an ençounter at a bar association event?
A member replied that she understood the existing rule's prohibition of ex pørte comrnunications
to cover only those oommunications that involve substantivc issues about cases. But, she said, when the
text of the rule is made more precise, distinguishing between initiation and receipt of communications,
it appears to draw bright lines that do not permit that substance/non-substance distinction,
But the mernber who had inquired about current practices pointed out that there is no textual basis,
current
in
CRPC Rule 3.5, for that suggested substance/non-substance distinction,

A member commented that, while it is difficult to place oneself in the mind of ajudge, he would
assume that the judge who said, "Bmail me to set that matter," actually intended that the subsequent
emailed communioation would be sent both to the judge ¿nd to the opposing lawyer, so that it would not
be ex parte in fact. In othcr words, the judge's offhand comment might not actually be an invitation to
síL Øc pqrte communication.

Rothrock sfepped in to remind the Committee that currçnt CRPC Rule 3.5 is an absolute
prohibition against the lawyer's particípation in an ex pørte communication unless some "law or court
order" authorizes the løwyer to do so. The lawyer has no exception for communications that a judge may
ongage in and has initiated; and, even with the recent amendment to CJC Rule 2.9, there is no rule
perrnitting the judgo to engage in tho kinds of oommunications the members were now discussing. Before
the arnendment to CJC Rule 2.9 cffeotive July l, 2010, even judges were out of bounds when having et
parte communications even about scheduling, administrative, or emergency matters. Rothrock sugge sled
that there had been a disconnect between the absoluteness of the rules and the actual practice of lawyers
at least for judges
largoly aocommodated by the revision to CJC
and judges, a practice that is now
perhaps
Rule 2,9, Aocordingly, he added,
the Committee should bow to reality, which seems to be

-

-

inconsistentwithaninsistcncethatthejudgebetheinitiatorofallexpartecommunications, Dowe,he
asked, make the rule reflect realily, or make reality adhere to the subcommittee's idea abcut initiation?

A member who represents lawyers in discipline cases described one such case that he was
currently involved in, A young lawyer had been party fo at ex parte communication initiated by a judge
r7
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in a major piece of litigation. It had at first been unclear to the lawyer what the scope of

the

oommunication was, but, when it beoame clear that the judge had gone far beyond what was permitted
to him by the Code of Judieial Conduct, the lawyer felt he could not hang up on the judge, In the course
of representing the lawyer, the member spoke with a number of ethios experts, researched the issue, and
made his recommendation to the lawyer. But the experience has left thc member with the belief that there
needs to be an absolute ban on tho judge communicating with the lawyer about any matter that is beyond
what is permitted by CJC Rule 2.9. As the other member had said previously, it is difficult for the lawyer
to adhere to the rule when it is the judge who strays, In this member's view, the prohibition should bE
entirely on the judge, and the lawyor should not be obligated to cut off the judge when the judge does
stray. Perhaps, he suggested, there should be a tattletale proviso applicable to the lawyer, but that would
be appropriate only if there were first an absolute ban on the judge's cxtended communiçation. Iu reply
to a memberrs question, this member said the problern lies in the Code of Judicial Conduot, not in CRPC

Rule3.5. Inanswertoaquestionwhetherthismemberwassuggestingthatitwouldbeamistaketomake
CRPC Rule 3.5 matoh CJC Rule 2.9, as the subcommittee has suggested, this member said that any
exception available to the lawyer should be made very narrow, so that the lawyer knows the precise lirnits
of the perrnitted ex parte communications and can say, "I'rn sorry, your honor, but under CRPC Rule 3.5
I cannot continue this conversation." In this member's view, the subcommittee's proposal was not nanow
enough,

A member pointed out that CRPC Rule 3,5 as proposed by the subcommittce applies not only to
communications regarding a particular oase but to any ex pqrte communication with a judge befoLe whom
a lawyer has a pending case, Does this mean, the member asked, that the rule would prohibit the lawyer
fi'om commenting about the weather to a judge during the entire pendenoy of the case? His question
prompted another member to recall the concem of a young associato of hers, who had been invited to the
home of a judge for whom the associate had previously clerked. This member agreed that it was not clear
whether the entire concept of an ex pørle oommunication was to be resficted to communications that had
substantively or procedurally
something
to do with a pending case or might extend to encompass
entirely urrelated subjects. The member who had initiated this thought commented that he agreed with
tho previous suggestion that the ethics rule should not place on lawyers the burden of policing the
cornmunications ofjudges.

-

-

A member noted that every lawyer has an obligation, under CRPC Rule 8.3(b), to report judges'
misconduct to "the appropriate authority," In her view, the Committee should not propose a rule that
addresses an egregious situation but does not provide an answer to the general circumstance, As the rule
now reads, it permits exp arte çomm\Jîications that are "authorized by law or court order";20 thus, because
the Code of Judicial Conduct is suoh a "law," CRPC Rule 3.5 as currently stated already permits to the
lawyer all of the communications that CJC Rule 2,9 permits to the judge. Given that this is nrodel
language from the Model Rules of Professional Conduot, she cautionsd that the Committee should not
willy-nilly amend the provision.
A member underscoted the oomment made earlier that the ethics rules should not place on lawyers

the burdsn of policing the oommunications of judges. This member's ooncern was that amended
Comment [2], as the subcommittee proposed it, imposes precisely that policing duty. He gavç as an
example a judge's çasual comrnent, "How are you getting along with So-and-So," ancl suggested that the
Committee shoulcl not propose a rule that imposes a duty on the lawyer to cut off that judge,

if

Another member said he was equally uncomfortable with telling the judge to stop, But, he noted,
we don't impose that obligation on the lawyer, we are left with only the reporting duty of CRPC

20.

See Rule 3,5(c)(1).

r8
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Rule 8.3(b). He recalled a case from years ago ínvolving ajudge who regularly gave a district attomey
a ride to the courthouse and who, on one occasion, gave the district attorney advice on how to handle a
oase. The distriot attorney did report the judge under the applioable ethics rule and the particular case \ryas
assigned to a different judge, This member summarized that example as follows: Either you cut off the
judge in mid-sentence, or you report him pursuant to CRPC Rule 8,3(b); cutting hirn off in mid-sentence
is the easier thing to do, and that is what the subcommittee is proposing.

Another member agreed with that position. He suggestod that most judges would appreciate being
reminded of the limitations of CJC Rule 3.5; this should not be a hard thing for a lawyer to clo in prnctice.
Sometimes, he commented, lawyers have to malce hard docisions, But thc lino should be clearly drawn,
so that the lawyer is not left in doubt and left to police the judioiary without adequate guidance. He
wanted more specificity than the subcommittee's proposal offers; he, too, would prefer in CRPC Rule 3.5
a preoise restatement of the limits expressed in CJC Rule 2.9,
A member moved that the matter be referred back to the subcommittee with instructions to make
further modifications to its proposal that reflected the gist of this meeting's oomments
that the
- than
jusf
statement of ex parte communications that are permitted to the lawyer be made more specific
those "the subject matter of lof whiohl is within the soope of the judge's authority under a rule ofjudicial
conduct,'! This member also proposed that the Corn¡nittee recomrnend to the Colorado Cornmission on
Judicial Disoìpline that it amend CJC Rule 2.9 tobe more specific, too.

A member noted that territorial asp€ots would need lo be reflected in any revision to the
subcommittee's proposal
in Colorado, the limitations on the lawyer would corrçspond directly to those
imposed on judges under CJC Rule 2.9, but for ex pqrte oommunications governed by principles found
under other jurisdictions, tho lawyer would have to look to those other prinoiples or other applicable law
for guidance.

-

Rothrock responded to these oomments by saying that the underlying problem is that the Code
ofJudicial Conduct does not authorize the lawyerlo do anything; it only covers the conduct ofthejudge,
Thus, if the ethics rule, CRPC Rule 3,5, states that the lawyer shall not engage in any ex parte
commulnicatíon except that which some provision authorizes the lawyer to engage in, we cannot say that
tlre rule permits the lawyer to engage in ex parte communications regarding case scheduling
because
there is no authority for the lawyer to engage in that kind of oommunication, and the lawyer cannot
exercise the authority that CJC Rule 2,9 extends to the judge.

-

A member commented that

he had participated in the drafting of the Modçl Code of Judicial
Conduct by the American Bar Association (|'ABAU). The trend, he noted, was to draft the model analog
of CJC Rule 2.9 fo broaden the scope of judges' permitted ex parte communioations with lawyers; the
effofi was to broaden the ability ofjudges and lawyers to communicate. The Colorado Commission on
Judicial Conduct spont two years worlcing to adopt the ABA revisions to the Colorado code, and, in the
public oomrnent stage, testimony was received supporting a bloadening of CJC Rule 2.9 for the
"substantiative courts," for family courts, and so forth to contend with expanding dockets, reduca oourt
staffing and similar impacts. He remarked thaf the trcnd in this Committee disoussion was flowing in the

other direotion, fo ask the Couft

to nqmow the authority of the judge to

engage

in

ex pørte

oommunications.
Another member noted that the full Committee needed to provide the subcomnittee with some
direction. He commented that everyone seems to accept the concept that ø pqrte cammunications about
"ptocedural" matters are okay, such as the setting of dates for hearings, while all substantiative exparte
communioations should be proscribed. He ask why we could not simply work that procedural /
substantive distinction inlo the words of CRPC Rule 3.5.

t9
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The member who had served in the ABA's effort to expand the analog to CJC Rule 2,9 replied
that that distinction is already included in revised CJC Rule 2,9. He agreed that it should be rçflectsd in
CRPC Rule 3.5 and in its comments,
The Chair noted that there was a pending motion to return the matter to the subcommittee for
frirther revisíons to clari$ what ex parte communicatíons are permitted and what oommunioations are
proscribed, The motion, she said, included an instruction that the suboommittee consider whether to
proposo that the Cornmittee request that the Commission on Judioial Conduct consider speoific changes
to CJC Rule 2.9.

A member suggested that the phrase, " and the lawyer reasonably believes that the subject matter
the judge's authority under a rule ofjudicial conduct" be
strioken so thatCRPCRule 3,5(b) would simply say, "[A lawyershallnot] (b) communicateexparte with
such a person during the proceeding unless authorized to do so by law or oourt order, or unless ajudge
initiates snch a cornmunication," and the lawyer would not be at risk to malce a determination whether
the judge had the authority to engage in the communication.

of the communication is within the scope of

Another member responded negatively to that suggestion by saying that it would permif a
miscreant judge to engage in improper communieations and green-light the lawyer to follow on. She
thought the lawyer would have a duty to report the miscreant judge under CRPC Rule 8.3(b) but thought
that the ethics rules should also subject the lawyer himself to discipline for letting the improper
conversation prooeed.
By

a

straw poll oonducted at a memberrs request, it was made olear that no one favored a proposal

that CJC Rula 2.9 be amended to eliminate the exception for judges that is contained in CJC
Rule 2,e(A)(1).
But one member rcsponded to the poll by stating his feelíng that the provision should be tightened
it is "very, very elear" to both thc judge and the lawyer what is permitted ancl what is

up, so that
proscribed.

The membEr who had served in the ABA's effort fo expand the analog to CJC Rule 2,9 recited
the wording of CJC Rule 2.9(A)(1), and another member followed that lead by asking the member who
had urged clarity whether he really thought the words could be made any tighter, That member admitted
he was not sure how they could be.

A member asked whether the text of CJC Rule 2,9(A)(1) was the model language that was
promulgated by the ABA. The member who had partioipated in that process was not sure whether it was
identical; he thought that there may have been public comment in the Colorado process seeking a
broadening of the judge's authority far ex parte communications,?¡
The Chair said she detected no sentiment among the members to ask for a revision,

a

clarifîoation,

of the Colorado Code of Judicial Conduct in this regard,

A membor ooncurred with that observation but added that sho would like to see the text of the
Code rule be rccited in l;he ethics rule in order to provide guidance fo the lawyer.

21, There appears to be no change in CJC Rute 2.9(AX I ) from the Model Code of Judicial Conduot anatog, as
adopted in February 2007, See http://www.anrericanbar.org/content/dam/aba./migrated/judicialethícs/ABA_MCJC_

approved.authoheokdam,pdfl,

-Secretary
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A nrenrber suggested that some of the peroeived need to add clarity could be satisfiecl if so¡ne of
the specifìcs of CJC Rule 2,9 were put into the commentary to CRPC Rule 3,5. He suggested, in
paúicular, that reference could be made in the comment to communications about "substantive matters"
and reference could be made to the judge's CJC Rule 2.9(AXlxb) duty to

notiff

absent parties about the

pãrte communications after they occru. He added that his focusing on the actual text of CJC
Rule 2.9(A)(l) in the course of thís discussion had convinced him that it works pretty well.
Øc

A rnember noted that the reference in CRPC Rule 4.222 to a lawyer's ex psrte communioations
represented party is parallel to the principle in CRPC Rule 3,5. Under CRPC Rule 4.2, the lawyer
must not engage in such a communication unless specifically permitted to do so, and the comment makes
clear that the lawyer must "immediately terminate" a communication that has begun if he learns that it
is proscribed under the rulç. The member admitted that there might be differences between
sommunications with someone else's client and communications with a judge, but he saw parallels as

with

a

well.
Rothroclc, the reporter for the subcommittee, said the suboommittee needed guidance on the
question of whether a lawyer should be permitted to initiqte aconversation with a judge that ajudge could
herself initìate under CJC Rule 2.9,

To Rothrock's query, a member suggested that there might be an alternative. Hc suggested
tlefìning "initiation" to include a "genericf invitation by a judge, to the lawyers in the "circuit" she rides,
to communicate with her about scheduling matters, But it would have to be olear that the pennitted scope
of such generically initiated communications would be limited to procedural topics.
To that, a member wondered why such a generic concept would be required at all, Why couldn't
the one lawyer oontact the other lawyer to agree upon a proposed schedule that they could, together,
communicate to the judge? She could not see a circumstance where a generic "invitation" to ex parte
communications would be ever be needed,

At this point, the movant said he saw confusion in the Committee's understanding of what it
would be doing by adoption of thE motion, and he withdrew it,
Stepping in to fill the void, another member moved
by deleting all after "court order,r' so that it reads-

as

follows; First, amend CRPC Rule 3.5(b)

(b) [A lawyer shall not] com¡nuniçate ex parte with such a person during the prooeeding
unless authorized to do so by law or court orde

wnfui
22.

Rule 4,2 reads in part ns follows:

ln representiug a client, a lawycr shall not communigato about the subject ofthe representation wifh a person
the lawyer knows to be rept'esented by anothel lawyer in lhe matter, unless the lawyer has the consent ofthe other
lawycr or is authorized to do so by law or a couÍ ordsr.
Comment [3] provides[3] The Rule applios oven though the represented person initiates or consents to ths comtnunication, A lawyer
must immedialely terminate communiçation with a person if, aftcr commencing oomrnunication, the lawyer lealns
that person is one with whom comrnunisation is not perrnitted by this Rule,

2l
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Second, rnodi$ the comment to addross two points: To clarify that "authorized to do so by law" means
if the judge can engage in the communication, then the lawyer can do so also. And to recite the
wording of CJC Rule 2.9, which, the movant suggested, is pretty clear about what can and what cannot
be included in an ex parte communioation, The movant noted that her preforence usually is to include
substantive text in a rule rather than just in a comment but, in this case, that has proved difficult to do.
The motion was seconded.

that,

A member responded by stating his dislike of the motion, He did not want to bury zubstance in
the comment rather than include it in the body of the rule. Further, in his viow, the pr€sent content of the
cotnment nrakes a pretty good statement of a safe harbor, And, he said, the qualifier that the lawyer
should reasonably believe that the subject matter of the communication is within the scope of the judge's
authority is appropriate and should bE retained in the body of the rule rather than be stricken as the motion
would do. He did, however, agres that the comment could be expanded to include discussion of CJC
Rule 2.9.
The movant responded that these comments were not friendly to her motion.

A member commented that all of the discussion has involved pros and cons. He felt that, when
the subcommittee reconvened to consider its next proposal, it would identiff a number of unintended
consequenoes; aocordingly, the full Committee should give the subcommittee a good deal of leeway in
ruiaking thaf next proposal and not box it in. Judges will stray, he noted, and making this rule more strict
and conshaining will not eliminate that problem, In his view, CJC Rule 2.9 is an adequate statemçnt of
conduct and the rest should be left to education ofjudges and lawyers alike, Making either rule more

strict will not help,
The Chair noted that a motion was on the table, whioh she construed as calling for the inclusion
of the substance of CJC Rule 2.9 in the comments to CRPC Rule 3,5
leaving to the suboornmittee to
dotermine how that ís done
and explaining in a comment that "authorized by law" extends to the
lawyer the authority that CJC Rule 2.9 grants to the judge,

-

-

The movant explained her intention that, if the judge can €ngege in an ex parle communication
then the lawyer can initiate and engage in thç same cornmunication, To that the Chair disagreed, and the
movant suggested that the language to be olarified to make the point clear.

The Chair said she understood that the movant would take the position that the rule text, as
proposed to be modified, would inherently permit the lawyer to initiate an ex parte communication that
the judge could initiate, while the member who had first commented on the motion would add that
itritiating-authority to the comment, In the Chair's opinion, neither approach made it olear that the lawyer
had such authority, and she disagreed with the rnovant and another member who insisted that the authority
would be clear under the text as modified by the motion.
The Chair also observed that anothor member had found the entire approach to be inappropriate
because it burdened the lawyer with the duty to police the judge.

A member suggested that the text proposed by the motion be modifïed to include reference to
substantive matters, reading as follows:
(b) [A larryer shall not] communicate ø bout sabstsntlve msttcrs exparte with such a person
the proceeding unless authorized to do so by law or court order;oruntæra-jndgc

qrlng

üiÉ'et
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otit¡U:iciamuct
In the member's opinion, this change would make clear the distinction between prooedural and substantive
matters.

The movant said shc liked that suggestion and noted that, if the text of CJC Rule 2.9 is included
in the comment to CRPC Rule 3.5, then tha distinction between procedural and substantive matters will
be manifested and clarified. The member who had seconded the motion also found that suggestion lo be

friendly.
Rothrock said he disliked both the motion as made and as it would be rnodified by the last
suggestion. What the Committee should be doing, ho said, is make CRPC Rule 3.5 mimor CJC Rule 2.9
as much as possible. Extending the lawyer's authorify to all "procedural" communications while banning
"substantive" communioations would omit the limitation, in CJC Rule 3.5, of the judgets ox parte
communications to only thoso that are for "scheduling, administrative, or çmergency purposes."
"Procedural" is not a synonym for those limited purposes. Everyone, Rothrock noted, seems to be in
favor of an expansion of the comment. He is opposed to an expansion of CRPC Rule 3,5 that would
provide that the lawyer is authorízed to initiate any gommunication that the judge is authorized to initiate
under CJC Rule 2,9, Further, he noted, the ethics rules use, in CRPC Rule 1,6(b), in CRPC Rule 4,2, and
elsewhere, the concept ofa lawyerbeing authorized by lawto engage in certain conduct; therefore, the
Committee must be oareful not to alter that concept of the lawyer's authority, by wording in this CRPC
Rule 3.5, to include authority that is derived from authority that is in fact extended only to someone else,
such as a judge, Who the law authorizes is an important factor, and we should not, by modifïcation of
CRPC Rule 3.5, dilute that conoept. Rothrock directed the members to the text of CRPC Rule 4.2
" . , , a lawyer shall not oommunicate about the subject of the representation with a person the lawyer
knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer. . . is authorized to do so by
law , . , ,"
and noted that there the concept clearly refers only to authority that is extended to the lawyer
direotly.

-

-

A member said he did not feel the Committee could oapitulate to the oxpressed concern that it
would unfairly burden lawyers with the need to police judges. It would be purest, he agreed, if there
corrld be no ex parte communications, but that would not be a practical rule, Yçt, we should not be doing
anything to çncourage lawyers fo have Øc pqrte communications with judges, and it would be wrong to
itnply that thy can have any ex pørte communioation so long as it is not "sub$tantive."

To that, another lnember claimed that everyone agreed that lawyers can have ex pørte
communications with judges so long as they do not relate to the pending proceeding
such as
oomments about the wealher. The existing rule, however, does not permit those obviously acceptable
communications, To that, anothcr member said everyone undorstands that ths limitations of existing
CRPC Rule 3.5 extend only to communications about a proceeding in which both the judge and the
Iawyer are involved.

-

A mcmber said the procedural / substantive distinction is in fact inappropriate, noting that a judge
might say that the case would be governed by the substantive law of Texas but that fhe procedural Law
of Colorado would be used, We should actually be talking about 'radministratÍve" communications.
The member who had seconded the pending motion said that she now withdrew her consent to
the amendrnent that had been proposed to add the words "about substantive mattersu to CRPC Rule 3 .5(b),
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To the comment that we should be refering to "administrative" matters rather than

to

"substantive't natters, the member who had suggested adding thc words "about substantive tnatters"
explained that he had use the word "substantive' only because it is used in CJC Rule 2.9, Another
member, however, pointed out that it is used in CJC Rule 2.9 only for a limited purpose: to state a olass
of communioations that is only for "scheduling, administrative, or emergency purposes, which does not
address substantive matters."
The movant restated her motion: Cut off CRPC Rule 3.5(b) afrer the words, "or court order";
expand the comment to inolude the substance of CJC Rule 2.9; and let the subcommittee determine how
to modi$ the rest of CRPC Rule 3,5 to accommodate these changes, Then, she said, the full Commíttee
can reconsider the entire rule based on the subcommittee's resulting revised proposal,
A member forecast that, ifthe motion failed, he would move to accçpt the subcornmittee's existing
proposal regarding ths text of CRPC Rule 3.5 but to amend its comrnent both to include the substance of

CJC Rule 2,9 rather than rely on mere cross-reference to that rule and to include exarnples of
oircumstances when the lawyer should know that the judge has strayed from her authority.

In answer to a nrembeCs question, the Chair assured the Committee that it would not be
in its subsequent consideration of CRPC Rule 3,5, by any instruction given to the

constrained,

subcommittce or by any proposal the subcommittee might return with,
In answerto amember's question to him, Rothrock explainedthatthe subcommittee had notfound

itself in uncharted territory, He pointed to the package of materials that had been provided to the
members in advance of the meeting, which, beginning at page 64, outlined the subcommittee's research
into action that other jurisdictions have taken with respect to ex parte çommunications,

On a vote of the members, the pording motion was defeated.

The member who had forecast an alternative motion now moved l;hat the subcommittee be
directed to retain its currently-proposed text for CRPC Rule 3.5 and that it modi$ the rule's comments

to-

l.

"Flesh out," with specifrcity, the exception provided to the judge by CJC Rule 2.9(A);

n

Explain the concept of the 'rinitiation" of a oommunication to includE
or generio invitation to "oall me to schedule all matters"; and

J

Consider explanafion of a distinction between procedure and substance when the lawyer
is determining whether it is his duty to keep the judge within the field of "scheduling,
administrativo, or emergency purposes, whioh does not address substantive matters," that
is contemplated by CJC Rule 3.5,

a

judge's standing

And, the tnovant said, if the subcommittee finds that it cannot accomplish this, it can return to the full
Committee with that conclusion,

A member asked that the subco¡nmittee be directed to sover both the "initiation" of ex parte
communications and the "invitation" for such communioations. The movant said that is what the second
part of his motion was intended to cover,
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A member asked whether, ifthis r¡otion is apploved and the subcommittee returns with aproposal
full Cornmittee would thenbe limited to a consideration only of that proposal. All agreed
that it would not be so consffained.
as intended, the

The motion was approved.

ry.

Stutus Report, Rule

8.4þ) and C,R.C.P, Rule 251.5þ) Conflict.

David Stark reported, for the suboommittee that had becn tasked with resolving the conflict in
language between CRPC Rule 8.4(b) and C.R.C,P, Rule 251 ,5(b), that the issue had been passed on to
the Advisory Committee of the Office of Attorney Regulation, That committee has determined to
recommend to the Court that C.R.C,P, Rule 251.5(b) be modified to match the language of CRPC
Rule 8.4(b), which prosoribes commitment of "a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer's
honesty, trustwofihiness or fitness as a lawyer in othsr respects." Stark did not know the status of thc
recommendation,

V.

Rule 4.1, Rule 4,3, and "Testers."

For the subcommittee that has been tasked with sonsídering the request ofthe Intellectual Property
of the Colorado Bar Association that the ethics rules regarding honesty be modified to
aocontmodate "pretexting" to determine whethertrademark rights were being violated, Thomas Downey
reportecl that the subcommittee had met twice, at one of which meeting guests from the Intellectual
Properfy Seotion were in attendance. The subcomnrittee is getting organized and getting a sense of "the
lay of the land," inoluding an understanding of the Pautlel'Ë case and the various rules _- in addition to
Rule 8.4(c) regarding honesty ard Rule 4.2 and Rule 4.3 regarding contaot with persons represented by
that rnight be applicable to the issue. With regard to
other counsel and with unrepresented persons
Rufe 8,4(c) and the shong language found in Pautler,2a Downey said the subcommittee was discussing
what, if anything might be done to ptovide an exception for pretexting, He noted that the subcommittee
has sought input from several Federal agencies, from the U,S. Attomey's office, and from the Colorado
Aftorney General's Offi ce,

Section

-

Downey said that, at the subcommittee's meeting on April 19,2011, it reviewed corespondence
from U,S, Attorney John Walsh and hoard comments from representatives ofthe U,S. Attorney's Offioe
and of the Coloraclo Attorney General; as well as from several representatives of the Colorado Bar
Association Intellectual Property Section, Walsh had looked at the matter from a law enforcer's
perspective and had suggested that the Committee consider amendments that would sanctìon law
enforoement undercover work. The representative from the Atlorney General's OfÏice was in accord with
Walsh and noted the Department of Law has a large section devoted to consumer protection and to
crirninal law, which would be accommodated by an expansion of the rules to permit pretexting,
The suboommíttee was inclined to propose amendments to Rule 8,4 and perhaps one other rule.

It was looking, too, at addressing the situation in which a lawyer, whether enforoing oivil or criminal
laws, might not be engaged directly in coverf conduct but might be directing agents who were
"legitimately" engaged in undercover work.

23. In re Pautler,

47 P.3d I 175 (Colo, 2002).

24. E.g.,"WeruledlinPeoplev.Reichman,819P.2dl035(Colo.l99l)l thatevenanoblemotivedoesnot\ivanant
departule fi'om the Rules of Professional

Conducl" Id, 4'l P,3d at I 180,
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Downey summarized by saying the subcommittee had heard enough already to believe that it had
to make some proposals. Its next task is to draft some specific language, a task that ho oharacterized as
very oomplex and that might lead to alternative proposals. It was, he said, a very good subcommittee,
very enthusiastic, but its work was cut out for it,

A member of the subcommittee added that it is not starting from scratch. The United States
Attorney, John Walsh, had given it some good information from other jurisdictions; and it appears that
some states specifïcally permit law enforoEment officers to supervise undercover agents, while others
permit "any lawyer" to do so, He pointed out that it would take a rule that extended permission for
undercover work beyond law enforcement to satis$ the concems of the Intellectual Property Section.
Downey outlined the areas to be covered as, first, that of law enforcement; second, govemment
lawyers in the enforoen¡ent of civil laws; and third, any lawyer in specified circumstanoes.

A member commentEd that the Pøutler case will be a significant restriction, but other members
noted that the impact of that decision can be changed by the Court itself by adoption of a rule. Downey
said the subcommittee accepts that the Couú may rejeot any proposal for change and confirm the
constriotions of Pautler.
A member commented that Rule 8,4(c) extends all of the ethics rules' proscriptions to

a

lawyer's use

of an agent,25 But, he said, in practice lawyers have for many years use private investigators "in
circumstances that the Rules don't really allow,"
In answer to the Chair's question, Downey said the subcommittee had notyet researched the action,
had been given to these issues in thc
course of reviewing the Ethics 2000 Rules for adoption in Colorado.

if any, of the ABA in this area, He noted that no consideration

Downey concluded his report by noting that the Pautler exprcssion of resolute disoipline in the
matier of dishonesty was very strong. But, he noted, the representatives from law enforoement told the
subcommittee that at leasf the last four Colorado Attorneys General have been concernecl about the
implications of that position for their enforcement activities. He said the subcommittee is well underway
but has much work to do before it will be able to make any proposals to the Committee,

VL

Adjournment; Next Scheduled Meeting,

The rneeting adjourned at approximately 11:30 a.m. The next soheduled meeting of the
will be on Friday, September 23,2011, beginning at 9:00 a.m. It will be held in the

Commitfee

conference room of the Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel, 1560 Broadway, l9th Floor, Denver,
Colorado,

R¡spncrrullY

SUBMITTED,

k%

zá-b

van Westrum, Secretary

25. Cornment Il ] to Rule 8,4 conl'trms that "Lawyers are subject to discipline when they violate or attempt to violate
the Rules ofProfcssional Conduct , , , through the acts ofanother, as when they request or instruct ân agent to do so on
the lawyer's

behalf."

-secretary
26
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[These minutes are as approved by the Committee at its Thirty-First Meeting, on January 6,2012.]
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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
STANDTNG CotvttvrlrrsB

olr rHE RULEs or Pnopesslot¡el CoNnuct

Submitted Minutes of Meeting of the Full Committee
On January 6,2012
(Thirfy-First Meeting of the Full Comrníttee)

The thirly-first meeting of the Colorado Supreme Coutt Standing Committee on thE Rules of
Profcssional Conduct was convened at 9:09 a,m, on Friday, January 6,2012,by Chair Marcy G. Glenn.
The meeting was held in the Supreme Court Conference Room on the fïfth floor of the Colorado State
Judicial Building,
Present in person at the meeting, in addilion to Marcy G, Glenn and Justices Nathan B. Coats and
Monica M. Márquez, were Federico C. Alvarez, Miohael H. Berger, Helen E, Berkman, Nancy L. Cohen,
Cynthia F. Covell, Thomas E. Downey, Jr,, John S, Gleason, John M. Haried, David C. Little, Judge
William R, Lucero, Christine A. Markman, Neeti Pawar, Judge Ruthanne Polidori, Henry R, Reeve,
AlexanderR. Rothrock, MarcusL. Squarrell, James S, SudlerIII,DavidW, Stark,Anthony van Westn¡rn,
Eli Wald, Lisa M. Vy'ayne, and Judge John R. Webb, Exoused fi'om attendanqe were Gary B. Blum,
Boston H. Stanton, Jr., and E. Tuck Young. Also absent was Cecil E, Monis, Jr.

I.

New Member.
The Chair welcomed its newest member, Christine A, Markman, to the Committee,

il.

Court Adoptton of Rules Amendments.
The Chair reportedthatthe Colorado Supreme Courtadopted an amendmentto C.R.C,P,251,5(b),

effective June 16, 2011, making that provision parallel to Rule 8.aQ) in establishing, as grounds for
discipline, "[a]ny criminal act lby an attorney26] that reflects adversely on the lawyey's honesty,
trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects . . . ." The Committee had recommended that
amondment to the Court by action taken at its twenty-eighth meeting, held on August 19, 2010, and the

Advisory Committee of the Offìce of Attorney Regulation had joined in its recommendation,
The Chair remarked that it will now be harder to disoipline a lawyer because of criminal acts.

III.

Interplay between Rules of Proþslonal Conducl ønd Revìsed Code of Judicial Conduct
Regarding ex Parte Communications,

At the Chair's request, Alexander Rothrock resumed the Committee's disoussion of the interplay
between amended Rule 2,9 of the Colorado Code of Judioial Conduct ('CJC") and Rule 3.5 of the
Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct ("CRPC"¡, a discussion that had begun at its twenty-ninth

26, The prearnble to C.R.C,P. 251.5 uses the word 'rattorney,'r as reflected
paragraph (b), til<e C.R.P,C, 8,4(b), uses lhe words "l&wycr's" and

"lawyer."

in this bracket, while

amçnded
Seoretary
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meeting, on January 1,201,1, and was continued at its thirtieth meeting, on May 6,2011.27 The Chair
commented that she would not impose any time restriction on the Committee's disoussion but that it was
time for the Committee to çome to a decision on thg matter.
Rothrock reminded the Committcp that the subcommittee to which the matter had been referred
hadproposed thatRule 3,5(b) be amendsdto mirorthe text of Rule 2.9 ofthe Colorado Code of Judioial
Conduct ("CJC"), and that the purpose of the proposal was simply to assure that a lawyer could not be
disciplined under Rule 3.5(b) for a conversation with a judge in which the judge oould engage without
sanction under CJC 2.9.

At its thirtieth meeting on May 6,2011, the Committoe had considered a draft that would revíse
both Rule 3.5 and its comment; the Committee had returned the matter to the subcommittee with
instructions to retain its prnposed text for the body of Rule 3.528 but to modiff the oomments Rule 3,5

to_-

l.

"Flçsh out," with specificity, the exception provided to the judge by CJC Rule 2.9(A);

2

Explain the concept of the "initiation" of a communioation to include ajudge's standing
or generic invitation to "call me to schedule all matters"; and
Consider explanation of a distinction between procedure and substance when the lawyer

3

is determining whether it is his duty to keep tho judge within the freld of "scheduling,
administrative, or emergenoy purposes, whioh does not address substantiyo matters,'r that
is contemplated by CJC Rulc 3.5.2e
In response to that instruction, the subcommittee made no filrther changes to its proposal for the
body of Rule 3,5 but proposed that Commentl2lrcadas follows [showing ohanges from the cument text
of the oommentl:

[2] During

an

a proceeding a

lawyer may not communicate ex parte with persons serving in

oflicial capacity in the proceeding, such as juclges, masters or jurors,

@

nnMfmrizcdno

subject to lwo excepüons: (1) when s law or couft ordct
øuthorlzes the lowyer to engilge ln the communlcation, and (2) when øJudge lnltlßtes øn ex
parle communlcatlon wllh lhe hwyer ønd lhe løwyer reasonaltly belleves lhql thc sullecl
maller oJ'the communlcøtlon ls wìthìn the scope of the Judgets authorily to engage ln the

27. The minutes of the Twenty-Ninth meeting describe the subcommittee's initial reçommendations
The fitst

[]

ohange-whiclt tho subcomrnittee qharacterized

as a housekeeping

matter- would

as

follows

be to text in Comlnent

to Rule Ll2, dealing with restrictions on a lawyer''s praotioo when thç lawyel previously served as a judicial
oflìcer. 'l'he second clrange doals with the possibility that a lawyer who ongages in an ex parte coñilnunication with
a judge oould be disciplined for violation of Rule 3.5, evon if the judgo initìated the communication sua sponte and
evon though, from thejudgers pcrspective, the qommunication was proper under Rule 2.9 ofthe Code ofJudicial as
a communication 1'or "scheduling, administratìve, or emergency purposes,"

28, As previously proposed by the subcomurittee, paragraph (b) of Rule 3,5 would be amcnded

as follows:

A lawyer shall not:
(a)

(b) cornmunicato ox parte with such a person during úre proooeding unless authorizcd to do so by law or court
order, or unless aJudge inìlìøles such ø comuunícallon ønd lhe lawyer reøsonabty bcllcves lhøtthe iubJect møtter
of tlte comuunlcatlon ls wlthln lhe scope of lhe judgets øulhorlty under a rule of Jadlclal amducl . , , ,

.

29,

See

p. 12-13, minutes of the thirtieth rneeting, May 6,2012,
1A
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communícation under ø rule olJudíclql conduct. Exømples of ex parte communicølíons
authorlzed under the tlrsl exceptlon are reslrølnlng orders, submissions msde in cømera by
order of the judge, ond øppllcstlons for search wqüants and wiretøps, See atso CmL [5 J,
Colo, RPC 4.2 (dlscussìng communlcatlons qathorlzed by law or couft otdØ wllh persons
represented by counsel ln ø malter), l{üh respect to the second exceplíon¡ Rule 2,9(A)(l) ol
the Colorødo Code of Judicløl Conduct, for example, permlts jadges lo engøge in ex parte
communícatlons lor schedullng, øúmlnlstratlve, ot emergency putposes not lnvolving
substsntlve møtlers, bat only ìf ttclrcumstønces rcqulre lt,)t t'theJudge reøsoneltly belleves thøt
no puttJ, wlll gøin a procedural, sultstqnl¡ve, or lactîcal sdvontage øs a result of lhe ex pørte
communlcølìon, "and 'tthe Judge møkes provislon promplly to notfy all other parties of the
sultstance of the er pørte communlcstlon, ønd glves the partles an opportanily lo respond.t¡
Code of Jud" Conduct, Rule 2,9(A)(l). See ølso Code of Judícial Conductlor Uníted Stutes
Jurlges, Canon 3(A)(4)(b)(ì'AJudgemøy,., (b) when clrcumslances require il,permltexpaile
communlcøilonJbrscheduling, ødmlnístratlve, or emergencypatposes, butonly ífthe expsfte
comntunlcation does not utldrcss sultslsnllve milters ønd lheJudge reasonøltly ltelleves thut
no pørty will gøln ø procedural, substanlive, ot tscllcøl ødvqnlsge as a resull of the ex pafte
communlcailon[,J]t), The second cxcepilon does nol sulhorlze lhe løwyer lo lnillqta such q
commanlcslion, A Judge will be deemed lo hsve lnìtlated a conmanlcatlonfor purposes of
lhÌs Rule lf the Jadge or the courl mslntains n regulør prøcilce of øllowing or requlrìng
løwyers lo contacl the Judge lor odminlslftttlve msüerc such ts scheduling a heørìng and the
Iøwyer communlcøles ln complüønce with thal practìce, l{hen ø Juùge ¡nìtifltes ø
communlcqtlon, the lawyer ,tust d¡scontlnue the communicstian lf it exceeds the Juùge's
outhor@ under the appllcøble rule of Judlelal conducl For exømple, lf a Jwlge pmperly
communlcøtes ex psrle wlth ø løwyer øl¡oal lhe scheduling of ø hearing, pursaqnl lo Rule
2.9(A)(t) of lhe Coloraùo Code of Judlcløl Conduct, bat proceeds to dlscuss substanlive
mallcrs, lhe lawyer høs tn obtlgøtlon lo dlsconilnue the communlcøtlon"

A member noted that, under the "Civil Access Pilot Project" rules that the Court has adopted for
courts in the five rneffopolitan Denver counties,judges and lawyers are encouraged to have a great deal
of communication about procedural mattors, in order to faoilitate many civil oases, Rothrock stated that
the subsommittee had not considorod the CAPP rulos in making its proposai with respect to Rule 3,5, The
member oommented that, in the meetings that he had attended in connection with the promulgation of the
CAPP rules, participating judges had indicated that they expected to avoid or minimize thc neecl for
writtsn motions and the contesting of procedural issues by having conversations with thE lawyers, and
the member sensed that the judges expected such conversations to be instigated by both the judges
themselves and the lawyers.
Another member joined by indicating she would read proposed Rule 3.5(b) to include these kinds
particular communication was initiated by the lawyer or the judge
of conversations
- whether a
- as
having been"initiated" by the judge such that the lawyer could ""reasonably believe[] that the subject
matter of the communication is within the scope of the judge's authority" within tho meaning the proposal,
so long as one could consider the judge's furthcranoe of the principles of the CAPP to be "under a rule
ofjudioialconduct," ThememberwhofirstraisedtheCAPPrespondedthathecouldacceptthatreading,
but he notecl that he would be doing so as an advocate defending the lawyer's communioation,

A

member questioned whether the proposal would countenance

a lawyer's ex parte

communication with the judge, even under the CAPP principle. She said fhat she would not initiate an
ex parte communication with a judge, even about a simple procedural matter;rather, she would always
have opposing counsel join her in tlre initiating call.
The member who had first raised the CAPP said he thought we should be very cleu about the
permitted scope of these communications. In his view, the proposal was directed al isolating judges even
frirther from society, the message being, "Don't talk to judges,r'
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A member who has experience as a judgo said her view was that, if a lawyer needed to get in
touch with her, he could do so by an email that oopied all counsel, all of whom could then participate in
the resulting telephone conversation. In her view, the subcommittee's proposal accommodated that
solution.
Another member noted that she had not perceived that the CAPP rules might present a problem

with

ex

parte communications with judgos.

Rothrock interjeoted that he thought the subcommittee'proposal unwittingly solved the problem
by its statement of the two exooptions to ex parte communications: authorization by law and initiation
by the judge. The CAPP rules would provide the authorizationby law. And the principle stated in
Comment [2] --- that "[a] judge will be deemed to have initiated a communication for purposes of this
Rule if the judge or the court maintains a regular praotice of allowing or requiring lawyels to contast the
judge for administrative matters such

as

scheduling ahearing and the lawyer communicates in cornpliance

withthatpractice"-wouldprovidetheinitiationrequiredofthejudge.

Rothrockaddedthat,inhisview,

the proposal opens communication with the judiciary rather than, as had been suggested, further closirrg
the judges

off "from society,"

The mcmbçr who had flirst raised the CAPP thonked Rothrock for his analysis.

The Chair asked for comment on the suboommittee's proposal fiom those members who were
familiar with the views of the Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel, One who had bçen a participant
on the subcommìttee said he had closely followed the developmont of the proposal and that he supported
it. His experience was that, when a problem of ex parte communioation reached the OARC, the facts
were usually very claar; the typical circumstance ínvolves a communication in a municipal or other lower

court in which both the judge and the lawyer were involved in what clearly was an impermissible
conversation. Looking at the eonoerns exprossed by the member who had raised the CAPP, this rnember
felt that the subcommittee's proposal adequately facilitatcd the kinds of conversations envisioned under
the CAPP rules.

A member noted that proposecl Comment [2] was longer than it need

be, there being a repetition

of the ref'erences to rulss permitting "ex p&rte communications for scheduling, administrative, or
emergency purposes . . . " Another mernber agreed that there was repetitious language but noted that thç
,

repetition came from citation to two dífferent rulcs; he approved ofthe comrnent as written on the grounds
that wc sought to have the comment be complete in Ìtsel{ without the need for the reader to refer
elsewhere for additional text. Another member added that the oomment as written was educational.
On a member's motion, the subcommittee's proposal was approved without change.
The Chair thanked Judgo Webb for first raising the issue
the gap between CJC Rule 2.0 and
and thanked Rothrock and the subcommittee for providing the reconciliation of the
two provisions.
C,R.P.C. Rule 3,5

IV,

-

-

Rules 4.1,4,2,4,3, 5.1, and 8,4(c) and "Testers,"

The Chair then invited Thornas Downey to lcad the discussion of what the Chair characterized
for the clay, the question of whether the Committee should propose amendments to the
Rules to ponnit "pretexting" of one kind or another.
as the main event

Downoy began by reminding the Committee that the ptetexting subcommittee had been formed

at the fwenty-ninth meeting, on January 21,2011 and that it had provided an interirn report to the
31
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Cornmittee at the thirtieth meeting, on May 6,2011. He reported thatthe subcommittee had met a number
of times over the entire year of its existence, and he noted that the names of the participûnts can be found
in the first footnote of the subcommittee's report that had been provided to the Committee in advance of
this meeting. He thanked those participants for their incredibly hard work,
Downey said that the subcommittee had oonsidered lots of issuEs and had prepared a number of
drafts of its proposal, worlcing toward the final product that has now been submitted to the Committee and
that is sumrnarized on the twentieth page of the materials provided by the Chair for this meeting. The
subcommittee is, he said, recommending that Rule 8,4(o) be r¡odifted by the addition of a limited
exception, applicable to both govemmental lawyers and those in private practice, permitting them to
advise clients, investigators, and non-lawyer assistants concerníng conduct involving misrepresentation
and nondisclosure in investigations, while continuing to prohibit direct participation by the lawyers
themselves in any deception or subterfuge. The proposal would continue the current prosoliption by
Rule 8,4(c) of "conduot involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation," with these exceptions
permitting a lawyer

to-

direct, advise,

or

supervise others

in lawful oovert

activity that involves

rnisrepresentation or deceit, when either:

(lXA) the misrepresentation or deceit is limited to matters of background,
identification, purpose, or similar information, and (B) the lawyer reasonably and in
good faith believes that (i) a violation ofcivil or constitutional law has taken place or
is likely to take place in the immediate futwe, and (ii) the covert aotivity will aid in the
investigation qf such a violation; or
(2)(A) [sic] the lawyer is a government lawyer and the lawyer reasonably and in
good fbith believes that (i) the action is within the scope of the lawyer's duties in the
enforcement of law, and (ii) the purpose of the covert activity is either to gather
information related to a suspected violatioqpf civil, criminal, or constitutional law, or
to engage in lawfuI intelligence-gathering,'"
Downey recalled fhat, when the Committee considered the matter at its May 6,2011meeting,
the discussion had includcd the possibility ofproviding situal;ion-specifïc exceptions for, fìrst, government

lawyers involved in law enforcemçnt; seçond, government lawyers involved in the enforcement of civil
laws; and third, lawyers in private practice in specifred circumstances, But, instead, the subcommixtee's
proposal is for one set of exoeptions applicablo to both governmental and private lawyers, He notod,
though, that a minority of the subcommittee was of the view that any exoeption to the broad proscriptions

30. The following comments would be added to Rule 8,4;
[24] "Covelt aotivity" means an effort to obta¡n informetion through the use of mislepresentations or other
subter'fuge, Whsther oovert activity is "lawful' will be detelmined with reference to substantive law, such as search
and seizure, Howevor, a lawyer will not be subjoot to discipline if tho lawyer provided dlrection, advice, or
supetvision âs fo the covort aotivity based on the lawyer's objcctively roasonable, good faid¡ bslief that the activity
was lowful, even if fhe covert aotivity is later deten¡ined to have been unlawful. The objective reasonablçness and
good faith of the lawyer's conduct is also dotolmined with Icforence to substantivelaw. See, e,g., Døvls v, Unlted
,Stølel,_ U.S,_, l3l S, Ct. 2419,2429 (2011\ United States v, Leon,468 U,S, 897,918-22 (1984),
[28] A lawycr mey not participate directly in covetf activity, HoweveL, Rule 8.4(c) does not limit the
applioation ofl Rule 1.2(d) (altowing a lawyer to discuss the legal consequences of any proposed crinrinal or
fraudulent conduct with a client or assist a client to rnake a good faith eflort to detelmine the volidity, scope,
rnoaning, ol applioaiion of the law),
[2C] A lawyer whose conduct falls within tho exception to Rule 8,4(c) does not violate Rule 8,4(a)(knowingly
assist or induce another to violate these rules). In all othor rcspects, the lawyor's conduct rnusl comply with these
rules. For example, a lawyer who directs, advises, or supervises others in oovert aciivity directed at a person or
organization the lawyer knows to be representcd in the mattcrthat is thc subject ofthe covert activity may violate
Rule 4.2, Further', if a lawyer who has directed, advised, or supervised a person engaging in covo¡t ¿otivity lealns
that such person's conduct l:as oxceeded the limitation in Rule 8,4(c)(l)(A), the lawyer rnay violete Rulo 5.3 by
failing to take reasonable rc¡nedíal action.
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of existing Rule 8.4(o) should be limited to govemment lawyers or, perhaps, even to just oriminal
prosecutions.

Downey asked two guests, Adam L. Scoville of RE/tvfAX, LLC and Matthew T. Kirsoh of the
Office of the United States Attomey for the District of Colorado, to provide to the Cornmittee the
perspectives, respeotively, oflawyers in private
particularly, intellectual property
practice and of

-

those in governmental positions.

-

Scoville said that the lawyer with an intellectual property practice typically sees a nçed for
pretexting in trademark enforcement cases, and he recalled that the catalyst for the Committee's
consideration of pretoxting was an inquiry from the Intellectual Property Law Section of the Colorado
Bar Association.3r The intellectual property bar, he said, believes that a lawyer's use of investigators,
under proper supervision, is necessary and appropriate to determine whether trademark infringements are
occuring. The use of investigators in such cases is a peronnÌal topic at continuing legal education
seminars on trademark law, with the tEnsion between the requirement that thero be an adequate pre-filing
ínvestigation to support an infringement oomplaint and thc limitations imposed by Rule 8,4(c), Many
lawyers are of the view, he said, that they may engage investigators to ac! simply like potential customers,
not using cotnplex ruses, But that view is jeopardized by the literal wording of Rule 8.4(c) and by the
supreme oourt's Pautlefz decision; the latter stops a lot of intelleotual property lawyers fiom employing
investigators, figuring that, if stopping an axe murderer were not sufftcient grounds for an exception to
Rule 8.4(c), then working up a proper trademark infringement case would not suffice,

Scoville said that the sense of the intellectual properly bar is that, if Rule 8.4(o) and Pautler arc
not to be irnpediments to investigations, then the bar is entitled to know what the boundaries are; if that
rule and that case are to be taken literally, then the leaders of the Intellectual Property Law Section need
to advise the bar of the risk and back the practitioners away from the line,

At Downey's request, Scoville commented on the development of the law in other states, noting
that other states have not yet amended their rules to provide for pretexting in investigations, In one case,
a furniture manufacturer had terninated a distribution relationship with a fruniture distributor and then
received information that the distributor was engaging in bait-and-switoh sales praotices, misrepresenting
the origin of its inventory, The manufacturer sent "interior designers[ to the distributor to ask questions
such as "Is the quality the same?" and "Is there no other place to obtain this line of fi.lrnilure any more?"
When the distributor challenged that conduct, the court condoned it, determining that the "intorior
designers" were merely inducingthe clistributor to engage in its routine business and were not attempting
to trick it into saying something it would not otherwise have said, In a case involving snowmobile
dealership, the court concluded otherwise, broadly holding that the distributor was a "represented party"
for purposes of Rule 4.2 und that the investigator should havc disolosed his engagernent by opposing

31,

See

p,

I

32. 47 P ,3d

o1'the minutes of the lwenty-uinth meeting of the Cor¡mittee, on January 21,2011,
I I 75 (Colo.

2002), " [Rule 8.4(c)] and its cornmentary are devoid of any exception."

a licenseto practice lawtrumpobligations concomitantwith a lawyeCs otherduties,
ovon apprehending criurinals. . , ÌVe limit our holding to the facts before us. Until a sufhciently cornpelling
scenario presents itselfand convinces us our intqrpretration ofColo, RPC 8,4(c) is too rigid, we sfand resolute against
any suggestion that lioensed attorneys in our state may deceivo or lie or misrepresent, regardless oftheir reasons for
doing so,

The obligations concomitantwitlr

.

Id. 47 P.3d at 1182,
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In a case involving pretexting to determine whether blacks were subjected to prepayment
obligations that were not irnposed on whites, ths court took a sìmilar view of the low-level employees
who wore the targets of the pretexting, finding them to be represented by their company's lawyer for
purposes of Rule 4.2.

counsol.33

Scoville said that pertinent cases in othor jurisdictions represent a confinuum from permitted
pretexting to prohibited pretexting: The investigator is not pérmitted to hick the target into saying
something that the target would not otherwise have said, but the investigator may conduct the kinds of
transactions that other customers would conduot. Some cases have barred the introduction of evidence
obtained by pretexting, but Scoville characterized such cases as eglegious, such as one involving an
investigator's entrapment of a judioial olerk in an effort to obtain ajudge's tecusal. Like Pautler, Scoville
said, such a case wa$ "outside the bounds."

Scoville summed up with an answer to this question: If other states have not seen a need to
rnodify thcir rules of ethics to permit some pretexting, why is Colorado different? His answer was the
Pautler case,whioh suggests a much more stringent boundary around Rule 8.4(c) than might exist in other
states,

Next, Matthew Kirssh summarized the position stated by United States Attorney John Walsh in
letter that was inçluded in the meeting materials. Kirsoh said that the U.S, Attorney's Office encounters
the matter of pretexting in both crìminal prosecutions and civil cases. Such cases may involve deception
as necessary to accomplish enforoement of the law; deoeption in such oases is regularly used and is
appropriate and has been approved by the United States Supreme Court.

a

Examples abound in criminal cases involving the use of confìdential informants, both informants

who may themselves have committed crimes and "regular oitizens" who may be assisting in the
investigation of crimes, There are also cases involving law enforcement officers who work in undercover
oapacities; the most common example of this is a drug "buy" by an underoover officer, although cases also
involve illegal weapon sales and invesfinent frauds, in which investments are made to unsover the fraud.
Tax fraud is another example, with statistical analysis being used to uncover anomalies in patterns of
fraudulent Schedule Cs prepared by professionaltax preparers, Walsh also cites,I(irsch noted, civil cases
involving thç use of investigators from the Department of Housing and Urban Development to uncover
illegal lending practices and home purohase discrimination.
So, Kirsch said, the basíc premise of the office is that deception techniques are often used and are
necessary for enforcement of many [aws.

Second, Kirsch argued, public policy supports the supervision of such aetivities by lawyers,
Lawyers are better able to discern the ethical and legal boundaries of permitted deception than are lay
investigators, The result of lawyer supervision of deception is a better evidentiary product coupled with
respect for the rights ofcitizens,

But the U,S. Attorney's Office is, like the private bar, concerned about the import of Pautler on
these pmctices, Pautler suggests that it rnay be improper for a lawyer even to suporvise deception by
investigators, law enforcement officers and others. It is rWalsh's and Kirsch's hope that, by participation
on the pretexting subcommittee, they can eliminate legal uncertainty in this area. They bolieve that the
subconrmittee's proposal accomplishes that, while adhering to the Pautler prohibition of direct lawyer

33. Midwest Motor Sporls, Inc. v. Arctic Cat

Sales,

Inc,,l44

34

F.Supp,2d I147 (D,S.D, 2001).
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conduct amounting to those aotivities proscribed by Rule 8,4(c). They believe that clarity on the matter

would be usefril for lawyers engaged in law enforcement.
Downey added that the suboommittee has received input from Jan Zavislan, Colorado Deputy
Attorney General, who has expressed concunence with Walsh's views and who noted that the issue of
permitted pretexting and deception has been of geat concern to the last four Colorado attornoys general,
as it has been to the prosecutorial and intellestual property communities since the Pautler decision was
rendered.

At Downey's request, Rothrook reviewed the treatment of pretexting under similar ethics rules
in other states, r'eferring the members to the ohaf; of cases that was included in the materials for the
meeting. A seminal oase is that of Apple Corps Limíted v, International Collectors Society,sa in which
defendants, in an effort to fend offcitation for contempt ofa consent decree regarding use oflikencsses
of the Bçatles, had sought sanctions for plaintiffs' lawyers alleged misconduct in
[purchasing] Sell-OffStarnps by (l) speaking to ICS's sales representatives without the
consenl of ICS's counsel; and (2) not revealing to ICS's sales represenüatives that they
wers attomeys or persons aoting under the direction of attomeys. Defendants claim this

behavior violates three disciplinary rules: (l) the rule forbidding attorneys from
engaging in decsitful conduct (Rule 8,4(c)); (2) the rule restricting attorneys from
communicating with parties represented by counsel concerning thç subject of the
representation (Rule 4,2); and (3) the rule regarding an attorney's dealings wlth an
unrepresented party (Rule 4,3).

As Rothrock explained, the Apple Corps court looked at a 1995 article from the GeoRcerowN JoURNAL
oF LEGAL En{Ics in determining that plaintiffs counsel had not violated New Jersey's Rule 8,4(c)The attorney disciplinary rules prohibit an attorney from engaging in deceitful
conduct. RPC 8.4(c) stafes thal an attoroey may not engage in conduct involvirrg
ildishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation." RIC 8,4(c) is not by its terms limited
only to material representation$. It applies to lawyers not only when they are acting as
tawyers but also when they are acting otherwise than in a lawyerly capacity. See David
B. Isbell & Lucantonia N. Salvi, Ethical Responsibility of Lawyers for Deception by
Undercovcr Investigators and Disøimination Testers; An Analysis of the Provisions
Prohibiting Misrepresentation Under the Moclel Rules of Professional Conduct, I Gno.

J. Lncru ETHICS 791, 816 (1995), However, RPC 8.4(c) does not apply to
misrepreseutations solely as to identity or purpose and solely for evidence-gathering
purposes. Id, al 812,816-1

8,

Unclercover agents in crininal cases a¡rd discrimination tcsters in civil cases, acting
under the clirection of lawyers, customarily dissemble as to their identilies or purposes
to gather evidençe ofwrongdoing, This oonduct hæ not been condemned on ethical
grounds by courts, ethics commitlnes or grievance committees. Id, at792-94, This
limited use of deception, to learn about ongoing acts of wongdoing, is also accepted
outside the area of criminal or civil-rights law enforcement. Id, at794195,800 , , . .
The prevailing underslanding in the legal profession is that a publio or private lawyer's
use ofan undercover investigator to detcct ongoingviolations ofthe law is not ethically
prosoribed, especially where it would be difficult to discover the violations by other
means. . , ,

Courts whioh have addressed the issue have approved of attomeys' use of
undercover investigators who pose as interested tenants to detecthousing discrimination
or as prospective employees to detect employment discrirnination, See Isbell & Salvi,
supra, S GEo, J. LEG^L ETr-rrcs at 799; Richardson v. Howard, 1l2F.2d319,321¿2

(7th Cir,l983) (observing that the evidence provicled by testers is frequently

indispensabte and that the requirement of deception is a relatively small príce to pay to

34. l5

F. Supp 2d 456 (D,N,J, 1e98).
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defeat racial discrimination); seo also Village of Bellwood v. Dwivedi, 895 F,2d 1521,

1526 (7th Cir.1990); ìVharton v, Knefel, 562F,2d 550, 554 n. 18 (8xh Cir.l977);
Hamilton v, Miller, 477 F .2d 908, 909 n, I (1 Oth Cir.1973).

Plaintifß could only determine whetler Defendants were complying with the
Consent Order by calling ICS directly and attempting to order the Sell-OffStamps.
Plaintiffs' invostigators had disclosed their identity and the fact that they were calling
on behalf of Plaintiffs, such an inquiry would have been useless to determine ICS's
day-to-day practices in the ordinary course ofbusiness.

lf

Furthermore, the literal applioation of the prohibition of RPC 8,4(c) to any
"misrepresentation" by a lawyer, regardless of its materiality, is not a supportable
construotion of the rule, The language of RPC 8.4(c) must be interpreted in the context
of the statutory scheme of which it is a part, In this regard, it is significant to take note
of RPC 4. I (a) which providos that " [iln the course of representing a olient a lawyer shall
not knowingly: (a) make a false staternent of material fact or law to a third person , . .'l
If the drafters of RPC 8,4(c) intended to ptohibit automatìcally "rnisrepresentations" in
all ciroumstances, RPC 4,1(a) would be entirely superfluous, As a general rule of
constluction, however, it is to be assumed that the drafters of a statute intended no
redundancy, so that a statute shoulcl be oonstrued, ifpossible, to give effect to its entire

text. U.S,v.NordicVillage,503U,S,30,36,ll2s.Ct.l0ll,117L,Ed.2d181(1992)

(it is a "settled rule that

a statute must, ifpossible, be consFued in such a fashion that
every word has some operative effect"); Colautti v. Franklin, 439 U,S. 379,392,99
S.Ct. 675, 58 L.Ed,2d 596 (1979) (it is an "elementqry çanon of construction that a
statute should be interpreted so as not to render one part inoperative"); Commouwealth
of Pennsylvania Dep't, of Pub. Welfare v, United Statas Dop't. of Health & Human
Svcs.,928 F.2d 1378, 1385 (3d Cir.l991).

As stated by Mr, Isbell and Professor Salvi:
That principle [of statutory construction] would require that Rule 8,4(c) apply only to

misrepresentations thatrnanifest a degroe of wrongdoing on a parwith dishonesty, fraud,
and deceit. In other words, it shor.rld apply only to grave misoonduot that would not only
be generally leproved if comnritted by anyone, whether lawyer or norrlawyor, but would
be considered ofsuch gravity as to raise questions as to a person's frtness to be a lawyer,
Investigaliors and testers, however, do not engage in misrepresentations of the grave
oharacter implied by the ofher words in the phrase fdishonesty, f¡aud, deceit] but, on the
conüary, do rro more tJran conceal their identity or purpose to the extent nec€ssary to
gather evidenoe.

lsbell & Salvi, slrpra, 8 Geo. ¡, LEGALETutcS gl8l7, Accordingly, Plaintiffs'counsel
and investigators did not violate RPC 8,4(c).'"

Rothrock charaoterized the court's opinion as a bit of a struggle, given the "absoluteness" of the
proscription of Rule 8,4(c), a prosoription that is not keyed to materiality. In contras! Rule 4.1, to which
the court turned for an understanding, does turn on rnateriality. As Rothrock explained, the court
determined that a serious rule, with serious consequences, should not be applied to immaterial lies, such
as telling the lawyer's child that there is a Santa Claus (Rothrock noted, as the court had, that Rule 8.4(c)
âpplies as well to a lawyer's private oonduct as to that engaged in as a lawyer representing a client). In
Rothrock's view, Colorado should not leave the matter of pretexting to complex and uncertain analyses
on a case-by-case basis but, rather should have a rule that says what we want it to say: The use of
investigators is olcay,
Rothrock noted that, in 2003, Virginia simply modified Rule 8.4(c) to limit its proscriptions to
"conductinvolving dishonesty, fraud, deceitormisrepresentation whichreflects adverselyon thelawyer's
Jìtness to practìce løw," language that is similar to that used in Rule 8.4ft) and, now, in Colorado
C.R,C.P. 251.5(b) regarding a criminal act by a lawyer "that reflects adversely on the lawyer's honesty,
trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects." The Virginia solution has also been adopted in
North Dakota and Oregon. The theory, Rothrock explained, is that a lawyer's use of an investigator for

35, Id,
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undercover actívity that involves some deception does not reflect adversely on the lawyer's fitness to
practioe law; but, he said, the subcomrnitteç dist¡issed that approach as being too subtle, too uncertain,
to be a satisfactory solution.
Rothrocknoted thatAlabamahas, insteadofmodifyingRule 8.4(o), modifïed Rule 3.8 toprovide
prosecutors with the following protection:
(a) notwithstandingRules 5.3 and 8.4, the prosecutor, tluough orders, directions, advice
and encouragement, may oause other agencies and offices of government, and may
cause non-lawyers employed or retained by or associated with the prosecutor, to engagg
in any action that is not prohibited by law, subject to the special responsibilities ofthe
prosecutor established in (l) above; and (b) to the extent an açtion ofthe government
is not prohibited by law but would violate these Rules if done by a lawyer, the
prosecutor (l) may have limited participation in the action, as provided in (2)(a) above,
but (2) shall not personally act in violation ofthese Rules.

Subsequently to the adoption of this modification, an Alabama ethics opinion extended the principle to
lawyers in private practice,

Most states, however, have tackled the problem by modifications of Rule 8.4(c), some limiting
the changes to prosecutors and others including private lawyers within the changes. Rothrock said it
would be fair to say that the subcommittçe's proposal is most similar to the changes nrade in Iowa and
Oregon
Oregon also having a federal case on point. Those states provide much of what the
subcommittee proposes, although, he noted, Iowa's change is only in the comment, not in the body of the
rule; concerned that a oomment sould not trump the text of a rule, the subcommittee rejected the Iowa

-

approach,

Rothrock concluded by asserting that the subcommittee's proposal incorporates the best of the
concepts utilized in other states, providing guidance to both proseoutors and lawyors in private practioe
while limiting the perrnitted activity "as much as possible" and providing useful cross-references to other
rules. The proposal is, he said, the best of what is out there.

Downey pointed the mernbers 1o Part III, captioned "Preliminary Considerations," of the
subçommittee's report, contained in the meeting materials. That part manifests that the subcommittce's
principal focus to date has been the Pøutler decision, and its conolusion is that the decision is not a barrier
to modification of the rules goveming pretexting because the supreme court oan by its own amendment
ofthe rules of professional conduct that it promulgates, "overrule't tha Pautler opinion, Downey pointed
out that the court recognized, in footnote 4 of the Pautler opinion, that Oregon and Utah pennitted
governmental deception.s6 Downey commented that, each time he re-readsP autler,he sees that the court
was caroful to state that it was dealing with the text of Rule 8.4(c) that provided no exceptions to its
mandate, in oontrast to the text of the rule in some other states, and thereby indicated that it was aware
that llhe text could be modified to permit what was previously prohibited. Downey said the subcommittee
sees the Pautler decisÍon as a reason for any change to be stated specifTcally.

36,

Footnote 4 in In re Pautler rcads as follows:

Only Utah and Oregon have construed ol changed theìr ethios rulcs to pelmit govemmsnt attol'ney involvernent in
undercover investigative operations that involve misrepresentation and deceil, See Utah State Bar Ethics r\dvisory
Oplnion Comm., No, 0245, 3118102, and Or, DR 1"102(d), respectively. The rooently issued advisory opinion of
thc Utah Bar Ethics Commìttce holds that attorneys may patticipate in "otherwise lawful" govelnrnent investigativc
operations without violating tlre state's ethics lules, .ld The Orcgon rule is moro restrictive, It encompasses similar'
investigativo opetations, but lhnits the attolney's tole to "supervising" or "advising," not pernrilting direct
patticipation by attorneys. See Or, DR l-t02(d),
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Rothrock interjected that he was not aware of any aotivity within the American Bar Association's
Center on Professional Responsibility to propose any modification to the strist text of the model
Rule 8.4(o).
Downey agreed with Rothrock's earlier comment that the subcommittee was of the view that any
change should be stated in the text of Rule 8,4(c) and not left to a comment. He added that thç
subcommittee was also of the view that pennitting the lawyer to supervise the deceptive sonduct of
investigators would have the advantage ofproviding appropriate control over the investigators' conduct.
Downey said the subcommittee considered other rules as well
Part IV of the subcommittee's
report reviews Rule 3,8, Spooial Responsibilities of a Proseoutor; Rule 4.1, Truthfulness in Statements
to Others; Rule 4,2, Communications with Persons Represented by Counsel; Rule 4.3, Dealing with
Unrepresented Persons; and Rule 5.3, Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants. It has
determined, however, that, while amendments to the comments of one or more of those rules might be
appropriate, it was not likely to recommend any change to the text of any of them.

-

Downey suril¡arized a point that is elaborated upon in the subcommittee's report: The proposal
is more permissive as to governmental lawyers and more restrictive as to non-governmental lawyers,
reflecting a reconciliation effort in the subcommittee to avoid majoríty and minority reports.

While saying he would not get into the details of the subcommittee's proposal, Downey outlined
it as adding two exceptions to the existing, proscriptive text of Rule 8.4(o), [See the proposed text of the
exceptions on page 5 of these minutes,l For lawyers in private praotice, the exception extends only to
matters of "background, identification, purpose, or similar information." For governnrent lawyers, the
exception includes covert aotion that is within the soope ofthe lawyer's duties in the enforcement of law
and is purposed to "gather information related to a suspected violation of civil, criminal, or constitutional
taw, or to engage in lawful intelligence-gathering." By the comments that the subcommittee proposes,s?
it would be made clear that the lawyer may not himself engage in "covert activity" and that conduct that
is covered by one of the proposed exceptíons to Rule 8.4(c) would not be violative of the proscriptions
of Rule 8.4(a) against knowingly assisting or inducing another to violate the Rules of Professional
Conduct or doing so oneselfthrough the acts ofanother,
Downey summarized the subconrmittee's work as follows: It had its work cut out for it, It
listened to the concerns of the bar about the irnpediments of Rule 8.4(c) and Pqutler to covert activities
that is in fact perceived as appropriate, leaving many lawyers in unwitting violation of the current
proscriptions, perhaps by erroneously thinking that, if they don't really know what their investigators are
doing, they are safe from discipline. That perception is not corect.
Downey then invited comments from the members. The Chair interjeoted to strucfure the
cliscussion: She asked, ftrst, for a disoussion about concept
is this a good idea, to create excoptions
to Rule 8,4(c), is it a path that the Committee wants to go down at all? Then the Committee would turn
to the speciftcs of the proposal. She recognized that there is a relationship between the two divisions she
envisíoned but asked that the general question be considered first.

-

The Chair opened the discussion with a question to Downey and the subcommittee participants:
Did the subcommittee receive the views of the criminal defense bar? She noted that the çhart showing
activity in othsr states was usefirl, but it only shows where aotion has been taken to pennit some

37
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exceptions to the strict proscriptions of Rule 8,a(c) _- she wondered whether there were examples of
states oonsidering, but then rejeoting, change, deciding instead notto accommodate any kind of deception.
Downey replied that the subcommittee had not specifïcally sought the views of the defense bar.

It had spoken only to the U.S. Attorney¡s Offioe, the Colorado Department of Law, and the Federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission. Likewise, the zubcommittec did not solicit the views of the
Colorado District Attorneys Association. He said that, on the criminal law enforcement side ofthe matter,
the subcommittee had felt that it understood the issues well enough, although he admitted that those issues
rnight be nuanced.

Kirsch added, however, that the subçommittee had gotten concurrence by the Colorado Defense

Bar Association to U,S. Attorney Walsh's expressed views.
A member commented that there were three possible scenarios: (1) The lawyer directly engages

in covert activity; the proposal would continue the prohibition of direct covert aotivþ. (2) the lawyer
is that "direot partioípation"? The member was not sure but noted the question
engages an investigator
can be resolve by stating that the olient, rather than the lawyer, may make the engagement with the
investigator and by stating that the lawyer can suggest such an engagement to the client pursuant to
Rule 1,2(d).38 ¡l¡ ftre lawyer may use or submit evidence that has been obtained by deceptive means by
the client or a third person, pursuant to Rule 3,8, which proscribes the uss of evidense known to the
lawyer to be false but does not prosoribe the use of truthful evidence obtained by deception by the olíent
or another person,

-

Downey respondod to these suggestions by saying that the subcommittee was not addressing rules
a violation of law, would not that take
the analysis back to Rule 8.4(c) and the current prosoriptions?

of evidence. But, he asked, if the conduot in question oonstituted

The rnember clarified that his question was whether the lawyer's submission of ovidenoo that has
been acquired by deception by others would violate any of the Rules ofProfessional Conduct, not whether

it was permittcd or blocked by some rule of evidence,

A mernber who is a membsr of the subcommittee noted that we are dealing with conduct that
we are dealing with conduct in the gatheling
ocours before the submission of evidence in a proceeding
of evidence
and he asked what difference it can make that the investigator who gathers the evidence
has been engaged by the lawyer or by the lawyer's client, alludìng to Rule 1,2(d), Another noted that the
distinction would break down in the case of an in-house lawyer.

-

-

Tha member who had begrur this thread of the discussion characterized Rule 1,2(d) as "winkwink" and pointed out that, because the subcommittee's own premise is that much deceptive conduct is
in fact appropriate, the engagement of another to engage in the deceplion cannot be violative of

Rule 1.2(d). In his view, it was not necessarily violative of Rule 8.4(c), either, as has been supposed by
the zubçommittee: The lawyer Ìs not advising thç client to commit fraud by engaging an investigator;
rather, he is advising the client to hire an investigator to engage in lawfi,¡l deception by the purohase of
goods.

38, Rule 1.2(d) states(d) A lawyer shall not counscl a olient to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the lawyer knows is climinal
or fl'audulent, but a lawyor may discuss the legal oonsequences ofany proposcd course ofconduct with a clíent and
may counsel or assist a olient to make a good faith effort to determine the validity, scopo, rneanîng or application of
thc law.

39
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A msmbEr who had not previously spoken noted that the disoussion was turning on a fïne
distinction. Take, he said, a fairhousing violation invostigation. A renter wants to wants to rent; he takes
notes about what is said by the landlord, That is lawful condust when done by a private person, We are
saying it is problematio if done by a lawyer seeking to gather evidenoe about the landlord's practices. But
the average person would not object to the submission ofthat evidence in the prosecution of a fair housing
case. Why oannot the lawyer submit that evidence?
Kirsch noted that, for a Federal lawyer, there was a problem with the proposition that a lawyer
might cunently be precluded from advising a client to do something the client might lawfully do. The
Federal agencies that the Faderal lawyer represents are not his clients
he has no supervisory control
over those agencies; he cannot make them do anything or refrain from doing anything, although, Kirsch
noted, the lawyer can refuse to take their oase. Accordingly, in I(irsoh's view, Rule 1.2(d) is not apposite.
Further, for most investigations to be productive, thers must be more than the asking of some questions.
There is a building of scenarios, the flrnding of drug purchases; there is more to it than just telling a
"client" to go make an investigation.

-

Another member who had not previously spoken cautioned that ths disoussion was conflating
rules of ovidence with rules of profossional oonduct, Rule 3,3(b),re previously alluded to, deals with
taking reasonable remedial measures to adhere to the lawyer's duty to be candid with the court, including
oorrecting enors that have already occurred in the proceeding, But the question bofore the subcommittee
deals with conduot that, under Rule 3.3(d) would, presumably, be disclosed to the court, after which the
or in the course of the trial
subject evidence could be admitted, In most cases, by the time of trial
the fact that undercover conduct occurred will necessarily have been disclosed to the court.

-

-

Another member commented that the suboommittee's proposal does not preclude a prosecutor's
suggestion that an affidavit to support a search warrant be submitted on false evidencet "'We are looking
for an illegal gun," instead of "\¡r'e are looking for illegal drugs." This possibility probably had not been
considered by the subcommittee, the member noted, but it would not be precluded by the subcommittee's
proposal. Once the judge has reocived the affidavit from the police officer and has issued tho search
warrant the original deception in the affrdavit cannot be remedied, csn't be undone.

A member askod whethel the conoern wa¡i that the subcommittee's proposal would condone such
conduct by government lawyers because the proposal does not preclude deception of the court itself.
Downey addressed the question by pointing out that procurement of a search warrant on false
only "lawful covert aotivity" is permitted
evidence would not be a lawful activify
and thus would
not be a permitted exception under the subcommitteo's proposal.

-

-

A member who had served on the subcommittee and who now characterized herself as a dissenter
said she objected to the oreation ofany exceptions for lawyers in private pracfice, as distinguished from
government lawyers. Although she was not in family law praotice herself, she noted that those who are
often "talce on the mantle of their clients," and she commented that whether partioular deoeption is
"lawful" or is to expose threats to cÍvil rights is often in the eyes of the beholder, In her view, Rule 8.4(c)
should not be amended to permit any kind of deceptive conduct by lawyers in private practice; she noted
thaf, in saying this, she was ordinarily opposed to variations in the nrles that distinguish between

39, Rule 3,3(b) reads*

(b) A lawyer who rcpresents a olient in an adjudicative proceeding and who knows that a person intends to
engage, is engaging or has engaged in oriminal or fraudulent conduot relatod to the procooding shall take reasonablo
remedial measures, including, ifnecessary, disclosure to tho tribunal,
40
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government and private lawyers. In answsr to a member's obseryatíon, this mernber said she was not
satisfied that thc proposal's requirement that the lawyer have a good faith belief in tho efficacy of the
covert aotivity would provide suffrcient protection against inappropriate conduct. Lawyers, she said,
would view the matter from their slients'perspectives.
Rothrock responded to the comment by stating tlrat, on balanog he favored the subcommittee's
proposal but that he shared the concerns that the member had expressed. Downey added that the
subcommittee had considered these kinds of ooncerns and noted that the exoeptions for Xhe private lawyer
are in fact limited to 'rmatters of baokground, identifioation, purpose, or similar information."

Another member who had served on the subcommittee said that he had begun his own
participation with views similar to those the momber had expressed but had bccome persuaded that the
narrow language proposed for the private lawyer exceptions is sufficient protection against misoonduct.

It is, however, debatable, he acknowledged.
A member whose practice includes criminal defense said she had a lot to say about the proposal,
and she began with the observation that the proposal does affect the criminal defense bar, She added that
she had received the proposal only recently, when it was distributed to the membcrs in the materials for
the meeting, but that she has now disseminated both looally and nationally for comment by the defense
bar, She expected that community will have a lot to say about the proposal, and shç asked for time in
which to gather those coÍìmonts.
This member commented lhatthe Pautler rnessage from the supreme court had been very clear;
she personally knew both the publio defenders and the prosecutors who had been involved in the
ciroumstanses underlying the opinion. And, she said, the bar now understands the import of the Pautler
decision; she worried that any deviation from that ruling would be a slippery slope: "Covert is covert,"
she said. One can say this only permits limited covert activity, but that is itself a subjective matter, She
indicated that, in her experience, not all prosecutors are as mindfrrl ofproper limitations on covert activity
as are those espousing these Rule 8,4(o) changes to this Committee, She added that advice and
supervÌsion over coveÍ activity will vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction within the state, It is one thing
to supervise trained undercover officels; ít is another to permit other law enforcement officers to engage
in covert activity in cases of varying complexily. She used, as an example, a civil tax evasion case that
changes into an investigation ofcriminal tax fraud; in such cases, the investigating offroers often have law
degrees, and they will not seek a licensed lawyer's supervision of their activity. If you add a requirement
that the licensed lawyers provide supervision, you make them integral parts of the investigation, and to
say that they are distinct frorn that investigation is but a fiction, She imagined the oonversation: "We did
this, what do you thinlc?u "Well, I want you to go back and do it a different way," That involvement

wouldmakethesupervisinglawyeranintegralpartofthecriminaloase,wouldmakehimawitness:
"The
lawyer said we should do X, Y, andZ,bvt we decided that wasn't quite right, so we chose to do it this
other way." Suddenly, the lawyer is a witness in his own case. At the least, the prosecutor should be
required to disclose to the defense the protoools that were pstablished for the case, so that the defense can
consider and argue the ethical aspects ofthe investigation, can measure whether the investigators adhered
fo fhe çstablished protocols, In short, this is a slippery slope, and this member asked that it not be nade
more oommon and more acoeptable than it ourrently is,
The member added that, when looking at the proposal from the standpoint of the private lawyer,
she could not imagine a criminal defense lawyer ever promoting deceptive oonduct. IVell, perhaps she
could, citing the case of a "flipping" client who had chosen to coopcrate with the government, But, in
her view, there should be no exception to Rule 8.4(c) to permit any kind of decoptive conduct, besause

the deceptive conduct

will taint the case. Certainly,

she thought, deception should never be used by

defense counsel,
41
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The member said she has been involved in financial cases involving foreign activity, in which
inducementshavebeenextendedtobringthedefendantbacktotheUnitedStatesjurisdiotion. Whilethat
kind of oonduot does not usually occur "at the district attorney's level," it may sometirnes affect affidavits
that are submitted to the judge; "I did not tell the judge that because I thought it was legitimate to
withhold the informatíon from the judge so that it would not be disclosed in the course of the ensuing
investigation." This, she characterized, is an ends-justifies-the-means approach to the matter,
Summarizing, the member again noted that this is a slippery slope, and she aoknowledged that
ttPautler is clear."
she felt pretty passionate about the matter, She said,
She knows, she said, that covert
aotivity somçtimes occr¡rs and acknowledged that it oan be "a necessary evil" in unusual circumstances,
But it is the law enforcement officer who tells the confidential informant how to act, having learned that

in school,
Another member suggested that it would be helpful to the Comrnittee 1o have the defense bar
weigh in on the proposal. He agread thal Pautler is certainly troublesome when applied to acceptable
undercover law enforcement, which is "part and parcel" of law enforcement, He was not awate of any
case that rulçd against oovert actívity by the police, as distinguished from the prosecution, He noted that
case People v. Reichmøn,1o a case involving alleged misconduct by the proseoution by

Pauller cited the

the fîling of a false indichnent for the purpose of rehabilitating the credibility of an undercover officer
in the drug-trafficking community, The member explained that the disciplinary case against the
prosecutor in Reíchman had been prosecuted by a speoial prosectttor, and he suggested that the
subcommittee now solicit the views of that lawyer on its proposal. This member noted that he had once
served as a prosecutor and knew, ÍÌom that exporience, that prosecutors in fact fy to behave ethically and
that they rely on "good faith" as a protection agaínst ethical sanctions, He wondered whelher Reichman
would be deoided, under the subcommittee's proposal, as it had been decided under the old Code of
Professional Responsibility in 1991. Pautler, he said, is s sfrong statement in favor of honesty. The
closçr one gets to tho border, as a lawyer, the more houbling it ìs. When you are advising an investigator
as to the limits of his conduct, when do you beoome directly involved in that conduct? That can be

40, 819P,2d
There,
then

a

1035

(Colo.l99l), ThePauller courtexplained theRelchman decisionasfollows:

distriot attolney sought to bolster o police agonfs undorcover ideniity by faking the agent's at'rest and

filing false charges against hirn. ld, at 1036, Tho DA failed to notiff the court of tho sohe¡ne, ld. Wo upheld

a hearing board's imposition

of public censure fol the DA's participation in the ploy, , , ,

To support our holding in Reichman, we cited ln re Friedman, 76lll,zd 392, 30 lll.Dec. 288, 392 N, E.zd 1333

(19?9). TheLe,aprosecutorinstruotedtwopoliceoffioerstotesti$falselyincouttinanBttempttocollarottot'neys
involved in blibery. A divided lllinois Supreme Court found such advice violated the sthlcs code despite the
undeniably wholesome motive, Similarly, in In re Malone, 105 A.D,2d 455, 480N.Y,S.2d 603 (N.Y.App.Div.l984),
a stato attolney instruoted a corections of{ìcel', who was an informont in allegations against çorreotional oflicet's
abusing inmates, to lie to an investigative panel. The instruction was purportedly lo save the testifying officer from
retributionbytheothercomectionsoffrcers, Again,despitethelaudablemotive,theNewYorkcoultupheldMalono's
consure for breaking tJre code,

Thus, ln Relchman, we lejected the same defense to Rule 8,4(c) that Pautler asserts here. We ruled that evcn
a noble motivo does notw&rrant departuro from the Rules of Professional Conduct. Moreover, we appticcl the
prohibition ngainst deoeption a fortiori to prosecutors:
District attorneys in Colorado owe a very high duty to the public because they are governmental officials holding
consfitutionally crestçd offioes. 'ìïis oourt has spokon out strongly against mìsconduct by public offrcials who are
lawycts. The respondent's responsibility to ellforce the laws in his judicial district grunts hiu¡ no license to ignore
those laws or the Code ofProfessional Rcsponsibility.
Reichman, Sl9 P.2d at 1038-39 (citations omitted),

Pautler, 47 P ,3d at 1179, fCitations omitted.]
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difficult to determine, The mernber also noted that, among the citations inPautler is Chancey,at in which
an Illinois disciplinary board reprimanded a proseoutor for dishonesty notwithstanding the purify of his
motive in attempting to resoue his own child from a lcidnapper,az Pautler vsed Chøncey to stress that
motive is not relevant in determining whether a violation of Rule 8.4(c), as written, has occurued. The
member pointed out that Pautler itself involved a very serious circumstanco, a confrontation with a
murderer, and that the trial court had heard from other prosecutors who testified that they had personally
told fugitives, on the telephone, that they would not prosecute if there was sunender, But the Pautler
court distinguished those cases, pointing outthat, ifPautler had handed the telephone to a policeman, the
matter would not have led to disoipline, But, instead, Pautler pretended to be a public defender and on
the fugitive's side, and thereafter he did not disolose to the fugitive's lawyets, after the surrender, what
Pautler had done, tlrereby damaging the relationship that those lawyers had as dçfEnse counsel for the
sunendered fugitive.{3

A member asked whether there was a similar need to seek the input of representatives of
corporations that engage in covert aotivity in civil contexts. Another me¡nber added that there are many
such contexts in civil law, suoh as cases involving employment discrimination; she noted that the
Committee has already had input from the intellectual properly bar, The member who had asked the
question persisted by noting that there are distinctions between the oivil and criminal arenas that should
be examined, Another member suggested that the suboommittee seek input from groups such as tho
American Corporate Counsel Association.
A

member raised a couple

of questions: First, is the difference between prohibited direct

engagement in covert activity and peunitted supervision ofothers'cover"t activity equalto the clifferçnoe
between instigating such activity and advising others who are already emba¡ked on it? And, second, oan

41, No, 91CI-I348, 1994IVL 929289

(lll.

Att'y Rcg, Disp. Comm'n Apr,21, 1994),

42, Aftcr stating th01 "This çourt has never exanrined whether duress or choice of evils can serve as defenses to
attorney missonduct, We note that the facts here do not approach those neçessary for either defense: Pautler was not
acting at the direction of auother person who threatened harm (duress), nor did he engage in crimìnal conduqt to avoid
imr¡inent public injury (choice of evíls)," tha Pøutler çourt compared the Chancey case as followsr
In Chancey,

a

prosecutor with an impoocable repulation dt'afted

a

false appellate

couÍ order for

the sole purpose

ofdeceiving a dangerous felon who had abducted lris own child and taken her abroad. Çhancey signed a retiled
judge's narne to the order, He never intended to file the ordor and did not frle the order, not' was the or<ler ultirnately
used to deceive the folon, Despite its non-usc, and despite Chanoey's undeniably worlhy motivo, the Illinois board
reprimandedChanceyforhisdeceit, Rathslthanconsidsranexceptioninlíghtofvalidconcernsoverthesafetyof
an obduoted child, the board insistsd on holding attorneys, espoqially plosecutors, to the lcttor ofthe Rules. Fut'thot',
the board observed, and we agree, that motive evidenoo wæ only relevant in the punishmont phase, as cither a
rnitigating or aggravatin g factor'.

Pautler, 47 P.3dat I I8l. [Citations omittod,]

43. Tha Pautler couf explained Pautler's post-incident conduct âs follows:
Howcver, we do find an additional aggravating circumstance; Pautler's post-incidont c¡nduct, An attorney's
post-incidcnt co¡rduct also lrsars upon aggravation and mitigatlon. See ABA Standards 9,22O (indifference in
making lestitution is an aggravating faotor); id. at 9,32(d) (timely good-faith effort to ¡naks restitution or to rectiþ
aonsçquencgs of misconduot is a mitigating factor), After the immediacy of the events waned, Pautler should have

tal(enstopstocorrecttheblatantdeoeptioninwhiohhetookpalt,

Instead,hedisrnissedsuchlesponsibilitybelieving

fhat the PD's offica "would find that out in discovery." Although we do not ag'ee thaf Pautlerds subsequont failure
to coffect the deception was evidenco of a secondary, ulterior motlve, as the hearing board found, we do frnd that
such conduot was an independent aggravating factor.

Pautler, 47 P,3dat I I 84,
43
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state or federal public defenders engage ín covert activity
whioh they might wish to do
as "government lawyers"?
that the prosecution has already done so in their case

-

-

Without answering that question, another member commented that,

as a

if they believe

matter ofproper process,

the Committee or the subcommitteo should hearfrom other groups of the kinds that have been mentioned,
something that could not be done at this meeting. "This is far-ranging stuff,r' he said, and the Committee

needs to hear from interested groups. The member moved
subcommitteo's proposal, and the motion was seconded,

to table further oonsideration of

the

Kirssh intedeoted that he would like, at this meeting, to respond to some of the comments that
had been rnade on behalf of the criminal defense bar.
The ohair noted that the motion to table was pending, Downey, however, said that he would like
to hear l(rsch's comm€nts, and he asked that the motion to table bc withdrawn. The Chair noted that
there was still a half-houl of scheduled meeting time remaining and ruled that she would oonsider the
pending motion one that precluded a vote on the subcommittee proposal but would allow furthsr
discussion in the remaining meeting time, The movant commented that he did not believe there should
be any consideration of specifrc text of any rule change but agreed that further general comment would
be useñ¡I,
'With that, Kirsch responded to the criminal defense lawyer's comments. He said that prosecutors
are not commonly involved in micro-management of covert investigations; they aro not usually sitting
next to the wiretap monitor nor writing soripts for the deception. But more and more Fedsral agencies
are writing policies that require their personnel to oonsult, "at the macro lovel," with the Justice

Departmont before engaging in covert aotivities, the purpose being to determine whether the covert
aotivity is properly engaged in and to ascertain how it might be done and what conduct should be avoided.
Further, he said, the prosecution does want to have "clean hands"; it supports such agency consultation
because it improves tho investigatory process and assures the protection ofconstitutional rights ofthose
who are investigated, lf Pautler is read to mean the prosecutor cannot be involved at all in sovert
activities, then suoh activities will continuç to ocour regularly but they will occur without thc useful
guidanoe that proseoutors could provido but will choose not to provide beoause of the risk that their
advising could subject them to a disciplinary prosecution by the Office ofAttorney Regulation Counsel.

A member commented that defendants can engage in their own investigations without the need
to go through lawyers. The public dofender may be seen 'ias a cop," and, if you can misinfoln thcm as
to your identíty, that is a signÌficant danger,
Tho chair asked the movant to augment the pendìng motion to table with words of guidance to
the subcommittee, She asksd inpartioularfor coordinationbetweenthesubcornmittee andothermembers
for the purpose of expanding the commrnities of interest from whom the subcommittee might seek input,
ln response, the movant renewed his motion to table, adding that the subcommitteE be directçd to contact

additional communities of intorest and then retum to the Committee with further information, The
movant added that the subcommittee was sompetent to determine whioh of such communities it would
actually contact, Others added, as suggestions, the American Bar Association and its Center fbr
Professional Responsibility, and the executive director of the Colorado Defense Bar Association
The motion tq table was adopted.

44
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The Chair thanked the guests for their participation.aa

V.

Rule 3.3 and Statutory Privílege; Candor to the Court.

At the Chair's request, Michael Berger advised ths members of Opinion 123 that had bEen issued
by the Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee on June 18, 2011,45 The opinion focuses on the
requirement of Rule 3,3(aX3) that, "if a lawyer, the lawyer's client, or witne,ss called by the lawyer has
offered matcrial evidence and the lawyer comes to know of its falsity, the lawyer shall take reasonable
remedial msasures, including, ìf necessary, disclosure to the tribunal." At one end of the spectrum of
possible renredial measures, Berger noted, is affirmative disclosure to tho tribunal that the evidence was
false. The rule itself specifies that the remediation duty applies "even if compliance requires disclosure
of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6." But, Berger noted, the rule does not explain whether
disclosure is required in the face of applicable statutory privilege. Often, he explained, the lawyer will
learn of the falsity of evidence from his client in a communication that is protected by the statutory
attorney-cl ient privilege.{ó

Berger explained that the CBA Ethics Committee determined that, "if all else fails," the lawyer
must make disolosure to the court under the mandate of Rule 3.3(a)(3) even if doing so would require the
disolosure of oommunisations that are protected by the statutory attorney-client privilege, Such a
disclosure must be limited only to that information that is necessary to rcmediato the falsity of the
evidence, and the disclosure to the court must be made in a "extra-cvidentiary" mannor.
Berger said that he was not aware of any adverse reaction to the Ethics Committee's opinion; he
was not sure whetherthe absenoc of reaction was due to the obscurity of the opinion or to its correctness,
He noted that there is a surprising dearth of opinions ol law on the question from other jurisdiotions.
Berger asked whether clarifïcation of the question by a modification of Rule 3,3 or its comments
would be appropriate for this Committee to consider, He then said that, in his view, the Committes
should not consider any change. The conflict between Rule 3.3(a)(3) and the statute governing privilege
involves constitutional issues of the separation of powers. He was of the view that the court has ample
authority to adopt rules protecting the integrity of court proceedings, But, he thought, it would be
preferable to await resolution of tho matter by adjuclication in a case than by modifrcation of the Rules
of Professional Conduot. In the meantime, the Ethics Committee's Opinion 123 gives some guidance to
practitioners, and he felt it unlikely that the Office of Attomey Regulation Counsel would prosecute a
disoiplinary case involving the conflict between rule and statute.

A member spoke, he said, as the devil's advocate, The Committee, oould, he said, flag the issue
by a proposal to the court and leave it to the court to let the Committee lcnow whether it would adopt the
proposal or reject it in favor ofçase adjudication,

44. In addition to Matthew T. Kirsch and Adarn L. Scoville, Amanda Rocque was present as a guest,
45. Thc opínion is available

at

http:/iwww.cobor.org/index.cfrn/IDß86/sublDl27384lcBTÍll/.

4ó. Colo. Rev, Stat, Ann. $ l3-90-107(b) provides(b) An attorney shall not bo examined wlthout the consent of his client as to any communication made by the
olient to him or his advice givon thereon in lhe course ofptofessional ernployment; nor shall an attolney's secretary,
paralegal, legal ass.istant, stenographer', or clerk be examined withorrt the consent of his employol concerning any
fact, the knowtedge ofwhioh he has aoquired in such capacity.

45
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Another member noted that she, like othors, had spent a good deal of time considering this issue
when it was before the Ethics Committee; she concluded that Opinion 123 is conect, and she agreed with
Berger that the Committce should not undertake to oraft a rule on point. It would, she saÌd, take the
Committee years to get it right,

oivil

Berger added the observation that the CBA Ethics Committee opinion pointedly deals only with
cases, not with criminal cases. The difficulties with covering criminal cases, with their overlay of

constitutional prinoiples establishing defendants' rights, are anothor reason why the Committee should
not embark on the project.

By a vote, the Committee determined not to undertake a sonsideration of the conflict between
Rule 3,3(a)(3) and the statutory attorney-client privilege,

VI.

Adjournnent; Next Scheduled Meeting,

The meeting adjourned at approximately 12:00 p.m, The next scheduled meeting of the
Committee will be onFriday, July 13, 2012, beginning at 9:00 a.m,, at the offices of Holland & Hart LLP
at 555 Seventeenth Street, Suite 3200,
RESPBCTFULLY SUBMITTED,

?-2V
Anthony

Vy'estrum, Secretary

[These minutes are as approved by the Committee at its Thirþ-Second Meeting, on July 13,2012,1
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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
STANDING COMMITTEE ON TI.IE RUIBS OF PROBESSION¡I COIOUCT

Approved Minutes of Meeting of the Full Committee
On July 13,2012
(Thirty-Second Meeting of the FLrll Committee)

The thirty-second meeting of the Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the Rules of
Professional Conduct tvas convened at about 9:00 a,m. on Friday, July 13, 2012,by Chair Marcy G.
Glenn. The rneeting was held in the offices of Holland & Hart LLP at 555 Seventeenth Street in Deuver,
Colorado
Present in person at the meeting, in addition to Maíoy G. Glenn and Justice Nathan B, Coats,
were Federico C. Alvarez, Michael H. Berger, Helen E. Berkman, Gary B. Blum, Cynthia F, Covell,
James C. Coyle, Thomas E. Downey, Jn., John M. Haried, David C, Little, Judge William R. Lucero,
Christine A. Markman, Cecil E. Morris, Jr,, Neeti Pawar, Judge Ruthanne Polidori, Henry R. Reeve,
Marcus L, Squanell, David W. Stark, Anthony van Westtum, Judge John R, Webb, and E, Tuck Young,
Excused from attendance were Justice Monioa M. Márquez, Nancy L. Cohen, John L. Gleason,
Alexander R. Rothrock, Boston H, Stanton, Jr., James S. Sudler III, Eli Wald, and Lisa M. Wayne.

Also present, as guests of the Cornmittee, were Ellen Dole, Regional Counsel for Region Vfll
(Denver) of tlie United States Department of Housing and Urban Dovelopment; Matthew T. Kirsch, of
the Office of the United States Attorney for the District ofColorado; Zach Mountain, of the United States
Depafiment of Flousing and Urban Development; Raymond P, Moore, Federal Public Defender for the
Districts of Colorado and Wyoming,; Amanda Rocque, of the Office of the United States Attorney for
theDistrictofColorado; AdamL, Scoville, of RE/MAX, LLC;John F, Walsh III, United States Attorney
for the District of Colorado; and Jan M, Zavislan, Colorado Deputy Attorney General,

I.

Meetíng Materials; Miruttes of January 6, 2012 Meelìng,

The Chair had provided a package of materials to the members prior to the meeting date,
including submitted minutes of the thirty-frrst rneeting of the Committee, held on January 6, 2012, Those
minutes were approved as subrnitted,

II,

Adoptíon of Rules Amendments.

Justice Coats advised the Committee that the Suprerne Court had adopted, effective July 11,
20 12, the following changes to the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct, changes that the Committee
had previously proposed to the Court:

A.

Amendment to Comment

Third-Party

Neutrall-

[

] to Rule L 12, Former Judge, Arbitrator, Mediator or Other

[]ThisRulegenerallyparallelsRule

l,l l. Theterm"personallyandsubstartially"

signifies that a judge who wæ a membcr of a multimember court, and theleafter left
juilicial office to practice law, is not prohibited from representing a client in a matter

l,

See the minutes

of the colnmittee on January 21,2011(twonty-niuth meeting of the Full Conmittee)
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pending in the court, but in which the former judge did not participate, So also the fact
that a formel judge exercised administrative rcsponsibility in a court does not prevent
the former judge from acting æ a lawyer in a matter whero the judge had previously
exercised remote or incidental administrative responsibility that did not affect the

lheJudge wos nssoclúeil wlth a
ho parlìclpøled sabstantlally trs u lawyer ln lhe møller durlng such
Although phrased differently from this Rule, thosc Rulcs correspond in meaning,
w

B.

Amendment to Rule 3,5(b), Impartiality and Decorum of the Tribunal2-

A lawyel shall not:
(a)

(b) comrnunicate ex parte with such a person during the proceeding unless
autlrorized to do so by law or court order, or unless n Jadge lnlltales such a
comntunlcalion ønd the lnwyer remontbly belleves thaî the subjecl maller of lhe
conmunlcülon ls wlthln the scope ol lhe Jadgets aulhorlty undsr s rale of iudiclul
conducli

C.

Amendment to Comment [2] to Rule 3.5, Impartiality and Decorum of the Tribunals-

[2] During a proceeding a lawyer may uot oommunÌcate ex parte with persons
serving in an official capaoity in the proceeding, such as judges, masters or jurors,
subJect lo lwtt cxcePllons: (1)
when ø lsw or courl order øuthorlws lhe lawyer to engage ln the communlcaüon, and
(2) when aJudge lnltløtes an expßñe communlcøtlot, h,lrh lhe lflwyer ønd lhe lawyer
reøsonnhly belleves that the subJecl møller otlhe communlcstlon ß wlthln th9 sgope
of lhe Juilge's authorlty to engßge ín lhe communlcsllon ander a rule of Judlclal
õonduct, Erumples of ex pßile communlcøtlons øulhorlzed ander lheilßf ücepllon

øre ¡eslrslnlng oulets, submlsslons made In csmeftt lty order of lhe Judge' ønd
for seø¡ch wsrtsnls and wlrettps, See slso Cmt, [5 ]' Colo, RPC 4,2

øpplicøtlons

(ttÍscusslng communlcøtlons aulhofizetl by løw or court order wlilt petson:s
represenled lty counsel ln a møtter), llÍlh respecl lo lhe second exceptlon, Rule
2.9(A)(l) of the Colorøilo Cotle of ludlclal Conduct, þr extmple, petmíß Julges to
engsge ln ex porte communics.llotts for schedullng' admlnßtrallve, or emergenc!
patpoûes not lnvolvlng substanllve mallets, hul only lf ttcircumslonces require ll,"
"îlre Judge rctsonably belleves thal no party wlll gain a proceduml, sabstønllve, or
lucllcol sdvanlfige os a rc[ult of the ex parle communícstìon, " dnd "llte iudge mtkes
promptly lo nollfy all other parties ol the subslflncc of lle ex y(rlg
provislon
.comnwnlcsllon,
ßud glves the parlíes øn opporlunily lo respond," Code of Jutl,
Condact, Rule 2.9(A)(l), See also Code of Judlclol Conduelfot Unlled Stúes 'Iudges,
Conon 3(A)(1)(b)('A Juilge møy . , , (h) when clrcumstances rcqulre ll, permll ex
purle commanlcúíonfor schedullng,ødmlnlstrutive, or emeryency putl,oses, bulonly
lf lhe ex pcrte communlcødon does not address subslunllve mfltterï and lhe Juilge
reøsonøbly bellsves that no pørly wlll galn a prccedurnl, substanÍlve, or lncllcal

2,

See the ¡¡inutes of the Committee on January

3.

,See

6,2012 (th¡rty-first meeting of the Full Committee).

the rninutes of ths Committee on January 6,2012 (thirty-first meeting of the Full Committee),
q
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edvsntage as ø result oÍlhe ec paüe comrnunlcallon[.J't), The second exception does
not aulltotlze the lawyer lo lnltlßte such a communlcctlon, A Judge wlll be deemsd
to hsve lnltlaled a communlcatlonfor purposes of thls RaIe lttheJudge or lhe courl
nuínlnlns ø reguhr prøctlce of allowing or requlrlng lav'ysrs lo conlscl lheJuùgefor
ulmlnlstrstlve motle$ such os schedulìng ø heoring ond the kwyet communícfltes

incomplioncewithlhßlpraclice lfhenøJudgelnlttatesacomntunlcøtíon,lhelawyer

musl díscotttlttue lhe contmanìcatlon { ll exceeds the Judge's øulhorþ un¡ler lhe
øppllcable rulc ofJudiclll conducl. For exwnple, lf aJudge properly conrmunlcates
erc pflrle wlth ø latvyer øboul lhe schedullng of a heurlng, pursuønl to Rule 2.9(A)(l)
of the Colorødo Code of Judlcløl Conducl, Itut proceeds lo dlscuss sultslonüve
mttters, lhe lnvyer has an obligttüon lo disconlinue lhe communlcilion,

ilI.

Rule 8.4(c) qnd'tTesters,"

Tlie Chair then asked Thomas Downey to lead the Committee in a resumption of its discussion
of "pretexting"a and its consideration of the supplemental report of the pretexting subcommittee, which
Downey chaired, that had been provided to the members in the materials for the meeting,
Downey began by noting that, at its thirty-first meeting, on January 6,2012, the Committee had
considered an initial written report from the pretexting subcommittee about the application of the

Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct, in particular Rule 8.4(o), to lawyer involvement with
undercover investigations, pretexting in the course of trademark enforcement, and the like, At the
January meeting, the Committee had also heard Adam L. Scoville, of RE/MAX, LLC, and Matthew T.
Kìrsch, of the Offrce of the United States Attornçy for the District of Colorado, and Conrmittee nrembet
Alexander Rothrock had provided a summery of activity in other states that have considered the issues.
Downey pointed out that Attachment B to the subcommittee's supplemental report updates the state
survey to which Rothrook had referred at the January 6,2012 meeting.

Downey noted that, at tha January

6, 2012 meeting, the

Commiltee had ilirected the

subcommittee to obtain more input into the pretexting matter from interested constituencies, such as the
criminal defense bar arrd lawyers engaged in other affected practice areas, He reported that the
subcommittee did that in the months following the January meeting and that Attachment A to the
supplemental report includes all of the written commcnt that the subcommittee had received since the

Januarymeetinginresponsetoitssolicitationofcomments, Hesaidthatthesubcommitteehadsolicited
comments from both the Colorado Trial Lawyers Association and the Colorado Defense Lawyerc
Association but that neither of those groups had responded, Following the January meeting, the
subcommittee met nearly monthly to deal with the input it had received from others, meetings that
Downey characterized as "spirited" and that led to the supplemental report that the subcommittee has
now submittecl to the full Cornmittee,
Downey reported that, æ the supplemental rcport shows, a majority of the subcommittee supports
of Rule 8.4(c) that is simpler than the proposal that the full Committee had considerecl at its
revision
a
20L2 meetíng, The supplemental report also contains a minority proposal, which
6,
January
Polìdori
would explain lo tho Committee following a discussion of the majority proposal, He
J¡dge
pointed the Committee to Part III of the supplemental report for a detailed discussion of the revised
proposal, made by the majority ofthe subcommittee, for amendment to Rule 8.4(c), which proposal reads
æ follows:

4, The Comnittec's considetation of pretexting began at its twonty-ninth meeting, on January 2l , 201 I , (seø Part V
of the minutes of that meeting) and continued at both its thirtieth meeting, on May 6,2011, (see Parl V of the minules
of that meeting) and its thirly-first mceting, on January 6,2012, (see Pafi IV of'the minutes of that meeting).
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It is professional misconduct for a lawyer

to:

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deqeit or misrepresentation,
except thct a lawyer may advise, dlrecl, ot suporvbe others, lncludùtg cllenls, løtv
enforcemenl ofllcers,

or

lnvætlgators, ttho purllclpcle

in lawful lnvestlgatlve

ncllvilles;

I of the supplemental report, he said, provides a summary of the issue and of the subcommittee's
activities following the January 6,2072 meeting, explains that there is a rninority report (which is set
forth in Part V), and lists the additional stakeholders from whom the subcommittee received input,
Part II reviews that input, and Part IV provides the majority's conclusory remarks,

Part

Noting that tlre subcommittee had labored long and hard, Downey thanked all of the
subcommittee participants for their service, singling out Judge John Webb and Adam Scoville for their
clrafting of the supplemerÍal report.

Downey concluded his opening rçmarks by noting that several avenues were open to the
Committee, including (1) adoption of the proposal submitted by the majority of the subcomrlittee, (2)
adoption of the first proposal of the minority to extend a Rule 8.4(c) exception only to lawyers
representing the goverrunent, (3) embarkation on & new direction of the Committee's own selection, or
(4) adoption of the alternative proposal of the minority to propose no change to Rule 8.4(c), a coursç the
minority assures would rol permit the drawing of any inference that the Committee would thereby have
endorsed the broadest possible interpretation ofthe Pautler case,s
Downey then laid down what he characterized as important preliminary considerations in the
development of any exception to Rule 8.4(c), First, there is the broad language of Rule 8,4(o) itself.
Then, in Colorado, there is the broad P¿ufler opinion, in which the Court disoussed cases arising i¡r other
jurisdictions under other circumstances but in which the focus was on direot action taken by the lawyer'
under scrutiny in that case, not on indirect conduct involving the giving of advice 1o or direction or
supervision of others.
Downey added that there are times when one feels one is "slugging through at a snail's pace" and
other times when one finds moments of olarity; the subcommittee, he said, has had both experiences,
He pointed to the Preamble and Scope of the Rules; the Preamble, he noted, speaks about the varying
rrAs
roles of the lawyer. Inclucled in those roles, in representing clients, are the roles of advisor
advisor, a lawyer provides a client with an informed understanding of the clienfs legal rights and
evaluator_-"As an evaluator, a lawyeracts
obligations and explains their practical implicationstr
-and
reporting
them to the client or to others." These
affairs
about
client's
legal
and
a
by exarnining
observations were relevant to the subcommittEe's consideration of pretexting, And the subcommittee
recognized that the lawyer must always oomply with the [aw; its proposal countenances only lawful
those expressed in
investigations, Downey pointed out that the Soope identifres its mandatory rules
purposes
proper
for
díscipline,"
conduct
ofprofessional
such
as
as
words
"fdefining]
"shall"

.-

-

-

So, Downey summarized, the subcommittee lookecl at the breadth ofRule B,4(c) and Pautler and
perceivecl a need to providc additional guidance to lawyers with respect to pretexting,

5,

,fee thediscussion of In rePautler', 47 P,3d 1175 (Colo,2002)intheminutcs of thethirty-firsf meeting of thc
Committee, on January 6,2012;and &e n. 25 to these nrinutos t'or the minority's discussion of the implications of no

action.
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Downey added that lawyers are entitled to rules that provide clear guicfance for their conduct.
Private investigators and others engaged in investigations in the course of law enforcement and the
protection of private rights underthe law sometimes engage in dishonesty ordeceit. Lawyers are entitled
to know whether, under the Rules, they may provide advice and guidance to those persons as they engage

in those activities,
Downey said that the majority of the subcommittee believes that the conduct its proposal would
sanction is not really within the proscriptions of Rule 8,4(c), because the conduct does not involve the
direct action by lawyers ofthe kinds that have been the subject ofactual disoiplinary cases prosecuted

The majority also believes that allowing lawyers to give advice to clients and
lead to the lawyers being more accountable forthe conduct ofthe investigators
will
actually
investigators

under the

rule.

whose services they engage; at present, with the uncertainty surrounding the application of Rule 8.4(c)
to investigations, many lawyers choose not to know what thEir investigators are actually doing in the
field, That is not, he said, a good effect of Rule 8.4(c) as currently written,

Downey outlined the boundaries of the exoeption that the majority of the subcomnrittee has
mLlst be in the
advice, direction, or supervision
proposed: The conduct covered by the exception
But the
in
other
context.
no
any
has
application
exception
the
activities;
investigative
of
tawful
context
role is
lawyer's
intentionally
so.
The
fairly
broad,
he
said,
are,
activities"
investigativE
words "lawftil
tir¡ited to advice, direction, or supervision of others, the exception does not permit tlre lawyer to
partici pate di rectly in decepti ve i nvesti gative activities,

-

-

Downey again alluded to the concern that, in light of Rule 8.4(c) and Pautler,lawyem have
distancecl themselves from the actual investigations others engage in in the course
he said, is not a good result of the present state of the rule and case law,

oftheir

cases; that,

The boundary limiting the exception to "lawfuln activities will be determined on a case-by-case
and the lawyer will be required to know the law applicable to that detennination, Unlike the
subcommittee's initial proposal, the exception does not contain concepts of "good faith" ot'"reasonable
basis

-

belief."6
Downey pointed the Committee to page l6 of the subcommittee's supplemental report, on which
begins a section in whïch the majority responded to a number of comments that the subcommittee had
reciivecl in the course of its work, In that section, the majority considered whether there was really a
need for the exception; and Downey referred to the commonts of Colorado Attorney General iohn
Suthers, the two letters submitted by United States Attorney John Walsh, and comments from intelleçtual
property rights lawyers that identify such a need, [n that section of the supplemental report, the majority
àlso considered thc lnatter of a Colorado divergence from the model text of the Amedcan Bar
Association's Rules ofProfessional Conduct. He recalled the "rebuttable presumption" ofunifonnity that
the Stancling Committee had adopted in the course of its review and modification olthe model text in
developing its proposal for the revised Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct that the Court adopted
effective January 1, 2008, but he noted that the Committee has recommended and the Court has adopted
non-unifonn changes in a number of rules.
Downey noted that the proposal does not turn on the lawyer's intent. As explained on page 23
of tlre supplemental report, "the proposed exception, covering only the lawyer's advice, direction, or
supervisíon of 'lawful investigative activities,' no longer hinges on the intent of the lawyer," Footnote I I
of the supplemental report on that page amplifies the point as follows:

6,

,See

Part IV, at p 5, of the minutes of the Committee's thirty-first meoting, on January 6,2012, for tllo text

initially ploposcd by the subcommittee.
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It is worth noting, however, that it would have been inaccurate to characterize even the
original proposal as containing "a subjective 'gord faith' standard for the lawyel's belief
thai his/her actions were lawfr¡l and in compliance witt¡ the exceptions noted in the
amendments" . . . . The original proposal required that the lawyer "reasonably aud in
good faith believes" that the action was within the scope of the scope of the.laruyer's. law
ãnforcement duties (government), or that the law had been violated and the activity
would aid the investigation (private), requiring a belief that is at once objoctive and
subjective. . , , To the extent that the original proposal was ovorly nuanced concerning
inttint, the currentproposal in any event avoids this concern.
Downey explained that the majority's proposal extends the exception to all lawyers; it is not
limited in scope to law enforcement matters and to prosecutors,

A¡d Downey explained that, because there is no conflict between the majority's proposal

and

the exception does not permit direct action by a lawyer and thus cannot lead to a lawyer's
"[communication] about the subject of the representation with a person the lawyer knows to be
there is no need to state that
represented by another lawyer in the matter" as is prohibited by Rule 4.2
amended Rule 8.4(c) provides an exception to Rule 4.2.

Rule 4.2

-

-

Downey then asked Judge Polidori to explain the rninority's positioris,
Judge Polidori began by noting that, at the thirty-first meeting of the Committee, on January 6,
20 I 2, she hád pointed out that there was not unanirnity on the proposal made by the subcommittee at that
time; now, she saicl, the minority has provided its own report to the Committee, which is included in the
subcommittee supplemental report beginning at page 31.

Characterizing herself as old-fashioned, Judge Polidori said she became a lawyer because it was
permit
an ¡onorable profession. We should, as lawyers, be above the common mall; we should not
as
but
still
dishonest,
lawfut
matters
can
be
Some
dishonest oo¡áuct by lawyers even if it is "lawful,"
the minority stresses in its report.T
a government lawyer may engage in advising,
*which
is the first of the two alternative proposals
by
others
conduct
directing, or supe rvising deceptive
supportingthat proposition and referred
is
caselaw
but she recognized thattherE
made by ihe rninor.ity

It is hard for her, the judge saicl, even to allow that

to Opinion 96 of ihe Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee.s And, she added, there
consiitutional guarantees ofindividual rights

to the activitiãs of prosecutors and others in

and the exolusionary principle as a check

are

applicable
law enforçement, guarantees and checks that are not

-

applicable to conduct by private lawyers,
the first alternative proposed by the minority to the proposal made by the majority
to read as follows [showing the change to the majority's proposal]:
Rule
8.4(c)
was to amend

Accordi¡gly,

.

,,Because the legality ofprivate conduct involving tlaud, dcooit, or nrisrepresentation could be ascertaincd lroln
i
statutcs alrd the common law of torts, the Rule's use of the terln 'dishonesty,'which alone is neither the basis of any tort
¡or. an element of any crime, must go fur'ther," Minority Report, p. 34 of Pretextïng Subcomnrittce's Supplemental
Report,

8. Seø CBA Ethics Commitlce Ethics Opiuion 96, Ex Partc Communications with Represented Pelsons Dut'ing
C¡minal and Civil Regulotoly/lnvestigations and Ploceedings,07l15194, The opinion is available at http://www.cobat'.
org/index.cfm/IDi386lsubID/l 817lCFÍlrl/Ethics-Opinion-96;-Ex-Parte-Cornmunioatiorrs-with-Ropt'csented-Persons'
Duri ng-Criminal-and-Civil-Regula/'
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It is professional misconduct for

a

lawyer to:

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit ol misrepresentation,
except that a lawyer reprcsentlng the governmenf may advise, direct, or supervise
othei's, including clients, law onforcement officers, or investigators, who participate in
lawfu I investigative activities;
There is, said Judge Polidori, no caselaw supporting the proposition that private lawyers may
engsgq in "lawful deceit." She sympathized with the stakeholders who lobbied this Committee for
exceptions to Rule 8.4(c) -- the íntellectual property rights lawyers and other business lawyers who are
stymied in how to represent their clients. But the majority's proposal would extend the exception to all
lawyers, and thejudge said she oould not imagine what deceits and dishonesties some practitìoners might
be able to think up in the course of representing their clients. She said she did not intend to imply that
lawyers engaged in intellectual property rights practices were of a better caliber than other lawyers
practicing in other areas, but she said that so muoh of what occurs in some other practice areas are "in
horrible situations."
Judge Polidori pointed out that the mirrority's second alternative to the majority's proposal is the
proposal that the Committee take no action, makç no proposal to the Court to change Rule 8,4(c) or add
any comment. She had no preference between the minority's two alternatives,
The judge pointed out that the minority's government-lawyer-only proposal refers to "a lawyel
r.epresenting the government" rather than to a "governmental lawyer," which was the phrase used in the
subconrmittee's i¡litial report, considered at the Committee's thirty-first meeting, on January 6,2012,e
Judge Polidori concluded her remarks by saying it is just not appropriate to change a rule for the
benefit of a few when the likelihood of abuse of the rule, as changed, is so apparetrt.

Downey responded to Judge Polidori's comments by saying that the ntajority, too, recognized
lawyers
may engage in misconducÍ; in their various practices. The majority's proposal, he argued,
that
permit
not
misconduct; and, he added, similar to the constitutional principles and exclusionary rules
does
government
lawyers, there is a significant check on the conduct of a private praotitioner,
to
applicable
letter
frorn the Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel. There are also actual
check
a
nasty
being
that
cases ìn which opposing counsel have obtained court sanctions as a result of investigative misconduct
in

civil

cases.

Downey noted, again, that the Preamble to the Rules of Professional Conduct highlights the
lawyer's role as an advisor to his client, Why, he asked, oannot a lawyer advise a client about lawful
conduct that the client may engage in, and give that advice without fear of a disoiplinary proceeding?
As to the distinction that Judge Polidori noted between a "lawyer representing tlre government"
and a "government lawyer," Dotvney noted that the majority's proposal applies equally to all lawyers,
whether in government service or in private practice. The proposal guicles all lawyers; and there is a
need, he argued, for such guidance in Rule 8.4(c), guidance as to what a lawyer may do in the role of
advisor,

9.

"The phrase'a lawyer lepresenting the government' avoids potential unocrtainty in the phrase 'govemment
lawyer',' which could lre interpreted as applying to lawyers who are paid by, but do not represent, the govct'nmeut, such
as public defenders, altunative defense counsel, and legal serviççs lawyers," Minority Rcpofi, p.3l of Pletexting
Subcommittca's Supplomental Repoft .
algfl I l4l2.wpd
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The Chair thanked Downey and Judge Polidori for their presentations and opened the matter for

discussion,

Following up on Downey's last comment, a member noted that, while Downey had focusecl on
the lawyer's role as an advisor, the majority's proposal went further ancl countenanoed direction a¡rd
supervision of investigators as well. Downey agreed with that observation and confirmed the member's
subsequent obseryation that the majority proposal includes only amendment of the text of Rule 8.4(c)
without the addition of arry comment.

A member asked that the Chair invite the attending

guests to speak, and the Chair did so,

Guest Ellen Dole, Regional Counsel for Region VIII of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, spoke hrst, thankÍng the Committee for the opportunity to present HUD's views. A major
responsibility of her department is to enforce the Federal Fair Housing Act. The Department supports
the majority proposal from the subcommittee, which will help in the enforcement of the FHA, The
Department's duties include preventing housing discrimination based on race, color, religiorì, sex,
familial status, or national origin. "Testing" is ofren used by the Department in the course of its
enforcement activities; for example, she said that cooperative witnesses, governmerlt employees, and
colltnactors are used to test whether they, of a protected class, can obtain rentals on the sanle terms as
those who are not within that protected olass. Dole said thal, of course, the Department is active
nationally, and the testing activity is essential to the enforcement of the law's anti-discrimination
provisions, The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, she said, has noted the impofianoe of using testers in
such enforcement, The majority's proposal for an exception to Rule 8,4(c) will permit the Department's
lawyers to supervise investigations without concern about attorney discipline, She noted that a job title
for Department lawyers is "attorney advisor," and she appreciated Downey's singling out of the lawyer's
role as an advisor that is identifiçd in the Preamble to the Rules of Professional Conduct; if the lawyers
within the Department could not freely give advice, they would be harnpered in their enforcement efforts.
Absent a modifìcation of the rule such as the majority of the subcommittee has proposed, I{UD lawyers
have to distance themselves from enforcement investigations, so the change would be useful,

Further, Dole said, the Deparlment supports the majority's proposal to extend the exception in
Rule 8.4(c) to all lawyers, including those ín private praotice, Limitation ofthe exception only to lawyers
representing the government would be harmful to the Department, for it often employs lawyers in nonrepresentative roles, sush as "grantees of testing." Those persons may not be " lawyers representing the
government," but they remain subject to tlre Rules of Professional Conduct and would not be protected
under the minority's proposal that the exception extend only to lawyers representing the governnrent.
Second, she said, the Department relies on private fair housing organizations to support its enforcement
work; those organizations may employ lawyers who would not be proteoted by the limited exception
proposed by the minority; accordingly, under the minority proposal, the Department woulcl lose their
assistance.

A member ofthe Cornmittee pointed outthat what Dole described as enforcement activity at the
Department of Housing and Urban Development is also done in other areas of the law, including other
areas of civil rights enforcement. So, this membçr said, the beneltcial impact of the proposal would be
much broader than just at HUD,
Guest John Walsh, United States Attorney for the District of Colorado, spoke next and began by
thanking the Committee, and especially the pretexting subcommittee, for undertaking the pretexting
issue; he noted that it is a difficult issue to sort tlrough, But he affirmed Downey's view and said that
his office would benefit from very clear guidance in its engagement of investigators for its law
Enforcement activities, His office has become engaged in this Committee's consideration of the
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pretexting issue because of its desire to clari$ the application of the Rules of Professional Conduct to
conduct that is very lawful and, indeed, is sometimes mandated by guidelines of the Department of
Justice that require lawyer review of law enforceme nt activity that may involve deception. FIis offìce
supports the rnajority report, and he seconded the comments of Ellen Dole,

A member asked Walsh whether lawyers in his office have aotually faced disciplinary charges
or court scrutiny because oftheir participation in investigations. Walsh responded tlrat he was not aware
of any disciplinary action but noted that James Coyle, a Committee member in attendance at the meetirrg
who is Chief Deputy Regulation Counsel, and guest Matthew Kirsch, of Walsh's offtce, mÌght be able
to provide further response to the question, Walsh noted that there is a civil case pending in which a
party is seeking dismissal of a FederalTrade Commission action based on this ethical issue.r0 And he
stressed that, even though the office has not encountered an actual disciplinary pnoceeding in this area,
the ethical implications of participation in investigatory activity is a common topic of discussion among
its lawyers and its ethical counselors frequently reoeive inquiries about lawyers'conduct in connection
with undercover investigations. In the last two years, the Department of Justice has placed ô part¡cular
emphasis on lawyer review of investigatory activities to assure that the investigations are lawful.
Guest Jan M. Zavislan then introduced himself, stating he was attending on behalf of Colorado
Attorney Gcneral John Suthers and the entire Colorado Department of Law, He would echo the

comments of Ellen Dole and John Walsh; Attorney General Suthers is completely in accord with their
position. As Walsh hacl done, Zavislan noted the pendency of the Federal Trade Commission çaserr and
pointed outthatthe Department's Consumer Protection Section is a co-plaintiffwith the FTC in that case.
The pertinent allegation in that case is that FTC representatives acted as consumers and, in the course
of their activities, made recordings to obtain evidence; defense counsel has sought to exclude the
recordings from evidenoe on the grounds that Rule 8.4(c) was violated, To Zavislan, the perception that
everything is actually okay in practice under the currenttext of Rule 8.4(c) and its application in practice
is false: There is a specific challenge, based on Rule 8.4(c), to appropriate undercover activity. The idea
tlrat lawyers use evidence obtained by undercover means regularly and without impediment by the rr.rle
is just not true; it is not true that lawyers in the Department of Law can engage in this proper conduct
without challenge, Proper undercoyer investigation is, he stressed, not the kincl of conduct that
Rule 8.4(c) was drafted to prohibit; yet the rule is being used in efforts to exclude evidence that has been
properly gathered.
A member stated that he wanted our government vigorously to investigate bad people; but that,
he felt, was not the issue that is before the Committee, He commented that he had served six years eaolt
on the Committee on Conduot of the United States Distr¡ct Court for the District of Colorado and on the
Colorado Supreme Court Grievance Committec and that he had never seen Rule 8,4(c) or its predecessor
raised in any of the cases that those panels considered during his tenure. In this member's visw, carving
out a Rule 8.4(c) exception for special lawyers would be inappropriate, and he felt Judge Polidorí had
stated the matter well: Lawyers must adhere to the highest standards of conduct; there must be no "winl<wink" to the application of the prohibition against dishoncst conduot, no question about where the line
miglrt be drawn, This member offered kudos to the suboommittee, which, he noted, has done such a
good job serving so many masters. He had, himself, started out thinking that a change or two to
Rule 8.4(o) might be helpful, but he now felt that would not bç possible and tltought, instead, that
proposing no ohange to the rule was the best course for the Committee to take, Ifthe Feds want to pass
laws permitting cerlain conduot, so be it. But he did not want them to oome to this Committee and to the
Coloraclo Supreme Court for approval of deceitful conduct, even in the course of lawful investigations.

10. See Federal Trade Commission v. Dalbey, Case Nq
I

1.
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Herecalled
Heclraracterizedhimselfas"oldschool,"notingthathehadaìsoopposedcollaborativelaw.
from being
preclude
requirements
ofRule
1
,6
his
the
confidentiality
in
to
been
effort
had
defeated
that he
pleempted by the duty of candor to the court under Rule 3.3, but he admitted he could live with the
ontco¡ne of that debate.12 But, he said, he would have a hard time living witlr the majority's proposal;
The exception that the majority proposed to add to Rule 8.4(c) would swallow the prohibitions of
Rule 8.4(c). He commented that, as Judge Polidori was concerned about the conduct of lawyers in some
practice areas, he, as a mediator and arbitrator, had seen scary conduct by lawyers in the filrtlrerance

of

their clientsr interests,
Another member expressed her complete accord with the comments just rnade by the other
lt is not, she said, that lawyers in parlicular praotice areas are all "bad"; it is that, if an
exception to the proscriptions of Rule 8.4(c) is created, every lawyer will conclude that his or her
contemplated conduct falls within the exception, She said that, in her practice, she sees misconduct by
opposing cor¡nsel but, when she complains to the court about the conduct, she is told that it is not the
courtrs duty to enforce the disciplinary rules and that she musl t¿ke the mâtter up with the Office of
Altorney Regulation Counsel. Accordingly, the concerns expressed by guest Zavislan were not

rnember,

persuasive to this member.

The member also referred to the comments of guests Zavislan and Walsh to the effect tltat they
have regular conversations within their offices regarding the implications of Rule 8.4(c) on the
investigations in which their offices become involved. She understood that the purpose of the rules of
professional conduct are to provide guidance. There is no black and white understanding of every
possible scenario out there and whether it's within the rules, Therefore, she said, if Rule 8,4(c) is
prompting dialogue and critioal analysis prior to action, then it is working as it should.
But this member lrad a particular objection to the minority position that any exception should be
extencled only to lawyers representing the governrnent: That, she felt, was troublesome; the addition of
exceptions to Rule 8,4(c) for only government lawyers would have an adverse impact on yottng lawyers,
the lawyers in the "X and Y" generations in particular. There is, she said, so muoh distrust of
governrngnt, institutions, and the "establishment" in those generations. If we, as a professiorr, put in
wrilting that rro lawyer can be dishonest, except those representing the government and law enforoetnent,
it woutd only contribute to what she saw as an already extrçme sense of disenfranchisement among
younger lawyers, Creating an exoeption that allowed government lawyers "to be dishonest" would lack
the transparency that is demanded of evory level of governmental agencies, It would seem to give
additional power and protection to the esfablishment, those who already have all the power and hold all
the cards, The potential for abuse wor¡ld also be cornpoundod'
Guest Raymond Moore, Federal Public Defender for the Districts of Colorado and Wyoming,
then spoke, saying that his commer¡ts would be tiered. He spoke, he said, not just fi'om the perspective
of a defender of the accused but also from his experience in the criminal law arena over a number of
years; he did not come before the Comrnittee with a "get-the-bad-gttys" perspective, He commented that
he appreciated the consideration the subcommittee had given fo a number of the comments that he had
submitted to it; he saw the impact of his commenxs ín the curuent majoril;y proposal, and he felt that the
proposal was much better than the one that had been considered by the Committee at the thírty-fïrst

meeting on January 6,2012,
But, Moore said, we should hold ourselves to a higher standard than what is set by the majority
proposal; \lle are better than that. Further, he was still of thc view that there was no compelling need to

12. Thcmember'srçftr'encewasûoColoradoBarAssociationOpinionl23,CandortotheTribunal

andRemediol

Measures in Civil Prooeedings, availoblo at http://www,cobor,orglindex,cfm/ID/386/sublD/27384/CETH|l.
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that. He understood that the
of an exception to Rule 8,4(c) was instigatecl by an inquiry from the

acld an exception to Rule 8,4(c), despite what others have said about

Committee's consideration

intellectual property rights bar;the government was not, at fïrst, concerned that therc was a problem, but
itthen joined in the debate as a "me, too." Moore did notknow of asingle instance of law enforcement
curtailing an investigation because of the rule. It is not a matter, lre said, of being more clear or less
clear. It is not a case of someone saying there is some conduct we need to engage in but we cannot now
engage in it because of this rule, There is no universe in which the bad guys are getting away with
conduct that we cannot now prevent. There is no record of a problem with the rule.
Moore saicl he would rank the Committee's alternatives this way: First, clo nothing; propose no
change to Rule 8.a(c). He did not like the minority's first alternative, which it has characterized as
lirniting the exception only to lawyers who are involved in law enforcemen| as proposed, he said, the
was actually broader tlian just
minority's language
"lawyers representing the governms¡fr'
government lawyers engaged in law enforcenrent. There are many lawyers who represent the
government but are not involved in law enforcemellt, and he cited as an example lawyers ernployed by
the Bureau of fndian Affairs. The minority's exception, he noted, would not extend to him personally,
as the Federal Public Defender does not represent the government.

-

-

As to the majority's proposal, Moore objected to the exception perrnitting covered lawyers to
dírect ollters in investigations. He said there was no actual effort, by the Office of Attorney Regulation
Counsel or otherwise, to preclude lawyers from advising other persons on what is lawful or unlawful
for
conduct by those persot-ls. But the word "direot" envisions too much involvement by the lawyer
pornographic
pretexts
on
Internet.13
conversation
a
the
exarnple, clirecting the underoover offlcer as he
What the differenoe is, between typing the text oneself and directing another to do so, escaped him,
Moore said,

-

A member said that it was patently unreasonable for the Rules, as presently constituted, to give
government lawyers none of the guidance that they need to have. It goes without saying, he aclded, that
this Committee should propose such guidance to the Court for its adoption to guide those lawyers in
lawf'ul activity, activity which the United States Supreme Court has held is lawful, If Attorney
Regulation Counsel were to contest that activity by Federal lawyers, he would lose because of the
Supremacy Clause. The harder question for this member was the extension of an exception to other
lawyers, He agreed with Judge Polidori that there should be no such extension; the risks in doing so are
too great. There are no limitations, such as a $ 198314 challenge, on abuse by private lawyers. He would
but not private lawyers
approve of an exception to Rule 8.4(o) that covered government lawyers

-

13,

See

-

p, 12 of the Subcourmittee's Supplemental Repoft:

I-Ioweveq stakeholders who opposed the overall proposal took the viçw that forbidding the lawyer from participating
diroctly does not ronder the proposal aoccptablc. As onç oommentator put it, allowing lhe lawycr to advise, direct,

or supbrvise prctcxt investigations is "wordsmirhing wlrich will only pt'ove to crçate a distinction without

n

differènce." FcdDcfondcr Comment at 2 (posing the example of a law etrforçemont oflicer cngaging in an online
child pomography sling with a lawyer looking over hís shoulder, aclvising what to type).

14. 42 U.S,C.A. $ 1983 plovidesEvery pelson who, under color ofany statute, ofd¡nance, regulatíon, çustorD, or usage, of any Stale or Territory- or
thc D¡strict of Columbia, subjects, ol câuses to be subjeotcd, any citizen of the United States or other person within
the.iurisdiction thorcofto thc deprivation ofany rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and
law'i, shatl be liable to ths pafy injured in au astion ot law, suit in equity, ot'other proper proceeding for redt'ess,
except thot in any action brought against ajudicial ollcer for an act or omission taken in such officor'sjudicial
capaôity, injunctívc relicf shall not be granlcd unless o declaratory decree was violaled or declaratory relief was
unavaitabte. Folthepurposesofthissection,anyActofCongressapplícableexclusivelytotheDistrictofColumbia
shall be consiclered to be a süatute of the District of Columbia.
q¡s,fl I
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ând he would, perhaps, tighten the coverage to just government lawyers who are engaged in law
enforcement.
A member noted anecdotal references to cases that have been dismissed on tlre grounds of lawyer
misconduot under Rule S.a(c). Guest Adam Scoville responded that the issue of a violation of
Rule 8.4(c) lras come up in severat cases, The majority of the cases, he reported, have not involvecl
dismissal or exclusion ofevidence because ofsuoh violations, and there are civil cases holding that a
lawyer's participation in lawful pletexting is acceptable; he referenced trademark cases and cases against
major oil companies assefting the violation of civil rights against discrimination in the practice of
r.equiring persons of minority status to pay for gasoline before pumping it, Pretexting was approved in
Íhe Arctic Calrs case from South Dakota, to which he had referred in his remarks to the Committee at its
thirty-first meoting, on January 6,2012, a case that involved a trademark infringement investigation of
a snowmobile dealer whose distributorship had been terminated. The cases look at a line that condones
lirnited deceitful conduct but does not permit schemes designed to elicit testimony from higher-level
executives; they do not permit elaborate ruses to elicit admissions but perrnit engagernent with
defendant's staff in ways that an ordinary consumer might do, aotivity which, if the investigator engaged
t'Hi, I am here to investigate possible trademark infringement," as Scoville put it
woLlld
ip openly
not give the investigator the same response as he or she would receive if the investigator had pretended
to þe an ordinary customer. Scoville pointed out that the trademark laws provide consurner protections;
in thaX respect, they are aldn to the laws that are the subjects of law enforcement activities, ancl private
investigations in connection with the protection oftrademarkrights are akin to the involvementofprivate
persons in the enforcement of the Fair Housing Act in assistance to the Department of Flousing and
Urban Development, Fake drugs sold as legitimate pharmaceuticals and knockoff ball bearings sold as
qualified for service in aircraft engines are exarnples ofthe public harm that can be caused by trademark
violations. If consumers were not deceived by the trademark infrirrgement- and that is the test, he said
then the owners of the frademarks would not succeed in their enforcement actions. Accordingly, even
private lawyers often act for the proteotion of the public as collsumers,

-

-

-

Scoville cited, as an example of a case in whioh Rule 8.4(c) is preventing legïtimate actiorl,
"plrishing" attacks using email, A website may use what appears to be a logo or trademark of a lalge real
eitutr ug.n.y, and it may appear to be a website maintained by that agency; visitors to the website will
and will be asked to "log in" usirrg their
be drawn to the website
"Check out these new listings"
giving
passwords,
the criminal website operator aÇcess to
thereby
email account addresses and secret
bona
fide
real estate agency will eventually liear
their private information, including security codes. The
prevent
by reporting the abuse to Internet
furtherharm
from the injured customet's, and it will often try to
remediation effolts will not be
often
its
but
service providers in order to get the website "taken down";
Another real estate
security
information.
have
their
uploaded
effective until after thousands of users
first
and
last tnonths' rent."
payrnents
of
obtain
online
"the
scanr, he said, is to use a knockoff website to
get
activities,
because
stopping
these
involved
in
be
reluctant
to
The legitimate trademarlc owner will
involvement may incur risks. Sooville said hc does not want an employee of his company, an amployee
that he sr;pervises, to put phony information into such websites in an effort to learn about the scam, çven
to learn just the Internet Protocol address ol'the phisher, although thal; is the kind of information he
would need if he were to try to get law enforcement authorities to get involved. Certainly he would not
advise an investigator to use the investigator's actual personal infolmation in the course of the phishing
investigation, but Rule 8.4(c) constrains him from advising that the investigator use false infonnation in
the irrvestigation, Aocordingly, legitirnate realestate agencies ancl other such enterprises face a "whaclça-lnole" problem; sinoe they cannot conduct an investigation sufficient to expose the schemers behind

15, MidwcstMotorsports, Inc,v,Al'cticCatSales, Inc., 144F,Supp.2d ll47(D'S.D.2001),
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the phony websites, all they can accomplish is the shutdown ofa particular website while anotheL springs
up in its place,

As to the distinction between the lawyer "advising" the investigator and the lawyer "dilecting"
the investigator, Scoville noted that the law permits him to hire an investigative agent; but, if hE has to
Engage an agent in, say, Thailand and set him up to make an effective investigation with a view toward
intloduction of the evidence in an American court, he will necessarily have "directed" that investigator,
His concern is, in fact, the opposite ofMoore's aoncern. (To that comment, Moore agreed but added that
"dilect" is a fuzzy term.)

Scoville said that the Federal Trade Cornmission case to which others had referredr6 may turn
on the fact that the conduct under scrutiny there was oonduct occurring under the supervision ofa lawyer.

I{e noted that the current version of Rule 8,4(c) induoes lawyers to stay aloof from the investigatory
conduct in order to shield themselves from disciplinary proceedings, Instead, lre said, thE Rr¡les should
permit the oversight of lawful investigations that Rule 8,4(c) currently precludes, He emphasized that
the rnajority's proposal would extend the exception regarding deceit and misrepresentation only to lawful
i nvestigatory activities.
A nrember who hacl not spoken before said that we need law enforcement to do

its

job, and it

needs to be atrle to investigate, But she was concçrned about the "slippery slope" that would be created
if the exception were extended to "ordinary" lawyers directing private investigations, Such a change

might, she feared, take the profession back to the days of"zealou$" representatiol'¡.l? It is, she agreed,
a slippery slope.
Guest Moore interjected that he commented æ the single representative of a ceftain side of the
issue. There seemed to be a thread to the discussion, he feared, that implied that private lawyes have
no ethics, while government lawyers are of the highest level, But in fact, he said, government lawyers
can do the wl ong thing, too; the notion that because they work for the governmetrt they are more moral
than private practitioners is wrong,

Guest Kirsch pointed out that none of the guests representing government lawyers was
advocating that the Committee select the alternative That extended the exception only to government
lawyers. He agreed with the point a membçr had made about the inappropriateness of carving out an
exception applicable only to special lawyers and noted that all the government lawyers who were
involved in the subcommittee's and the Committee's deliberations supported the broader exception that
the majority had proposed, He added that no subcommittee member fclt that government lawyers should
not themselves be lield 1o the highest ethical standards, But it is not, he said, possible to keep lawyels
away from these activities, Investigations will continue in both civil and criminal cases and will be seen
in the courts. The majority seeks to minimize Rule 8.4(c)'s surrent disincentive, which restrains lawyers
from giving advice, direction, or supervision to clients and investigators to assistthem in complying with
applicable law. The proposal does not just pelmit advice but also permits direclíon and supervísion,
bEcause the majority wanted more lawyer involvement in difficult questions of what may be
16. See n. l0
17. See the minutes of thesc prlor meetings of the Committee fol its considcration of the matter of "zealousness"
in the representation ofclients:
Fifth meeting, on Ootober 1,2004,Item lV,B;
Tcnth meeting, on July ¡9,2005, Itcm II; and
Eteventh meeting, on Soptembel 27,2005,ltem
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c.onstitutional and lawful, to assure more protection of the rights of defendants, He knew that lawyers
would continue to get some of the questions wrong; buÇ society as a whole will be better off by having
lawyers in tlre game rather than sitting on the investigatory sidelines. He said that theLe are, in fact,
discussions in his office about what is permitted and what is constraìned by Rule 8,4(c);the best answer
the ethics counselors in the office often can give is ''we are not sure." So there is a real effect fi'om the
broad wording of the current rule; it may not be an effect felt through disciplinary action by Attorney
Regulation Counsel or though dismissal of pases by the courts, but the effect is that investigators are not
getting as much guidanoe as they need. Kirsch concluded by saying he disagleed with the menrber wlro
had suggested that the addition of an exoeption to Rule 8.4(c) would swallow the prohibitions of
Rule 8.4(c), leading to unlawful investigative activities.

A member who had not previously spoken said there were good arguments on both sides of the
question that was before the Committee. He, too, was concerned about the slippery slope
"carve out
an exception and you'll ddve a truck through it,u But, at the same time, it seems inappropriate that
lawyers cannot safely advise clients about activities that are intended to enforce state and Federal laws,
All of the discussion has been about that category of activity, He proposed, instead of the addition of
an exception to the text of Rule 8,4(c) itsetf, that a comment be added that said, if the lawyer is doing
something lawful in furtherance of the client's effo¡t to find out if there has been a violation of law, the
lawyer does not thereby violate Rule 8,4(c), I{e suggested that such a comment would prove to be morç
manageable than the proposals to amend the text of the rule itself.

-

A member noted that the Committee had bpen discussing govenrment lawyers and pointed to the
commentthattlre government lawyers had joíned the disoussion only afterthe intellectual ptoperty rights
bar had made its inquiry, But, he said, the Colorado Bar Association has already issued an extensive
ethics opinion on conduct by governmetú lawyers,rB Difficult questions under the Rules are the name
of the game, he argued; he pointed to the conflicts rulesre as examples of rulcs that present difÏiculties

inapplication. So,lreconcluded,itisnotreallyaquestionofprovidingguidancetogovernmentlawyers;
that is not in fact a problem, And, he said, the issue is not just one of the wording of an ethics rule but
also involves the substantive laws that regulate the conduct of government lawyers. Tlre concern is
untethered private lawyers.
The member confinued: If the concern is that the lawyer cannot ordinarily dissemble, then we
have lost the moorings of the word "lawful." The reasoning underlying government deception in law
enforcer¡ent is that there are statutes that authorize investigatory activities and there are guidelines for
the conduct of those activities, That is the basis for the cases that have permitted lawyer involvement
in deceptive iuvestigative activities, But thEre are no such statutes to govern the conduct of private
lawyers; the idea that we can have a rule that colrntenances some clishonesty is cross\,{ays. The
intellectual property rights bar has a real concern. But what is "lawful" will become "whal is not
prohibited," and the exception will allow not only pretextìng but also secret tâpe recording by lawyers
conduct that is lawful under many statutes but as to which the Colorado Bar Association Ethics
Committee has opined, "[b]ecause surreptitious recording of conversations or statements by an attorney
may involve an elemcnt of trickery or deceit, it is generally improper for an attorney to engage in
surreptitious reoording even if the reoording is lcgal under state law."?0 The proposed exception míght

-

ltl,

See

n,

I

19.

See

C.R,P.C, l ,7 through C.R,P.C,

foL infolmation on Colorado bat'Association Ethics Committee Opinion 96.
I , 10,

20, See Cololado llar Association Ethics Opinion 112, Surreptitious Reoording of Conversations or Statements,
t l2:07/19/03. Theopinion is availablo at http://www.cobar,org/index.cfm/ID/386/sublD13809lCEIII/Ethics-OpinionSurreptitious-Recording-ot'-Convet'sations-or-Statements,-07llSl03l.
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permit pretexting for the purpose of accessing social media, It might permit a lawyer representing a
defendant in a personal injury case to go to the door of the plaintiffs residence, with a secret catnera, and
preterrd to ask for help to deal with a flat tire. Is that the direction this Committee wants to go, he askecl.
No, he answered. There is a limit, This is not a matter of sanctimony. How far can one go in proteoting
intelleotual property riglrts?

But, this member said, he would not be a spoiler. Instead, he supportecl the prior speal<et's
proposal to deal with the matter by a comment that noted that the lawyer may advise a olient about lawful
activity in which the slient may engage. There is, this member said, no need for an exception in
Rulle 8.4(c); suoh a comment would protect the intellectual property rights lawyer in advising about
lawfglpretexting, Butthecommentwouldnotcountenancelawyerinvolvementtothelevelofdirection
or supervision of deceitful conduct. Most states that have made changes in tlris area, the member noted,
have only gone so far as to permit advice, not direction or supervision,

To that mernber, guest Zavislan asked why direction and supervision should be omitted, whert
the investigators whom a department like his deals with are employees of the department, not clients.
How would the member have government lawyers deal with government employees, whonr the
government lawyer often has a duty to direct and supervise?

The member responded to Zavislan by saying the statutes that are the srrbject of the law
enforce¡nent activities will give the government lawyers the needed authority, Zavislan leplied that this
goes
member, and guestMoore, have argued that permittingthe lawyerto give direotion and supervision
too far; but, while he does noldirect the FBI agent, he dírects his own investigators.

menrber said that she was concerned that the proposed exception woulcl conflict with
Rule L2(d), af least in application to a lawyer dealing with a client. The lawyer cannot, uncler Rule
1.2(d), counsel or assist a client in fraudulont conduct,2r In dealing with an investigation of countefeit
products, the necessary pretexting will be frat¡dulent.

A

To this, guest Zavislan respondeclthat pretexting is not fraudtrlent and pretexting is not cleceitful
conduct sgch as Rule 8.4(c) was originally intended to proscribe. He too bolieved, he said, that lawyers

are held to a high standard; but Rule 8.4(c) refers to actionable fraud, not to merely aclvising an
investigator, in a lawfut investigation, that he need not reveal his true identity. No one is proposing to
permit actionable fraud, he added'
A member ofthe Committee who also served on the subcommittee noted that he had moved f:rom
the majoriry,s to the minority's view. In doing so, he had asked his staffto look for cases examining what
is lawiul uñd *hut is unlawful conduct by investigalors, As another member had stated, he found that
there was very little said in the cases about what is lawful, and he feared that what is "lawful" will
become that which is not prohibited, As in the various invasions that are made on the right of privacy,
the exception will become the rule, He pointed out that Rule 8.4(c) uses both words, "fraud" and
,'cleceit,,' so there must be some difference intended between the two kinds of conduct; deceit must mean
something more than fraud. Pretending to be someone other than who you are is deceitful, Lawyers, tlris
menrber said, are held to a higher standard.

2l,

C.R,P,C, L2(d)

teads-

a clicnt, in conduct that the lawyer kno.ws is criminal or
îrauduient, brrt a lawyer may cli.scuss fhe lc[afconsequcnces ofany propo-sed çourse ofconduct with a cl ient and may
àorni"t oiarrirt a cíiont to-make n gootl fãith efforito dcterminó thc validity, scope, meaning or application of tho
law,

A lawyer shall not oounsel a clisnt to ougage, or assist
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This member added that, while the subcommittees had sought input from a number of practioe
areas among the private bar, only the intellectual property rights lawyers have supported the proposed
exception, In particular, the Domestic Relations Section of the Colorado Bar Association opposed the
proposal to add an exception to Rule 8,4(c).'z2 rile know, he said, that in the personal injury arena there
are surreptitious investigations of claimed injuries, but no lawyer from that practice has spoken about
the ploposal,

To the suggestion that the Committee provide a comment to the effeot that the current text of
RLrle 8.4(c) permits deceit in a lawful investigation of an expected violation of law, guest Scoville noted
that the subcommittee's proposal that had been considered at the Committee's thirty-fitst meeting, on
January 6,2012, would have permitted involvement by a private lawyer in an ìnvestigation when "the
lawyer reasonably and in good faith believes that . , , .a violation of civil or constitutional law has taken
place or is likely to take place in the immediate future." That limitation on the circumstances in whiclr
the private lawyer might adviseo direct, or supervise others would have worked, Scoville thought, for the
private lawyer. But, he said, the subcommittee detennined to drop the complexity of that proposal
that the government
because the analogous provision for the law enforcement side ofthe exception
lawyer,,reasonably and in good faith believes that. . . the purpose ofthe covert activity is either to gather
presented too
information related to a suspected violation of civil, criminal, or constitutional law"

-

-

.

rnany questions of degree in thc area of law enforcement relative to the existence of a violation. That
structure ofthe exception also touched on the concern ofthe Federal Public Defender, Moore, about the
nature of tlre belief required for applioation of the exception. The subcommittee always intended that
the standards would be objective, although containing a requirement of good faith. But, if the exception
applied only when the lawyer was ìnvestìgating a violation of law, that would raise problems l'or the
lãwyer representing a criminal defendant, so there would be uneven application of the exception' The
majority of the subcommittee, Scoville said, believes the exception it has proposed permits involvement

only with investigalive activities that are nol tortious,
Guest Kirsch said that, with respect to the matter of guidance, the majority has proposed an
exception to the rule rather than the addition of a comment because of the prioriry that the text of a rule
takes over any comment made with respect to that text. That is, the statement of an exception in
Rule 8,4(c) would be more certain than a statement of what the r¡namended rule means. But, Kirsch said,
t¡e prosecutors will take any guidance they can get. I{9 noted, however, that the prior reference to
Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee Opinion 9623 was incorreot; that opinion deals only with a
prosecutor's contact with represented pafiies, not with the role a prosecutor may take in an investigatiott.
As to the example of a lawyer using a secret oamera to expose a plaintiff in a personal inj ury case,

Rule 4.2 would be effective to preclude the contact with that plaintiff in the first place. I(irsch
emphasized that the majority proposal would not permit otherwise impermissible conduct,

A member who had not previously spoken referred to the previous comment of another member
that there must be no "wink-willk" in the application of the prohibition agair-rst dishonest conduct; he
suggested that, in fact, there has been a good deal of winking going on for a lorrg time. The current text
of Rule 8.4(c) seems to preclude a good deal of what lawyers engaged in law enforcement and other
and yet we have
practices that entail investigations using deception have been doing for a long time
who had
the
view
of
the
member
Contrary
to
go
challenge.
on
without
to
in fact permitteclthat activity
conflicts
wink
atthe
don't
this
membersaw
thatlawyers
rules,
the
conflicts
of
pointeclto the complexities
i.ules but rather take them very seriously and try to comply with their constraints. On the other hand, we
have allowed what appear to be viotations of Rule 8,4(c) and have led lawyers to believe that tliose

22, Sec p. 35 of the Subcomrnïttee's Supplernental Report'
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violations will be tolerated, But, as a lawyer who advises other lawyers, this member worriecl about the
advice lre can give them in this area. The majority's proposal establishes standards for conduct in
connection with investigations that use deception, It is a tool for guidance of lawyels, The Rules of
Professional Conduct are, he noted, rules establishing minimum star"¡dards of oonduct; they do not
preclucle lawyers from adhering to higher standards.

A membcr who had not previously spoken said that he supported the majority's proposal. He
epared and permitted to advise clients
and those who assist
about their conduct, to assist them in conducting themselves
the law but also to assist them, to the fullest extent of the law, in securing and

noted that the legal profession should be
lawyers in their representation ofclients

in compliance with

pr

-

-

protecting the clients' rights, The profession should not, out of a sanctimonious view that the lawyers
themselves are "above that," impede its ability to provide to olients the legal services to whiclr they are
entitled,

Another member added his concurrence to the views of

l;he

two previous spealcels

The member who had earlier said that it was patently unreasonable for the Rules not to give
guidance to government lawyers now said that he supported the first proposal made by the minority, He
formally moved that the mÌnority's proposal be adopted, but with a modification so that clause (c) of
Rule 8.4 would read as follows [showing his modification of the minority's proposal]:
engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation, except that
a lawyer lepresenting the government tnay advise, direct, or supervise others, including

or investigators, who participate in lawful
investigativo activitios ln the enlorcemenl of federøL, slate, or locsl crlmfull or clvll
rcgulfllory law;
clients, law enforcement officers,

The member said he saw no reason to extend the exceptions to government lawyers when they are acting
in defense of challenged government conduct; it should apply only when they are acting in the
enforcement of the law.

To that suggestion, a parlicipant asked whsther the list could be expanded to include
constitutional principles; the movant declined to do so,
The motion was secondecl,
As a matter of procedure, Downey asked thatthe Committee lrrst address the majority's proposal,
he
the movant to withdraw the motion. With the concul'renee of the seconding me:nber, the
asked
and

movant did so,
Downey then moved the adoption of the proposal made by the majority of fhe subcommittee in
its supplement¿l report; the motion was seconded. The motion failed on a vote of seven ¡nenbers in
favor, ten opposed,
The member who had made the prior, withdrawn motíon then renewed it, and that motion was
seconded. When the seconding member asked that the motion be amended to strike the words "direct
and supervise," leaving only "advise," the movant declined the request,

A member who serves as a government lawyer in law enforcement spoke to reinforce a comment
that guest Zavislan had made as to the different relationships that a government lawyer may have
between personnel at represented agencies and employees underthe lawyer's command, Such a lawyer
may lrave investigators on staff, which the lawyer will direot and supervise and for the conduct of which
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be responsible. It is difhcult, as üo those investigators, to distinguish between advice and
supervision; the two eannot be separated in practice. Creating a meaningful distinction, by adopting a

the lawyer

will

rule that only countenanced advice and did not permit direction or supervìsion would cause mischief.
But, as another member clarified, the motion that was on the table would inolude all three verbs; advise,

direct, and supørvise,

In answer to a member's question of why the exception should be limited to law enfbrcement
activities, the movant said that, as stated, the exception would permit lawyers engaged in law
enforcement to do what they already oan otherwise do under substantive law, and to do so without feal'
of violating the rules of professional conduct.

Another member noted that the adoption of the motion would cast a significant negative
implication about the application of the prohibitions of Rule 8.4(c) to the pretexting activities of thc
intellectual property rights bar, By expressly recognizing a narrow exception for lawyers representing
the govemment in law enforcement, the rule would support a negative inference that there was uo
exception for private lawyers participating in any fashion in deceptive investigations in the course of
trademark enforcement activities on behalf oftheir private clients. They would arguably be in violation
of Rule 8,4(c)'s basic prohibition against fraud, deceit, and misrepresentation. This member said that he
opposed the motion and supported, instead, the idea of adding an appropriate comment to the rule,
To that comment, the movant said he was not in favor, when the Committee is presented witlr

difficult issue, of burying the idea in a comment to a rule. The principles that

tJre Committee has been
dealing with should be covered by some provision in some rule, not in a comment. In this case, lawyers
engaged in law enforcement need to be permittecl to do what they do without fear of a violation of the
ethics rules.

a

But another member stressed that the negative implication, for private lawyers, that would result
from amendment ofRule S.4(c) as the motion provided, would be starlc and severel the Committee would
have answered the inquiry of the intellectr,ral property rights bar with a ohange that would leave them in
a rïore precarious position than they are in under the present lule.

A member who had been among the minority on the subcommittee asked whether the dilemma
could be solved witlr a combination of rule change and comment addition. But, she said, that approach
woulcl have to be limited to private lawyers pursuing the enforcement of their clients' legal rights,

To that suggestion, the movant said that he would not oppose a comment but would oppose

a

comment tlrat said other than what the amended rule said.
as the motion would amend it. If he were a
coulse
of investigating the activities of a lì'audulent
and,
in
the
lnternal
Revenue
Service
the
lawyer from
in the suspect's office, in order fo act at all
got
to
accept
employment
accountant
another
tax ascountent,

A member askcd about the application of the rule

times lawfully but to report back on what he witnessed, would that investigation entail any illegal
activity? To that scenarío, guest Kirsch said he could not say whether the investigation would be illegal,
but he was sure the scenario would never occur in reality.
But the inquiry prompted other participants to refer to their use of confidential investigators and
to note the implication of Fourth Amendment principles in those investigations,

Noting that the proposals before the Committee, including the one contained in the pending
motion, were complex and cor¡ld not easily be drafted, without unforeseen consequences, by the whole
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Committee, a member moved that the entire discussion be t¿blcd and remanded to the subcommittee,
The motiorr was seconded but failed,
The Chair then proceeded to a vote on the pending motion to adopt the minority's first altçrnative,
it to be amended and without the additÍon of any comment. The motion
failed, seven members voting in favor and nine in opposition.
as the movant had proposed

A member then moved to adoptthe second alternative ofthe subcommittee, which was to make
no proposal for any change to the Court, The motion was seconded.
A member spoke to the motion, saying it ignored what lawyers are doing today, activity that has
been permitted in practice and that has never bEen found to violate the current text of Rute 8.4(c).
Leaving the matter as it currently stands is not right; admittedly, this is a hard issue, but the Committee
has hea¡'d that there is a problem, and it should respond with a solution.

Another member concurred with those comments, The CornmittEe should not leave the law
between the our¡'ent state of wink-wink at what we all know goes on, on lhe one hand, and a slippery
slope on the other hand.

A participant asked whether the pending motion would pleclude the consideration of
that addressed the issue.

a

comnrent

In response to that queslion, a member suggested that tlre pending motion be amended to include
the acloption of a comrnent to the effect that government lawyers are, despite the apparent strictures of

Rule 8,4(c), permitted to do what substantive law permits them to do, even if that would be deceitful.
Thecommentwould also clarify thatprivate lawyers can advisetheirclients aboutwhat is lawfulconduct
by the clients in their enforcement of their legal rights, but it would keep the private lawyer out of
direction and supervision of deceitfut aotivitics'

The movant agreed that an amendment of her motion to include such a comment would be
acceptable, but she said she envisioned a comment that cited pertinent cases,
The member who had earlier sought, by his rnotion to table the discussion in order to avoid
drafting-by-committee, noted that the comment thal the movant and others envisioned could not safely
be drafled at this meeting and by the whole Commìttee.
Another member urged thatthe Commiltee not get huûg up on the words of a comment; it should
simply allow government lawyers to engage in activity in whioh substantivE law permits them to ongâge.

A member asked that the motion

be amended to permit the subcommittee to drafl the text of a

comment.
Tlie movant rejected all amendments to her motion and restated it as a motion to adoptthe second
alternative of The subcommittee, whìch was to make no proposal for any change to the Court,
The restated motion was adopted, ninE members voting in favor, eight voting opposed, But the
entire Committee proceeded to discuss the matter further, as if the motiolr had failed,

A member moved to add a comment that would permit government lawyers to do what they

are

permitted to do under substantive law and to permit private lawyers to advise their clients about what the
clients can do in securing their private rights.

apsfl I l4 l2,wpd
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The Chair commenteclthat, clearly, the Committee could not effectively vote on actual language
for any comment ín the time remaining for the meeting. But, she said, the subcommittee needed to know
would it include, with respect to government lawyers,
the parameters of the proposed cornment
direction and supervision or just advice? Would the advioe that private lawyers would be permitted to
dispense be limited tojust investigations forthe protection of intellectual property tights or could itsover
any rnatter?

-

The movant noted that the subcommittee had labored for a long time, and he did not wish to set
aside all of its work. Lawyers need guidance. Private lawyers rnay advise their clients about their
conduct but rnay not direct or supervise them or any other persons in deceptive activities. Government
lawyers can do what they do. Those were the things he had in mind.

A member objected that the proposed comment would constitute an effort to amend the rule by
way of comment; there was no other way to put it, The rule would say that there carr be no fi'aud or
deceit , . , but, see the comment, Yet rule amendment by comment cannot work; the rules prevail.
A¡other member concured with those comments: If any change were to be made, it mr¡st be
made in the rule. Hc rroted that most of the states that have considered the issue have included direction
and supervision as well as advice; and he noted that, while most of the Colorado rulles refer to
supervisìon,he understands why government lawyers wanldirectior? to be included as well, He stressed
that the Committee's proposal needs to provide effective guidanoe to lawyers.

and

A mernber of the subcommittee pointed out that lts supplenrental report identifies, at pages 26
27,why a mere comment cannot be effective, In this member's view, the Committee has exhausted

itself in its corrsideration of alternatives and should bo content that Colorado remain among tlre forty ot
so states that have done nothing to the broad text of Rule 8.4(c).
The member who had moved that the Committee make no proposal said that, while she had not
gone tlrrough all of the comments, she was sure that some of them have cited speoific cases in theirtext.za
She suggested that a çomment be added that simply reviewed what pertinent cases have said about the

issus,

rg

The Chair responded by stating that the Committee has not proposed to alter the import of any
[2 I ] of the Scope of the

le by way of a comrne nt citing to a case. She read the text of Paragraph

RulesThe Comment accompanying each Rule explains and illustrates the meaning and
purpose ofthe Rulc, The Preamble and this note on Scope provide general orientation.
îhe Comments are intended as guides to interprotation, but the text of each Rule is
authorltative,

A participant asked whether the idea behind the suggestion for a comment was simply to state
what the Committee has been hearing in its deliberations: The lawyer does not engage in pLohibited
fraud, deceït, or misrepresentation when the lawyer gives advice about oonduot that a person may
lawfully engage in. A member who had been a proponent for the addition of a commEnt agreed that that
embodied the idea behind the suggestion for a comment,
A member moved to table the disoussion. The motion was seconded and adopted,

24,

SeeComment
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The secretary noted the difficutty he would face in preparing minutes of the meeting and the
concern that the Committee should have about the import of its deliberations, deliberations that leci to
no action: After much deliberation, the Committee has determined to make no proposal to the Couft,
ostensibly with the result that Rule 8.4(c) will not be changed and with, perhaps, the implication that thE
the committee that is dedicated to considering the state of the Rules of
Court's standing committee
has, after receiving and
Professional Conduct and suggesting their modification when warranted
consideringat great length arequestfromthe intellectualproperty rights barthatwas subsequently joined
in by lawyers engagod in law onforoement, determined that no olrange should be made to the rule to
clarify that lawyers may advise, direct, or supervise others in connection with investigations that might
entail deceit or misrepresentation but that are themselves lawful under substantive law. While the
in fact, the Committee sirnply
irnplication that Rule 8,4(c) prohibits such activities is not absolute
could not solve the puzzle, although a substantial number of its members felt that such activity is
permitted under the current text of the rule and that the rule could be amended to make that clear and no
the resulting inaction
majority has come together in conçurrenoe that such activities are prohibited
will certainly lend to the anxieties of lawyers engaged in a wide variety of practices,zs

-

-

-

-

A member said he thought the Court would be interested in the subcornmitlee's gathering of
caselaw and rules-changes from other states and in the Committee's delibErations and that detailed
minutes of those deliberations would be usefill to it, He noted that the Cout't seems to have valuecl the
reports it has gotten from the Chair on behalf of the Committee on other matters, even those in which the
Committee has not concluded its deliberations with proposals for change. It would be helpful to the
Court to receive an explanatory letter from the Chair about the Committee's deliberations, over a year
and a half, of the pretexting ìssue, accompanied by the minutEs of those deliberations,
Tl're member who had proposed that the Committçe take no action moved that the nrembers who
had promoted an explanatory comment work up the text for such a comment and get the text to the
subcommittee for further refìnement.

Another member offered to second that motion but noted that the subcommittee might not want
to do more work o¡r the matter.

if

To that latter comment, Downey noted that the subcommittee was indee d tired, but he undertook,
others did develop some çomment to deal with pretexting in light of Rule 8.4(c), to reconvene the

25, Atp,3gofthesupplemental report,thenrinorìtydeniedtheexistcnceofanynegative

inrplicationfi'o¡¡thal.

course of'action:
The rnajority recognizes the concern of somo stakeholclers that for thç Standing Cotntniftee Io havç considerecl

tlris issue, but then choseu to do nothing fulther, could be perceived as an endorssment of the' broadest possible
¡nterpretat¡on of Pautler. Such a pcrccption qould reduçe the comfort that some government lawycrs fincl in Forrnal
Ethics Opinion I 1 2, "Surloptitious Recording of Conversations or Statomonts," (July 1 9, 2003) ("The bases fol the
Commitiee's recognition of a'críminal law cxception'are the widesplead historical practicc of surre ptitious lecording
in criminal matters, coupled with the Corrmittee's belief tbat attornoy involvement in thc proccss will best protect
the ríghts ofcriminal defendants,"), or that other lawyers involved iu investígations may takc fi'or¡ the explicìt, if
briefiiomment in Pautler distinguishing the attorney's actions from othcr states' exceptions for the supervision of
covert investigations. See Pailfls r, 47 P.3d at I I 79 and n.4,

The minority believes that drawing any inferenccs frorn inaction by the Standing Cornmittee would be very
speculntive, The sornewhat analogous nrle ofstalutory sonstruction applies only whcrç the legislature has taken
"âçtion in ameuding a previously construod sfåhrte without changing the portion that was construed." People v.
Swain, 959 P.2d 426,431(Colo. 1998), Further, the OARC's representative on the Standing Commiltee has declined
ro tat(e a position, This suggests that if thc Standing Committee does nothing, OARC would sitnply continue to
exe¡'cise rèasonable prosecutorial discretion, Afler all, notwithstanding thc shadow ca.st by Pautler, stakeholdcr
commeuts confirm that covert investigations aro ongoing, in both government and prívale proceedings,
¡pUfl ll4lZ.wpti
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subcomm¡ttee to look at that product and, with its knowledge of the topic gained from its otlrer work,
make comments on the comment.

With that undertaking made on behalf of the subcommittee, the motion for the developrnent

of

a comment was adopted, seven voting in favor, six opposed,

The Chair said that her motion would be to renew the previously defeated motion to adopt the

minority's fìrst alternative but with additional fext limiting the investigations to matters

of

law

.

She was of the view that the motion may have failed on its first vote out of the belief by
some members thatthe majority's proposal would be adopted;she feltthat, sincç no action had prevailed,

enforcemerf
a

majority of the members might, on reconsideration, adopt that motion,

But another nrember renewed his concern about the negative irnplications for private lawyers,
especially for those in intellectual property rights practice, that an affirmative statemsnt covering only
government lawyers acting in connection with law enforcement would carry.
The Chair's motion for reconsideration failed by a substantial number of votes.

Another rnember moved that the Chair be directed to provide the Court with a report of the
Committee's deliberations; even though the Committee had failed in its effort to deal with the issue, the
Court might take action, That motion was seconded.
The member who had first mentioned the prospect of a slippery slope said that she would
welcome a reconsideration of the motion to adopt the majority's proposal.
The Chair noted that the Committee could take the pending motion to provide the Court with a
report of the Committee's delibcrations as a motion for an alternative course should the Com¡nittee first
reconsider the rnajorily's proposal but then fail to adopt it.
A partioipant suggested that the motion be to adopt the majority's proposal but with the addition,
at its end, of the language that had been offered to limit the investigations to those for the enforcement
of fecleral, state, or local cri¡ninal or civil regulatory law.

Another member pointed out that the proper order of motions would be, first, a motion to
reconsider the motion to adopt the majority's proposal; if that motion were adopted, lhe next motion
would be one directed toward specific text.
The member who had seconded the motion that the Chair provide a repoft to the Court withdrew
her second of that motion.

A member moved the reconsideration of the majority's proposal.

A member who had been among the minority on the subcommittee said that he would vote
against the motíon for rcconsideration, because the meeting seemed to be evolving into one in which
votes would be taken untìl some answer was obtained,
The Chair said that she sympathizecl with that sentiment but felt that those who wanted to rìove
lbrward with tlre majority's proposal should be given a clear vote on that matter, She called for a vote
on the motion to reconsider, ft failed,

The Chair called for discussion to draw closure on the matter,
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A member renewed her request that the Chair leport to the Court about thE Com¡nittee's
deliberations, providing to the Court material that had been gathered that would be useflil to it,
Butanother member, who had favoled the majority's report, argued thatthere was too much room

for the Chair's own interpretation in such a report.
To that, the Chair noted that the Court would receive all of the minutEs from the three meetings
at which the matter had been considered, as well as both reports that the subcommittee had prepared,
The Court would receive it all.
The motion that the Chair provide such a report to the Court was adopted
The Chair thanked the subcommittee and all who participated in its work and in the Committee's
deliberations.

IV

Adjournment; Next Scheduled Mee,ting.

The meeting adjoumed at approximately l 2:00 p,m. The Committee did not have time to reach
the remaining items on its agenda, including scheduling of its next meeting The Chair has advised that
slre will communicate with the members by email to schedule that meeting for mid-October 2012, at a
location still to be determined.
RssPecrruLLY SUBMITTED,

k777
Anthony

Westrum, Secretary

[These minutes are as approved by the Committee at its thirty-third meeting, on November 16,2012,)
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INTRODUCTION
Criminals and other law-breakers rarely acknowledge their illegal
activity in public, and some of the worst offenders are masters of
concealment. Consequently, undercover operations-in which
government investigators adopt pretextual identities, engage

confidential informants, and use other covert techniques to obtain
evidence of wrongdoing-are a vital law-enforcement tool. The Colorado

Attorney General's Office has long employed undercover investigators
in both the civil and criminal contexts, and lawyers in the Office have
supervised their work and provided critical legal advice to support their
operations. This undercover work has been pivotal in cases ranging

from consumer frauds to drug conspiracies.

Just a few months ago, however, the Attorney General was forced
to abandon all of her pending undercover investigations. She took that
drastic step based on the outcome of an ethics complaint lodged against
one of Colorado's District Attorney's Offices, which

until recently

housed a unit of investigators targeting online sex crimes. The

1
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undercover work of that unit, known as the Child Sex Offender Internet

Investigations team or "CHEEZO," brought more than 900 online sex
predators to justice.
The complaint involving the CHEEZO unit, filed by counsel for a
convicted sex offender seeking to undermine his conviction, asserted

that undercover investigations equate to the type of unethical behavior
that is prohibited by the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct
Exhibit

1 at 4. And

it claimed that government lawyers,

even in the

pursuit of legitimate law-enforcement activities, are cate gorically
forbidden from "supervis[ing]" or "ratifiiing" the conduct of und.ercover

investigatorc. Id.
The Colorado Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel ("ARC"), the
Proposed Respondent here and the entity responsible for pursuing

complaints of unethical attorney conduct, determined that the
complaint's allegations were sufficient to trigger a formal investigation.
Exh.ibit 2 at I. ARC expressed the view that a lawyer's supervision of an
undercover investigation implicates Colo. RPC 5.3, which governs

2
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attorney supervision of non-lawyer assistants, and CoIo. RPC 8.4(c),
which prohibits attorneys from "engag[ing] in conduct involving
dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation." ARC ultimately
dismissed the complaint, but only after the District Attorney decided to

"dissolve the investigative arm of the CHEEZO unit." Exhibit 3 at I-2.

This outcome carries significant ramifications for Colorado's law
enforcement community, both state and federal, and for the public they
are charged with protecting. CHEEZO itself, afber being disassociated

from the District Attorney's office, was reconstituted within a local

sheriffs office. But the Attorney General cannot outsource her in-house
investigators; hence her decision to terminate her investigators'
undercover activities. And, in any event, the ethics rules impose
obligations on lawyers regarding both in-house and external

investigators, and Government lawyers regularly "supervise"
undercover investigators, whether or not they work in-house. ARC's

interpretation of the ethics rules therefore raises the possibility that an
ethics complaint could be filed against any government lawyer in

3
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Colorado who works closely with an undercover agent. This would call

into question the lawyers' roles in those investigations and potentially
deny counsel to investigators working on complicated cases that raise

the kinds of legal challenges a prosecuting attorney can help predict
and prevent.
The Attorney General holds deep respect for ARC and its staff.
She has no doubt that ARC's work on the CHEtrZO complaint was done

in good faith and in pursuit of its mission of public service. But

she

disagrees with an interpretation of the Rules that would so

dramatically hinder her office-and law enforcement offices across the

State-in their legitimate and lawful pursuit

of justice. According to her

research, no government attorney anywhere in the country has been

disciplined solely for supervising undercover investigators or for
providing legal advice to ensure that undercover operations are
conducted within the bounds of the law. She brings this original action
because

this Court is the only tribunal that can authoritatively
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interpret Colorado's ethical rules to resolve this immensely important
public issue.
For these reasons, and as explained fully below, the Attorney
General petitions the Court under C.A.R. 21 and article VI, section 3 of

the Colorado Constitution, for a writ of injunction

FORMAL MATTERS
REQUIRED BY C.A.R. 21

A. Identity of the Petitioner
Petitioner is Cynthia H. Coffman, in her official capacity as

Attorney General of the State of Colorado. The Attorney General is a
law enforcement agency with specific authority to enforce both civil and

criminal laws throughout the State. People u. Nouotny, 320 P.3d 1194,
1198 (CoIo. zA14) ("The office of the state attorney general has been

specifically included in a number of different statutory provisions

defining the term 'law enforcement agency."'); øccord, €.9., $ 8-47203.3(2), C.R.S. (2016) (identi$'ing the Attorney General as a law

enforcement agency); $ 26'L-114(3)(a)(IIIXB), C.R.S. (2016) (same);

see

ølso $ 6-1-103, C.R.S. (2016) (enforcement of consumer protection laws);
5
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S

6-4-111, C.R.S. (2016) (antitrust enforcement); $ 24-31-105, C.R.S

(20 16)

(criminal enforcement).

To

fulfill her law enforcement duties, the Attorney General

employs investigators which have, in the past, used undercover

techniques to obtain evidence of illegal conduct. Attorneys within the
Office of the Attorney General regularly supervised and provided advice
to these investigators.

B. Identity of the Court Below
This is an original action filed under C.A.R. 2L(a) seeking a writ of

injunction. There is no relevant lower court proceeding

C. Identity of the Proposed

Respondent

Proposed Respondents are the Office of Attorney Regulation
Counsel and James C. Coyle, in his official capacity as Supreme Court

Attorney Regulation Counsel (collectively, "ARC"). ARC regulates and
supervises the practice of law in Colorado. Colo. Sup. Ct. Grieuo,rLce

comm. u. Dist. ct.,850 P.2d 150, I52 (Colo. 1993); $ 12-5-101, c.R.s.
(2016); $ 12-14'II7(4), C.R.S. (2016). This includes conducting
6
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investigations into lawyer conduct. GleøsotL u. Jud. Wq,tch, Lnc.,292
P.3d 1044, 7047 (CoIo. App. 2012) (citing C.R.C.P. 251.1(a) & (c),
251.3(c)(3) & (4)). In this respect, ARC is tasked with ensuring that

lawyers in Colorado "observe the highest standards of professional
conduct," C.R.C.P.25L 1(a), requiring ARC to interpret Colorado's Rules
of Professional Conduct and institute investigations and disciplinary
proceedings based on ARC's interpretation of the Rules.
C.R.C.P. 25I.I(a) & (c).Because the scope of the Rules directly affects

ARC's duties, powers, and responsibilities, ARC is the real party in

interest in this case.

D.

Actions Complained of and Relief Sought

The action complained of in this Petition is ARC's interpretation
and application of Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct 5.3 and
8.4(c), which together prohibit lawyers from "supervis[ittg]" nonlawyer

assistants who "engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or

misrepresentation." As part of its investigation into the complaint

involving the CHtrEZO unit, ARC has indicated that, in its view, these
7
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rules apply to government lawyers who supervise investigators engaged

in lawful undercover activities.
This interpretation and application of the Rules has caused the

Attorney General an injury in fact to a IegaIIy protected interest.

See

Hicl¿enlooper u. Freedom from Religion Found.,338 P.3d L002, 1006-07
(Coto. 2014) (explaining that an injury in fact to a legally protected

interest establishes jurisdictional standing to bring suit). As a result of
ARC's interpretation of Rules 5.3 and 8.4(c), the Attorney General has
been forced to suspend her use of undercover investigations. Given the

Iongstanding role that undercover investigations have played in the

Attorney General's criminal and civil prosecutions, the position ARC
adopted during the CHEî.,ZO investigation has undercut her statutory
Iaw-enforcement mission.
The relief sought through this Petition is a court order enjoining
ARC from proceeding against a government lawyer solely for

supervising or providing legal advice to assist with a lawful und.ercover
investigation.

8
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E.

Adequacy of Other Remedies and the
Appropriateness of this Court's Exercise of

Original Jurisdiction
This case concerns the Court's "exclusive jurisdiction over
attorneys and [its] authority to regulate, govern, and supervise the
practice of law in Colorado to protect the public." Crowe u. Tull, 126
P.3d 196, 206 (Coto. 2005) (quoting Colo. Sup. Ct. GríeuclrLce Comm,850
P

.2d at I52). The Court has, on at least eleven past occasions, exercised

original jurisdiction under C.A.R. 27 to interpret the Rules of
Professional Conduct. Fognq,ni u. Youn'1, 115 P.3d L268,
2005) (interpreting Colo. RPC 3.7); see also ld. at

I27I (CoIo.

l27I & n.1 (collecting

similar original jurisdiction cases). Here, no other adequate forum or
remedy is available to adjudicate the issue presented, and this case is

within the narrow class of disputes appropriate for this Court's
extraordinary original jurisdiction.
Adequacy of Alternatíue Forums or Remedíe* There are three
potential alternatives to this original jurisdiction case. None are
adequate.

I
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Filing suit in a district court would lead to years of delay and.
uncertainty before this Court could authoritatively interpret the
relevant professional rules. Interim decisions of the lower courts would
necessarity lack finality because this Court is the only tribunal with

inherent authority to promulgate and interpret the Rules of
Professional Conduct. See Colo. Sup. Ct. Grieul,rlce Cornm.,850 P.2d at
L52_53 (explaining that "[i]tt promulgating the Rules of Procedure to
address attorney disciplinary proceedings, the Colorado Supreme Court

did not provide for district courts to perform any role in the process"). In
the meantime, the Attorney General's Office and other government law
offices in the State-no matter the outcome in the lower courts-would

continue to face significant uncertainty regarding their role in
undercover operations.
The second alternative-an attorney discipline proceeding-is
even more inadequate. In that setting, a government lawyer would have

to be charged with violating ARC's interpretation of Rules 5.3 and 8.a(c)
as part of an actual undercover investigation, subject herself to possible
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discipline under the rules, and face damage to her professional

reputation and a possible sanction against her license. See C.R.C.P.
25L.27(a) (providing for appellate review in attorney discipline cases "in

which public censure, a period of suspension, disbarment, or transfer to

disability inactive status is ordered"). Following that course would be

unfair not only to the lawyer, but to the target of the undercover
investigation. And it would cast a cloud over a pending case-something

this Court has used its original jurisdiction to avoid. Cf. Fognøni,
P.3d at

Il5

l27I (explaining that a direct appeal of an attorney

disqualification issue "would be inadequate" because it would hinder a
party's ability to litigate a case)

Finally, this Court could decline to address the particular question
presented here-i.e., the proper interpretation of the curcent version of

the Colorado Rules-and opt instead to change the Rules through
formal rulemaking.

It

may do so based on the 20t2 proposals offered by

the Court's Standing Committee on the Rules of Professional
Responsibility. See Below at 25-27. Many States have opted to follow a

11
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similar course, and they have uniformly approved government lawyer
involvement in undercover investigations.

See Adderudum

B. The

Oregon Supreme Court, for example, declined to create an "exception" to

its professional rules for undercover investigations through litigation,
holding that "atty exception must await the full debate that is
contemplated by the process for adopting and amending the Code." In re

Gq,tti,8 P.3d 966, 976 (Ore. 2000). Five years later, Oregon adopted just
such an exception through rulemaking. See Addendurn B at B-12-B-13.

Unlike Gøttí, this Petition does not ask the Court to create an
exception to Colorado's Rules of Professional Conduct.

It

asks instead

for the Court to properly and authoritatively interpret the current
version of the Rules, as other jurisdictions have done. Past efforts to
amend the Colorado Rules have been unsuccessful,

see

below at 25-27,

and further delay in resolving the issue presented in this Petition will
continue to harm Colorado law enforcement agencies like the Attorney
General's Office.

T2
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Appropríateness of Origínal Jurisdíctíon As a separate
matter, this is an appropriate case for the exercise of this Court's
extraordinary original jurisdiction. This Court "generally elect[s] to
hear C.A.R.21 cases that raise issues of first impression and that are of
significant public importance." Dwyer u. Stu,te,357 P.3d 185, 187-88
(Colo. 2015) (quoting In re Marriøge of Wiggin's,279 P.3d 1, 5 (Colo.
2012)). The issue here satisfies both criteria

tr'irst, this Court has never before considered whether Colo.
RPC 5.3 and 8.a(c) prohibit a government lawyer from supervising or

providing legal advice to a lawful undercover investigation.

See

Wiggins, 279 P.3d at 5 (holding that where "court has never before
considered" the scope of a rule of civil procedure, Rule 21 review was

appropriate); id. (citing Fognøni, a case involving a Rule of Professional
Conduct, to explain that the Court uses its original jurisdiction to

"review questions of rule interpretation"). There is no authoritative
guidance on that question in Colorado.
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Second,

this

case presents a significant question of "publici

that is, a question involving "public rights or interests

juris,"

as

contradistinguished from matters of private or individual concern."

See

People ex rel. Bentley u. McLees, 38 P. 468, 470 (1894). ARC's

interpretation of Rules 5.3 and 8.a(c) implicates the powers and
responsibilities of duly elected state and local constitutional officersnamely, the Attorney General and Colorado's district attorneys-who

rely on undercover investigations to pursue their public missions.
Under ARC's interpretation of the ethical rules, their ability to
supervise or provide advice to undercover investigators has been called

into question.

F.

List of Supporting Documents

Exhibit

1: ARC Transmission of Complaint

Letter to Jefferson County District Attorney
(Nov. 18, 2015).

Exhibit

Letter to Jefferson County
District Attorney Ma". 25,2016).
2: ARC

Exhibit

3: ARC Letters Closing CHEEZO
Investigation (Dec. 16, 2016).
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o

Exhibit

4: Response of the Jefferson

County District Attorney to the Complaint
Letter (Dec. 11, 2015).
a

Exhibit 5: The People of the Støte of
Colorqdo u. Silua-Raryas, No. 13 CA 0153
(CoIo. App. 2014) (unpublished).

o

Exhibit

District
Attorney for the L7thJudicial District
6: Letter from the

Regarding the CHEEZO Complaint (Dec.

1,

2015).
a

Exhibit 7:Lettet from the District
Attorney for the 18th Judicial District
Regarding the CHEEZO Complaint (Dec.
11,2015).

o

a

Exhibit

8: Letter from the Chief of the
Lakewood Police Department Regarding the
CHEEZO Complaint (Dec. 2,2015).

Exhibit

9: Letter from the United States
Attorney for the District of Colorado
Regarding the CHEEZO Complaint (Dec. 4,
2015).

Exhibit

10: Supplemental Report of the
Pretexting Subcommittee (presented on
July L3, 2012).
a

Exhibit

11: Minutes of the July t3,2012
Meeting of the Supreme Court Standing
Committee on the Rules of Professional
Conduct.

Addendum A to Petition: Full Text of
Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct 4.1,
5.3, and 8.4, Including Comments.
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o

Addendum B to Petition: Summary of
Rules, Comments, and Ethics Opinions
Approving Lawyer Supervision of
Undercover Activities.

G.

Issue Presented

Does a government lawyer violate CoIo. RPC 5.3 and 8.a(c) by

supervising or providing legal advice to a nonlawyer investigator who is

pursuing a lawful undercover investigation?
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FACTS NECESSARY TO
UNDERSTAND THE ISSUE

I

ARC's interpretation of Rules 5.3 and 8.a(c) forced the
Jefferson County District Attorney's Office to
disassociate itself from a successful covert

investigation unit.
For over ten years, and spanning two elected District Attorneys'

administrations, CHtrEZO operated within the Jefferson County

District Attorney's Office. Exhibit 4 at 3. The unit was formed to combat
the specific threat posed by online sexual exploitation of children
Investigators in the unit, which ultimately reported to the District
Attorney's Chief Investigator, employed widely accepted-and entirely

lawful-methods to obtain evidence of wrongdoing. Id. at 3-4. For
example, they would adopt assumed child identities to engage in online
or telephone conversations with adult suspects . Id. at 3. If these

investigative methods yielded evidence of a crime, the investigators
would forward the case file to a prosecutor for review and the possible

initiation of charges. Id øt 4. During the time it was housed in the
District Attorney's Office, the CHEE'ZO unit was responsible for more
than 900 successful prosecutions of Internet sex predators.

See

Kieran
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Nicholson, Rules Complaint Leøds JeffCo DA to Dísbønd Child Sex
Offender Internet (Jnit, TUn Dni.rVOR POST, Dec. I5, 2016, auailøble u't
http:/ldpo. st/2p4NXrnS.

Prosecutors in the District Attorney's Office never directly

participated in these undercover investigations. Exhibit 4 at 4. But as
would any responsible prosecutor, they provided legal advice and
direction to investigators. Id.For example, they would determine
whether a particular investigation yielded probable cause to authorize
the filing of charges or the issuance of a search or arrest warrant. Id. Or
they would evaluate the constitutionality and legality of investigative
methods, ensuring the integrity of evidence obtained in a particular
case.

Id.
Nothing about this arrangement was out of the ordinary. Civil and

criminal prosecutors across the country routinely work with undercover
investigators to pursue wrongdoers whose illegal conduct does not occur

in plain sight. Indeed, prosecutors are encouraged to supervise
undercover investigators. 8.g., ABA Stq,ndards for Criminq,I Justice:

18
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Prosecutorial In uestigation's, Standard z.3(eXi)-(iÐ (3d ed. 201'4)
(recommending that prosecutors review "the continued propriety of the

operation and the legal sufficiency and quality of the evidence that is
being produced" and "determine whether the operation's benefits
continue to outweigh its risks and costs").
Nonetheless, in 2015, an attorney representing a convicted sex

offender submitted a complaint to ARC, claiming that the Jefferson
County District Attorney violated ethical rules by basing its prosecution
of the offender on the work of the CHtrEZO unit. Exhibit 1 at 3-5. The

offender had already attempted to overturn his conviction by citing this

ethical theory. But both the district court and the court of appeals
rejected his arguments, concluding that the investigation was lawful
and that the ethical rules do not provide a basis for the dismissal of

criminal charges. Exhibit 5 at I2.r Accordingly, the ethics complaint
Presaging the need for this Court's review of the issue presented here,
the court of appeals emphasized that it "does not have jurisdiction to
enforce the Rules" because "[t]hat jurisdiction is reserved to the
Colorado Supreme Court, its office of attorney regulation counsel, and
the presiding disciplinary judge ." Exh'ibit 5 at 9.
1
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targeted only the District Attorney's supervision of the CHEEZO unit,
not the propriety of the undercover investigation itself. The complaint
asserted that

"it is unethical for lawyers to lie" and that "[t]he rules

that apply to lawyers also effectively apply to those they supervise."
Exh,ibít

I at 4.

ARC determined that "resolution of [the complaint] [would]

require an investigation." Exhibit 2 at

I.It

further determined that the

complaint "implicate[d] Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct 5.3 ...
and 8.4(c)." Id.. RuIe 5.3 requires lawyers to supervise nonlawyer
assistants in compliance with other ethical rules; RuIe 8.a(c) defines

"attorney misconduct" to include "dishonesty, fraud, deceit or
misrepresentation." The determination to proceed with the
investigation indicated that, in ARC's view, the complaint's allegations,

"if proved, would constitute grounds for discipline."

C.R.C .P. 25I.900X2)

Rather than subject himself or his staff to possible ethics liability,
the District Attorney terminated the investigative arm of CHEE'ZO,
which was later reconstituted within the Jefferson County Sheriffs

20
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Office. Allison Sylte, Sheriff's Office Tøhing Ouer Jeffco Intern'et Crime

(Jnít, gNnws.coM, Jan.31, 2017, http:/lqngnews.tvl2p8PMTZ. In a

Ietter ending its investigation, ARC stated that it "decided to dismiss
these matters" because the District Attorney "dissolve[d] the

investigative arm of the CHEEZO unit." Exhíbit 3 at l-2. But the letter
also reiterated that "the First Judicial District's 'CHEEZO' unít raised
concerns regarding whether the unit's operation constituted an ongoing

violation of Colo. RPC 8.4(c)." Id

II. In the wake of the CHEEZO complaint,

the Attorney

General's Office had no choice but to terminate its
pending undercover investigations,

During the ARC investigation of CHEEZO, several law
enforcement agencies in Colorado expressed serious concerns with an

interpretation of the Rules of Professional Conduct that would hinder
cooperation between prosecutors and undercover investigators. The

District Attorney for the ITthJudicial District, for example, explained
that "prosecutors are available for legal advice and often assist with the
investigations that occur in [their] district[s]." Exhibit 6. The District
2T
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Attorney for the 18th Judicial District noted that one of his duties was
to "provide advice and counsel to local law enforcement agencies

regarding future and ongoing investigations." Exhibít 7.Ttre Chief of
the Lakewood Police Department cited the "valuable guidance" his
department has received from prosecutors as part of "sensitive and
complex investigations." Exhibit 8. And the United States Attorney

explained that "Department of Justice policies actually require federal
prosecutors to review and approve certain undercover activity by law
enforcement agents," because "attorney review of such operations is
essential to ensure compliance with law, protection of civil rights and. ...

public safety." Exhibit

I at I (emphasis

in original).

The outcome of the CHEEZO complaint exacerbated these
concerns. Rule 5.3's supervision obligations apply to both in-house and

external nonlawyer investigators. CoIo. RPC 5.3, cmt. 3 ("When using
[outside investigators], a lawyer must make reasonable efforts to ensure

that the services are provided in a manner that is compatible with the
lawyer's professional obligations."). Although ARC dropped its

22
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investigation when CHEEZO was dissolved and later reconstituted
outside the District Attorney's Office, ARC's position-that lawyer
supervision of or legal advice to an undercover operation is unethicalnecessarily implicates a prosecutor's role in an external undercover
operation.
The Attorney General's Office is among the law enforcement
agencies directly affected by ARC's interpretation and application of

Rules 5.3 and 8.a(c). The Office has employed nonlawyer investigators

for decades in both civil and criminal cases; currently, 32 investigators
serve in the Office. Sometimes, to obtain evidence sufficient to expose

and prosecute wrongdoing, the Attorney General's investigators have
been required to go undercover. For example, civil investigators in the

Office's Consumer Protection Section have posed as potential consumers
to veri$r whether suspects were making illegal misrepresentations.

Investigators in the Criminal Justice Section have used fictitious social
media accounts, pretextual phone calls, and aliases. In Some cases, the

investigators have worked with outside agencies, such as police and

23
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sheriffs' offices, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the federal

Drug Enforcement Agency, to conduct and coordinate undercover
operations.2 Lawyers in the Attorney General's Office routinely advised
these civil and criminal investigators, ensuring that their work

complied with the constitution and other laws.
No undercover investigation carried out by the Attorney General's
Office has ever been found to be improper, and while investigators in

the Office use undercover techniques only rarely, those techniques can
be critical

in important

cases. Yet, under the

interpretation of Colo

RPC 5.3 and 8.a(c) that ARC adopted during the CHEEZO matter,

undercover investigations in both the Consumer Protection and

Criminal Justice Sections would "raise[ ] concerns regarding ... ongoing
violation[s] of Colo. RPC 8.4(c)." Exhibit 3 at l-2. As a result, when she
learned the outcome of the CHEEZO complaint, the Attorney General
had no choice but to order her investigators to stop engaging in
The Attorney General also participates in multi-jurisdictional task
force investigations involving, among other things, human trafficking,
car theft, and drugs. IJndercover activities can play a critical role in
these investigations.
2
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undercover operations. Her order wiII stand until the relevant rules are

clarified

ilI.

Previous efforts to amend Colorado Rule of
Professional Conduct 8.4(c) failed to provide the
clarity that government lawyers in Colorado need.
The investigation into the CHEEZO complaint was not the first

time that lawyers in Colorado have raised concerns about an

interpretation of the Rules that would preclude lawyer supervision of
undercover investigations. In 2011, the Colorado Supreme Court

Standing Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct created a
subcommittee to consider whether Colo. RPC 8.a(c) should be amended
to explicitly address the issue

After eighteen months of work, a majority of the "Pretexting
Subcommittee" recommended an amendment to Colo. RPC 8.a(c) adding

the following italicized language

It

is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(c) engage

in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud,

deceit, or misrepresentatiott, except thq,t a lawyer
rnay øduise, direct, or superuise others, íncludin'g
25
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clients, løw enforcernent officers, or inuestígøtors,
who pørticipate in, laulfu| inuestigøtiue actiuities

Exhibit 10 at 9 (italics in original). The amendment was meant to
clariSr, not alter, the substance of the Rules. In delivering the majority

report, the chair of the subcommittee explained that "the majority of the
subcommittee believes that the conduct its proposal would sanction is

not really within the proscriptions of [current] Rule 8.4(c)." Exhibit

11

at 5. Instead, the proposed amendment would "provide clear guidance

for flawyer] conduct" and avoid the undesirable effects of the Rules'
current ambiguity-namely, "Iawyers chooslittgl not to know what their
investigators are actually doing in the field." /d. Representatives from
the Colorado Attorney General's Office, the IJ.S. Attorney's Office, and
the federal Department of Housing and lJrban Development all testified

in support of the majority's recommendation. Id. at 8-9
A minority of the subcommittee recommended two alternatives:
(1) an amendment limited to lawyers "representing the government" or
(2) the status quo.

Exhibit 10 at 31-40. But even in presenting these
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alternatives, a representative of the minority "recognízed that there is
case

law supporting [government lawyer supervision of undercover

investigations]" and acknowledged that "constitutional guarantees" that
apply to "prosecutors and others in law enforcement" ensure that
governmental undercover investigations respect individual rights.

Exhibit 11 at

6.

After extensive discussion, the Standing Committee voted to make
no proposal to this Couú. Id. at 19. The Committee noted that taking no

action "will certainly lend to the anxieties of [some] lawyers" but
emphasizedt}rrat "a substantial number of its members felt that
[supervision of undercover investigations] is permitted under the

current text of the rule." Id. at 21. Indeed, the Committee acknowledged

that "covert investigations are ongoing, in both government and private
proceedings." Id. at 2L n.25.In lieu of a formal proposal, the Committee

provided this Court with meeting minutes reflecting discussion of the
issue, as well as the majority and minority reports prepared by the

Pretexting Subcommittee. Id. at 23. No action has been taken since.
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ARGUMENT
I.

Properly interpreted, the terms of Rule 8.4(c)
authorize government lawyers to supervise legitimate
and lawful undercover investigations.
IJndercover investigation involves the use of false information,

and "[Rule B.a(c)] and its commentary are devoid of any exception." IrL re

Pøutler, 47 P.3d It75, II79 (Colo. 2002). Thus, read in isolation, RuIe
8.4(c)'s proscription against "conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit

or misrepresentation" appears to sweep broadly enough to include a
government lawyer's supervision of an undercover investigation. Read
closely and in context, however, Rule 8.a(c) does not sweep that

broadly.s

A.

The terms of Rule 8.a(c) target wrongdoing,
not the kind of conduct that occurs during a

lawful undercover investigation.
The four key terms in Rule B.a(c) are aII of a piece, and courts
have recognized that the broadest of these-dishonesty-encompasses

the others. In re Shorter,

(D.C. 1990) ("The most

STO

^.2d760,767
The full text of Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct 4.1, 5.3, and"
8.4, with their comments, is attached as Addendum A to this Petition.

3
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general term in [the Rule] is'dishonesty,'which encompasses

fraudulent, deceitful, or misrepresentative behavior.");

see also Rogers u.

Miss. Bar,731 So. 2d 1158, 1166 Q\4iss. 1999) (defining "dishonesty" to

include "deceiving ... or defrauding," "deceit" to include "fraudulent ...
misrepresentation," and "misrepresentation" to include a statement
"made with intent to deceive"). Given the similarities among the terms,

they must be read together . See In re Shorter, 570 A.zd at

767 .

"IJnder

the well-worn canon of statutory construction ruoscitur ø sociís, a word
may be known by the company

lJ

u.

it keeps." St. Vrain

VaIIey Sch. Dist. RE-

A.R.L., 325 P.3d 1014, I02l-22 (CoIo. 2014) (internal quotation

marks omitted).
Thus, RuIe 8.a(c) does not encompass every act that could, in the
abstract, be described as "dishonesty." Instead,

it includes only the type

of conduct that, like fraud or deceit, implicates a lawyer's moral

integrity: for example, conduct designed to cheat another person to gain
a personal benefit. See In re Conduct of Cørpenter,95 P.3d 203, 208-09

(Ore. 2004) ("[C]onduct involving'dishonesty' is conduct that indicates a
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disposition to lie, cheat, or defraud; untrustworthiness; or a lack of

integrity ...." (internal quotation marks omitted)); Flø. Bar u. Cueto, 834
So.2d 152, 156 (Fla. 2002) (noting that the terms in the RuIe are "not

define[d]" but explaining that they involve "moral turpitude"); Att'y
Grieu. Comm'n of Mørylq,rùd u. Brown,725 A.zd 1069, 1080 (1\4d. App.
1999) (explaining that "dishonesty" in Rule 8.a(c) is conduct

characterized by "untrustworthiness" and a "lack of integrity" (citing
BLACx's Lew DlcttoNanv 468 (6th ed. 1990)). a Mere dissemblance

ln

the course of a lawful covert investigation does not quali$t.
tr'or example,

in Gidatex u. Cømpøniello Imports, Ltd., private

investigators used undercover techniques to gather evidence about a
scheme involving the illegal use of a trademark. 82 F. S.tpp. 2d 119

(D.N.Y. 1999). Defendants sought exclusion of the evidence, but after

Quoting In re Shorter, Colorado's Office of the Presiding Disciplinary
Judge has likewise concluded that the terms in RuIe 8.a(c) focus on
conduct implicating a lawyer's moral integrity. People u. Køt2,58 P.3d
1L76,1189 (Colo. OPDJ 2002) ("[D]ishonesty ... encompasses
fraudulent, deceitful, or misrepresentative conduct evincing'a lack of
honesty or integrity in principle; a lack of fairness and
straightforwardness ...."' (quoting In re Slt'orter)).
a
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analyzing New York's version of Rule 8.a(c) the court concluded that

"hiring investigators to pose as consumers is an accepted investigative
technique, not a misrepresentation." Id. at I22.

In another

case involving an undercover investigation, Apple

Corps Ltd. u. Internøtional Collectors Society, the court held t}r'at"a

public or private lawyer's use of an undercover investigator to detect
ongoing violations of the law is not ethically proscribed." 15 F. Supp. 2d
456, 475 (D.N.J. 1998). Quoting a leading article on the subject, co-

authored by the former chair of the American Bar Association Standing
Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility, the court
explained that Rule 8.a(c) "should apply only to grave misconduct." Id.

at

476 (quoting David B.

Isbell & Lucantonio N. Salvi, EthicøI

Responsibility of Løwyers for Deception, by Undercouer Inuestigøtors ønd
Discrirninq,tiorù Testers, Gpo. J. Lncel EtHtcs 79I, 8I7 (1995)). The

article itself elaborates that Rule 8.4(c)'s scope, given the specific terms

it

employs, is limited to "misrepresentations that manifest a degree of
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wrongdoing on a par with dishonesty, fraud, and deceit." Isbell & Salvi,

supre' at 8L7 (invoking the interpretive canon noscitur a sociis).
A number of other courts have similarly held that lawyer
supervision of lawful undercover investigations complies with ethics
rules.s And while some courts have come to a different conclusion, they

have done so not when faced with the proper use of undercover

investigative techniques but when faced with situations involving
independent wrongdoing: for example, circumvention of normal
discovery procedures or contact with persons represented by counsel in

already-initiated court actions.6 The Attorney General's extensrve
e.g., Turfgrq,ss Group, Inc. u. Northeøst La. Turf Farms, L.L.C.,
2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 166570 (W.D. La.2013); Cørtier u. Symbolix,
Inc.,386 F. Snpp. 2d 354,362 (S.D.N.Y. 2005); cf. Hill u. Shell Oil Co.,
209 F. Srpp. 2d876,879 (N.D.I1I.2002) (in a case involving racial
discrimination in the sale of gasoline to consumers, citing Gidatex to
reject a RuIe 4.2 challenge to evidence obtained by undercover
5 See,

investigators).
6 See,

e.g., Midwest

Motor Sports u. Arctic Cat Søles, Lnc., 347 F.3d 693

(8th Cir. 2003) (finding unethical the use of an undercover investigation
to obtain "information that could have been obtained properly through
the use of formal discovery techniques"); McClelland u. Blazin'Wings,
lnc.,675 F. Supp. 2d I074 (D. Colo. 2009) (finding improper a
"surreptitiously recorded interview ... occurring on the day this action
32
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research has not revealed a single case in which a government attorney
has been disciplined merely for supervising or advising investigators
engaged in a lawful undercover operation.

B.

Reading Rule 8.a(c) to encompass any
"falsity," including statements made during
undercover operations, would lead to
absurd results and would render another
rule, Rule 4.1, superfluous.

In addition to a plain-text reading of the combined meaning of the
Rule's terms, two additional lines of analysis compel the text of
Rule 8.a(c) to be read to reach only wrongful conduct implicating a
Iawyer's moral integrity.

was commenced"); Allen. u. Int'l Truch, & Engine, 2006I1.S. Dist. LEXIS
63720 (S.D. Ind. 2006) (finding a violation of Rule B.a(c) when
investigators were used to "gather information from ... potential class
members in a pending lawsuít"); Disciplinøry Counsel u. Brochler, 48
N.tr.3d 557, 560 (Ohio 2016) (finding that a prosecutor's investigation of
witnesses in a pending murder case "prejudiced the administration of
justice because it had the potential to induce false testimony"); In re
Curuy,880 N.tr.2d 388, 392 Qt[ass. 2008) ("With no motive other than
his own financial gain ... [the lawyer] developed and participated in an
elaborate subterfuge whose purpose was to induce or coerce [a] judge's
former law clerk into making statements that the law clerk otherwise
would not have made about the judge and her deliberative process ....").
33
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tr'irst, when construing a legal provision, a court must avoid an

interpretation that leads to illogical or absurd results. People u. Cross,
127 P.3d 71, 7 4 (Colo. 2006); State u. Nieto,993 P.zd 493, 501 (Colo.

2000). A mechanical interpretation of Rule 8.a(c) that treats any falsity
as misconduct, regardless of whether

it reflects adversely on a lawyer's

moral integrity and fitness to practice, would produce the kinds of

irrational outcomes that cannot have been intended by the Rule's
drafters.
Many courts have recognized the illogic in applying Rule 8.a(c)
woodenly. "Common sense dictates that the prohibition on Rule 8.a(c)

must be qualified in some v/ay. Otherwise, the absurd result that would
follow is that attorneys, by virtue of their professional license, could be
subject to discipline for lying to anyone under any circumstance in any
aspect of their lives."

In

re Hurley,2008 lVisc. LEXIS 1181, at *18

(Wisc. Feb. 5, 2008). The Oregon Supreme Court, for example, has
recognized that

[n]ot every lawyer misstatement poses [a] risk fto
the integrity of the legal professionl: telling the
34
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story of Santa Claus to children is an example.
Instead, there must be a rational connection
between the conduct that gives rise to an
allegation of a rule violation and the purpose of
the lawyer discipline system.

In re Conduct of Cørpenter,95 P.3d at 208. The Vermont Supreme
Court agrees: "[c]learly [Rule 8.a(c)] does not encompass all acts of

deceit-for example, a lawyer is not to be disciplined professionally for
committing adultery, or lying about the lawyer's availability for a social
engagemettt" In, re PRB Doclzet No. 2007-046,989 A.2d 523, 529

Nt.

2009) (parenthetically quoting D.C. Bar Legal Ethics Comm. Op. 323
(2004)). Thus, "the literal application of the prohibition of RPC 8.4(c) to

any 'misrepresentation' by a lawyer, regardless of its materiality, is not
a supportable construction of the rule," and the RuIe cannot be read to

prohibit lawyer supervision of undercover investigations. Apple Corps,
15 F. Supp. 2d at 475.7

Recent amendments indicate a concern with an unbounded
interpretation of Colorado Rule 8.4. In 2007 , this Court revised the
Rule's a catchall provision, subsection (h). The amendment limited the
subsection to conduct that not only "reflects on the lawyer's fitness to
practice la\ü" but also "directly, intentionally, and wrongfully harms
?
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Second,

in addition to creating absurd results, a mechanical

reading of RuIe 8.a(c) would render another provision, Colo. RPC 4.1,
superfLuous. RuIe a.I@) provides, "[i]tt the course of representing a

client a lawyer shall not knowingly ... make a false statement of
material fact or law to a third person." RuIe a.1(a) applies only where

a

lawyer acts in "the course of representing a client" and only to false
statements of material facts. RuIe 8.4(c), meanwhile, prohibits any

misrepresentation, regardless of whether it was made in the course of
representing a client and regardless of materiality. Thus, "[i]f the
drafbers of RPC B.a(c) intended to prohibit automatically

'misrepresentations' in all circumstances, RPC a.I@) would be entirely
superfluous." Apple Corps,15 F. S.rpp. 2d at 476; see also In, re PRB,
989 A.zd

at 528 ("Our narrow interpretation of RuIe

B.a(c) ensures

that

others." In recommending this revision, the Supreme Court Standing
Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct noted that "the current
language is overbroad and provides unbridled and, hence, inappropriate
discretion to the OARC." Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee
on the Rules of Professional Conduct, Report and Recommendøtions
Concerning the America,n Bør Associq,tion Ethícs 2000 Model Rules of
ProfessionøI Conduct, L17-18 (Dec. 30, 2005).
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Rule 4.1 is not reduced to mere surplusage."); Isbell & Salvi, suprø, at
817 ("RuIe 8.4(c)'s prohibition of misrepresentation, under [the doctrine

against surplusage], must be interpreted as applying to
misrepresentations that are not elsewhere covered by the Model Rules,

which in this context means Rule a.1(a). ... [T]he rule cannot apply to
lesser misrepresentations than those prohibited by Rule 4.1(a) ... but

rather must apply to grauer ones." (emphasis in original)).
The most sensible reading of Rule 8.4(c)-which avoids both

illogical results and reading out of the Rules an entire substantive

provision-is that Rule 8.a(c) "does not apply to the kind of
misrepresentation made by ... undercover investigators." Isbell & Salvi,
supre,, at 818.

C

The Rule's Comment and the ABA
Standards for lrnposing Lawyer Sanctions
confirm the lirnited scope of Rule 8.4(c)'s

text.
"The Comment accompanying each RuIe explains and illustrates

the meaning and purpose of the RuIe" and is "intended as [a] guide[ ] to

interpretation." CoIo. RPC, Scope

11

2l.Comment 2 to Rule 8.4 confirms

an
ù,
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that the Rule's proscriptions are limited to significant, morally
reprehensible conduct, not every instance of technically dishonest
behavior. Thus, only conduct that bears on a lawyer's "fitness for the
practice of law" is covered:

Many kinds of illegal conduct reflect adversely on
fitness to practice law, such as offenses involving
fraud and the offense of willful failure to file an
income tax return. However, some kinds of
offenses carry no such implication. Traditionally,
the distinction was drawn in terms of offenses
involving'moral turpitude.' That concept can be
construed to include offenses concerning some
matters of personal morality, such as adultery
and comparable offenses, that have no specific
connection to fitness for the practice of law.
Although a lawyer is personally answerable to
the entire criminal law, a lawyer should be
professíonally ansu)erable only for offenses
that índicate lach of those characteristícs
releuant to law practice.
(Emphasis added).
According to several courts and commentators, this language in

the Comment-in addition to the text of the Rule itself-strongly
indicates that RuIe 8.4(c) does not prohibit lawyer supervision of lawful
undercover operations. In re PRB,989 A.2d at 528 (limiting RuIe 8.a(c)
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to conduct implicating a lawyer's fitness to practice law and reasoning

that "the comment repeatedly stresses the importance of holding
attorneys accountable for only those behaviors that reflect poorly on

their fitness to practice"); Isbell and Salvi, suprq,, at 816 n.90 (citing the
Comment to argue that RuIe 8.a(c) "applies only to conduct of so grave a
character as to call into question the lawyer's fitness to practice law");
see also

In re Conduct of Cørpenter,95 P.3d at 208 (limiting 8.4(c) to

conduct that "jeopardizes the public's interest in the integrity and

trustworthiness of lawyers").
This reading harmonizes the RuIe with another key source of

interpretive authority, the ABA Standards for Imposing Lawyer
Sanctions. This Court has "consistently recognized the ABA Standards

... as the guiding authority for selecting the appropriate sanction to
impose for lawyer misconduct." In, re Roose,69 P.3d 43, 46-47 (Colo
2003);

In

re Attorney

D.,57 P.3d 395, 399 (Colo. 2002). The relevant

section of the Standards for purposes of Rule 8.a(c) is Standard 5.1,

"Failure to Maintain Personal Integrity." That Standard applies to
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"cases

with conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or

misrepresentation." ABA Standard 5.1.
Standard 5.1 provides four alternative sanctions for violations of
Rule 8.a(c). AII of those sanctions specifically require an examination of

the implications of the conduct for the lawyer's fitness to practice law
5.1 1 Disbarment

is generally appropriate when:

(a) a lawyer engages in serious criminal conduct

... ; or

(b) a lawyer engages in any other intentional
conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or
misrepresentation that seríously aduersely
reflects on the lawyer's fitness to practíce.
5.12 Suspension is generally appropriate when a
Iawyer knowingly engages in criminal conduct ...

that seriously aduersely reflects on the
lawyer's fítness to practíce.
5.13 Reprimand is generally appropriate when a
lawyer knowingly engages in any other conduct
that involves dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or
misrepresentation and that aduersely reflects
on the lawyer's fitness to practìce law.
5.14 Admonition is generally appropriate when a
Iawyer engages in any other conduct that reflects
aduersely on the lawyer's fitness to practíce
Iaus.
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ABA Standard 5.1 (emphasis added). Thus, conduct is not eligible for
sanction under Rule 8.a(c) unless it in some way reflects adversely on a
lawyer's fitness to practice. Supervision of a lawful undercover

operation does not qualifu. See,In' re PRB,989 A.2d at 528-30; Isbell
and Salvi, supra, at 816-18.

II

Allowing government lawyers to supervise
undercover investigations is consistent with the
purposes and policies of the Rules of Professional
Conduct.
"The Rules of Professional Conduct are rules of reason." Colo.

RPC, Scope T 14. They must therefore be read "with reference to the
purposes of legal representation" and within the "larger legal context

shaping the lawyer's role." Id at 75.Here, the "larger legal context"
includes decades of authority recognizing that undercover operations
are necessary to law enforcement, are entirely legal, and require lawyer
supervlsron.

Over a half-century ago, the Supreme Court held that "in the
detection of many types of crimes, the Government is entitled to use
decoys and to conceal the identity of

its agents." Lewis u. Uraited Støtes,

4T
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385 U.S. 206,209 (1966). For its part, this Court has approved covert

law enforcement activities for over 30 years, recognizing that "[m]any
crimes ... could not otherwise be detected unless the government is

permitted to engage in covert activity." People in In'terest of M.N.,76I
P.zd II24,1135 (CoIo. 1988). Covert investigations are even permissible
as the basis for lawyer disciplinary actions. People u. Morley, 725 P.2d

510, 514-15 (CoIo. 1986) (approving the evidentiary use of secretly
recorded conversations with a lawyer who offered to assist in organizing
a prostitution ring). Commentators cite two primary reasons why covert

investigations are in the public interest: utility and necessity. Kevin C.
McMunigal, A Discourse on the ABA's Criminal Justice Støndards:
Prosecution

q,rLd Defen se

Function s: Inuestigøtiue Deceit, 62 HestINcs

L.J.1377,1392 (2011) ("Investigative deception, in addition to being
useful, is also often necessary in dealing with crimes and criminals.
Prosecutors and police often need to use deceit to find the truth, because

criminal activity tends to be clandestitr€."); Isbell & Salvi, supra, at 802
("[T]he use of covert investigators and discrimination testers is an
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indispensable means of detecting and proving violations that might
otherwise escape discovery or proof.").
Given the lawfulness, utility, and necessity of undercover

investigations, the consensus among commentators is that public policy
supports lawyers supervising them.8 "In recent years, prosecutors and
other lawyers charged with enforcing criminal and civil regulatory laws
have begun to play a larger role in pre-arrest and pre-indictment

investigations. This trend has been viewed positively by the general
public and the bar because of the perception that a lawyer's

8

At least nineteen jurisdictions have specifically approved attorney

supervision of undercover investigations, either directly or by adding an
express "fitness to practice law" qualification to Rule 8.a(c). This
guidance has taken the form of rule amendments, comment
amendments, and ethics opinions. See Adden'dum B. The Attorney
General is not aware of any jurisdiction in which a rule, comment, or
ethics opinion has been issued to prohibit supervision of a lawful covert
investigation by a government lawyer. Several ethics or advisory
opinions have, however, concluded that a private lawyer's use of
deception to obtain evidence would violate ethics rules in some
circumstances. See, e.g., Wash. State Bar Ass'n Advisory Op. 1415
(1991) (use of an actor to pose as a client to impeach expert witness);
Philadelphia Bar Ass'n Profl Guidance Comm. Op. 2009-02 (Mar. 2009)
(use of a third-party to "friend" a witness on Facebook to gain access to
information on that account).
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involvement in a criminal or civil regulatory investigation may help
ensure that the criminal and/or civil regulatory investigation complies

with constitutional constraints, as well as high professional and ethical
standards." Colo. Bar Ass'n Ethics Comm., Rev. Formal Op. 96 at
(2072).e

1

If lawyer involvement in und.ercover investigations were

deemed a violation of ethics rules, covert investigations would not cease;

the ethical prohibition "would simply discourage police from seeking
prosecutorial involvement and advice during the investigative phase of
a criminal case" and "discourage prosecutors from taking on and

encouraging such supervision." McMunigal, suprø, at 1395.
Indeed, the Colorado Standing Committee on the Rules of
Professional Conduct cited this precise concern in contemplating an

ølso Colo. Bar Ass'n trthics Comm., Formal Op. 112 at 1 (2003)
(explaining that although "surreptitious recording ... may involve an
element of trickery or deceit," government attorneys should be allowed
to use surreptitious recordings "for the purpose of gathering admissible
evidence" because "attorney involvement in the process will best protect
the rights of criminal defendants"); but see Colo. Bar Ass'n Ethics
Comm., F'ormal Op. I27 at 3 (2015) (opining, contrary to the conclusion
in OpinionIl2, that "a lawyer must never use deception to gain access
to a restricted portion of a social media profile or website").
s See
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amendment to Rule 8.a(c) to address undercover investigations. In the

view of many members of the Committee-and a majority of the
subcommittee tasked with examining the need for an amendment-

punishing government lawyers for working with their investigative
partners would lead them to "distance[] themselves from the actual
investigations" and would require them to "choose not to know what

their investigators are actually doing in the field." Exhibit

11

at

5. As

one law professor found after attending a number of American Bar

Association Criminal Justice Section Roundtable Discussions in 2010,

"[n]o one ..., whether prosecutor, defense lawyer, or judge, thought that
less prosecutorial supervision of police is a good idea." McMunigal,
supre,,

at

1395.

This is why the American Bar Association explicitly recognizes the
ethical propriety of lawyers supervising covert investigations and,
indeed, specifically recommends ít. See ABA Stq,nda,rds for Criminq,l
Justice: Prosecutorial Inuestigøtions, Standards L.2 & 1.3. The ABA
directs prosecutors to "provide legal advice to law enforcement agents
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regarding the use of investigative techniques that law enforcement
agents are authorized to use." -Id., Standard 1.3(S). "Police errors during
an investigation ... can impair or entirely undermine a case." Id.,
Commentary to Subdivision 1.3(b). Moreover, lawyer supervision
protects the constitutional and other rights and privileges of the target
of an investigation. .Id., Standards 1.2, 2.2, & 2.3. Given the pivotal role

lawyers play in undercover operations, "[a] prosecutor would not be
doing his job effectively if he or she refused to give an officer accurate
legal advice to help the officer prepare to conduct a lawful covert
operation or interrogation, especially when the entire case migh[t] rest
on the admissibility of the evidence." H. Morley Swingle & Lane P.
Thomasson, Feøture: Big Lies q,nd Prosecutoriq,l Ethics,69 J. Mo. B. 84,
85 (2013); øccord ABA Støndards for Críminal Justíce: ProsecutoriøI

Inuestigøtions, Standard 1.3, Commentary to Subdivision 1.3(g)

(explaining that complying with ethical rules "should not be read to
forbid prosecutors from participating in or supervising undercover
investigations, which by definition involve'deceit"').
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Covert activities will continue with or without attorney

involvement. tr'orcing investigators and law enforcement to conduct
these activities without attorney supervision, and forcing lawyers to

willfully ignore those activities, is not in the public interest. In contrast,
allowing attorneys to work in concert with investigators and law

enforcement-as the text of Rule S.a(c) authorizes-furthers the public
policy of ensuring that covert investigations are conducted lawfully,

that the justice system works effectively, and that the rights of suspects
are honored.

IIII. In re Pautler, which sanctioned

a prosecutor for
misrepresentations made to a murder suspect seeking
legal counsel, does not implicate supervision of

undercover operations.
In considering whether to recommend a revision to RuIe 8.4(c) to
directly address undercover investigations, the Pretexting
Subcommittee expressed "[p]articular concern" with In, re Pautler, one
of this Court's decisions construing the RuIe. Exhibit 10 at7 (cítíng
re Pøutler, 47 P.3d

Il75

In

(Colo. 2002)). But while that decision uses
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strict language to describe a lawyer's obligations under the RuIe, it

does

not affect the issue presented in this case
Pq,utler addressed a unique set of facts that is unlikely to recur: a

prosecutor impersonating a public defender to bring about the peaceful

surrender of a barricaded murder suspect. 47 P.3d at II76-77. Despite
the lawyer's "noble motive" and the impersonation's beneficial outcome,

this Court held that "[p]urposeful deception by an attorney licensed in
our state is intolerable, even when it is undertaken as a part of

attempting to secure the surrender of a murder suspect." Id. at 7I76,
1180.10

This Court further explained that RuIe 8.a(c) is "devoid of any

exception ."

Id. at It79. This broad language appears to suggest that

lawyer supervision of a lawful undercover investigation would likewise
be prohibited by the RuIe. But, as the Pretexting Subcommittee

In rejecting a "noble motive" defense, the Court relied on People u.
Reichmøn,, 8I9 P.zd 1035 (Colo. 1991). In, re Pøutler, 47 P.3d at 717980. In Reichmaru, a district attorney \ilas disciplined, not for being the
10

head of a task force conducting an undercover drug trafficking
investigation, 819 P.zd at 1036, but for deceiving the judicial system
itself by filing false criminal charges against an undercover agent to
enhance his covert identity. /d.
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recognízed,

that reading of Pautler would be "anomalous." Exhibit

10 at

18.

First and most importantly, the Pøutler Court specifically
cautioned that the issue of lawyer supervision of undercover

investigations was "inapposite" to the question presented.4T P.3d at

II79 & n.4 (citing

Oregon and Utah as examples of States that allow

attorney involvement in undercover investigations). Second, beyond

that important caveat, Pautler also explained that the decision
extended no further than the unique facts of the case. Id. at ILBZ ("W"

limit our holding to the facts before us."). Emphasizing the narro\Mness
of its holding, this Court listed the various reasons why, in its view, the

misrepresentation at issue was unjustified under the circumstances.
For example, at the time of the misrepresentation, "nothing indicated

that any specific person's safety was in imminent danger," the attorney
"had telephone numbers and a telephone and could have called a [public
defender]," and the attorney could have "explor[ed] with [the suspect]

the possibility that no attorney would be called until after he
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surrendered." Id. at 1180. Pautler was thus about one particular fact

pattern. Nothing about it suggests that the Court intended to consider,
and opine on, attorney supervision or advice in an undercover
operation, let alone entirely foreclose such activities
The Minority Report of the Pretexting Subcommittee recognized

the limited scope of Pq,ut\er's holding while conceding the expansrveness
of its dicta. Acknowledging that lawyers might have "legitimate angst
over the breadth of RPC 8.4(c), especially in light of Pa'utler," t}re

minority explained that "courts have long acknowledged ... that law
enforcement officers may dissemble" and that "ruses are a sometimes
necessary element of police work." Exhibit 11 at 32 (quoting People

u

Zømora, 940 P .2d 939 , 942 (Colo. App. 1 996)) . And it emphasized "the
absence of any R.P.C B.a(c) case

in Colorado involving a covert

investigation." Id. at 38.
Thus, in addressing the issue presented by this case, this Court

writes on a clean slate. It may fully consider the text of the Rule, the
context in which it operates, the interpretive guidance contained in the
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Comment to the Rule, and the purposes and policies that motivate the
Rules in general. Nor does Pøutler foreclose the conclusion of those lines
of analysis: that lawyer supervision of undercover operations is

permissible and consistent with a government attorney's ethical
obligations.

CONCLUSION
The Attorney General requests that this Court accept jurisdiction
over this matter; authoritatively construe Rules 5.3 and 8.a(c) not to

implicate a government lawyer'supervision of, or advice to, lawful
undercover investigations; and issue an injunction barring enforcement
of the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct in a manner inconsistent

with the Court's opinion.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certifiz that I have served a true copy of this Petition for Original
Writ Under C.A.R. 21 on all parties via ICCES and hand-delivery at
Denver, Colorado this 5th day of May 2017, addressed as follows:
James C. Coyle
Matthew Samuelson
Ralph L. Carr Judicial Center
Colorado Supreme Court Office
of Attorney Regulation Counsel
1300 Broadway, Suite 500
Denver, CO 80203

/s/Jenruifer Durøn
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Colorado Supreme Court
ZBast 14th Avenue
Denver, CO 80203

DAI'E IrlLlrD: June I 2017
CAS! NUtuIBEI{: 20 751'92

Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel

In Re:
Supreme Court Case No:
2017s1.92

Petitioner:
Cynthia H. Coffinan, in her official capacity as the Attorney
General of Colorado,

v
Respondents:
Office of Attorney Regulation Counseland James C. Coyle,
in his official capacity as Colorado Supreme Court Attorney
Regulation Counsel.
ORDER OF COURT

IJpon consideration of the Petition for Original Writ Under C.A.R.

2l filed

in the above cause, and now being sufficiently advised in the premises,

IT IS ORDERED that said Petition for Original'Writ Under C.A.R. 21 shall
be, and the same hereby is, DENIED

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that said Motion of First Judicial District
Attorney's Office to File Amicus Curiae Brief in Support of Petitioners and said

Motion for Leave to File Amicus Curiae Brief in Support of the Attorney General's
Original Proceeding Under C.A.R. 2l

are

DENIED AS MOOT.

BY THE COURT, EN BANC, JUNE 5,2017
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April7,2017

Marcy G. Glenn, Esq.
Holland & Hart LLP
Chair, Colorado Supreme Court
Standing Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct
555 17th Street, Suite 3200
Denver, CO 80202

Re:

Proposed Amendments to Colo. RPC 5.4

Dear Marcy,
1n2009, the Colorado Supreme Court adopted changes to Colo. RPC 5.4 and C.R.C.P.
265 based on recommendations made by this Committee and the Court's Civil Rules Committee.
Rule Changes 2009(5) and2009(6). Leaving aside C.R.C.P. 265,the main purpose of the
revisions to Colo. RPC 5.4 was to clarify who was considered a "nonlawys¡"-s.g., disbarred or
suspended lawyers, lawyers on disability inactive status-for purposes of the prohibition in Colo.
RPC 5.4(d) against nonlawyer law firm ownership. See Tab A, February 4,2008 Memorandum
signed by Committee Chairs Glenn and Laugesen within enclosed February 4,2008letter from
Marcy G. Glenn, Esq. to Justices Michael L. Bender and Nathan B. Coats.
Recently I discovered that Colo. RPC 5.4(d) is missing a seven-word phrase that had
been included in Colo. RPC 5.4(d) since the Court adopted the Rules of Professional Conduct in
1993, and has always been included in ABA Model Rule of Professional Conduct 5.4(d). All
jurisdictions except the District of Columbia prohibit nonlawyer law firm ownership through
rules similar or identical to ABA Model Rule 5.4(d).1

Specifically, until 2009, the phrase ooauthorized to practice law for a profit" appeared
follows in Colo. RPC 5.4(d):

as

t (¿) e lawyer shall not practice with or in the form
of a professional corporation or association
practice.law
aujhorize4 to
fqr a profit, if:
(1) a nonlawyer owns any interest therein, except that a fiduciary representative of the estate of a
lawyer may hold the stock or interest of the lawyer for a reasonable time during administration;
(2) a nonlawyer is a corporate director or officer thereof or occupies the position of similar
responsibility in any form of association other than a corporation; or
(3) a nonlawyer has the right to direct or control the professional judgment of a lawyer.
ABA ModelRule 5.4(d) (emphasis added)

Tel 303 796 2626

6400 S. Fiddler's Green Circle, Suile 1000
Greenwood Villoge, CO 801I l

www.bfwlow.com
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A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a professional company or association,
or limited liability company, authorized to practice law for a profit, except in accordance
with C.R.C .P.265 and any successor rule or action adopted by the Colorado Supreme
Court."
Colo. RPC 5.4(d) (2008) (emphasis added). C.R.C.P. 265,intum, required all owners of law
firm entities to be licensed attorneys or entities owned by licensed attorneys. C.R.C.P. 265,II,
A, B (2008), Tab B.
o'authorized to practice law for a profit" has the quite deliberate effect of
The phrase
excluding from Rule 5.4(d) lawyers who practice law in nonprofit civil rights or other advocacy
organizations. See Tab C, 2013 New York State ethics opinion, which discusses this distinction
in the context of a rule based on ABA Model Rule 5.4(d). In Colorado and nationally, many
such organizations are owned in whole or in part by nonlawyers and employ lawyers to represent
the organization or third parties in public policy litigation.

Current Colo. RPC 5.4(d) omits the qualifying phrase "authorized to practice law for a

profit":
(d) A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a professional
company, if:
(1) A nonlawyer owns any interest therein, except that a fiduciary
representative of the estate of a lawyer may hold the stock or interest of the
lawyer for a reasonable time during administration; or
(2) A nonlawyer has the right to direct or control the professional judgment
of a lawyer.

Colo. RPC 5.4(d) (2017). The absence of this phrase means that lawyers who practice law in a
nonprofit civil rights or public policy advocacy organization in which a nonlawyer holds an
ownership interest are in violation of Colo. RPC 5.4(d).

After reviewing your February 4,2008letter and its enclosures, and contacting fellow
members of the joint subcommittee that studied and recommended the rule changes ultimately
adopted, I am convinced that the omission of this phrase was an inadvertent scrivener's effor.
There is an easy remedy. I propose that the Committee recommend that Colo. RPC
5.4(d) be amended to return the omitted phrase as follows:
(d) A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a professional company
authorized tp practice law for a profit, if:
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(1) A nonlawyer owns any interest therein, except that a fiduciary
representative of the estate of a lawyer may hold the stock or interest of the
lawyer for a reasonable time during administration; or
(2) A nonlawyer has the right to direct or control the professional judgment
of a lawyer.

I propose further that the Committee recommend that Colo. RPC 5.a(e) be similarly
amended:

A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a professional company authorize4 to
practice law for a prqfit except in compliance with C.R.C.P. 265.
Colo. RPC 5.a(e) is a non-ABA Model Rule provision that requires lawyers to abide by
C.R.C.P. 265 if they practice law through a professional company. C.R.C .P. 265 does not appear
to apply to lawyers who practice law in nonprofit organizations. See Tab C, C.R.C.P. 265. In
oofirm"
or "law firm" in the Colorado Rules, lawyers who work for a
addition, in the definition of
oolawyers
employed in a legal services
'oprofessional company" are tteated as distinct from
organization or the legal department of a corporation or other organization." Colo. RPC 1.0(c);
see also Colo. RPC 1.0(gXl) (oo'Professional company'has the meaning ascribed to the term in
C.R.C.P. 265."); Annotated Model Rules of Professional Conduct 576 (8th ed. 2015) ("legal
service organization" in Rule 6.3 means "pro bono organization that provides legal services to
economically disadvantaged clients").

I do not see a need to recommend the amendment of any Comments to Colo. RPC 5.4.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

frt*

Alexander R. Rothrock
Enclosures
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Marcy G. Glenn

HOTLANDSLHARTTHE LAW OUT WEST@

Phone (303) 29s-8320
Fax (303) 975-s475
mg

lenn@hollandhart.com

February 4,2008

VIA HAND-DELIVERY
Honorable Michael L. Bender
Honorable Nathan B. Coats
Colorado Supreme Court
2E. I4th Avenue, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80203

Re:

Proposed Amendments to CRPC 1.0 and 5.4

Dear Justices Bender and Coats:
The Court's Standing Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct (the CRPC
Standing Committee) recommends adoption of amendments to CRPC 1.0 and 5.4, consistent
with proposed amendments to CRCP 265, which are being separately submitted by the Court's
Standing Committee on the Rules of Civil Procedure (the Civil Rules Committee).
The proposed amendments were developed by a special joint subcommittee consisting of
members appointed from both the CRPC Standing Committee and the Civil Rules Committee,
and chaired by David W. Stark. The subcommittee considered whether the two standing
committees should recommend amending CRCP 265 and,perhaps, one or more CRPC, to
address the following issues: (1) CRCP 265's limitation on professional companies' activities to
'othe practice of law in Colorado"; (2) CRCP 265's insurance requirements; and (3) CRCP 265's
application only to lawyers practicing in professional companies, but not as sole proprietorships
or in generai partnerships that are not professional companies. The subcommittee reported to
both Committees, which approved the attached proposed amendments as well as the proposed
amendments to CRCP 265.
The proposed amendments are summarized in the attached memorandum report, which
forward to you as the Liaison Justices to the CRPC Standing Committee, for you to forward to
the full Court for consideration after advance publication and an opporhrnity for the submission

I

of written comments.

Holland

&

Hart

r.Lp

Phone [303] 295-8000 Fax [3031 295-8261 www.hollandhart.com

lTthstreet Su¡te3200 Denver,CO 80202 MaílingAddress P.O.Box8749 Denve¡CO 80201-8749
Denver Aspen Boulder ColoradoSprings DenverTechCenter Billings Boise Cheyenne JackonHole LasVegas SaltLakeCity SantaFe Washington,D.C.
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HOLLANDSLHARI
THE LAW OUT WEST

t!

Honorable Michael L. Bender
Honorable Nathan B. Coats
February 4,2008
Page 2

Sincerely,

w{k
Chair

MGG:lmp
Enclosures

(1) Red-linsd version of proposed amendments to CRPC 1.0 and 5.4
5'4
iZj Ct"u" copy of proposed amendments to CRPC 1'0 andLaugesent
W.
Richard
and
Glenn
G.
Marcy
(:j iut.*otandum from
concerning proposed amendments to CRCP 265 and CRPC 1.0 and 5'4
(4) Report of úre CnCp 265 Joint Subcommittee (without original
attachments)

(5) Strike-and-add copy of proposed amendments to CRCP 265, as
separately submitted by the Civil Rules Committee
(6) Ctean coiy of proposed amendments to GRCP 265, as separately
submitted by the Civil Rules Committee
(7) Disc containing clean and red-lined versions of CRPC 1'0 and 5'4
Microsoft Word documents

as

cc: Standing CRCP Committee Members (w/enclosures (1)-(6)) (vi1 e--Tail)
Carol Hã[er, office of State Court Administrator (w/enclosures) (via hand-delivery)
Richard'w. Laugesen, Esq. (w/enclosures (1)-(6) (via e-mail)
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TAB A
Attachment D

Subcommittee Proposal for
Modtfications to f'EthÍcs 2000'r Rules of Professional Conduct
As They Were Proposed to thc Court December 2005

RULE 1.0: TERMINOLOGY
rl. X ,1. ¡*

(c)''Firm''or''lawfìrm|'denotesa@partnership,professional

artffiu

con pany, sele-prep+¡*e+s+ip¡ or other ssseeie+is* ent@ or a sole proprietorshþ
p+"eÉi€€J*+F through which ø lawyer or løwyers render legøl sewíces; or lawyers employed in a legal
services organization or the legal department ofa corporation or other organization.

rl

¡1.

,.

r*

(g)''Partner''denotesarrnemberofapartnership,

@anownerofaprofessionalcompøny,oramemberofanassociationauthorized
to practice law.

(g-I)

"Professionøl compøny't høs the meaníng ascribed to the term in C.R.C.P. 265,
{.*t(***f<***

RULE 5.4 PROFESSIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF ALAWYER
(a) A lawyer or law firm shall not share legal fees with a nonlawyer, except that:

(l) an agreement by a lawyer with the lsr+yer" Iøwyer's fìrm, partner, or associate may provide for the
paym€nt of money, over a reasonable period of tirne after the lawyer's death, to the lawyer's estate or to
one or more specified persons;
(2) a lawyer who undertakes to complete unfinished legal business of a deceased lawyer may pay to the
estate ofthe deceased lawyer that proportion ofthe total compensation which fairiy represents the services
rendered by the deceased lawyer;
(3) a lawyer who purchases the practice of a deceased, disabled, or disappeared lawyer may, pursuant to
tlre provisions of Rule 1.!7,pay to the estate or other representative of that lawyer the agreed-upon
purchase price;

(4) a lawyer or law firm may include nonlawyer employees in a compensation or retirement plan, even
though the plan is based in whole or in part on a profit-sharing arrangement; and
(5) a lawyer may share court-awarded legal fees with
recomrnend employment of the lawyer in the matter.
(b) A lawyer shall not form apartnership with

a

a

nonprofit organization that employed, retained or

nonlawyer if any of the activities of the partnership consist

of the practice of law.

sgrp0 l2608,rvpd
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(c) A lawyer shall not permit a person who recommends, employs, or pays the lawyer to render legal
services for another to direct or reguiate the lawyer's professional judgment in rendering such legal
services.

(d)A1awyershallnotpracticewithorintheformofaprofessional
companyr

if

(1) A nonløwyer owns øny interest therein, except thøt ø ftducìøry representøtíve of the estate oÍ ø
lawyer may hold. the stock or ìnterest of the lawyer for a reasonable time duríng administrøtion; or
(2) A nonlawyer has the ríght to direct or control

the professìonal judgment

(e) A løwyer shøll not practice with or in the form of
with c.R.c.P. 265.

ø

of ø lawyer,

professíonøl compøny except in complíance

(l) Forparposes of this Rule, a "nonløwyer" includes (1) a lawyerwho has been dísbørued, (2) ø
løwyer who h.as been suspentled ønd who must petition for reinstatemetú, (3) a løwyer who høs been
immediøtely suspendedpursuantto C.R,C,P. 251.8 or 251.20(d), (4) alawyerwho ís onínactìvestatus
pursua.nt to C.R,C.P. 227(A)(6), and (5) a lawyer who, for a períod of six months or ntore' has been
(í) on disabílíty ìnøctíve sta.tus pursuant Ío C.R.C,P. 25L23 or (ìi) suspendecl pursuant to C,R,C,P,
2 5 1.8. 5, 227(A)(4), 260.6' or 2 5 1.8,6.

Comment to RULE 5.4 PROFESSIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF A LAWYER

Il] The provisions of this Rule express traditional limitations on sharing fees. These limitations are to
protect the lawyer's professional independence of judgment on behalf of the lawyer's client. Moreover,
since a lawyer should not aid or encourage a nonlawyer to practice law, the lawyer should not practice law
or otherwise share legal fees with a nonlawyer. This does not mean, however, that the pecuniary value of
the interest of a deceased lawyer in the lawyer's firm or practice may not be paid to the lawyer's estate or
specified persons such as the lawyer's spouse or heirs. in like manner, profit-sharing retirement plans of
a lawyer or law firm which include nonlawyer office employees are not improper. These limited
exceptions to the rule against sharing legal fees with nonlawyers are permissible since they do not aid or
encourage nonlawyers to practice law. Where someone other than the client pays the lawyer's fee or salary,
or recommends employrnent ofthe lawyer, that arrangement does not modify the lawyer's obligation to the

olient. As stated in paragraph (c) such arrangements should not interfere with the lawyer's professional
judgrnent on behalf of the lawyer's client. A lawyer should, however, make fi¡lI disclosure of such
arrangernents to the client; and if the lawyer or client believes that tlie effectiveness of lawyer's
representation has been or will be impaired thereby, the lawyer should take proper steps to withdraw frorn
representation of the client.
assist a lawyer in preserving independence, a number of courses are available, For example, a
lawyer may practice law in the form of a professional tcget-eery+ratien contpøny, if in doing so the
lawyer complies with all applicable rules of the Colorado Supreme Court. Although a lawyer may be
employed by a business corporation with nonlawyers serving as directors or officers, and they necessarily
have the rigirt to make decisions of business policy, a lawyer must decline to accept direction of the

[2] To

lawyer's professional judgment from any nonlawyer. Various types of legal aid offices are administered
by boardi ofdirectors composed oflawyers and nonlawyers. A lawyer should not accept employment from
such an organization unless the board sets only broad policies and there is no interference in the

agrp0l?ó08.wpd
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lilhere a lawyer is employed by an
relationship of the lawyer and the individual client the lawyer serves.
organization, a written agreement that defines the relationship between the lawyer and the organization
and provides for the lawyer's independence is desirable since it may serve to prevent misunderstanding as
to their respective roles. Although other innovations in the means of supplying legal counsel may develop,
the responsibility of the lawyer to maintain the lawyer's professional independence remains constant, and
the legal profession must insure that changing circumstances do not result in loss of the professional
independence of the lawyer.
should be
[3] As part of tþe legal profession's commitment to the principle that high quality legal services
available to all, Iawyers are encouraged to cooperate with qualified legal assistance organizations
providing prepaid legal services. Participation should at all times be in accordance with the basic tenets
äfthe profession: independence, integrity, competence, and devotion to the interests ofindividual clients'
A lawyer so participating should rnake certain that a relationship with a qualified legal assistance
organization inno way interferes with the lawyer's independent professional representation ofthe interests
ofihe individual client. A lawyer should avoid situations in which officials of the organization who are
not lawyers attempt to direct lawyers concerning the manner in which legal services are performed for

individual members, and should also avoid situations in which considerations of economy are given undue
weight in determining the lawyers employed by an organization or the legal services to be performed for
the inember or beneficiary rather than competence and quality of service' A lawyer interested in
maintaining the historic traditions of the profession and preserving the frinction of a lawyer as a trusted and
independent advisor to individual members of society should careñrlly assess those factors when accepting
empioymentby, or otherwise participating in, a particular qualified legal assistance organization, and while
so participating should adhere to the highest professional standards ofeffort and competence.

agrp0 l2608,vpd
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TAB A
Proposal for
Modifications to Rules 1.0 and 5.4 of Professional Conduct

RULE 1.0: TERMINOLOGY
rl.***

(c) "Firm" or "latv firm" denotes a partnership, professional company, or other entity or a sole
proprietorship through which a lawyer or lawyers render legal services; or lawyers employed in a legal
services organization or the legal department ofa corporation or other organization.
{.

¡1.

:f

{<

(g) "Partner" denotes a member of a partnership, an owner of
association authorized to practice law.

a

professional company, or

a

member of an

(g-1) "Professional company" has the meaning ascribed to the term in C'R.C'P' 265'
* {.1. *

tl.

¡1.

t *

tl.

t

RULE 5.4 PROFESSIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF A LAWYER
(a) A lawyer or law firm shall not share legal fees with a nonlawyer, except that

(1) an agreement by a lawyer with the lawyer's firm, partner, or associate may provide for the
payment of money, over a reasonable period of time after the lawyer's death, to the lawyer's estate
or to one or more specifïed persons;

(2) alawyer who undertakes to oomplete unfinished legal business of a deceased lawyer may pay
to the estate of the deceased lawyer that proportion of the total compensation which fairly
represents the services rendered by the deceased lawyer;

(3) a lawyer who purchases the practice of a deceased, disabled, or disappeared lawyer ma¡
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 1.I7,pay to the estate or other representative of that lawyer the
agreed-upon purchase price;
(4) a lawyer or law firm may include nonlawyer employees in a compensation or retirement plan,
even though the plan is based in whole or in part on a profit-sharing arrangement; and

(5) a lawyer may share court-awarded legal fees with a nonprofit organization that employed,
retained or recommend ernployment of the lawyer in the matter'
(b) A lawyer shall not formapartnership with
of the praotice of law.

a

nonlawyer if any of the activities of the partnership consist

(c) A lawyer shall not permit a person who recommends, employs, or pays the lawyer to render legal
services

for another to direct or regulate the lawyer's professional judgment in rendering such legal

services.

(d) A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a professional company,

agrn0

if
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(l)

Anonlawyerownsanyinteresttherein,exceptthatafiduciaryrepresentativeoftheestateof

a lawyer may hold the stock or interest of the lawyer for a reasonable time during administration;

or

(2) A nonlawyer

has the right to direct or control the professional judgment of a lawyer

(e) A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a professional company except in compliance with
c.R.c.P.26s.

(f) For purposes of this Rule, a "nonlawyer" includes (l) a lawyer who has been disbarred, (2) a lawyer
who hasbeen suspended and who must petition for reinstatement, (3) a lawyer who has been immediately
suspended pursuant to C.R.C.P. 25 I. I or 251 .20(d), (4) a lawyer who is on inactive status pursuant to
C.R.C.P. 227(A)(6), and (5) a lawyer who, for a period of six months or more, has been (i) on disability
inactive status pusuant to C.R.C.P. 251.23 or (ii) suspended pursuant to C.R.C.P. 251.8.5, 227(A)(4),
260.6, or 251.8.6.
:lr{.*t(+{.{.***
Comment to RULE 5.4 PROFESSIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF A LAWYER

[1] Ttre provisions of this Rule express traditional limitations on sharing fees. These limitations are to
protect the lawyer's professional independence ofjudgment on behalf of the lawyer's client. Moreover,
since a lawyer should not aid or encourage a nonlawyer to practice law, the lawyer should not practice law
or otherwise share legal fees with a nonlawyer. This does not mean, however, that the pecuniary value of
the interest of a deceased lawyer in the lawyer's firm or practice may not be paid to the lawyerrs estate or
specified persons zuch as the lawyer's spouse or heirs. In like manner, profit-sharing retirement plans of
a lawyer or law firm which include nonlawyer offrce employees are not improper. These limited
exoeptions to the rule against sharing legal fees with nonlawyers are permissible since they do not aid or
Wheresomeoneotherthantheclientpaysthelawyer'sfeeorsalary,
"o"Ñugrnonlawyerstopracticelaw.
or recommends employment of the lawyer, that arrangement does not modify the lawyer's obligationto the
client. As stated in paragraph (c) such arrangements should not interfere with the lawyer's professional
judgment on behalf of the lawyer's client. A lawyer should, however, make fuIl disclosure of such
arrangements to the client; and if the lawyer or client believes that the effectiveness of lawyer's
representation has been or will be impaired thereby, the lawyer should take proper steps to withdraw from
representation of the client.
assist a lawyer in preserving independence, a number of courses are available, For example, a
i"*y.t may practice law in the form of a professional company, if in doing so the lawyer complies with
all appticable rules of the Colorado Supreme Court. Although a lawyer may be employed by a business
corpãiation with nonlawyers serving as directors or officers, and they necessarily have the right to make

[2] To

decisions of business policy, a lawyer must decline to accept direction of the lawyer's professional
judgment from any nonlawyer. Various types of legal aid offices are administered by boards of directors
composea of lawyers and nonlawyers. A lawyer should not accept employment from such an organization
unless the board sets only broad policies and there is no interference in the relationship ofthe lawyer and
tlre individual client the lawyer serv€s. Where a lawyer is employed by an organization, a written
agreement that defines the relationsliip between the lawyer and the organization and provides for the
lawyer's independence is desirable since it may serve to prevent misunderstanding as to their respective
roles. elthough other innovations in the means of supplying legal counsel may develop, the responsibility
of the lawyer tô maintain the lawyer's prófessional independence remains constant, and the legal profession
must insuie that changing circumstances do not result in loss of the professional independence of the

lawyer.
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[3] As part of the legal profession's commitment to the principle that high quality legal services should be
available to all, lawyers are encouraged to cooperate with qualified legal assistance organizations
providing prepaid legal services. Participation should at all times be in accordance with the basic tenets
of the profession: independence, integrity, competence, and devotion to the interests of individual clients.
A lawyer so participating should make certain that a relationship with a qualified legal assistance
organization inno way interfereswiththe lawyer's independent professional representation of the interests
of the individual client. A lawyer should avoid situations in which officials of the organizationwho are
not lawyers attempt to direct lawyers concerning the manner in which legal services are performed for
individual members, and should also avoid situations in which oonsiderations of economy are given undue
weight in determining fhe lawyers employed by an organizalion or the legal services to be performed for
the member or beneficiary rather than competenoe and quality of service. A lawyer interested in
maintaining tJre historic traditions of the profession and preservingthe functionofa lawyer as a trusted and
independent advisor to individual members of sooiety should carefully assess those factors when aocepting
r*pioy*.ntby, or otherwiseparticipating in, aparticular quali{ied legal assistance organization, andwhile
so participating should adhere to the highestprofessional standards ofeffort and competence.

I

I
I

I

I

i
i
I

I

I
I
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MEMORANDUM
February 4,2008

TO:

The Honorable Justices of the Colorado Supreme Court

FROM

Marcy G. Gler¡r
Richard W. Laugesen

RE:

Recommended Amendments to CRCP 265 and CRPC 1'0 and 5.4

We submit this memorandum in our respective capacities as Chair of the Court's Standing
Committee on the Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure (the Standing Rules Committee) and the
Court's Standing Committee on the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct (the CRPC
Standing Committee), jointly referred to as 'othe two standing committees."

In early-2006, the two standing committees appointed subcommittees charged with coordinating
with each other and considering whether the two standing committees should recommend
amending CRCP 265 and,perhaps, one or more CRPC, to address the following issues:

(l)

CRCP 265's limitation on professional companies' activities to "the practice of
law in Colorado";

(2)

CRCP 265's insurance requirements; and

(3)

CRCP 265's application only to lawyers practicing in professional companies, but
not as sole proprietorships or in general partnerships that are not professional companies.

In}OQT,the Civil Rules Committee's subcommittee recommended amendments to CRCP 265,
which the Civil Rules Committee approved for recommendation to the Court; and the CRPC
Standing Committee's subcommittee recommended amendments to CRPC 1.0 and 5'4, which the
CRPC Standing Committee approved for recommendation to the Court. This memorandum
summa¡izes those recommendations.

Summa-{v of nature of recommended amendments. The recommended amendments,
adopted, would accomplish the following:

if

(l)

Broaden the permissible activities of a professional company beyond "the practice
of law in Colorado," to accommodate lawyers who engage in mediation, service as expert
witnesses, and other law-related services through their law firms;

(2)

Ensure that lawyers practicing in professional companies and in either sole
proprietorships or general partnerships are treated equally with one exception: attorneys
pruðti.ing inã professional company would remain vicariously liable for actions, enors and
ãmissioni of oiher lawyers in the professional company, unless the professional company
maintains specified minimal levels of liability insurance.
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(3)

Transfer various substantive requirements ofprofessional companies from current
CRCP 265 to CRPC 5.4, where those requirements would apply to a1l attomeys, whether
practicing in professional companies, or in sole proprietorships or general partnerships.

(4)

Amend CRPC 5.4 to clarify that a "nonlawyer" (who, under the recommended
amendments to that rule, may not own an interest in a professional company? or direct or control
a lawyer's professional judgment) includes disbared lawyers, suspended lawyers who must
petition for reinstatement, and certain lawyers on inactive status,

(5)

Amend certain definitions in CRPC 1.0 to conform to the recommended
amendments to CRPC 5.4.
The two standing committees do not recommend changing the requirement of maintenance
liability insurance by professional companies, nor the current amounts of such insurance.

of

Detailed analvsis of rqgg..{nmended amendments. Attached to this memorandum are the
following materials: (1) July 20,20A7 Report of the Rule 265 Subcommittee of the CRPC
Standing Committee, without attachments, which explains the recommended amendments in
detail; (2) clean versions of the proposed amendments to CRCP 265 utd CRPC 1.0 and 5.4; and
(3) redlined versions of CRCP 265 and CRPC 1.0 and 5.4, with the recommended changes to
CRCP 265 awrctated to explain the reasoning underlying the recommendations.
3822474_',l.Doc
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Appendix to SCSCRPC Minutes of
Eighteenth Meeting, on July 20,2007
REPORT OF THE RIJLS 265 SUECOI\4MITT¡S
TO THE

Si¡pReÙfn COURT STANDING CoMMITTEE ON THE RIJLES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Jl'JiLY

Attached to this report
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

24,2007

are-

A: Extracts from Minutes of the Standing Committee regarding Rule 265
B: Subcommittee Proposal for Modifications to Rule 265
C: Comparison of Subcornrnittee Proposal to Current Rule 265, with Commentary
D: Comparison of Subcommittee Proposal to Current Rule 265

The Rule 265 Subcommittee was established by the Chair of the SCSCRPC following the
thirreenth meeting ofthe Cornmittee on March 3, 2006. The Subcommittee is chaired by David W. Stark,
and its other members from the SCSCRPC are Michael H. Berger, Nancy L, Cohen, ThomasH. Downey,

Jr., David C. Little, Alexander Rothrock, Anthony van Westrum, and Judge John Webb. In addition,
James E. Bye, Charles

Kall, and Robert R. Keatinge participated from the bar at large.

The Subcommitte€ r,vas formed to review two aspects of current Rule 265, CRCP: (1) its
limitation of the permitted activities of "professional companies" to "the practice of law" and (2) its
provisions for the insurance coverage that must be maintained if the owners of professional companies are
to avoid vicarious, joint and sever¿I, Iiability for the conduct of other lawyers practicing law through the
professional company.
Attachment A to this report contains extracts from the minutes of the SCSCRPC wherein the
members discussed the need to consider amendments to Rule 265 wíth reqpect to those aspects.
The Pra.ctice of Law

Rule 265.I.4.2 cwrently provides, "The professional company shall be established solely for the
purpose of conducting the practice of law .," yet a Iarge number of lawyers who are partners in
professional companies provide services as neutrals in arbitrations, mediations, and other alternative
dispute resolution processes; services as consulting experts and testimonial experts regarding legal and
professional conduct topics; and other services that are not "the practice of law." Many have done so
without awareness that those services may be tecbnicatly beyond the scope of services that may be provided
so with awareness of the
the
as
a
technical
issue
"glitch" and would
issue but in hope that the disciplinary authorities would regard
an uqjustified
265
creates
not pursue sanctions for their ostensibly impermissible activities. And Rule
divide between the kinds of services that may be rendered by solo practitioners or by lawyers who are

frornwithin a "professional company" under current Rule 265. Otl'¡ers have done

and therefore are not subject to the Rule
partners within law firms formed as general partnerships
and those that may be provided by lawyers who are owners or employees of "professional companies'"

-

-

At the March 3,2006 meeting of the SCSCRPC, David Little recounted the draftinghistory of
Rule 265 and noted that,"In [ris] view, the Court added [the existing limitation of activities to 'the practice
of law'] principally as a defìnition, as a recognition that is what law firms do, and not as a conscious
prohibition against activities that lawyers have traditionally provided but which are not "the practice of
14w."
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From the commencement of its work, the Subcommittee was in agreement that Rule 265 did not
need to restrict the activities of professional companies to the practice of law. Rather, the SubcommitteE
agreed, the kinds of activities that lawyers may engage in, whether from within professional companies or
otherwise, are properly a subject for the Rules ofProfessional Conduct rather than Rule 265. Rule 265

liability undertaken by lawyers who practice through professional companies,
providing that such liability will be joint and several unless insurance of the stated characteristics is
need only deal with the

maintained.
The Subcommittee also agreed that it need not consider whether lawyers should be permitted to
provide ADR, expert witnesg or other such servioes. Those matters are adequately provided for by what
will be new Ethics 2000 Rule 2.4 (Lauryer Serving as Third-PartyNeutral) and Rule 5.7 (Responsibilities
Regarding Law-related Services), and by the other provisions of the Rules of Professional Conduct that
deal with such related matters as the sharing of legal fees with nonlawyers.

Insurance
The second focus of the subcommittee's work concerned the aspects of Rule 265 that concern
professional liability insurance. Under the current Rule, the owners of a professional company are shielded
against vicarious, joint and several, liability for professional acts, errors, and omissions ofthe lawyers
rendering legal services through that professional company only if the professional company maintains
professional liability insurance coverage at the tirne the professional act giving rise to the liability claim
is committed,
The Subcomnittee membors discussed at great length the concern that requiring coverage to exist
at the time the act, error, or omission occurs, but not at the time at which a claim is made or reported,
creates an illusion that the conduct for wliich liability is claimed would continue to be covered simply
because it was covered at the time the conduct occurred. This concern emanated from the natwe of the
claims-made form of professional liability coverage. Professional liability policies are not issued on an
occurrence-only basis. Rather, these polioies require notice ofa claim to be reported during the period of
time the policy is in effect and also require that the conduct giving ríse to the claim of liability have
occured during the policy period or during any endorsed extensions ofthat policy period (known as prior
acts coverage).

In practice, it is common for an act, eror, or omission to occur during a policy year but not be
discovered or reported until several years later. When the claim is subsequently made, the policy under
which coverage is sougbt is not the same policy as the one that existed when the conduct occurred; indeed,
when the claim is subsequently made, there may be no insurance coverage at all. For the conduct to be
covered, there must be a policy in place that cover the claim at the time the claim is reported.
The Subcommittee thoroughly discussed this conundrurn and eventually concluded that the Rule
should notbe changed so as to require coverage to exist at the time the claim is reported. After extended
discussion of potential claims and circumstances, the Subcornmittee concluded that a change in the Rule
to require coverage at the time the claim is reported created far more difficulty and greater inequities then
are inherent in the present Rule. Not the least of these was the concern for lawyer mobility and the fragility
of professional companie s, which tend to expose lawyers to uninsured claims upon departing from existing
professional companies without any rneans of ensuring professional coverage at the time, later, when a
claim might be made. Since the entire focus of the insurance requirement of Rule 265 is on the vicarious
liability of one lawyer for another's conduct and does not limit the acting lawyer's own, direct liability, the
Subcornrnittee felt it was appropriate to leave the Rule in its present confìguration.

Conforming Modifications to the Ethics 2000 Rules

ôgrÞ012608.wpd
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As noted above, a guiding principle for the Subcommittee was that the Rules of Professional
Conduct, and not Rule 265, should govern the conduct oflawyers, In general that is already the case, but
current Rule 265 contains sorne specific conduct-related provisions, particularly those in Part II that limit
the controlling persons of professional companies to licensed attorneys. The Subcommittee's solution was
to propose the addition to Rule 5.4 of provisions (a) precluding nonlawyer ownership of professional
companies and (b) precludingthe control oflawyer's conduct withinprofessional companies by nonlawyers

(Rule5.4(d)(2)). TheseprovisionsfitneatlyinwiththeexistingprovisionsofRule5.4,whichgovernthe
relationship between

a

lawyer and other persons that may restrict the lawyer's professional independence.

Use in modified Rule 5.4 of the term "professional company" required the addition of the term as
a definition in Rule 1,0 and modification of the existing definitions of "firm" and "pattner."

Comrnentary
comparison of Rule 265, as the Subcommittee recommends it be modified, with
the cwrent Rute. The attachment contains provision-by-provision commentary outlining the reasons for

Attachment C is

a

specific changes.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENÏ

Hule 265. Professional SûnúÍce Gompanies
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PHOPOSED AMENDMENT

Rule 265. Professional ÇomPanies

(a) Rendering Legat Services Through a Professional Company..

One or

more attorneys wño aie'licensed to practice law in colorado may render legal
in
services in Côlorado through a professional company, as that term is defined
ðãct¡on (e), provided that sllch professional company is established and gperatedin accordance with the provisions of this Rule and the Colorado Rules oT
Professional Gonduet.

(t) professional Company N1me. The name

of the professionalcompany shall

rornÉ,V with the provisions of {rre Colorado Rules of Professional Conduot regarding

the names of law tirrns.
(Z) Owners, Liability for Professional Acts, Errors, or Omissions' Each of the
oùnãrs of the professional company shall be deemed to agree, by reason of the
rendering of legal services by any atlorney through the professional comany, that
each of lfrem who is an owner at the tirne of the cornmission of any act, errOr, or
omission in the rendering of legal services by any owner or other person for whose
acts, errors, or omissioné the þrofessional company is liable, assumes, jointly and
severally to the extent provided by this Rule, the tiability of the professional cornpany
tor such acti êrrot', or omission. Notwithstanding tha preceding sentence, any owner
who has not directly participated in the act, error, or omission in the rendering of
legal services for which liability is incurred by the professional comþany does not
assr*" such liability, except as provided in suþsection (a)(3XD), ff, at the time the
act, error, or omission occurs the professional company has professional liability
insurance that meets the minimum requirements stated in subsection (a)(3).
(g) Professional Liablltty lnsurance Policy Requirernents. The professional
tiabiiÍty lnsurance contemplated in subsection (a)(Z) shall meet the following
minimum requirements:
(A) ProfessionalActs Coverage. The professionalliability insurance shallinsure
the professional company against liability imposed upon it arising oul of the
rendering of legal seruices by any attorney through the professional company and
agaÍnst the liabilíty imposed upon it arising out of the acts, @rrors; and ornissions of
all nonattorney emplbyees assisting in the rendering of legal services by any
attorney through the professional company
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(B) Policy Language.

The policy or policies for the professional liability insurance
may contain reasonable provísions with respect to policy p'eriods, territory, claims,
conditions, and other matters.

(C) Limits of Coverage. The professional liability insurance shall be in an amount
for each clairn of at least the lesser of $100,000 multiplied by the number of

attorneys who render legal services through the professional company or $500,000.
ff the policy or policies for the professional liability insurance provide for an
aggregate tbp limit of liability per year for all claims, the top limit shall not be less
than the lesser of $300,000 multiplied by the number of attorneys who render legal
seruíces through the professional company or $2,000,000.

(D) Deductlþles and Defense Costs. The policy or policies for the professional
Iiability insurance may provide for a deductible or self-insured retained amount and
may provide for the payment of defense or other costs out of the stated límits of the
policy. The liabllity assumed by each ownêr of the professional company who has
not directly participated in the act, error or omission in the rendering of legal services
Tor which liabrility is incurred by the professional company shall be the lesser of the
actual liabilítv of the professibnal company in excess of insurance available to pay
such damages or the sum of the

following;
i:.
(l) such deductible or retained self-insurance; and 'r''''

'

(ll) the amounts, if any, by which the payment of defense'costs has reduced the
insurance remaining available for the payment of damages incurred by reason of the
liability of the professional company below the minimum lÍrnit of insurance required
by subsection (a) (3) (C).

(E) Determination of Coverage. An act, error, or omission in the rendering of
legal services çhall be deemed to be covered by professional liability insurance for
the purpose of this Rule if the policy or policies include such act, error, or omission
as a covered activity, regardless of whether claims previously made against the
policy have exhausted the aggregate top limit for the appiicable time period or
whether the individual claimed amount or ultimate liability exceeds either the per
claim or aggregate top

limit.

¡

?:",

(Ë) Limitation of Vicarious Liability. The liability assumed by the owners of a
professional company under thÍs Rule is limited to the l¡aOility olthe professionaf
compâny for acts, errors, or omissions incurred in the rendering of legal services by
any owner or othef person for whose acts, errors, or omìssions the professional
company is liable and shall not e)dend to any other liabiiity incurred Þy the
-L-
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profess¡onal company" Liabílity, if any, for any and all actS, errors, and omissions,
other than acls, errors, or omissions incurred in the rendering of legal services by
any owner or other person for whose acts, errors, or omissions the professional
cCImpany is liable, shall be as othenruise provided by law and"shall not be changed,
affected, limited, or extendgd by
::.

this,Hule.

';

(b) Compliance W¡th Rules of Piofessional Cpnduct,, Nothing in this Rule shall
be deerned to diminish or change the obfigation of 'each attorney rendering legal
services through a proTesSiönal company to cornply'with"the Golorado Rules of
Professional Conduct promulgated by this Court.

(c) Víolation of Rule; Terminatlon of Authority. Any violation of or failure to
comply with any of the provisions otthis Rule by the professional company may be
grounds for this Couñ to terminate or su,spend the right of any'attorney who is an
owner of such professional company to render legal services in Colorado through
a protessional

company.

i.

(d) Professional Compan! Constiti¡encies; A profbssiijnal com pany may have
one or more owners that are prgfessional companies, so long as each such owner
that is a prollessional company and the professional co¡npãny of which they are
owners are both established and operated in,accordance.with the provisions of this
Rule.

(e) "Professional Company" Defined. For purþosesofth,i's Rule, a professional
company is a corporation, limited liability company, limited iíability partnersh¡p,
limited partnership association, br other entity that may be forrned under Colorado
law to transact business or any entity that can be formed under the taw of any other
jurisdiction and through which attorneys may render legal services in that jurisdiction,
except that the term excludes a general partnership that is n'ot a limited liability
partnership â.ld excludes every other entity the owners"of which are subject tó
personal liability for the oblígations of the entity.

-J-
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T¿ble of n¡les

Rule

266. PROFESSIONAL SERVICE COMPANIES.

RT]LD 266. PROFESSIONAL

SERVICE

COMPANIDS

A. Attorneys *no *"I."nsed to practice law in
Colorado may do so in the form of professional corporations, tindrca [ability companies, limited liability
p¡rtnershþ, rêgistered llTnited liabtlity pa,rtnemhips,
qr jolnt stoek conpå,riieq, hereln colloctively rsfenod
to as uprofessional companies," permitted:by the laws
of Colorado to eönduct thé practice of law, pi"ovided
that such professional companÍê3 are establidheal and
apernted in aceoriJancc with the provieions of this
Huls and the Colorado Êules of Profsscion¿l Conduct.
The provisÍons of this Rr¡le shall epply to all profes'
sional companies having as shaleholders, offictirs, direetoi8, pa.rtners, employees, members, or managers
one or more attorneys who engage Íh the practiee of
larv in Colorado, whether such professional companies

"R.L,L,P." that are authol'izeal by the laws of the

State of Colorado or the laws of the state or jurisdic-

tion of organization. In addition, the name of the
plofessional qÒmpeny shall alwqya nieet the ethicnl

standårds estsblished by the Colorado Rr¡les,of Professional Conduct fór the names of law firms'

2. The professional company shall be established
solely for the purposo of eonducbing tho practice of
law, and the prachiee of law in Colorado shall be
conclucted or¡ly by persons qualifie{ and licensed to
practice law in the State of Colorado.
3. The professional company may exercise all of
the powers and privileges confened upon such types
of entities by the laws of the State of Colorado or
other state or jurisdiction of organizatíon but only for
the purpose of condueting the praetiee of law pwsuant
to this n¡le ,and the Colorado Rr¡les oi

a¡e forrned under Colorado lav¡ or under larvs of

4,

The articles ofincorloration, partnership agreement, operating agreement, or other goVerning documênt or agreement of the professional company shall
provide, and each of the shareholders, partneis, or

another state ór jwisdiction. All professignal compa'
nies conductÍng the practice of law in Colorado shall
comply with the following requirements:

membêrs shall agree, th¿t each of them who is a
shareholder, parbner, or member of the professional
company at the time of the commission of any professional act, error, or omission by any of the sharehold'

1.

The name of the professional company shall
contain the words "professional compan¡r," "profee'
sional corporation," "limitÆd liability company"' "limited liabÍlity partnership," oî "rei¡istered limitæd liability partnership" or abbreviations thereofsuch as "Prof.

ttP,C.,"
Co.,t' ttProf. Cotp.rtt
:'TJ,L.C.:' "L.L'P',f'

Professional

Conduct.

ers, o.ffrcers, directors, partners, members, managero'
or employees of the professional cqmpany shall be

91'
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jointly and severally liable to the extent provided by
this Rule for the damages caused by such act, error,
or omission; provided, however, that the governing
document or agreement may provide that any such

22

ered activity, regardless of whether claims previously
made against the policy h¿ve exhausted the aggregate
top limit for the applicable time period or whether the
individual claimed amount or ultimate liability exceeds
either bhe per claim or aggregate top limit.

shareholder, partner, or member who. has not directly
and actively parbicipated in the act, error, or omission
for which liability is claimed shall not be liable, except
as provided in clause (e) of this subparagraph I.44,

5. Tþe liability assumed by the shareholders, partners, or members of the professional company pursuant to subparagraph I.A4 is limited to liability for

for any of the damages caused thereby if at the time
the act, error, or omission oceurs the professional
company has. professional liability insurance which

professional acts, errors, or omissions which constitute
the practiee of law and shall not extentl to actions or
undertakings that do not constitute the pracüice of
law. The liability aSsumed by tl¡e sharehotders, part¡ìers, or members of the professional company pwsuant to subparagrapì LA.4 may be pursued only by a
citation brought under C.R.C.P. 106(aX5) afrer entry
of a judgment against the professional cornpany. Liability, if any, for any and all actions or undertakings,
other than professional acts, errors, or omissions, shall

meets the following minimum standards:

(¿) The insu¡ance shall insure the professional gompany against liabilþ imposed upon it arising out of
the practice of law by attorneys employed by the
professional company in their capacities as attorneys.

(b) Such insurance shall insure the professional
company against liability imposed upon it by law for
damages arising out of the professional acts, errois,
and omissions of all nonprofessional employees.

be as generally provided by law and shall not be
changed, affected, limited, or extended by this Rule.

(c) The policy may contain reasonable provisions
with respecü to policy periods, territory, claims, condi-

B. Each attorney practicing law in Colorado as a
shareholder, director, officer, member, manager, partner, or employee of a professional company, whether
formed under the laws of the State of Colorado or
under the laws of any other state orjurisdiction, shall
comply with the following standards of..professional

tions, and other matters.

(d) The insurance shaü be in an amount for each
claim of at least $100,000 multiplied by the number of
attorneys employed by the professional company, and,
if trhe policy provides for an aggregàte top liìnit of
Uâbility peï yssr for all claims,'the limit ahall not be
le$s than $800,000 multiplied hy the number¡ of, ¿ttot':
neys employed by the professlonêl company; provid.ed,'however, that no professional eompany shall be
required to carry tot¿l limits of insurance in excess of
$500,000 for each clairn or be required to carry an
aggegate top limit of liability for all claims per year
of more than $2,000,000.

conduct:

1. No such,attorney shall act or fail to act in a vray
which would violate any of the Colorado Rules of
Professional Conduct adoptetl by this Court. The
professional company shalt also pomply at all üimes
with all standaxds of professional cpnduct established
by this . Court and with the þrwisions of this Rule.
Any violation of or f¿ilure to comply with any of the
provisio4s,of this Rule by the professional company
n¡?y be grounds'for this Court to terminate or suspend the right of any attgrnBy who ls a shareholder,
director, office¡ member, manager, or partner of such
professional company to practice law in Colorado in
the form of a professional cor.npany.

'(e) The policy may provide for a deductible or sèlfinsured retained amount and may provide for the
payment of defense or other costs out of the statetl
limits of the policy. In either or both such events, the
Iiability assumed by the :shareholders; þlutners, or
members of the professional company shall inclùde the
amount of sueh deductible or retained self-insurance
and shall include the amount, if any, by: which the
payrnent of defense costs may reduce the insurance
remaining ayailable fgr the payment of claims below
the minimum limit of insuranee required by this Rule
if the ultimate liability for the claím exceeds 'the
amount of inswance remaining to pay for it.

2.

Nothing in this Rule shall be deemed to diminish or change the obligation of each attorney employed

by ühe profes*ional eomp¿ny to conduct that att¡rne¡ln practice in acôo¡'dance rvith the Colorado Rules
of Professional Conduet promulgated by this Court:
Any attorney who by act or omission causes the
professiorial'company to, act or fail to art in a way

(fl A professional act, error, or omission is considered to be covered by professional liabílity insurance
for the purpose of this subparagraph LA.4 if the
policy íncludes sueh act, etÍor, or omission as a cov:

rvhieh violates such standards of professional conduct
or any provision of this Rule shall be.deemed personally responsible for such act or omission and shall be
subject to discipline therefor,
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II_

Any professional eompany eetablished t'or lhe pwoosu of conducting blte practice of larv must comply

ø¡t't

of the following additionaì reqttilemenLs:
Except as provided in paragraph II.B and

uU

A.

II'C'

all officers, directors, sharelrolders, pattners' membern, ot måïagel's of the plofesaicnal cornpany shall
be individuals who ale rh¡ly licsnsod by either' ühe

Suprome Corud of the State of Çolorado or sotne other
rt":tu ot jurisdiction to pl'actice larv either in the State
of Colcrado or i¡r euch o¡her state cr jurisdiction anrl

who at sll times owu shales ol other equity int'crests
in the prafessional eompany in their own right' Itl
addition, all other employees or representaüves of the
profeesional company rvlto pt'aetiee låw ahall be drrly
iicensed by eithel the Snprene Oou¡.b of the State of
Coloratlo or some other state or jurisdiction to practice. law in the St¿te of Colorado or in such other state
or jurisdÍction.

B.

A profeosional company rnay have one or: more
profesehareholdern, pal|netx, or nembe¡t whiclt are

eional companies so long as each such shareholder,
pûr'ürer, ori member is oslablished atrtl operated in

äecordance wÍth the provisions of this Rulo and bhe
Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct'

C. A professional company may have dilectors,
cfffcers, oi' manrgere wito do not have bhe quallfica'

tions deseribed Ìn parag'aph I1.A' bu| no dit'ecbor'
ofËcer, mânäger, or employee of a profeminnal cotnpa-

ny who is not lieensed to pracbice law either in the

or

265

elsewhere shall exercise any

auihcrity rvhat'soever over

¿¡Dy

of the

professional

compaqy's activitie¡ relating tc the practice of l¿w'

D. Provieions shatl be made reqiriring any shareholder, paliner, ol' sther metnbor who withtL'aws ñ'om
ol olhetr¡'ise ceases to be eligible Lo be a nhareholder,
partnet, ot ¡ne¡rbel'cf bhe plofessional company to
dispo*e of all *har:es ol other eqnity ittterest* tlrerein
aa.sool¡ as pr*clieable ejther io the profesxional eom-

ol to any person having the qualüications deseriberl in paraglaph II'4. Provieions nay be made
for the redetn¡:t'ion or rlirposltion of shal'es or obhet'
ec¡uiLy intelesfg over a reasonable periocl of time so
long *s lhe withdlarvitrg shareholdel', pâtlner, or
nrelnber cloes nct exe¡cise ¿ìny rl:åtlügement or prnfes'
sional function during such period of time.

pany

[. A ¡n'ofessional tompåtly may telopt retilement,
pension, profit-shaling (rvhether cash or dofen'ecl),
irealth ¿nd acciclent h¡surarrce, or welfare plans fot'all
or some of its employees, including lay employees,
prrrvitìed that such plana do not require ol resul{i in
iha sharing of *pecific or itlentifiable fee; wüh lay
employeer and providecl that any payments made to
lay-employeee or itlto any *ucb.plan on behalf of lay
employees are basetl upon their cr:mpensation or
tengfh of setryicç or bolh rathet' than upon the amount
of fees or income received.
Amerrii¿d eff. June 1, 198?; Nov. 1, 1991; Jan' 1' 109*'
llepealetl and adopted:eff' Dec' 1, 199õ. Amended eff' Ûae'
6,1996; Dee.20,1995.
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NY Eth. Op.gSZ (N.Y.St.Bar.Assn.Comm.Prof.Eth.), 2013 WL SB9o87
New York State Bar Association
Committee on Professional Ethics

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION OFFERING LEGAL SERVICES AND SEEKING GRANTS TO SUBSIDIZETHE
LEGAL SEIìVICES PROGIìAMS
Opinion Number 957

January t4,2oLg
Digest; A lawyer for a bona fide nonprofit organization may furnish legal services to beneficiaries ofthe organization as part
of the organization's programs as long as the agency is complying with Judiciary Law I 495. However, the lawyer must
obtain each client's consent for him to be compensated by the agency, the lawyer must not permit the organization to direct,
regulate, or otherwise interfere with the lawyer's independent professional judgment in rendering legal services for clients,
and the lawyer must protect the clients' confidential information. As long as the programs satisfy these criteria, the lawyer
may assist the agency in seeking grants to support the agency's legal services programs.
*1 Rufes: 1.8(f), 5.4(c) & (d), 5.5(b), and 7 .2(b)
F'ACTS
1. The inquiring attorney is a salaried employee of a bona fide nonprofit credit counseling agency that is not a law firm. He
has inquired whether he may ethically participate in two legal services programs that his employer would like to offer: (1)
filing for bankruptcy protection for clients who are unable to do so outside ofthe agency becausç oftheir financial situation,
and (2) advising seniors concerning whether they should join supplemental needs pooled income trusts previously established
by a separate 501(c)(3) agençy under the applicable provisions of the New York State Social Services Law by entering into
'Joinder" agreements.

2. The credit counseling agency presently advises debtors on whether they will benefit from payment plans with the debtors'
creditors. The agency would like to add legal services to enhance the agency's role in providing financial solutions, primarily
to assist the elderly or others in need of social security assistance. Since this market is underserved, the agency intends to
assist individuals with Representative Payee services as well as to form a bill pay service for those who are incapable of
handling their own finances or who lack assistance of others. The agency has not established any fee arrangement for the
proposed services. However, in light of the agency's mission, the agency plans to keep fees to a minimum so that it can serve
those who cannot afford private representation but are not sufficiently indigent to qualify for free legal aid. The agency plans
to seek grant funding opportunities to assist it in subsidizing the legal services programs.

3. If the proposed programs are implemented, the inquiring lawyer will furnish legal services to the agency's clients. Each
client for whom legal services are provided will sign an engagement letter that specifies that the agency itself will not give
legal advice or represent clients and that the client-lawyer relationship is only between the client and the attorney. The
agency's board ofdirectors will adopt a policy prohibiting the agençy from controlling the lawyer's representation ofclients.
QUESTIONS
*2

4.llay

a larvyer employed by a

nonprofit credit counseling

agency assist the agency in offering legal services programs?

5. May a lawyer employed by a nonprofit credit counseling agency assist the agency in seeking grants to support the
agency's legal services programs?

OPINION
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Lesal Services Offered by a Nonprofit Orsanization
6. Rule 5.4(d) prohibits a lawyer from practicing with or in the form of an entity authorized to practice law for profit if a
nonlawyer owns any interest in the entity, is a member, corporate director or officer of the entity, or has the right to direct or
control the professional judgment of the lawyer. However, Rule 5.4(d) does not extend to nonprofit organizations.
7. New York Judiciary Law $ 495 prohibits corporations from practicing law, but New York .Iudiciary Law $ 495(7) carves
out exceptions for (l) organizations that offer prepaid legal services, (2) nonprofit organizations that furnish legal services as
an "incidental activity" in furtherance of some other "primary purpose," and (3) organizations whose primary purpose is to
furnish legal services to indigent persons. Judiciary Law $ 496 requires organizations exempt under $ 495(7) to report and
annually update the following information to the Appellate Division: a statement describing the nature and purposes of the
organization, composition of the governing body, type of legal services offered, and names and addresses of any attorneys
employed by the organization.
8. Therefore, nonprofit organizations authorized to practice law under Judiciary Law $$ 495(7) and 496 and organizations
that offer prepaid legal services and furnish legal services to the indigent are not subject to Rule 5.4(d)'s prohibition against
lawyers working at an entity where a nonlawyer is "a member, corporate director or officer thereof."

9. The credit counseling agency is a non¡rrofit organization operated primarily to provide financial counseling to those in
need of assistance. Its services include credit counseling, budget planning, debt management plans, bankruptcy counseling
and advocacy ofpooled income trusts established by others. In furtherance ofthese activities, the agency proposes to furnish
legal services to help clients seek bankruptcy protection and to review joinder agreements that will enable seniors to join

existing pooled income trusts. If the agency's legal services constitute "incidental activities" in furtherance of some other
'oprimary purpose," the agency is exempt from the prohibitions of Jucliciary Law Q 495 by virtue of subdivision (7). In
Paskowski v. DiBenedefto, 184 Misc.2d 34,705 N.Y.S.2cl 521 (Family Court, Rockland County, 2000), the court held that a
legal services program established by a nonprofit community organization to provide emergency housing and outreach
programs to victims of domestic violence is exempt under Judiciary Law $ 495(7) because it offers legal counseling to those
who use the shelter's services.

*3

10. Similarly, the credit counseling agency that employs the inquiring attorney wishes to offer legal solutions that follow
from their other services: representation of a client in a bankruptcy proceeding and in reviewing and advising the client
concerning the joinder agreements that they must sign to join existing pooled income supplemental needs trusts. This
Committee does not render opinions on questions of law such as the interpretation and application of Judiciary Law $ 495,
but for purposes of this opinion we will assume that the agency that employs the inquiring attorney is not violating ss 495. If
the agency is violating $ 495, then the inquiring attorney may not assist the agency in offering or providing legal services
because he would be assisting a nonlavqyer (the agency) in the unauthorized practice of law, in violation of Rule 5.5(b) C'A

lawyer shall not aid a nonlawyer in the unauthorized practice of law").

ll. Even if a nonprofit organization is in compliance with Judiciary Law $ 495, however, lawyers working for the
organization are still required to comply with the applicable Rules of Professional Conduct. Three rules are especially
relevant here. Rule 1.8(f) provides that a lawyer shall not accept compensation (or anything else ofvalue) from a third party
for representing a client unless "(l) the client gives informed consent; (2) there is no interference with the lawyer's
independent professional judgment or with the client-lawyer relationship; and (3) the client's confidential information is
protected as required by Rule 1.6." Rule 5.4(c) prohibits a lawyer from permitting a person who recommends, employs or
pays the lawyer to render legal service for another to direct or regulate the lawyer's professional judgment in rendering such
legal services. And Rule 7.2(b)(4) permits a lawyer to be employed or paid by a "bona fide" organization to furnish legal
services to others, so long as (inter alia) there is no interference with the lawyer's exercise of independent professional
judgment.

12.The Code predecessors of Rule L6 and 5.4(c) were applied in N.Y. City 1997-2, which concluded that a lawyer employed
2
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by a social services agency to represent clients must provide independent and competent representation and preserve client
confidences in accordance with the ethics rules, without allowing it to direct or regulate the lawyer's independent
professional judgment. We agree with that aspect of Opinion 1997-2.
Seeking Grant X'undins Opportunities
13. The agency proposes to seek grant funding opportunities to assist it in paying for the legal services programs. As noted
above, Rule 1.8(f) prohibits a lawyer from accepting compensation for representing a client from one other than the client
unless the client gives informed consent, there is no interference with the lawyer's independent professional judgment or with
the client-lawyer relationship, and the client's confidential information is protected as required by Rule 1.6. Rule 1.8(f) does
not prohibit the agency from seeking grants to support the proposed legal services programs as long as the grants are not tied
to any particular client's legal services, the grantors do not interfere with the lawyer's exercise ofprofessionaljudgment, and
neither the lawyer nor the agency reveal client confidential information in the grant applications or in any communications
regarding how the grant money is being used.

CONCLUSION

*414. A lawyer for a bona fide nonprofit organization may furnish legal services to beneficiaries of the organization as part
of the organization's programs as long as the agency is complying with Judiciaty Law 5s 495. However, the lawyer must
obtain each client's consent for him to be compensated by the agency, the lawyer must not permit the organization to direct,
regulate, or otherwise interfere with the lawyer's independent professional judgment in rendering legal services for clients,
and the lawyer must proteat the clients' confidential information, As long as the programs satisfy these criteria, the lawyer
may assist the agency in seeking grants to support the agency's legal services programs.

NY Eth. Op. qsz (N.Y.St.Bar.Assn .Comm.Prof.Eth.). 201q WL c8qo8z
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West's Colorado Revised Statutes Annotated
s
Rules Annotated
Professional Service
Chapter zz. Professional Service Companies
C.R.C.P. Rule 265

RULE z6s. PROÞ'ËSSIONAL SEIì.VICE COMPANIES
Cunentnesfi

(a) Rendering Legal Service Through a Professional Company. One or more aftorneys who are licensed to practice law in
Colorado may render legal services in Colorado through a professional company, as that term is defined in Section (e),
provided that such professional company is established and operated in accordance with the provisions ofthis Rule and the
Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct.

(1) Professional Company Name. The name of the professional Çompany shall comply with the provisions of the Colorado
Rules of Professional Conduct regarding the names of law firms.

(2) Owners'Liabilityfor Professional Acts, Errors, or Omissions. Each of the owners of the professional company shall

be

deemed to agree, by reason ofthe rendering oflegal services by any attorney through the professional company, that each of
them who is an owner at the time of the commission of any act, error, or omission in the rendering of legal services by any
owner or other person for whose acts, errors, or omissions the professional company is liable, assumes, jointly and severally
to the extent provided by this Rule the liability of the professional company for such act, error, or omission. Notwithstanding
the preceding sentence, any owner who has not directly participated in the act, error, or omission in the rendering of legal

services for which liability is incurred by the professional company does not assume such liability, except as provided in
subsection (a)(3)(D), if, at the time the act, error, or omission occurs the professional company has professional liability
insurance that meets the minimum requirements stated in subsection (a)(3).

(3) Professional Liability Insurance Policy Requirements. The professional liability insurance contemplated in subsection
(a)(2) shall meet the following minimum requirements:

(A) Professional Acts Coverage. The professional liability

insurance shall insure the professional company against
liability imposed upon it arising out ofthe rendering of legal services by any attorney through the professional company
and against the liability imposed upon it arising out of the acts, errors, and omissions of all nonattorney employees
assisting in the rendering oflegal services by any attorney through the professional company.
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(B) Policy Language. The policy or policies for the professional liability insurance may contain reasonable provisions
with respect to policy periods, territory, claims, conditions, and other matters.

(C) Limits of Coverage. The professional liability insurance shall be in an amount for each claim of at least the lesser of
$100,000 multiplied by the number of attorneys who render legal services through the professional company or $500,000.
If the policy or policies for the professional liability insurance provide for an aggregate top limit of liability per year for all
claims, the top limit shall not be less than the lesser $300,000 multiplied by the number of attorneys who render legal
services through the professional company or $2,000,000.

(D) Deductibles and Defense Costs. The policy or policies for the professional liability insurance may provide for a
deductible or self-insured retained amount and may provide for the payment of defense or other costs out of the stated
limits of the policy. The liability assumed by each owner of the professional company who has not directly participated in
the act, error or omission in the rendering of legal services for which liability is incurred by the professional company shall
be the lesser ofthe actual liability ofthe professional company in excess ofinsurance available to pay such damages or the
sum of the following:

(I)

such deductible or retained self-insurance; and

(II) the amounts, if any, by which the payment of defense costs has reduced the insurance remaining available for the
payment of damages incurred by reason of the liability of the professional company below the minimum limit of
insurance required by subsection (a)(3)(C).

(E) Determination of Coverage. An act, error, or omission in the rendering of legal services shall be deemed to be
covered by professional liability insurance for the purpose ofthis Rule ifthe policy or policies include such act, eror, or
omission as a covered activity, regardless of whether claims previously made against the policy have exhausted the
aggregate top limit for the applicable time period or whether the individual claimed amount or ultimate liability exceeds
either the per claim or aggregate top limit.

(F) Limitation of Vicarious Liability. The liability assumed by the owners of a professional company under this Rule is
limited to the liability of the professional company for acts, errors, or omissions incurred in the rendering of legal services
by any owner or other person for whose aÇts, errors, or omissions the professional company is liable and shall not extend
to any other liability incurred by the professional company. Liability, if any, for any and all acts, errorso and omissions,
other than acts, errors, or omissions incurred in the rendering of legal services by any owner or other person for whose
acts, errors, or omissions the professional company is liable, shall be as otherwise provided by law and shall not be
changed, affected, limited, or extended by this Rule.
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(b) Compliance with Rules of Professional Conduct. Nothing in this Rule shall be deemed to diminish or change the
obligation of each attorney rendering legal services through a professional company to comply with the Colorado Rules of
Professional Conduct promulgated by this Court.

(c) Violation of Rule: Termination of Authority. Any violation of or failure to comply with any of the provisions of this
Rule by the professional company may be grounds for this Court to terminate or suspend the right of any attorney who is an
owner ofsuch professional company to render legal services in Colorado through a professional company.

(d) Professional Company Constituencies. A professional company may have one or more owners thatare professional
companies, so long as each such owner that is a professional company and the professional company of which they are
owners are both established and operated in accordance with the provisions of this Rule.

(e) (Professional Company" Defined. For purposes of this Rule, a professional company is a corporation, limited liability
company, limited liability partnership, limited partnership association, or other entity that may be formed under Colorado law
to transact business or any entity that can be formed under the law ofany otherjurisdiction and through which attorneys may
render legal services in that jurisdiction, except that the term excludes a general partnership that is not a limited liability
partnership and excludes every other entity the owners ofwhich are subject to personal liability for the obligations ofthe
entity.

Credits
Amended eff. June 7,1987; Nov.
Dec. 20, 1995; Feb. 26, 2009.

I, l99l;

Jan. 1,1993. Repealed and adopted eff. Dec. 1,1995. Amended eff. Dec. 6, 1995;

Notes of Decisions (7)

Rules Civ. Proc., Rule 265, CO ST RCP Rule 265
Current with amendments received through January 15.2017
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Marcy Glenn

Cc:

James Coyle <j.coyle@csc.state.co.us>
Friday, March I0,2017 10:21- AM
Marcy Glenn
David Stark; Anthony van Westrum

Subject:

U.S. Representative Robert Goodlatte Letter on advertising issues

Attachments:

US Rep Goodlatte Letter 03-07-L7.pdf

From:
Sent:

To:

Hi Marcy"
Enclosecl is a letter [l'om IJ.S. Representätive Robert Goodlatte.
r¡n this

attcxiey aclvertising

All othei:.iurisdictions received a similar letter

issttcr.

The ABA Gove¡:nmelrt Al'Iàirs section is pr:eparing an ARA response. This may include an agreetlre¡rt to the
AMA resolution referued to in the letter. Several organizations. inclucling NOtsC anci APIìL are provicling
infonnation to assist in such response (note that no ad instructs anyone to stop tal<ing medication, uor are there
misstatements o1'lact (rather, lhese ads are alleged to alatm, kind of like a political ad rnaybe).

Virginia is the only, state to clate that intends to respond to Rep. Goodlatte (VA is his bar associatiou). All
cl¿rte are dei'erring to tl're ARA. I rvo¡¡lcl also like to cielbr to the ABA on this.
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From: Cheryl Lilburn
Sent: Friday, March I0,2017 L0:09 AM
To: James Coyle <i.cpyle (Qç!c.5[ate.co.us>

Subject: Goodlatte Letter

Cheryl L. Lílburn
1
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March 7,2017
James C. Coyle

Âttorney Regulation Counsel
Ofüce of Attonrey Regulation Counsel
Colorado Supreme Court
1300 Broadway, Suite 500,
Denver, CO 80203
Dear Mr. Coylo,

I write to you to take immediats action to enhance the veracity of attorney advertisíng.
The American Mcdical Association (AMA) recently adopted a resolution supporting a legislative
or fogulatory'lequirerne,nt that attomey commeroials which may cause patients to discontinue
mcdically necessary medications have appropriate warnings that patie,lrts should not diseontinue
medicqtions without seeking thE advicc of thei¡ physician . . ," The f,[ft:5 rssolution notes that
"[t]elevision commercials that seek plaintiffs regarding new medications âre rampant on t.atenight television," that "[o]ften potørtial complications arc spoken about thern in an alarming
wâ1," and that "[aJs a result of these ads, seme patients havc endangered themselves by stopping
prescribed mcdications without speaking to a physician," The AMA resolution concludes that
advertisements "are 'fearmongering' and dangerous to the public at-large because they do not
present a clcar pichrre regarding the product.nn Dr. Russell V/.H. Kridel, M.Þ., me¡nber of the
AMA's Board of Trustees" explained the need for such commercials to advisc patiørts to consult
with a physician beforo discontinuing medications by noting that:

The onslaught of attorney ads has the potential to &ighten patients
and place fear betweør thern and thcir doctor. By ernphasizing
side eflects while ignoring the benefits or th.e fact that the
medication is FDÂ approved, these ads jeopardize patimt care.
For many patiørts, stopping prescriberl medication is far rnore
dangerous, and we necd to be looking out for them.sl
lndeed. much of this advcrtising is desÍgnecl to frighten patient.s. After emphasizing the
pOtcntial side effects of an FDÂ approved and doctor prescribed rnedication, one ndvertigeîfleït

¡

|

https://www,(rnå-åssn.ort/ama-adopm-ncw-policies.fi

nal.day-annurl-mccting
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urges patients to call 1-800-BAD-DRUC32 -- a les$ than subtle suggcstion that thc drug in
question is inhcrently harmful. Another commereial holds itself out to be a "rnedìcal.alerq""
while another one states unequivocally that the FDA approved drug is "dangerous."3¿ One even
dçicts a patient being loaded into an ambulance.3s It is little wondsr that patients are confi¡sed
snd concsîled about such medications and that same have decided to discontinue taking their
doctor-prescribed a¡d ofien lifesaving medication. These deceptive advertisernents have had
deadly consequences.

A recent srticle published in

the Heart Rhythm Joumal reve¿ls that numerous patients

have ccased using their anticoagulant without consulting a physician after viewing negative legal
advertisements. Based on incidents reported to the FÞA Safety Information sfld Adverse Event
Reporting System, the article summarjzes thesc serious casês, includi.ng two deaths, as follows:
In the majority of these cases (23131 ,75Vi), patients experienced a
stroke or a transie,nt ischemic nelrrologic eveÍ¡ti 2 patients had
persistent residual paralysis, One patienl, a 45 year-old man
receiving rivaroxaban for trcatment of a deep vein thrombosis,
stopped the drug and died of a subsequent pulmonary smbolism,
and I femaie patient, recciving rivaroxaban for stroke preve,lrtion,
stopped the drug and died of a rnassive stroke. All these cases
were considered to be scrious medical events by the health care
professionals that sr¡bmitted the reports.36
These

rçorls

are exüomely alanning and bring into clear foeus the rationale for the

AMA's resolution. Its recommendation is meant to ensure that legal advcrtising is not deceptive
and that patients are not scared into discorttinuing tb.eir prescribod medication, The legal
profession, which prides itself on the ability to self-regulate, should consideî immediately
adopting common ssnse reforms that require all legd advcrtising to contain a clea¡ and
conspicuous adrnonition to patients not to discontinue medication without consulting their
physician. It should also consider reminding patients that the drugs are approved by the FDA
and that doctors prescribe these medications because of the ovenrhoiming health benefits from
these drugs. Givcr¡ the cases noted above,lives depend on it.
BecRuse of our concsrn about patienl safety, we would appreciate your informing the
Cornmittee about the steps being taken to re¡riew this matter, i.ncluding any amendments to your
n:les of professional conduct that have been made or arö being considered.

l2

htçr:i/www,ispot.Mad/793Ðpulaski.and-middieman-xarerro-and-pradaxa.warning

" htçs://www.ispot,w/adlAfkx/the-.centi¡cl"group.xarelto-and-pradaxa-alen
" btçs://www,ispot.rvlad/AllKoþardian-legalnetwork-users-of*xa¡clm.or.pradaxa
"' https://www.ispaLtv/âd/AGIM/the-driscoll-6rm.xare'lro-and-pradaxa-linked-¡o-intcrnal-blceding.
This
oornmercial promincntly displays thc Ðriseoll .flrm'e
'wb¡ite addrcss, sctttcmcnthelpers.com, whiih brings ote to I
page rhat coniains r¡utterous trustcd logos including the logo of rhe A¡ncrican Bar Á¡soci¡tion, thcrcby iåplying an
c¡dorsernenr by thc ABÂ.
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Thank you for your attention to this important paticnt safoty issue. TVe look forwa¡d to
your responsc by March 21,2417.
Sincerely,

Bob Goodlatte
Chairman
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